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Chapter 1: Introduction

This research was an attempt to “learn” and “share my findings” about
“succession” in “Iranian family business.” My main motivation to study is far
beyond getting a degree or title. It was an endeavour to quench my thirst for
learning and prepare myself, my family and, in a broader scope, other Iranian
family businesses to deal better with succession in Iranian family business in
general. “Education” and “family business” have been two different and
parallel directions in my personal life that I have been passionate about since
childhood. However, this research is a bridge for connecting these two parallel
directions in my life. On the other hand, “succession” has been the biggest
challenge of every family business over generations, and therefore, it is critical
to be studied in depth. However, most literature about succession in family
business originates from a Western context that has fundamental contextual
differences with Iran. Consequently, not all generalizations, theories or
prescriptions from Western literature are necessarily applicable in Iranian
family businesses, especially with regard to such a complex challenge as
succession. Therefore, this study was conducted to do research in the context
of Iran with two goals. First, this study wants to illustrate a better image of the
context of Iranian family business for Western readers by highlighting those
differences that problematize Western originated theories about succession in
Iranian context. Second, the study wants to inquire Iranian family business and
“share findings” from Iranian context with other Iranian families in the hope of
helping them to confront challenges of succession in their family businesses
better rather than merely rely on Western findings.
13

Personal Passion
I have grown up in a family in which my parents were both illiterate. Hence, I
started elementary school; my brothers started a partnership to run a family
business. Consequently, the period of elementary school became a bit
problematic for me, because on the one hand I was very much interested in
learning, and on the other hand no one in my family was able to help me in my
studies. Everyone in my family was deeply involved in family business affairs.
My parents, who had more free time in comparison with my brothers, were
not able to help me due to their illiteracy. Therefore, I had to get help from
some outsiders. I decided to ask someone in the neighbourhood to assist me
with lesson practices and review my homework assignments. Whatever I
remember in my childhood is either related to my school studies or helping my
family’s income as much as a child could in the early stages. It was lots of fun
to sit next to all family members at home and work together. Working with
those who love you was a kind of play for me in childhood. I did enjoy helping
family in business as well as learning my lessons with the help of our
neighbours. My family appreciated my interest and intense work in both
studies and business. Therefore, with their support and my hardworking, I
could progress in both directions. Joys of overcoming barriers and challenges in
both business and studies made me passionate about both.
My passion for business and learning is rooted in my childhood and has
increased simultaneously. I call it passion, because whatever I have gained
from business and learning so far has been accompanied with pain and
hardship. Therefore, I perfectly understand the value of both and wish to
succeed in new challenges in both directions. However, I have always been
concerned that pursuing both of my interests may not be possible and I may
have to choose one in my life. Thanks to this research, however, I could
combine both of them to pursue my passion of learning through conducting
studies related to my other passion, family business. Moreover, from a
personal perspective, my brothers are approaching the age of retirement, and
succession is a dilemma for our family business that we have to confront.
Therefore, it is highly vital and interesting for me to learn more about
succession in family business, and to be prepared to deal with it as a candidate
successor in our family business.

What Makes Viability of Iranian Family Businesses
so Important?
Family business, to me, is like a magical combination in which both family and
business are manipulated in order to create a unique organization in which
14

responsibilities are taken in a respectful, dedicative, and healthy setting with
remarkable outcome over time. But, it can also be described as a nuclear
energy, which is useful when it functions well; but when its function is
troubled, it can be destructive for the family and the business with some
harmful radiation for the community, society, and ultimately the nation's
economy. One of the main, or possibly the most important troubles that may
cause interruptions in function and continuity of a family business is
succession.
The continuity of family business is highly important, because family
business plays a significant role in every society, and in the world on a global
scale. Family business is the dominant business organisation in the world
(Sharma, Chrisman, & Gersick, 2012, p. 1). It plays a crucial role in most of the
economies all over the world by generation of a great proportion in GDP and
employment (Sardeshmukh & Corbett; 2011, p. 1; Giovannoni, Maraghini, &
Ricaboni, 2011, p. 126; Murphy, 2005, p. 123; Kenyon-Rouvinez & Ward, 2005,
p. 1; Venter, Boshof, & Maas, 2005, p. 283; Danco, 2003, p. 15; Morris,
Williams, & Nel, 1996, p. 68; Craig & Moores, 2010, p. 170). Family business in
small-sized firms as well as medium-sized provides a large portion of total
demand of goods and services for other types of business. Family business is a
social force for every country's growth and success (Danco, 2003, p. 183) and
Iran is not an exception.
Position and importance of family businesses in Iran’s economy can be
better understood by considering of their contribution in major economic
indicators such as employment, GDP, and number of firms. Iran’s economy is
broadly divided into state companies and private sectors. Although there is no
specific statistical information about Iranian family business, family business in
the official statistics embodies private sectors as a broad label. Despite lack of
clear statistical information and official definition about family business in Iran,
there are many clues that make clear the significant contribution of family
business in Iran’s private sector. For instance, 94 % of all Iranian firms are
small-sized and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), which are defined in Iran’s
official statistics as “independent [not belonging to state] business with less
than 250 employees including labour from market, paid and unpaid family
member.” The terms “paid and unpaid family member” as labour in definition
of SMEs clearly shows how important family business is. Private sector in
Iranian firm typology can also be referred to as publicly owned companies
against national (state-run) companies. The publicly owned companies, which
are not many, are entirely included in Iran’s stock market. This market is in its
initial stages of development. Most publically owned companies in stock
15

market have major shareholder state-run companies.1 Therefore, it can be
concluded that most firms in the private sector privately own small and
medium-sized enterprises among which family businesses represent, most
likely, the largest portion.
In 2013, Iranian state companies generate about 90% of GDP and only
18.8% of employment. On the other hand, private sector generates only 10%
of GDP and 81.2% of employment. Almost all big and profitable industries of
Iran, including oil and gas industries, banking and insurance companies belong
to the state, which causes the imbalance of employment and GDP
contribution. The private sector also contributes 79.1% of the total final
consumption expenditures in Iran’s economy, which clearly shows their
significant importance for the stimulation of economy.2
Unemployment rate in Iran is reported 12.2% in 2016, which will
increase sharply in the coming years. Two thirds of Iran’s population are below
the age of thirty. Iranian women not only consist around 60% of the graduates,
they also differ significantly from the previous generations in regards to
sociability and job seeking. Almost nine million jobs are required to be created
within the next five years only in order to keep up with the current
unemployment rate. Given private sector's high contribution to employment,
the significant impact of continuity of family business and succession in Iran’s
economy are crystal clear. In addition, almost two million men in Iran are in
the age group of 50-54. This age group occupies most senior positions in
leadership and management of Iranian enterprises. These people will approach
retirement age within next 5-10 years. Consequently, retirement and
leadership succession are becoming one of main concerns among Iranian
family business, and a critical issue for public and government in the coming
years.3 It can be claimed that perpetuation of family businesses somehow
means perpetuation of economy. There are different definitions for family
business (see Colli, 2003, p. 15-19), and consequently their contribution to the
economy varies according to their specific definition. However, scholars and
practitioners admit that family business impact significantly on macro and
1

See also: www.tse.ir/en/
This is the latest official statistics that have been published by government about
details of GDP and employment contributions by the time of writing the thesis. Since
there is no other official and reliable statistic available, we can only refer to it as the
latest one.
3
See: Kamalian et al., 2011, p. 79; Statistical Pocketbook of I. R. Iran, 2012-2013.
See also: Iran’s official statistic centre at www.amar.org.ir/english
2
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micro economy all over the world (Sharma, Chrisman, Pablo, & Chua, 2001, p.
18).

Problematic Succession
In spite of all advantages of family business, this type of business hardly lasts
beyond its founder's working life. Most family businesses are either liquidated
or converted to other types of businesses, such as managerial, corporation,
and public companies (Colli, 2003, p. 13). According to Western statistics, one
third of family businesses are passed to the second-generation (Massis, Chua,
& Chrisman, 2008, p. 184; Vera & Dean, 2005, p. 322; Lansberg, 1999, p. 1;
Sharma et al., 2001, p. 18) and less than 10% may survive in third generation
(Lansberg, 1999, p. 1). Danco (2003) calls the third generation as an
endangered species, and Morikawa (2001, p. 179) considers inter-generation
family businesses as “exception rather than rule” not just because of external
factors like competition, changes in law or consumption behaviour (Danco,
2003, p. 4), but due to failure in the succession process.
The succession process is the main challenge for the survival of every
family business. It is defined by Sharma et al. (2001) as: ‘the actions and events
that lead to transition of leadership from one family member to another in
family firms […] The two family members may be part of nuclear or extended
family, or may not belong to the same generation.’ (p. 21). Some well-known
scholars of the field even consider succession as part of their definition of
family business, like Ward (1987) who defined it as: ‘one that will be passed on
to the family’s next generation to manage and control.’ (p. 252); or similarly
Chua, Chrisman, and Sharma (1999) who defined family business as: ‘a
business governed and/or managed with the intention to shape and pursue
the vision of the business held by dominate of a coalition controlled by
members of the same family or a small number of families in a manner that is
potentially sustainable across generations of the family or families.’ (p. 25)
Succession triggers many tensions and troubles among family members,
as well as other stakeholders in business. In fact, succession is a big change and
consequently, like other changes, there will be resistance, difficulties, tensions,
and barriers as well as opportunities. However, succession in family business in
comparison with other types of organisations is more difficult and problematic
because there is an additional stakeholder, the family. Coexistence of family
and business in family business differentiates it from other types of business.
Both of them interact in a complex and ever-changing context that is socially
constructed by numerous and different actors in an ongoing process of
relationship. Multiplicity and dynamics of family business are mainly due to the
fact that it is both the result and cause of social interactions among people in
17

two different settings called family and business (Maas, personal
communication). Context of family business is not only constructed by ongoing
social interaction of different stakeholders with different perceptions, sense
making, thoughts, feelings, behaviour, et cetera from two different settings;
but also is a participant in the production of differences/similarities in
stakeholders and their interaction. Every single individual in this context is a
relational being that may become a different actor or interact differently when
the context and situation changes (Gergen, 2009).
The biggest change in the context of family business lies in the
succession process in which the successor/s takes the position of the
predecessor/s. The predecessor and the successor are not the only players of
the game, but there are numerous and different stakeholders who are
involved. All of them have their own voice and role to play. The role of every
stakeholder is related to and dependent on others and nobody is able to
manage this process successfully in an independent manner. Every action finds
its meaning in relation to others and can only lead to constructive progress if it
makes sense to other stakeholders as well (Hosking, 2007). Therefore, it is
important to look at succession from the perspectives of different stakeholders
involved in this process in order to have a more comprehensive understanding
and a multidimensional view of this challenge. Succession makes every
involved stakeholder concerned about the future of family business. Without
hearing their voice and considering their roles, keeping peace in family
business becomes extremely hard.

Necessity of this Research
Despite the importance of family business in Iran’s economy and society, there
is no comprehensive research about succession in Iranian family business
based on findings in the context of Iran. The more I read about succession
theories, the more I have realised the gap between literature and reality of
succession in Iranian family business. Most theories in this field originate from
the Western culture and context, and Iran has some fundamental contextual
differences that need to be taken into consideration. In the same token, most
theories and generalizations in this field are based on presumptions and
findings in the Western context that are not necessarily applicable in different
cultures and societies (Gupta & Levenberg, 2010, p. 167; Colli, 2003, p. 14;
Bird, Welsch, Astrachan, & Pistrui, 2002, p. 348; Dyer, 1986, p. 13). In fact,
succession in family business has not gained enough attention from Middle
Eastern researchers and academia yet. Thus, the literature in this field in the
Middle East is scarce and definitely not sufficient for the foundation of a
comprehensive research (Afghan & Wiqar, 2007, p. 1). Therefore, the existing
18

literature mostly from Western cultures was mainly focused for literature
review in chapter three of this study.
Colli (2003) argued: ‘Generalisation in leadership succession [in family
business] without or with low attention to cultural, societal, and
environmental factors may lead to dysfunctional and dangerous theories.’ (p.
14). Bird et al. (2002) pointed out: ‘Much of research on family business has
been based on samples and theorizing from United States.’ (p. 348). More
recently, Gupta and Levenberg (2010, p. 167) also argued that our
understanding from family business is largely limited to Anglo-based societies.
It is a matter of fact that succession in different societies and “cultural context”
varies and is prescribed by family business scholars for leadership succession
based on Western or Japanese samples. Consequently, the prescription of one
society may not work for other societies (Dyer, 1986, p. 13; Colli, 2003, p. 66).
Different cultures, religions, governments, economic systems, and laws
reinforce vulnerability and inapplicability of these theories in global scale (Bird
et al., 2002, p. 347). Danco (2003, p. 184) even argued that each individual
family business is a unique set of business and, therefore, it is worthy to carry
out an independent study. Therefore, this study would not be an attempt to
simplify the complexity of this process and generate a prescriptive theory. I
would rather attempt to show the complexity, multi-dimensionality, and
dynamic of this process in the context of Iranian family businesses.
Therefore, according to an argument elaborated by Yan and Sorenson
(2006) that ‘examining [studying] family businesses in their social context
provides more complete understanding of the dynamics underlying choices
and activities in family firm’ (p. 245), this study refers to contextual factors that
distinguish Iranian society from others and may have influence on the dynamic
of succession in Iranian family business. Therefore, based on my findings
through interviews with family businesses, my personal experiences,
participation in religious school, interviewing experts in fields of religion, law,
sociology, and also existing literature on these fields, The role of Islamic
culture, Iranian law, and dual character of Iranians have been elaborated in
chapter four, five, and six respectively.
Furthermore, in this project, the contextual factors were paid attention
as essential factors in studying different Iranian family businesses and
analysing whether the context can influence and differentiate dynamic of
succession process from the Western ones. Moreover, context related
decisions and behaviours in dynamics of different family businesses have been
found and elaborated through studying underlying contextual factors in my
contextual level studies. Through this research, many Iranian family businesses
19

with different characteristics have been studied. In order to provide a better
image for readers how information (on contextual as well as on individual
level) have been collected, the methodology of this research is elaborated in
Chapter two. In Chapter seven a summary of collected information in the form
of short stories from Iranian family businesses are told.
In addition, it is crucial to acknowledge that a successful transition of
family business leadership requires “everyone to be committed to the
succession process.” (Fleming, 2000, p. 180) It also requires diagnosing and
minimising tensions, conflicts, and resistance of the different stakeholders
involved (Lansberg, 1988 p. 133). So, in order to capture the essence of
succession in Iranian family business, it is necessary to evaluate and study this
process from the perspective of different stakeholders who, if included into
the process, can help to make the succession a success, but if they feel they
have something to lose, they can become an obstacle, a hindrance, or a
drawback on the succession path.
In fact, leadership succession in family business is a complicated process
and similar to solving a puzzle. While all pieces (stakeholders) seem to be
available, we cannot match them appropriately and might consider that many
pieces are missed. Stakeholders that I found influential in the succession
process of Iranian family business are the predecessor as shown in Chapter
eight, the successor in Chapter nine, the family in Chapter ten, family member,
particularly women in Chapter eleven, professional stakeholders such as
managers, employees, market, customers and suppliers in Chapter twelve, the
financial dimension and ownership in Chapter thirteen, spirituality and the role
of religion in Chapter fourteen, and finally other minor stakeholders in Chapter
fifteen.

Goal of this Research
My work is the first empirical research projects with qualitative methods about
leadership succession in Iranian family business. Firstly, it is an attempt to
avoid assumptions and then see what makes the succession process so
complex and dynamic that some of the existing theories can hardly be applied
particularly in the different context of Iran. Through this research, I want to
show the role of context in the dynamics of succession process and see the
features of the Iranian succession puzzle in family business, and finally shed
light on some effects that each piece of the puzzle (i.e. each stakeholders) can
have on the succession process. I want to demonstrate that succession in
Iranian family business is such a complex and multidimensional process that
without a good preparation and, more importantly, taking the involved
20

stakeholders and contextual factors into account, a long-standing business
over generations is not very likely. With such a research I hope to open a way
for further studies in this field in different contexts. I try to contribute, even on
a very small scale, to the continuity of family businesses in different societies,
especially in my country.
In short, this study aims to answer below questions:
 How does the puzzle of the succession process in Iranian family business
looks like and how different is it from other societies?
o To which extent and with which contextual differences succession
in Iranian family business can differentiate from succession in
family businesses of other societies?
o Which stakeholders influence the succession process in Iranian
family business and what is their perspective towards leadership
succession?

21
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Chapter 2: Methodology

Context of the Study
From a personal point of view, this research has always been a tempting
subject of study through which I could not only quench my thirst for learning,
but also pursue my passion about continuity of the family business that I have
been deeply involved since my childhood. I have been grown up in a family
that started a family business when I was three years old. In the past three
decades of my life, I have always been involved with the dynamic of family
business and more recently with the succession process as a candidate
successor to continue our family business in the next generation. Therefore, I
found this topic as a helpful and interesting subject to learn more for a
coursework during my Masters studies. The more I read about succession in
family business, the more I realised my personal passion about this topic as
well as the gap between existing literature and reality of succession in our
family business in Iran.
In fact, some prescriptions and generalizations about family business
that are mostly generated in the West could not lead to success in our family
business and in broader scope in many Iranian family businesses, due to not
taking into account the fundamental differences of Western and Iranian
context. Necessity of further studies about succession in Iranian family
business triggered me to stick to this subject for rest of my academic life in
order to prepare myself for the succession in our own family business, and also
to address better the complexity of succession process in Iranian family
business for Iranian readers as well as Western scholars. Consequently, I
23

decided to continue my master’s coursework in a deeper, broader and more
empirical field of study in the name of Ph.D. thesis entitled as leadership
succession in Iranian family business. However, my motives of study were
shifted from a personal level to a broader scope, through which I can shed light
on the complexities and dynamics of those factors that differentiate succession
in the context of Iranian family business; and draw attention of other scholars
of the field into the fact that Western prescriptions are not necessarily
applicable in all cultures and societies.

How to Organize my Inquiry?
Despite the critical role of family business for Iranian society and economy,
scholars have not paid sufficient attention to this issue in Iran. Succession in
Iranian family business in particular has not been so attractive for scholars.
There are only a few master’s theses and research papers about it. These few
papers are either quantitative (Davarzani, 2008) or library-based studies
(Seyedi, 2012, Gholipour, 2012). In my opinion, library studies are very helpful
for learning about leadership succession in family business, but cannot address
differences and real dynamics of this phenomenon in Iran in comparison with
the West as the origin of most literature in this field. Quantitative research -as
it was conducted by Davarzani (2008) in Iran - can also be very helpful to testify
a hypothesis in Iranian context but has some limitations and weaknesses that
put its viability for my research goal in question.
In recent decades, there is an ongoing argument among scholars in
regard to qualitative or quantitative approaches to research in social inquiry
(Eriksson & Kovalainen, 2016). In fact, these two approaches have their
strengths and weaknesses that need to be realised first (Madrigal & McClain,
2012). Numeric data and statistical analysis in quantitative approach are easier
to validate research results, when the sample size is large enough and variables
are predetermined and limited. However, problems with this approach arise
when research requires flexibility and not standardization; exploring variables
themselves are the research goal; and human behaviour -not necessarily
rational ones- and interpretations of people are subject of study. On the other
hand, qualitative approach open space for more flexibility and diversity in
information collection that leads to more accuracy in interpretation and
finding different variables. However, weakness of this approach is firstly with
regard to objectivity and proving reliability and validity of research result for
general and law-like theories; and secondly qualitative research information
collection is time consuming and consecutively its information analysis is
difficult.
24

There are many factors that determine the applicability and
appropriateness of approaches to research (Lowhorn, 2007). Among these
factors research goal is of ultimate importance. From the very beginning that I
was reading existing literature of the field, I realised behavioural and
contextual differences between dynamic of our own family business and what
was presumed in the literature. Therefore, I came to the conclusion that if
there are such differential variables between reality of our own family business
and the typical cliché of family business in the literature, I can definitely find
more differential variables, by referring to a deep layer of succession dynamics
in other family businesses of Iran. Therefore, in order to grasp diversity and
differential variables that I have not found in the literature, I decided to
conduct an empirical, inductive, and qualitative research rather than deductive
and quantitative research.
The qualitative research design was chosen because the aim of this
research is far beyond studying independent variables in order to generate
general law or universal theories. In contrast, this research tried to explore and
understand those variables that have not been addressed or have not gained
proper attention in existing literature. The aim of this research was to reveal
differences and also capturing dynamic and complexities of leadership
succession in a different context, Iran. This research did not test a hypothesis
by measurable data in a standardised and pre-planned process. In contrast, it
adopted a flexible movement in the subject of study in the hope of developing
new concepts and finding substantive theories in this field that embody
different dimensions of human behaviour and contextual factors, whether they
are measurable, or not.
Qualitative research is a broad label that includes different paradigms
and numerous approaches to research (Ritchie et al., 2013). Even though these
paradigms have some basic characteristics of qualitative enquiry in common,
they are different from each other in various degrees. Different philosophical
stands of researchers within the past decades have led to a variety of
paradigms under tenet of qualitative research. The major schools of thought in
social inquiry are positivism, interpretivism, and constructionism. Despite long
lasting debates among scholars about applicability of positivist approaches in
social inquiry, there are numerous studies in social science that still benefit
from positivist or post-positivist approaches. Even though generalization and
law-like theories based on human senses - as it is in natural science - are very
challenging in social science, we see that post-positivism and falsification have
gained attention among scholars in this field to conduct deductive social
inquiry and test hypothesis by numeric methods to prove or refuse it. In
contrast to positivism, there are schools of interpretivism and constructivism
25

that emphasize on human meaning and perception in social inquiry that
cannot necessarily generate law-like theories by a passive or value-neutral
researcher. The main difference between interpretivism and constructivism is
the great emphasis of constructionism on the idea that reality in social inquiry
is not necessarily interpreted or observed but is “actively constructed by
human beings.” (Ritchie et al., 2013, p. 13)
It is crucial to stand with an appropriate research approach that fit into
my ontological and epistemological perspective. I have tried to approach my
participants in this study by a more inductive, empirical and explorative
research in the paradigm of social constructivism (Gergen, 2009; Maas, 2009).
This paradigm of social constructivism is considered to be more appropriate as
an underlying philosophy, because the phenomenon of this research is a
process through which every stakeholder has its own role to play and its own
voice to be heard. Numerous stakeholders, ranging from individual
stakeholders within the family and business, to a contextual level that includes
society and culture, socially construct the succession process in family
business. Moreover, social constructivism enables me as a researcher to
broaden my scope of research far beyond major stakeholders to the extent
that influential (even minor) stakeholders can be also found as small pieces
without which the succession puzzle cannot be completely solved. In order to
have a comprehensive research, two perspectives should be taken into
account: contextual factors and the perspective of individual stakeholders.

Research Strategy
With regard to the research strategy, a variety of strategies that are under the
tenet of qualitative research could be applicable for this research. There are
similar approaches with minor differences, but it is better to choose an
approach that corresponds completely with my research approach and goal.
For instance, I could benefit from narrative study, case study or ethnography
for my research (Eriksson & Kovalainen, 2016). These strategies could lead to a
very deep understanding of the succession process, but only in one or in the
best way in a very few family businesses in Iran. These strategies could deepen
our understanding of this phenomenon, but on the other hand the findings of
my research could be confined in regards of the diversity and multiplicity of
differential factors that were in conflict with the research goal. Autoethnography in particular could be a very appealing strategy to study our own
family business (Ellis, 2009), but I decided not to take this strategy; firstly, for
the same reason that I just explained related to narratives, cases and
ethnography; and secondly, because of the role conflict and family politics. My
position as a researcher and candidate successor in our own family business at
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the same time could put me into the dilemma of secretiveness of involved
stakeholders and family politics that could end up with telling me biased or
misleading information. There are also other strategies for research. Or they
were not applicable to my research, or I was not very much capable of doing it
as a researcher, like critical theory, content analysis, discourse analysis, and
interpretive phenomenological analysis (Eriksson & Kovalainen, 2016).
Among all qualitative oriented strategies, Grounded Theory (GT) was
chosen for my research because I wanted to be as flexible as possible in my
research structure and information collection in the hope of emerging
unexpected realities that cannot be found in existing literature of the field.
Moreover, generating substantive or local theories instead of formal or general
theories was another advantage of GT as a research strategy that well matches
with the goal of my research that tried to highlight diversity, complexity, and
multi-voices during succession processes in Iranian family Business.
Kenny and Fourie (2015) distinguished three different traditions of
grounded theory, such as classic, Straussian, and constructivist. According to
them, these three traditions have some similarities that keep them under the
tenet of grounded theory, and also some differences that lead to their
distinction from each other. With regard to similarities, we can refer to
theoretical sampling to the point of saturation, comparative analysis, and
generating substantive theory rather than formal or general theory. However,
main differences of these three traditions are related to their philosophical
paradigm, coding system, and use of literature. Among these three traditions, I
have been inspired by Charmaz (2006) to choose a constructivist grounded
theory, mainly due to its clarity in paradigm and well matching of its
epistemological and ontological perspectives with my own, which is a
“constructivist paradigm with relativist ontology.” Other traditions of grounded
theory such as classic and straussian are not very clear about their paradigm
and are perceived by most scholars as positivist and post-positivist oriented
respectively (Kenny & Fourie, 2015, p. 1283), which are different by far from
my perspective. Another advantage of constructivist grounded theory is its
flexibility in terms of methods of information collection and coding them.
Therefore, I benefited from diverse methods of collecting information,
including literature. In contrast, Straussian’s rigorous and systematic coding on
one hand and classic’s suspicions in regard to prior knowledge of subject
including literature review and experiences in the field on the other hand
(Kenny & Fourie, 2015), directed me toward constructivist tradition of
grounded theory.
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Methods of Information Collection
Qualitative research can provide a deeper insight into the subject and increase
richness of understanding in comparison with quantitative approaches.
However, qualitative research methods are mostly time-consuming and more
difficult to do. Therefore, it is highly important to choose a method or a
combination of different methods that are “practical”, “feasible” and
“efficient” (Marshal, 2006, p. 136), but also ethical and progressive for
research towards its goal. It is highly critical to choose a method based on the
capabilities of the researcher and also research requirements, environment,
participants, opportunities, and constraints. Accordingly, I have benefited from
the combination of different methods for collecting information.
Key method of information collection in my research was in-depth
interviews. It is a very common qualitative research method through which the
researcher can find an access to participants’ perspectives about a
phenomenon. Interviews with an individual can be done on one-to-one basis
or with a group of participants (Rubin & Rubin, 2012). However, since
succession has increased political temperature among family business
stakeholders, and tension has become likely to happen among participants, I
preferred to merely rely on interaction with individuals on a one-to-one basis
for collecting information from family businesses. In addition, through face-toface interviews, feelings and attitudes can be better conveyed and understood
particularly when they are emoted or emotional (Rubin & Rubin, 2012, p. 83).
Interviews can be done in different structures ranging from formal to
conversational. An open and conversational interview was chosen for my
research, because I prefer to avoid presumptions and, instead, let the
interviewee freely express him/herself and make space for the interviewee to
tell his/her stories (p. 95). By the same token, facing unexpected realities also
becomes more likely. Moreover, my dilemma for interviewing was how to
extract information from Iranians who are conservative and have a dual
character as will be described in a later Chapter (p. 173). As Iranians try to
show the attitudes of being highly hospitable and talkative, I found it an
opportunity for myself as a researcher to go below surface and try to disclose
the hidden sides of involved stakeholders by conducting open and in-depth
interviews. In addition to interviewing family business stakeholders, I had some
interviews for collecting information about contextual factors like religion and
law that differentiate Iranian society from West and will be elaborated later in
this Chapter.
In addition to interviews, I benefited from observation and participant
observation (Erlandson et al., 1993). Observation through interviews in the
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context of interviewee work place or family environment not only provides a
general understanding of the phenomenon, but also releases many details that
are sometimes as valuable as the interview itself and can be highly helpful for
more accuracy of interpretation of the texts of the interviews. Field notes,
writing memos, and noting body language or emotional scene during an
interview, and then adding them to an interview transcription; help the
researcher to have a better and more accurate interpretation and analysis. In
my research, I have tried to not only do an interview with stakeholders of
family business, but to participate in their family business even for a very short
period of time. I tried to form a friendship with interviewees. Interviewing
stakeholders in their work place and walking around and having short
conversations with people around were extremely helpful for me to
understand dynamics and relationships that were addressed in the interviews
(Erlandson et al., 1993). Since I am also involved in a succession process in our
own family business in Iran, I have experienced a double position with regard
to observations. On the one hand, I was an observer who tried to participate in
interviewed family businesses, and on the other hand, I was a participant in
our own family business in Iranian context that tried to take a position of an
observer. Such double positioning of me as a researcher as well as a
practitioner, who lives in Iran, helped me a lot to understand the contextual
consideration easily, and digest stories of interviewees and have sympathy
with them. And on the other hand, it helped me to understand my own family
business dynamics better by learning to look at the phenomenon from their
standpoint.
Another method of collecting information for my research was referred
to scientific literature, including books and articles, research journals, and also
policy documents and official statistics (Erlandson et al., 1993, p. 99-100).
Enriching the literature review by presenting existing arguments and conflicts
among scholars of the field, as well as providing a comprehensive image of the
subject by referring to existing theories and models as the back bone of my
own research, are the main reasons that directed me toward using scientific
literature, such as books, articles, research journal in the field of family
business. In addition, I have also benefited from existing literature, including
books, articles, and research journals that address culture, politics, religion,
history and society of Iran, as well as policy documents and official statistics to
provide a clear image for readers about Iranian context where the subject of
this study is located.

Methods of Information Analysis
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To me, qualitative analysis of narratives out of interviews is a process of
interpreting meanings of interviewee in its context for understanding a
phenomenon and presenting these interpretations meaningfully to the
readers. However, Kim (2016) does raise some critical thoughts about
analysing narratives, some of which I also struggled with in my own research.
First, the struggle of qualitative analysis of narratives is about meaning (Kim,
2016, p. 190), which is not necessarily tangible or clearly stated by the
participants. Sometimes, meaning is expressed by silence, body language,
emotions or the likes, rather than straightforward words. Therefore, I decided
to keep notes of my observations and signals within an interview that could
help me to find real meanings. Secondly, interpreting meaning highly depends
on the context of a narrative through which the grasping real dynamic of
phenomena and accuracy of interpretation are more likely (Kim, 2016, p. 191).
Cultural, social, historical, and economic contextual considerations are highly
essential for interpreting a phenomenon, because these are mostly taken for
granted by interviewee and interviewer during an interview. It is vital to refer
to these contextual factors especially for a research that has an unfamiliar
audience in a context. Thirdly, interpreting is a tricky situation that challenges
researcher in a dilemma of remaining faithful to real meaning and what an
interviewee narrated. In addition of being loyal to what an interviewee says, a
text that is theoretically coherent and strong needs to be presented for the
reader (Kim, 2016, p. 193). I have been confronted with this challenge from the
very beginning of my research. My position as a candidate successor in our
own family business unconsciously oriented me to look at narratives from
lenses of a successor. However, the more I got involved into the research and
learned about different perspectives, I found it a good solution to analyse
narratives of different stakeholders from their own perspective rather than
trying to find a coherent and general pattern that represents all voices and
standpoints.
In order to qualitatively analyse narratives of my interviewees, I
benefited a lot from Rubin and Rubin (2012) and Charmaz (2008). Taped
interviews were transcribed, either immediately or a day after the interview in
order to include memos, observations, and field notes, such as emotions,
changes in voice tone and facial reactions, interruptions, silences and/or
pauses, happiness and sadness, and the other points into the transcription.
After transcribing an interview, I started to read it line-by-line and marked
whatever I had found relevant to the subject of my research by highlighter.
Then, I made a short primary commentary interpretation of my key findings
attached to the transcription. Since all interviews had been done in Persian, all
transcriptions, notes, and primary interpretation remained in Persian, and
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were translated later into English.4 Translation was not only a time-consuming
challenge, but it was considered as a barrier in understanding and conveying
the meanings of participants. This burden was proven in the discussions with
both of my coaches. After the transcription of each interview and its primary
interpretations, I referred back to my previous narratives. Reviewing the
highlighted transcription points of the previous interviews and my primary
interpretations helped me a lot to find out in which area I needed to collect
more information or what interview was required or what a stakeholder was
missing in my research. In some cases, unexpected concepts emerged, or I
considerably redirected from my initial planning in research or some conflicting
findings from different interviews directed me to further studies about specific
subjects.
Then, I gave a short phrase as a code to each highlighted sentence or
paragraph in narratives that briefly represented the content of it. All initial
codes were listed in an excel file containing initial codes, original marked
information (from interview transcription and added notes), and a distinctive
number for each interviewee in a row. The number of initial codes reached
1536. After multiple reading of transcriptions and reviewing codes, I tried to
re-evaluate (re-focus) my initial codes by more conceptual codes (a word that
indicated a clue to know what each information manifested in my research). In
the next step, I tried to ensure the consistency in my data by giving them a
more general label (theme) so that I could group some codes in a cluster. The
number of main clusters reached 64. In the next stage of coding, I tried to reevaluate clusters (themes) into sub-clusters (sub-themes) so that I could make
sense out of them and related them to each other. Having all original data,
initial and secondary codes, the additional notes for each code, clustering, and
sub-clustering in an excel file helped me a lot to find repeated information and
frequency of a subject in all the interviews, so that I could give them weight in
term of importance for easier presentation of findings in this book.
In order to remain faithful to the exact meanings of an interviewee, and
to create a logical framework for presentation of findings that could be related
to each other and made sense for a reader, I had to re-structure clusters and
sub-clusters in a way that I could present findings from the perspective of each
stakeholder involved in a different succession process. However, there were
some other clusters and sub-clusters that were more general and relevant to
perspectives of more than one stakeholder. These clusters and sub-clusters
were also restructured, and, finally, I decided to consider more general
4
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episodes to address those data that could be allocated in many different
involved stakeholders. These episodes were summarized in three Chapters:
Chapter twelve that addresses issues related to professionalism; Chapter
thirteen that addresses financial and ownership issues; and, more
interestingly, Chapter fourteen that addresses spirituality and its role in
succession process in Iranian family business.

Research Procedure
Through this research, I realised the need for constructing research and
information collection in three different directions. These three directions are
literature review, contextual level studies, and individual stakeholders’
perspective. Information collection in these three directions were not
separated from each other, so that emerging or finding a new concept in one
direction did force me to re-elaborate other directions and studied further in
order to keep all directions of study coherent. Despite initial planning for
conducting research in linear sort of arrangement that I am going to explain
below, there has been a process of back and forth in research process, so that
progress in one direction of study could force me to move backward and reelaborate or even considerably changed other directions.
First, the original direction of this research was an extension of my
master’s coursework with regard to the literature review in order to have
sufficient theoretical background and general image of subject by referring to
existing theories and models, as back bone of my own research. I did not limit
my literature study to any specified model or theory of succession. Literature
study to me was an attempt to explore the field and collect as many different
perspectives with regard to succession in family business as possible. I tried to
read as many relevant articles and books as I had access to. My main intention
was to enrich my literature review as a backbone and supportive foundation
for my research, through which I can explore the different dimensions of
succession and present arguments and conflicts, even within Western theories
and scholars. However, my limited access to journals and books enlarged the
gap between my intention and what has been presented in the Chapter of
literature review. Having no physical access to a rich library in Iran, limited
access to online sources due to the Internet filtering, having no membership of
main journals and publishers of the field, were the main barriers I was
confronted with in my literature review.
Nevertheless, the more I read about leadership succession in family
business, the more I realised the gap between literature of the field and the
reality of succession in Iranian family business. Therefore, merely relying on
literature for this research would not be appropriate because firstly, most of
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the literature about family business is generated in Western societies (Gupta &
Levenberg, 2010, p. 167; Colli, 2003, p. 14; Bird et al., 2002, p. 348; Dyer, 1986,
p. 13) that have some fundamental differences with Iranian society. In fact, this
gap is rooted in fundamental cultural differences of Iran and Western societies
as the origin of most literature that takes contextual factors for granted in the
research studies and theories. Therefore, empirical evidence in the context of
Iranian society was crucial. In contrast with most literature of the field, I did
not limit my research to address either contextual or individual levels in order
to study succession in family business. I believe a comprehensive
understanding of such a complex subject that was studied empirically and
qualitatively for the first time in Iran could not be achieved without taking both
contextual and individual levels into consideration. As a researcher, I preferred
not to take contextual level for granted, because context is essential for a
better understanding of the subject. Therefore, by providing an image from
contextual differences, the reader of this book – especially those Western who
are not very much familiar with Iranian culture - can better understand the
underlying dynamic and reasons for behaviour and decisions of individual
stakeholders in dealing with succession process in Iranian family business.
Consequently, I decided to study and shed light on contextual factors as a
separate direction of research.
Second, the direction of this research was mainly focused on
differentiating factors in Iranian context that are either unique in Iran and have
been neglected or not gained the proper attention in existing literature of
family business. With this regard, I employed different methods of collecting
information, such as individual interviews, religious sources and literature,
participant observation in religious school, policy and official documents, and,
finally, scientific literature - like books, articles, and journals in the fields of
culture, politics, sociology, and history. The main differentiating contextual
factor that I found in my research was the significant role of Islam in Iranian
culture and its manifestation in Iranian law. Therefore, I paid great attention to
these contextual factors and considered two Chapters for addressing the role
of Islam and law in the dynamic of succession process.
Starting point for my information collection with regard to contextual
factors was an interview with a lawyer who I have known for a long time in
order to elaborate the role of inheritance law of Iran over ownership
succession in Iranian family business. The more I learned about inheritance law
during this interview, the more I realized about the differences and even
uniqueness of Iranian culture and society that differentiate succession in
Iranian family business. Therefore, the interview that was planned to be short
and about the inheritance law went much longer and much broader than my
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questions. Nevertheless, many questions in my mind triggered to work hard
and to interview a judge. Judges in Iran are the ones who are expert in law and
know the underlying logic and principles behind law codes. A friend of mine,
who found me keen on interviewing a judge, introduced one of his friends who
has been working as a judge in a family court, and also a consultant in the
Ministry of Cultural Affairs in Iran. My interview with this judge revealed the
significant role of Islam, not only in our law, but also in our culture, life style,
and the way of thinking. Therefore, I decided to learn much more about Islamic
principles and its influence on the succession process in Iranian’s family
business. In order to do so, in addition to reading religious sources and
literature, I attended weekly sessions of the well-known Bazar’s religious
school in Tehran for more than twenty weeks. These sessions were divided
into two parts, which consisted of the religious scholar speech first and later
discussions among participants about the speech, relevant questions, and
arguments. It was a decent opportunity for me to take notes of the religious
scholars’ speeches and conducting an informal interview with the religious
scholars and participants. I asked some questions about Islamic principles that
could have some major or minor effects on the succession process.
Interviews with lawyer and judge were recorded and transcribed with
full details. I tried to extract relevant material to succession process by coding
them. Notes from my participation in religious sessions and discussions
elaborated these codes further. Many more relevant materials to succession
process have also been explored by the participation and discussion in the
religious school. All of this information have been coded and then clustered so
that readers could make sense of the relation among each cluster. However, I
did not merely rely on my collected information about Islam and law. I tried to
enrich my arguments and findings by reading and referring to relevant books
and articles as supportive sources.
In my opinion, there is no doubt about the influence of Islam in Iranian
law, culture, life style, and the way of thinking. But, Iran is not a homogeneous
and purely Islamic society. Based on my own understanding of Iranian society,
my findings from interviews with Iranian family business, and also advice of a
sociologist friend, a new Chapter was added that addresses the dual character
of the Iranian society. In this Chapter, I argue that Islam is not the only factor in
determining and influencing Iranian culture. In fact, Westernization has had its
own influence on Iranian life style. I mostly relied on library-based studies
(referring to policy and official documents, and also scientific literature like
books, articles, and journals in the fields of culture, politics, sociology, and
history) for this Chapter. I tried to address relevant topics that I found during
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my interviews with family business stakeholders, and also my own experiences
and understanding from our society.
Despite earlier planning, my findings with regard to the contextual level
were much larger than my expectation. The findings were analysed and
reflected in three Chapters such as Chapter four, five, and six, in which I tried
to be as objective and neutral as a researcher as possible, and merely reflect
my findings without any prejudgement or presumption. Therefore, these
findings only reflected reality, and not my opinion.
In parallel with my findings about contextual differences, it was essential
to study succession from the perspective of different involved individual
stakeholders in Iranian family business in order to see how Iranian look and
deal with problems and opportunities of a succession process in practice. In
order to collect information, I benefited from open and in-depth interviews
with individual stakeholders as well as memo and observation in their work
place or even houses. Through interviews and participant observation, the
possibility of discovering unexpected realities, dynamics, complexities and
differences could be resolved to some extent. Besides, interviews provided an
opportunity for understanding the attitudes, thoughts, and feelings of the
involved stakeholders who determine their decisions and behaviour in dealing
with a succession process. Interviews and studying contextual factors were
carried out in parallel, because there were some situations where my findings
from interviews with individual stakeholders redirected me to the contextual
level to add some points or find out some subjects in the literature.
A third direction of this research was conducting interview with different
individual stakeholders of Iranian family business in order to look at succession
from different standpoints. Twenty-four interviews were conducted from
different stakeholders in ten family businesses in Iran in different generation
and stages of succession process with different family structure, industry and
business. My initial intention was to conduct numerous interviews in a few
family businesses, in order to collect information and become familiar with the
perspective of as many stakeholders as possible and compare their different
stories with regard to succession processes. Despite initial agreements of
family business to interview with different stakeholders of family business, my
first interview had become mostly a barrier for further interviews. Therefore,
five out of ten family businesses did not let me interview more stakeholders.
The main reason for this problem was their sensitive information shared about
family business; future plans such as succession planning and ownership
distribution; and also, their emotional behaviours during interview. I found
some of them were looking for someone they could talk with for ages. The
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hesitation of these five interviewees for further interviews with other
stakeholders of their family business was very valuable to me because of the
important information I could gain. However, I could interview multiple (not
just one) stakeholders in other five family businesses in Iran.
In order to have a variety of stakeholders, I had to increase the number
of family businesses to ten, through which I could have formal interviews with
twenty-four different stakeholders among which three of them were founder
of family business, eight of them were those who had succeeded their family
business from previous generation and were involved in succession process to
transfer their leadership to their next generations, five of them were
successors or involved in hot phase of succession, two of them were wife of
predecessor or mother of successors, two of them were in-laws (one daughter
in-law of predecessor and one son in-law of predecessor), three of them were
siblings of successor (two brothers and one sister), and finally one of them was
non-family member manager.
In order to find differences and grasp multi-dimensional complexity and
dynamic of succession in Iranian family business, I did not confine my research
to any specific form of business, industry, organization’s structure or size.
Therefore, the family businesses interviews consisted a diverse range of
business that are different in term of leadership structure including controlling
owner, sibling partnership, cousin consortium; run by different generations of
family business from running in first generation to even fourth generation; in
terms of size businesses ranges from a small store to one of the largest
companies in Iran; in terms of markets and industries, they includes factories
such as diary, cosmetic, clay, paper, publishing, and trading, such as
wholesaling, importing, retail store, and services, like travel agency, and even a
fish farm; different geographical areas in Iran were covered, from North, East,
south and most importantly Tehran where different cultural and ethnical
groups are living. The only criteria I had for choosing family business was,
either being in the hot phase of the succession process in which it is a hot issue
for all involved actors or have already experienced it and have valuable stories
to tell.

Trustworthiness in this Inquiry
As it was discussed earlier, one of the major weaknesses of qualitative
research is proving validity and trustworthiness of research result. Despite
many critics of positivists, qualitative research can be academically sound and
trustworthy if it can prove its “credibility”, “transferability”, “dependability”
and “confirmability” that are qualitative terminology for positivist criteria as
“internal viability”, “generalizability”, “reliability”, and “objectivity”
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respectively (Guba, 1981, cited in Shenton, 2004; Erlandson et al., 1993). I will
discuss about first three criteria below and will refer to confirmability when I
am going to explain about multiplicity of my roles in this research.
With regard to credibility, it is critical to ensure that the reality of the
subject of study has been accurately studied and reflected. There are
numerous factors in my research that can assure readers about validity and
trustworthiness of my research. Among these factors, the major ones are,
using Shenton, 2004: conducting research in both contextual and individual
level; employing a combination of different methods for collecting information
that are all common in research in the field of family business; practical
knowledge of myself in the field as a candidate successor in our own family
business, and also prior knowledge obtained by literature review; diversity
among interviewees in terms of their perspectives and variety among studied
family business in terms of type, industry, size, culture and geographical
location, family structure and generation; voluntarily participation of
interviewees and ensuring them for confidentiality and ethical use of their
information verbally and by written letters; approaching interviewees after
introduction by middle persons and having no direct personal/business
relationship to participants before interviews; conversational and informal
type of interviews and comparing stories of different participants about one
subject; combining interview transcriptions with observations and my primary
interpretation and commentary; checking and confirmation of interview
transcription by interviewee.
With regard to transferability and dependability, it is very challenging to
have generalisation and law-like theories in qualitative research that can lead
to similar results by repeating research in different contexts and time
(Erlandson et al., 1993). In contrast to many research studies that try to give
general prescriptions in dealing with succession in family business, I try to
direct attention of the readers to the importance of contextual factors that not
only differentiate every single Iranian family business from others, but also
differentiate succession in a family business in different periods of time. In
fact, in terms of dependability, my research is the first qualitative study about
this subject in Iran and can be considered as an initial understanding that
needs to be studied in more detail by further inquiries. In terms of
transferability, even though different involved perspectives were presented
about succession in Iranian context and family business in the present
research, it will encourage the ones who are involved in family business to find
similarity or sympathy. I will argue more concisely in my conclusion, I believe
stakeholders in every family business need to understand the complexity of
the dynamics underlying the succession process and based on their own
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understanding and knowledge from their own family business and context they
have been locating, decide on how to deal with this issue.
Research ethics have always been my primary concern in all dimensions
of research, particularly with regard to collecting information through
interviews with individual stakeholders involved in the succession process. First
of all, I tried to approach interviewees who have no personal/business
relationship with me, so that they feel more comfortable for sharing sensitive
information. I found and asked interviewees through a person who asked them
first whether they liked to participate in the interview. This indirect request
which was carried out by someone else gave the interviewees freedom to
accept or refuse my request and also freely collect some initial information
about me as a researcher and subject of my study. In addition, I could also
collect some initial information from this middle person (the one who asked
the interviewees for participating in the interview) about participants and
prepare myself for interview in advance. In an introductory session with
interviewees, I explained briefly about my research goals and myself and tried
to build up trust, and ensured them about confidentiality and not use of their
information by third party verbally and by written letters, which were issued by
the university. In compensation to their participation, I have also promised
them to consult them whenever they feel I can help them in their family
business. I was always flexible and respectful to the requirements and
demands of interviewees, so that I had to cancel my planned interviews with
some members of family business, because of the request of an interviewee at
end of an interview. I had permission from some stakeholders to tape the
interview and, therefore, I could transcribe them, and later handed these
transcriptions to them for checking and taking their confirmation. But some
others didn’t like to have their voice recorded; then, I took some notes only.
Some of the interviewees required being anonymous, and some didn’t, but I
changed all names and company names in Chapter seven in order to respect
privacy and keep all information confidential to public as part of my research
ethic.

Variety of Inclusions
In this research, I experienced multiple inclusions and codes. First, I am a
researcher who is learning to do an inquiry and simultaneously does the
inquiry co-constructively, I in Iran, my coaches in Europe. Second, I am an
Iranian, who lives and works in Iran and is familiar with Iranian society and
culture. Third, I am a candidate successor in our own family business, and I am
familiar with characteristics of a family business and am dealing with
succession process. And finally, I am someone who is struggling to manage and
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integrate these inclusions. In this book these inclusions were integrated into
me in order to conduct an academically sound qualitative research project.
Through this research, I struggled to learn how to do a qualitative
research, because I live in a country, in which social science research is
perceived mostly as collecting information by a researcher and doing analyses
in numeric and static forms, so that qualitative inquiry is considered more like
a “fantasy” that is not very academic and reliable. Therefore, thanks to those
who taught me, I could get distance from what I had been told and learn more
about qualitative inquiry. Learning about qualitative terms and philosophies
has been extremely difficult and time-consuming for me, because I was not
only unfamiliar with them, but also had to learn them in different language
that the terms seemed strange. Simultaneous learning and doing a qualitative
inquiry were a very problematic challenge for me during this research, because
it took a long time, and lots of efforts to find my way in a confusing mess I was
involved in the beginning of my research. Learning and doing qualitative
inquiry at the same time were co-constructive, so that sometimes learning
helped and directed me in research and sometimes doing research assisted me
to better understanding and learning this design of study in practice.
Living in Iran and my familiarity with Iranian society and social
boundaries, culture, history and traditions, economy and business
environment, life style and way of thinking helped me a lot to better digest the
context and dynamic of family businesses in Iran, and also understand
underlying reasons for behaviour, decisions, and feelings of interviewees.
Despite the advantages of my familiarity with Iranian context for my research,
it can be argued that there might be some elements that my involvement in
Iranian society had blinded me. In order to minimize this problem, I tried to put
myself in the position of a Western reader, and also benefitted from the
informative comments of my European supervisors to not only do not take
contextual factors for granted, but also address and elaborate contextual
factors for readers in separate Chapters.
My third inclusion in this research is my position –as a candidate
successor- within our own family business that personally involves me into
problems and opportunities during succession process. Such personal
involvement in family business from childhood and in succession process more
recently could help me a lot to have some sympathy with interviewees and
more easily understand their meanings, positions, and problems. It could help
me to put myself in their position and look at this process from their
perspectives. In addition, my own experiences as a candidate successor could
not only help me better understand position of other successor interviewees,
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but also elaborate and understand stories of other stakeholders from multiple
standpoints. Despite such advantages, my personal involvement into
succession process might have had some negative consequences for research.
For instance, I might have had my own interest and curiosity that might have
directed my interview toward what I was more interested to know; my
presumptions and judgement could be another negative factor that might have
affected or narrowed my findings. Moreover, looking at the subject of study
from the outside and as a stranger can be an advantage to see what those who
are involved in the subject cannot see.
The most difficult dilemma in my research was my struggle with regard
to managing these three inclusions that were integrated in my ideas in order to
conduct an academically sound qualitative research project. As it was
discussed earlier, it was necessary to consider confirmability as a criterion for
trustworthiness of research. It was always my great concern to ensure findings
of research as a true reflection of reality of the subject, rather than an image
that I was interested to be presented. In an idealistic world as a researcher, it
was required to be neutral in all dimension of research, particularly with
regard to interviews. However, the variety of my inclusions was one of the
main reasons for my struggles to remain a neutral observer. Even though, I
myself think I was (not absolutely) successful in managing my multiple
inclusions with regard to analysing transcription of interviews. On the other
hand, I think I could not have been really neutral with regard to interviews with
individual stakeholders in family business, because my interviews were a coproduction between the interviewee and me as a researcher (Hosking, 2007).
Indeed, interview was a process of co-construction by interviewee and
interviewer in a relational and interactional context (Boje, 2008).
Consequently, I might have had some influence over content and direction of
my interviews towards my interest and curiosity unconsciously and inevitably,
just by posing specific questions, and using this integrating inclusion.
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Chapter 3: Literature Review

Through this Chapter, I try to refer to the existing literature of the field initially
in order to better understand the phenomenon and have sufficient theoretical
background; and also become familiar with arguments and criticisms of
different scholars with their different orientations regarding the succession
theories in family business. I then concentrate on influences and roles of each
stakeholder in the succession process that have been mentioned in the
literature. By doing so, I hope I can enable readers to compare them with my
findings that are presented from the perspective of different stakeholders and
also contextual differences in later Chapters in order to show some differences
in the dynamics of succession in Iranian family business in contrast to other
societies which underlie mostly on theories in the literature.
Of course, the first question is how my perspective on family business
can be presented, and how this stand is linked to the ontological and
epistemological foundations of my research. In this approach I followed a
social constructionist perspective, because it helped me to have eyes for the
ongoing processes and various stakeholders and their relationships that
generate the succession process (compare Gergen, 2015). So, nature of family
business, is dynamic, multiple, and ever-changing context that is actively
constructed socially by numerous and different actors in the process of
interaction and relationship. Multiplicity and a dynamic of context are mainly
due to the fact that both are the product and producer of social interactions.
(Maas, 2007) The context of family business is not only constructed by ongoing
social interactions of different actors with different perceptions and
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perspectives, sense making, thoughts, feelings, behaviours, et cetera; but also
is a producer of differences/similarities in actors and their interaction. Every
single individual in this context is a relational being that may become a
different actor or interact differently when context and situation are changed.
(Hosking, 2002) The biggest change in context of family business occurs during
succession process in which the successor/s takes position of predecessor/s.
But the predecessor and the successor are not the only players in this
succession game. There are numerous and different actors that all of them
have their own voice and role to play. The role of every actor is related and
dependent on others’ role. Effectiveness and peacefulness of the succession
process depend on all involved stakeholders. Every action finds its meaning in
relation to others and can lead to constructive progress that makes sense to
other actors as well (Gergen, 2009).

Family Business
Family business is a distinctive discipline and needs to be distinguished from
other types of business (Sharma et al., 2012, p. 6; Giovannoni et al., 2011, p.
126; Chittoor & Das, 2007, p. 65) because of its unique characteristic (See Bird
et al., 2002, p. 338; and Danco, 2003, p. 13). Thus, implementing the entire
theoretical framework generated in organisation and management studies for
family business is not practical and logical (Tagiuri & Davis, 1992, p. 44). In fact,
all differences between family business and other types of business are
somehow rooted in the presence of “family” as an additional stakeholder in
the business that is intertwined and interdependent with the management and
ownership and brings sentimental and emotional aspects of family into
business with pros and cons (Zellweger & Nason, 2008a, p. 205; Sharma, 2001,
p. 18; Tagiuri & Davis 1992, p. 49-50). Priorities are one of the key differences
of family business with other types of business. Other types of business are
mainly concerned about financial outcome and organizational performance,
which are rooted in the underlying concept of separation of ownership from
management (Morris et al., 1996, p. 68). But family business may have
additional concerns and priorities, such as family harmony, peace, solidarity,
and the like.
There are many family businesses that were not family business at the
beginning. In fact, most of the entrepreneurial and small private firms do not
necessarily intend to be included as a family business and begin their business
as owner-manager businesses. However, cheap, trustful and flexible labour of
family members are so attractive in early stages of forming a business that the
founder employs them and even may give them appealing titles. Family
members can be hardly separated from the business and hence family business
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is created (Churchill & Hatten, 1997, p. 56; Fleming, 2000, p. 17; KenyonRouvinez & Ward, 2005, p. 23). Therefore, family businesses may not be able
to employ other people based on logic and job-related qualification (Sorenson,
2000, p. 183); such as business needs and necessary skills; merit and
competence; education and experience (Danco, 2003, p. 14). In contrast, there
are also some family businesses intended to provide jobs for family members.
Family businesses can be divided into two sub categories of familyowned businesses and family-managed businesses. In family-owned
businesses, family is not necessarily involved in management and performance
of the business organisation, and merely influences the business through
ownership and governance. However, family-managed businesses are entirely
under the command and influence of one individual or a group of family
members in all dimensions of business (Chittoor & Das, 2007, p. 66). In this
research, by referring to family business, I mean family-managed and familyowned businesses at the same time.

Succession Models and Theories
Most scholars in this field agree that succession is a long-term process unless
unexpected event like death disturbs it. Therefore, many scholars study
succession and develop their theories and models in a long time horizon with
sequential stage-based models and phase-wised theories. I will start with life
cycle models for family business and then briefly explain different models for
succession as a process and finally describe some well-known theories about
succession. In addition, the predecessor in this research is referred to as the
family business owner or leader who is in the top position of management and
can be the founder or his or her offspring in the next generations of family
business. The successor also refers to those who either can be or have been
chosen for taking over the succession in the family business.

Family Business Life Cycle Models
It would be helpful if we start with family business lifecycle and then move
towards succession models. So, we refer to the typical developmental cycle of
a family business by Danco (2003, p. 25). Referring to his model, the first phase
of a family business is the creation period, which is called “wonder period” for
the founder. The second phase is called “blunder period” in which those
founders who are not hard working enough or cannot tolerate this tough
period quit and those who remain can enter the third phase which is called
“thunder period” which is the time for stability and growth. The next phase is
the period in which the founder has three choices: first, continuing work until
death without having a successor prepared and trained to continue his/her
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business (“plunder period”); second, the founder retires and decides to
liquidate his/her asset and business in order to enjoy rest of their life (“sunder
period”); third, the founder teaches and shares his knowledge and experience
to the successor and then retires (“re-birth of wonder period”). Since this
thesis concentrated on succession, we assume that the founder chooses the
third choice and goes for training and teaching the successor and then
retirement.
Succession in family business would be better understood if we start
with the simple life cycle model of Churchill and Hatten (1997, p. 59-60);
‘assuming the founder as sole owner-manager of the enterprise and founder’s
offspring as family member. In this model, in first steps of running business the
founder is solely involved with business. But when, simultaneously, by the
business ages, the founder gets older, and offspring grows up; considering
death as an inevitable and inescapable destiny of all humans, the founder finds
the future of his or her business in danger and tries to develop and train the
offspring the necessary abilities to become a capable and competent
successor/s even from childhood around dining table or part-time working of
child in his or her vacation. The development and training become more
serious when the offspring works full-time and it last till the offspring gets
involved in the full decision-making phase as a partner in the business.
Therefore, the offspring-developing stage in an owner-managed business will
change to partnership in family business and subsequently to a leadership
transition to a new generation and it’s the time for retirement of the founder.’
(Golestani, 2009, p. 5)
‘Moreover the complexity of succession as a challenge for family
business will be much more clear if we refer to the “developmental model of
family business” proposed by Gersick et al. (cited in Rutherford, Muse, &
Oswald, 2006, p. 333) that under the influence of family side on business, life
cycle model of Churchill and Hatten (1997) is modified to the developing
process of family business from controlling and owning the firm to partnership
and then a cousin consortium. In fact, family business does not necessarily
begin from one founder as an only entrepreneur that Churchill and Hatten
(1997) described. In terms of ownership, Lansberg (1999, p. 29-43) argued that
family business may begin with more than one founder and can be one of
three forms of ‘controlling owner’ (CO), ‘sibling partnership’ (SP), and ‘cousin
consortium’ (CC). Accordingly, in the succession typology that he proposed,
succession can take one of the nine types of possible leadership transitions in
family business that he distinguished them in terms of ‘recycle’, ‘evolutionary’
and ‘devolutionary’ transition. The recycle transitions are CO-to-CO, SP-to-SP,
and CC-to-CC in which there is no change in the “fundamental form of the
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business” (p. 39) through leadership transition; the evolutionary transitions are
CO-to-SP, SP-to-CC, and CO-to-CC in which fundamental changes in
management and form of business toward complexity happens; and finally, the
devolutionary transitions -that are rare but possible- are CC-to-SP, SP-to-CO,
and CC-to-CO in which basic changes happen to achieve more simplicity in
business structure.’ (Golestani, 2009, p. 6)

Succession Process Models
Longenecker and Schoen (1978) were two of the pioneers in developing a
model for the succession process in sequential phases, which include prebusiness (childhood), introductory (socialization within business), introductoryfunctional (part-time employment), functional (full-time employment),
advanced-functional (managerial position), early succession (decision-making),
and finally mature succession (Leadership and full authority). These sequential
phases of succession are summarized and developed differently by different
scholars. Model of Churchill and Hatten (1997) contains three phases such as
firstly “pre-succession” that includes developing, training and involvement of
succeeding generation into business; secondly, “power transfer” at which
leadership transition takes place; and finally, “post-succession” in which the
successor should deal with stakeholders. Davis and Klein (2005) similarly
defined three phases of “pre-succession”, “hot phase”, and “post-succession”
and elaborate hot phase and break it up into 6 phases namely “developmental
pressure”, “triggering”, “disengagement”, “exploration”, “choice” and finally
“commitment” (p. 60). Stavrou and Swiercz (1998) concentrated more on the
pre-succession phase and defined a model with three phases of “pre-entry”,
“entry” and “succession”. The pre-entry phase includes socialization and
preparation either by formal education or outside the family business working
or both of them and begins from childhood to the full-time working in family
business, which is called “entry” phase. In this phase assessment occurs and if
the decision of the successor and the family is both positive for continuing the
business by the successor, then the third phase which is succession
commences.

Succession Theories
Due to co-existence of family, ownership and management in this process with
sometimes opposite values, needs, and goals and also the nature of succession
as a change, it is not unusual that family businesses confront with conflicts and
resistances (Kenyon-Rouvinez & Ward, 2005, p. 5; Tagiuri & Davis, 1992, p. 44)
because change by nature provokes resistance (Fleming, 2000, p. 129). What
should be the concern in succession theories, as Ward (1987, p. 252) stressed,
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is how to prepare and plan to deal with these barriers for succession as the
final test of family business in each generation.
‘The interrelationship and interdependency of family, ownership, and
management in family business (Tagiuri & Davis, 1992, p. 49-50) have led to
different orientations in succession theories such as management oriented,
ownership oriented, and family oriented theories which emphasize on
managerial, ownership, and family aspects of succession respectively (Dyer &
Sanches, 1998, p. 291). In other words, succession theories can be divided into
those more concentrated on materialistic aspects like “effectiveness” and
“financial performance” of the succession process and the ones that look at
“family members’ satisfaction” and “family harmony “(Sharma et al., 2001, p.
19). However, there is some overlap’ (Golestani, 2009, p. 6), which have been
recently intended to be mathematically and neutrally elaborated through
game theory proposed by Blumentritt, Mathews, and Marchisio (2013). But, as
the authors themselves have addressed it, game theory theoretically needs
further development in order to be able to capture the dynamics of succession
in family business. In fact, an effective succession should be achieved in three
areas such as management leadership succession, ownership succession, and
family leadership succession (Kenyon-Rouvinez & Ward, 2005, p. 7). Some of
the theoretical arguments are presented briefly below.
‘Handler (1990) argued that it is very problematic if such a big change as
leadership transition occurs at a certain time and being triggered suddenly in
time of retirement of the predecessor and leaving the firm to the successor
even if the successor has passed the developing and training stage and the
predecessor is confident about his/her competency. In fact, in this process, the
stable situation of firm may become chaotic and troubled. In Handler's point of
view, changing roles and “on-the-job learning” in the life cycle model of the
successor is only one side of the coin; to have an effective succession, in its
process and phases, the “predecessor” and “new generation family members”
should mutually adjust their roles as well as changing roles which she identified
for the predecessor from the “sole operator to monarch to overseer/delegator
to consultant” and for the new generation from “no-role to helper to manager
to leader/chief decision maker”. The predecessor should step back –in terms of
power and control- when the new generation shows abilities for stepping
forward for getting new roles so that responsibilities are transferred from the
predecessor to the new generation slowly and in a subtle way.’ (Golestani,
2009, p. 7)
Danco (2003, p. 65, 72) argued that in order to mutually adjust the roles
and having an effective succession, the predecessor should not only
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concentrate on successor/s, but also needs to modify his or her own character
and type of management in the early stages of the succession process. Some of
these basic changes are sharing information and enthusiasm with others and
enhancing others’ abilities and education instead of being secretive; building a
team work instead of doing everything by himself; having a real board of
directors instead of solely making decisions; giving others the opportunity to
grade him objectively and criticizing his/her decisions and accept their critiques
if they are right. In addition, the predecessor should explicitly state his decision
for continuing his business within his working lifetime. By doing so, mutual
adjustment of roles will occur along with required structural changes and
clarifications in the organisation.
‘Morris et al. (1996, p. 78), with respect to the mutual adjustment role in
succession planning and emphasis on well preparation of new generation in
terms of experience and education, believed that to have an effective
succession and taking advantages of succession in terms of economic
performance in the next generation leadership, the first concern and priority of
the predecessor in the succession process “should be building trust,
encouraging open communication, and fostering shared values among the
family members themselves.” Further, it is not necessary for family firms to
have a formal succession plan with a strict framework which is in contrast with
“the dynamic nature of family and business” and also may undermine family
relationships or undercut motivation.’ (Golestani, 2009, p. 8) However,
Lansberg and Astrachan (1994, p. 41) argued that the succession process
should be explicit, formalized with planning based on clear criteria.
Consistently, Giovannoni et al. (2011) argued that informal control over the
succession process is not enough and it has to be accompanied with
“institutionalized procedure” and “formalized rules” (p. 142).
In contrast with Morris et al. and their emphasis on family harmony,
Fleming (2000, p. 22) argued that ‘the attributes of a healthy business system
are usually at complete odds with the attributes of a healthy family system.’ He
believed that the interplay of family system and baggage –the problems that
are embodied in the family- in the business is ‘the unacknowledged root cause
of almost every problem affecting family business.’ In his point of view, family
baggage becomes even more problematic in the succession process. So, an
effective succession process requires identifying and removal of the family
baggage from family business and separation of family system from business
system that in brief means: ‘removal of sentimental or emotional
consideration in decision-making’ (p. 31) or ‘putting the business interest first.’
(p. 175)
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Fleming (2000, p. 160), first pointed out that succession can be either
“evolutionary” or “revolutionary”. The revolutionary occurs mainly due to
sudden events like death, disability, or any unexpected event that makes the
predecessor unable to continue his management in the business. In this type of
succession family baggage becomes very devastating; there is not enough
thought and evaluation of options; there is not enough and accurate
information; there is not enough time for developing and training of the
successor; there are more mistakes and tensions. But evolutionary succession
refers to the process of succession that is planned and foreseen long before
the predecessor gives up the position and the family baggage can be either
removed or managed -at least partly- during the process; there are more
options available and plenty of time to evaluate them. There is more time to
collect accurate information; there is an opportunity to train the successor and
develop required abilities into him; thus, there is less mistake and tension.
When evolutionary succession is going on, sudden events like predecessor's
death can only affect but not destroy the whole process.
Fleming (2000), in favour of evolutionary succession, proposed that the
successor should be exposed to the business in order to have sufficient time
for establishing meaningful relationship with managers and employees,
customers and suppliers and other stakeholders and build trust and credibility
among the involved stakeholders (Lansberg & Astrachan, 1994, p. 41; Massis et
al., 2008, p. 191). The predecessor should identify and plan for future
products, markets and opportunities through a strategic analysis and then
choose the successor who best fits in this plan and then develop the
successor's abilities, and when he/she feels confident in the successor, leaves
the business to him/her. However, there must be a constant and accurate
evaluation of the gap between the successor's abilities and business needs in
order to either enable the successor for responding to business needs in future
or modify the business plan to fit in the successor's abilities when there is no
alternative successor (Fleming, 2000, p. 173). The Results of this evaluation
should be shared with the successor in order to give him/her the opportunity
to overcome the weaknesses.
‘Sharma et al. (2001), as a supplementary work to that of Morris et al.
and Handler et al., referred to two “interactive dimensions” of family business.
In his view, one side of succession coin is the effectiveness of succession in
terms of performance, and the other side is “family members’ satisfaction”.
Based on the fact that relationship between these two dimensions is
“interactive and inter-temporal in nature”, he stressed on “initial satisfaction”
of family members in the pre-succession phase as a prior condition for
successful succession which will be followed by effective performance in the
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post-succession phase that consequently provides retrospective satisfaction
for family members and a successful succession as a result (p. 20). He classified
factors that impact initial satisfaction in five categories, such as “propensity of
the incumbent to step aside”; “propensity of the successor to take over the
business”; “succession planning”; “agreement to continue the business among
family members”; and “acceptance of individual roles.’ (Golestani, 2009, p. 10)
In spite of the mentioned theories, there are also some radical theories
that draw attention to alternative approaches in succession like business
diversification and pruning the family tree. Business diversification either in
terms of a new division or branch of business or launching of a new product is
a solution for succession for the sibling partnership in which there are multiple
successors who have their own territory of authority and responsibility with
different platforms to demonstrate their abilities and have a healthy
competition (Kenyon-Rouvinez & Ward, 2005, p. 19; Barach & Gantisky, 1995,
p. 146).
The study of Lambrecht and Lievens (2008) showed that pruning of the
family tree is a simple solution for reducing the complexity of succession in
management as well as ownership. Pruning the family tree means reducing the
number of shareholders in the business and it can be achieved through
numerous ways like splitting the business between successors; and/or
considering fewer managerial position for family members; and/or liquidating
shares of inactive shareholders in the family business. By doing so, there is
more concentration on ownership, more cohesion in decision-making, and
more control over business strategies. Despite all advantages, it should be
argued that pruning family tree requires a lot of liquidity for buying others'
share and consequently less capital for reinvestment which means less growth
rate in future. In addition, pruning family tree literally means expelling some
family members for the welfare of some others. Therefore, it may ignite some
tension and threaten in the family peace and harmony.

Succession from Different Perspectives
Lansberg (1988), the first editor of Family Business Review (abbreviated as
FBR), stated: ‘In order to understand the impact of succession on the family
firm, it is necessary to differentiate the roles of the various stakeholders that
make up the system.’ (p. 123) He also argued that diagnosis of resistance of all
involved stakeholders is the first step in the succession process and planning
(p. 133). Succession is an on-going process which should be undertaken at all
levels of the family, organisation, market, community, economy and society
including individual, interpersonal/relational, and context levels. Every
stakeholder influences the process in four types of “causal” (direct effect of
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one stakeholder's action on another), “overlapping” (indirect effect of one
stakeholder's action on multiple stakeholders), “synergistic” (mutual effect of
one stakeholder's action on another), and “substitutional” (trade-off between
one stakeholder's action and another) relationship. (Zellweger & Nason, 2008a,
p. 206)
Therefore, it is crucial to acknowledge that successful transition of family
business leadership requires ‘Everyone to be committed to the succession
process.’ (Fleming, 2000, p. 180) So, in order to capture the essence of
succession in family business, it is necessary to evaluate and study this process
from the perspective of all involved stakeholders. Freeman (1984) defined
stakeholders in management studies as ‘any group or individual who can
affect, or is affected by, the achievement of a corporation’s purpose.’ (As cited
in Zellweger & Nason, 2008a, p. 206) Therefore, it can be interpreted that
stakeholders in the succession process of family business are those who, can
help the success of the succession but if they feel they have something to loose
they can become an obstacle, a hindrance, or a drawback in the succession
path.
In fact, leadership succession in family business is a complicated process
of solving a puzzle that all pieces (stakeholders) seem to be available, but when
we think we have them all at hand, we just discover that many pieces are still
missing. The latest work by Massis et al. (2008) is a comprehensive and
systematic research that refers to the barriers of succession in individual,
relationship, context, financial, and process level, but this study only
concentrated on the predecessor and successor in family and management
dimension.
Therefore, since the main purpose of this study was to concentrate on
different impacts that diverse stakeholders may have over succession in
Iranian family business, I found it worthy to collect the literature reviews that
even partially address relevant and influential factors in succession in
individual, relational, and contextual levels that cover family, management,
and ownership dimensions. I have found numerous stakeholders in literature
who were influential in this area. The stakeholders that I found in the literature
are: predecessor and successor as key players of succession; family and its
relationships as a unit and its members including the predecessor’s wife,
children, in-laws and other relatives; professional stakeholders including
managers, employees, shareholders and investors; and external stakeholders
including customers, suppliers, advisors, and friends; contextual factors
including culture, religion, ideology, society, community, law and regulations;
and finally timing.
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Predecessor Perspective
Succession from the predecessor's point of view is the most challenging
decision to make because succession brings up many personal and
psychological tensions along with controversies in relation with other
stakeholders and plenty of contextual considerations. Predecessor is the only
one, if there is any, who can lead, plan, support, sponsor, commit and trigger
the process of succession because of his or her ability to keep order and pass
over the barriers that exist in the succession path (Fleming, 2000, p. 178).
Consequently, predecessors’ denial or resistance to commit the succession
process is the biggest barrier in succession.
It would be helpful if we start with exploring the complex character of a
predecessor in family business before explaining his/her perspective regarding
succession. Taking together all the characteristics described in the literature,
the predecessor can be described as someone who mixes up his private life
with his professional career; is a parent/husband/relative and boss at the same
time; invests all his money and works plenty of time; manages the whole
company and works at the shop floor like an employee simultaneously; retains
control and authority over business with full details; not interested or able to
delegate full responsibilities to others; is secretive with minimal trust to
others; is a fighter and challenger (Barach & Gantisky, 1995, p. 139).
Danco (2003, p. 23) divided the character of a predecessor into four
different parts such as “human being”, “owner and shareholder”, “manager
and planner”, “employee and worker”. Sometimes a predecessor has to be
four different characters at the same time and this is the point that is
interesting about the predecessor in family business. But these different
characters of a predecessor also cause confusion because s/he wonders which
character should be dominant or visible at any given circumstance or
relationship. According to Danco (2003, p. 23), there is no way to fulfil all these
four areas because there is not enough time to do so. For instance, if a
predecessor wants his business grow and receive more profit from investment,
S/he has to work harder, think and plan more for future which all means less
time for family and less mental comfort and satisfaction.
Succession provokes tremendous pressure with psychological issues and
paradoxes for the predecessor (Schein, 1983, p. 21). The predecessor -and
especially founder- more than anyone else is in favour of succession and wants
to see the fruit of his or her labour not only survived but also thrived by his or
her beloved ones (family) after his or her working lifetime. However, personal
and psychological issues are the main barriers that the predecessor should deal
with.
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Many predecessors postpone or even deny succession in order to be left
for their inheritors after their death. The main reason for this
“corporeuthanasia” (Danco, 1982, p. 5; Danco, 2003, p. 144) is their
psychological attachment such as “dependency”, “unification”, “strong
emotional ties” and “identification” with business that causes this group of
people detach from their business with difficulty (Zeleznik & Kets de Vries,
1985, p. 226; Zellweger & Astrachan, 2008b, p. 352). Family business from the
predecessor's point of view may be far beyond a materialistic form of wealth.
Many scholars have used different metaphors to describe the psychological
attachment of the predecessor to the family business such as predecessor’s
“baby”, “mistress” (Collins et al., 1964, cited in Handler, 1994, p. 138); or even
as a “first child” (Ayres, 1990, p. 6); a “first love” that the predecessor is
married to and becomes emotionally consumed (Mulholand, 2003, p. 101;
Lansberg, 1988, p. 125; Levinson, 1974, p. 56); as an “eponym” or extension of
his or her self (Zellweger & Astrachan, 2008b, p. 349).
Another reason for the predecessors’ resistance is their personal
concerns (Potts, Schoen, Hulme, & Loeb, 2001, p. 102; Handler, 1994, p. 139;
Davis & Klein, 2005, p. 71). The power that the founder or predecessor gains
through his or her dominant control over family business gives them a sense of
divinity and immortality. For them, retirement and death may have the same
meaning. In fact, when predecessors think of succession, they are reminded in
mortality (Fleming, 2000, p. 131) and they feel “lonely”, “tired”, “confused”,
and “scared” (Danco, 2003, p. 9); they are fearful of confronting succession,
because many misgivings are surround them such as being dependent on
others either financially or physically (Potts et al., 2001, p. 103; Fleming, 2000,
p. 132; Lansberg, 1988, p. 125); being taken to retirement homes (Fleming,
2000, p. 145); not enjoying fruits of their labour; losing their business and
dreams; not being admired and respected; being disappeared from minds and
forgotten (Danco, 2003, p146); losing authority and control over family and
business (Fleming, 2000, p. 132; Lansberg, 1988, p. 125; Danco, 2003, p. 163);
losing their heroic status (Sharma et al., 2001, p. 22); dying in bed at old age
which is not heroic (Danco, 2003, p. 45); casting aside from communities
(Lansberg, 1988, p. 126); losing their secure position and comfort in business
and private life; losing the stage of demonstrating their abilities to others
(Danco, 2003, p. 30).
Another personal concern for many predecessors is having no interest
out of business (Barach & Gantisky, 1995, p. 139; Sharma et al., 2001, p. 24).
Having no more affordable challenge outside the business to cope with,
frustrating for predecessors and particularly founders who are “fighters” by
nature and are used to overcome challenges in their whole life (Danco, 2003,
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p. 5) especially in the Middle Eastern societies where ‘there are not meaningful
alternative activities for old men.’ (Davis, Pitts, & Cormier, 2000, p. 232)
Referring to Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, most predecessors in their 50s or
60s were struggling to seek ‘their ambitious ego which is beyond their present
image for themselves’ (Levinson, 1974, p. 56), however, leaving family business
for most of predecessors means losing their last chance.
Danco (2003) argued that the more successful family business, the more
threat and danger is for survival of it to be transmitted to the next generation.
He believed that the success and the qualities that make these successes
happen are the main barriers for continuity of the business to the next
generation, and those qualities that were against the predecessor in the
success of family business, now become a facilitator in the succession process.
There are many characteristics for the predecessor that are positive for
running the family business but destructive in the succession process such as
being “powerful”, “secretive”, “disorganized”. “evasive”, “non-reviewed”,
“independent” (Danco, 2003, p. 1), “impatient to get the result” (Fleming,
2000, p. 186), and many qualities that are against him in running the family
business but helpful in the succession process such as his “smallness”, “lack of
momentum”, “narrow specialization”, and “insulation” (Danco, 2003, p. 9).
Most predecessors in their relation with other stakeholders especially
their successor have a motherhood feeling about their business and become
overprotective (Lansberg, 1988, p. 126; Danco, 2003, p. 30); They are afraid
that their sacrifices and struggles in building up the business become neglected
and forgotten by the successor; They are also afraid that their major source of
legitimacy and identity within community become destroyed and ruined by an
incompetent successor (Danco, 2003, p. 61). Another psychological issue for
the predecessor in relation to their successor is their underestimation of their
capabilities and their “unconscious rivalry” feeling with their successor. They
may be inherently afraid that their successor demonstrates a better
performance and damages their heroic position within family and business
(Massis et al., 2008, p. 188; Levinson, 1974, p. 56-57).
Family harmony and peace is another reason that the predecessor uses
to deny or delay succession. In fact, the succession process discloses old
tensions and conflicts within family and evokes so much negative feelings like
rivalry or jealousy among family members that many predecessors prefer not
to get involved in it in order to avoid disruption of family harmony at least in
their lifetime (Fleming, 2000, p. 131). However, denial or postponing
succession not only does not prevent those conflicts and tensions but also
makes them less manageable. This delay or denial may also lead to lack of
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proper inter-generation communication and sharing invaluable experiences
and information about market, product, the organization and its employees,
and external stakeholders, like customers, suppliers, financial resources
(Lansberg & Astrachan, 1994, p. 41) that are vital for business viability over
generations.
Every one of the aforementioned reasons is enough for predecessors to
delay or even deny succession, but they should understand that if they do not
do it by themselves, their attorney will do it for them immediately after their
funeral (Danco, 2003, p. 1). The predecessor should think of the trade-off
between putting family harmony and personal and emotional benefits at risk
on the one hand, and business viability and continuity over generations on the
other hand. Fleming (2000, p. 149) argued that if they leave succession after
their death, the outcome can be catastrophic, but if they start the succession
process and share their choice of successor in advance, they may have enough
time to restore family harmony and justify their choice of successor (Fleming,
2000, p. 149).
The predecessor may think that this is his/her life, business, and money
that they are investing. Therefore, they may decide not to think of succession
in their lifetime and leave this issue for the inheritor after their funeral. It is a
probable scenario, but they should understand that their business and their
money could not be there without any help and support of ‘[their] lovely
spouse, understanding of immediate family members, great employees, loyal
suppliers, and good customers.’ (Fleming, 2000, p. 149) Consequently, these
family and nonfamily members also consider themselves as shareholders
although they do not have any official right. Referring to the possession
attachment theory of Belk (as cited in Zellweger & Astrachan, 2008b), material
objects -including business itself and its assets and products- that are
psychologically valuable and meaningful for family members and employees
can be attached to their self without any “legal or physical possession.” (p.
349) Therefore, whoever calls family business and its products with the prefix
of “our” is somehow attached with family business and its products (p. 349). If
the predecessor starts to think that way, possibly his family will not do
anything except waiting for his death to get what had belonged to them, the
employees become hopeless about future, the supplier and customers become
confused and unsure about the future of their business which are all counterproductive.
Sometimes, the predecessor wants to deal with succession, but does not
know how to plan for it. The succession process requires disclosure of some of
the most classified information of family business, but the predecessor is
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mostly secretive in these cases and tends not to share them with anyone. But
this secretiveness makes the succession problematic and less effective
(Fleming, 2000, p. 143).
In addition, training and preparing a successor by the predecessor
requires specific talents and characteristics that the predecessor may lack
some skills such as coaching, mentorship, patience and tolerance. There is a
tendency among successful family businesses that whatever they have tried
has been successful and succession will go on likewise, and may leave it for the
time it may arise (after death) or constantly postpone it (Fleming, 2000, p.
186). One of the proposed solutions for the predecessor to deal with
succession is taking the role of mentoring and teaching the successor (Barach
& Gantisky, 1995, p. 139). Danco (2003) describes it as trying to shift from a
super worker in the family business to ‘the respected leader and teacher who
gain ultimate glory in the accomplishments of those who follow him.’ (p. 6) By
doing so, retirement can become a renaissance for predecessors in which they
can enjoy seeing their dream come true in progress of their successor (p. 159)
and ‘when they retire, they must remain retires.’ (p. 160)
In contrast, Fleming (2000, p. 131) suggested alternative roles for
predecessor after succession. These roles must be meaningful and can be
either a narrowly defined job within business or social or public work. Out of
business projects or jobs can be found in associations, charities or
philanthropic organization, teaching or the likes. A study of 117 Canadian
family firms by Gagne, Worsch, and Pontet (2011) revealed a positive
association between goal reengagement capacities of the predecessor
accompanied by trust in the successor and the predecessor's readiness for
retirement. It showed that capacities of the predecessor for setting new
targets and goals in life and outside family business may increase the likelihood
of retirement decision for the family business.

Successor Perspective
In many literature reviews and theories, the successor has been assumed as a
passive player who is willing with enough courage to take over the
predecessor's position. However, when we look at succession from the
successor's perspective, we confront a challenging offer to accept or refuse; a
difficult decision to make; a multi-faceted dilemma that has its own pros and
cons, advantages and disadvantages, benefits and costs with infinite
uncertainties and risks in future. Despite possible advantages and
opportunities that succession brings for the successors, they need to
experience a difficult life both in family and business. Few examples of these
difficulties are possibility of sibling tensions; suspicion of other family members
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in the competencies and capabilities of the successor; difficulty in establishing
credibility and leadership in family. On the other hand, the successor in
business may face resistance from managers and employees; sense of
nepotism among employees; suspicion in his or her abilities and skills; trouble
in establishing meaningful relationship with other employees; sabotage and/or
not cooperating with the successor's decisions and the like.
The successor is the one who has to be developed and prepared in order
to carry on the burden of managing the family business. The successor
development means acquiring human capital that Sardeshmukh and Corbett
(2011, p. 113) divided into general (external experience and formal education)
and family firm (internal and uniquely relevant to family firm) human capital.
Human capital can be retained through learning, education and experience.
Human capital includes learning information about company and the people
who are involved in the company, hierarchy, operation and products/services,
industry, association, customers and suppliers, finance and business principals,
leadership and management (Fleming, 2000, p. 166) and gaining diverse and
necessary experiences and skills inside and/or outside the family business
(Brockhaus, 2004, p. 188). It also includes socializing with different
stakeholders (Handler, 1994, p. 149) and establishing meaningful relationships
with them.
A study of 119 family business successors by Sardeshmukh and Corbett
(2011, p. 122) showed that gaining human capital from family business
including exposure to the family business, socializing, interacting, learning,
experiencing, receiving mentoring, managerial support and feedbacks from the
predecessor or key managers in the family business; along with general human
capital including formal education and experience outside of family business
together can increase the level of perception and cognition of opportunities in
successors. This perception and cognition of opportunities indirectly provoke
entrepreneurship in the successor's generation that increases rate of growth
and expansion of market in successor’s generation particularly in the second
generation of family business (Casillas, Moreno, & Barbero, 2010, p. 30).
However, gaining human capital from family business is highly dependent on
transferring knowledge and experience from the predecessor to the successor.
Study of Hatak and Roessl (2015) demonstrated the significant role of the
successor’s competence in gaining trust of the predecessor, level and amount
of knowledge transferred to the successor. Venter et al. (2005, p. 298) also
pointed out that general human capital from formal education and external
experience helps the successor to gain self-confidence, leads the managers and
employees respect and support, obtain credibility, new ideas and more
adaptability with new advances in management as well as technology.
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Stavrou and Swiercz (1998) proposed a model in order to provide a
framework of complexity of the successor’s decision in accepting or refusing
family business responsibility. In this model, influential factors and the
successor's reasons for making his or her decision is categorised into four
dimensions of family issues, business issues, personal issues, and market
issues. In addition to these dimensions, aspiration of the successor in the
family business and also the context to which the successor’s intention is
materialised should be studied.

Family Dimension
It includes the issues that are originated or related to the family and influence
or form the successor's intention in decision-making. There are numerous
advantages accompanied by succession for the successor which have led much
of the literature to take for granted the successor's willingness to take over the
predecessor's leadership in their theories. The positive reasons mentioned in
the literature that the increasing propensity of the successor for entering the
family business and taking over business can be listed as sharing family
interests and values; working with the loved ones (Rosenblatt, Mik, Anderson,
& Johnson, 1985); “sibling accommodation”; ‘promotion of mutual respect and
understanding with the predecessor' (Handler, 1994, p. 141), trust and good
relationship with family members (Barach & Gantisky, 1995, p. 140);
continuing the family legacy and dreams (Lansberg & Astrachan, 1994, p.
43);“carrying on the family tradition”, “uniting family by business” (Fleming,
2000, p. 17). However, this study investigated beyond the positive factors or
assumptions of most theories in willingness of the successor in an attempt to
find mostly the negative influences mentioned in the literature that a family
could experience as a result of the succession process.
The negative reasons that lower propensity of the successor are
pressure from parents to enter and take over the business (Venter et al., 2005,
p. 297; Nelton, 1991) as their destiny (Fleming, 2000, p. 217) conflict with
other family members and lack of confidence in meeting family expectations;
lack of confidence and trust in the successor as a result of a dominant coalition
within family members (Massis et al., 2008, p. 185); not being able to establish
meaningful relationship between the predecessor and the successor (Barach &
Gantisky, 1995, p. 138); the predecessor's secretiveness and lack of
good/interpersonal predecessor-successor communication (Michael-Tsabari &
Weiss, 2015, p. 27; Venter et al., 2005, p. 297); and the predecessor's
attachment to the business (Massis et al., 2008, p. 186).
If the successor is forced to accept taking over the predecessor's
position, the outcome would be hardly successful because the main driving
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forces of family business are synergy, dreams and courage of the owner that
results in hard working and sacrifice and consequently great successes (Venter
et al., 2005, p. 297; Nelton, 1991). Most business founders establish their own
business because they do not want to be under command and authority of
others including their parents (Tagiuri & Davis, 1992, p. 50). Controversially,
these founders may expect their offspring to get involved in their business and
eventually become their successor. It is very likely that their offspring also
resist or even evade their parents’ authority and command. It has also been
reported that many young people in the United States have turned to use
drugs or alcohol and become addicted as a result of pressures from succession
in their family business (Hutcheson, Jaffe, & Gilliland, 2013, p. 105).
Consequently, it is not a big surprize if they find their interest out of family
business and follow their own working life outside the family business shadow
(Mulholland, 2003, p. 111; Venter et al., 2005, p. 297).
The predecessor's attachment to the business is another barrier for the
successor because it decreases skill development opportunities and lowers the
likelihood of gaining respect for the successor (Massis et al., 2008, p. 186).
Sometimes the predecessor’s attachment to the business is very strong, and
Lansberg (1988) metaphorically describes business as representative of ‘the
successor’s [predecessor's offspring] mother that will not be won away from
the predecessor.’ (p. 126)
Another controversy for the successor is virtual presence of the
predecessor in every corner of the business even if the predecessor retires
from business. If the successor can strengthen his position as a successor and
run the business even better than the predecessor, all credits are for the
predecessor who has built up the business. If the successor fails in running the
business, he will be blamed for lack of competence and appropriate
qualification (Fleming, 2000, p. 154; Danco, 2003, p. 50).
Expectations from the successor are another problem for the successor
to deal with. A successful predecessor and his or her legacy, reputation and
performance can negatively impact the successor's propensity and decision
because performance and decisions made by the successor are constantly
compared to the predecessor’s and evaluated against the predecessor’s
criteria. When the involved stakeholders in the business disagree with a
decision made by the successor, they alarm the successor that the predecessor
would choose another decision. There is even a stereotype that when
successful family business is passed to the next generation, it will be declined
and ruined (Massis et al., 2008, p. 185; Dyer, 1986, p. 85). The predecessor
who has learned almost everything about business by trial and error (Danco,
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2003, p. 31) expects his or her successor to fully commit the shared
experiences, knowledge and advice of the predecessor in running business and
making decisions. So, the successor is under pressure and afraid of making
mistakes. As a result, he will be reluctant in making risky or big decisions.
Sometimes, the successor does copy their successful predecessor in their
management style (Fleming, 2000, p. 154).
Membership in a family that has taken a prestigious position within
community with certain socio-economic level is another pressure on the
successors to behave in certain ways and are expected to have certain
minimum abilities. Consequently, successors may have to alter their life style
and modify their ways of thinking and abilities in order to meet those
expectations. These artificial modifications lead to less creativity, more
alienation from their peer group which result in less entrepreneurial
management and weaker communication and networking respectively which
both hinder the successor's well- performance.
Conflicts of roles within the business and family context and having
different positions in two hierarchies are also problematic issue that the
successor has to deal with. For instance, a successor in charge of the family
business is supposed to be obeyed by other family members in the business;
however, he may be treated as the little boy of the house who has to obey
other family members (Dumas, 1985, cited in Vera & Dean, 2005, p. 321;
Sorenson, 2000, p. 184; Fleming, 2000, p. 60). Role conflict is the outcome of
different positions in the hierarchy of family and business (Barnes, 1988, p. 20).
In fact, succession means the predecessors or parents step aside and
substitute their business domination and independency by subordination and
dependency of the successor; however, their domination and control over
family remain intact. Thus, the successor becomes a decision maker within
business and a follower in the family, which both are intertwined and
interrelated (Fleming, 2000, p. 109). Successors need to enforce their authority
and be assertive against others particularly against predecessors who are
mostly their parents. In fact, respect becomes a barrier that does not allow
children to assert themselves and express their opinion (Fleming, 2000, p. 153,
183).
When predecessors become old, their abilities diminish (Fleming, 2000,
p. 139) and they become more conservative and try to keep everything stable
(Danco, 2003, p. 45) in order to secure their comfort. The aging and
diminishing period of the predecessor conflicts with the developing and
strengthening period of the successor. This timing conflict creates some
tensions and frustration, which need to be addressed and recognized in the
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succession process (Sardeshmukh & Corbett, 2011, p. 112; Fleming, 2000, p.
139; Danco, 2003, p. 45). In this regard, the predecessor can become a barrier
for the successor in running the business and progress (Lansberg, 1988, p.
126). For the predecessor, stability means no interest in change, new
investment, increasing costs, risky decisions and innovations in the business
and products in the ever-changing world we live in. Since, technology,
business, customers’ needs, society and regulations are constantly changing,
the successor recognizes the need to change business strategies and tries to go
for alternatives in order to respond and adapt to dynamics of the market. The
successors want to do what their predecessors have done at young ages –like
making risky and innovative decisions- in order to progress quickly and get
their own credit from business, but they have to convince the predecessor in
advance, which is a bit hard and sometimes disappointing. This conflict
between predecessor and successor can become so problematic that the
successor waits for the death of the predecessor as the final resolution (Danco,
2003, p. 45). Therefore, the predecessor should accept the successor as an
independent decision maker and not as a predecessor’s “alter-ego” or
“replayed youth” (Danco, 2003, p. 156).

Business Dimension
One of the crucial elements in succession is having a motivated successor for
taking over the position of predecessor with passion, commitment, and
willingness (Bjornberg & Nicholson, 2012, p. 347) and with interest in the
career (Massis et al., 2008, p. 186). Findings of an empirical research from a
large number of family businesses by Vereta et al. (2005, p. 297) showed that
successors' willingness to take over the top management of family business is
positively associated with profitability and satisfaction in the post-succession
phase. A similar study by Bjornberg and Nicholson (2012) also showed that
continuation of family business in the next generation is highly dependent on
the successor’s attachment and/or identification with business. According to
Fleming (2000, p. 89), motivation can be gained internally and externally. The
internal motivation is a process of self-definition in which a person by himself
finds his strengths and weakness and makes a target for his life. The internal
motivation mostly is defined as passion in doing something. However, the
predecessor or family both impose external motivation to the successor. This
type of motivation can easily be fade by external factors. There are plenty of
external factors during succession that may lower the successor’s motivation
and commitment to the business. Barach and Gantisky (1995, p. 141)
suggested that well matching of the successor’s personal ambitious goals with
the available opportunity of succession in family business and its bright
prospect can create enough motivation for full commitment in succession.
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Another important element for having an effective management
succession is appreciation and understanding value of the position they have
hold. The successor should understand that employment and having a job is
not a birth right and requires hard working. In order to achieve this, it would
be very helpful if they start their first job out of the predecessor business in
order to not only learn and experience different skills and management out of
the predecessor’s business; but also decrease their dependency on the
predecessor. It also provides a unique opportunity for the successor to
experience differences of having a private life in which family and profession
are separated. By doing so, their very early stupid mistakes and ignorance will
not make others doubtful about their competence in taking over of
management position in their family business (Handler, 1994, p. 140; Barach &
Gantisky, 1995, p. 144; Danco, 2003, p. 152; Rogal, 1989, p. 244-245; Nelton,
1991; Barnes, 1988, Brockhaus, 2004, p. 168). Study of Venter et al. (2005, p.
298) also found a positive relation between a successor’s external experience
and successful performance in the post-succession phase.
The successor must be aware of both difficulties and opportunities of
business in order to evaluate and make a conscious decision with commitment
to business. Therefore, he/she should face not only successes, but also failures;
not only joys and privilege of accomplishment and fulfilment, but also
disappointment and loss; not only opportunities, but also barriers and
limitations (Danco, 2003, p. 149). In addition, the successor should come to
believe in no pain, no gain. He/she needs to understand the necessity of
working hard and should not expect other employees to handle their job.
Successors should also learn that respect must be gained and it would not be
automatically given to them, because they are the heirs of the predecessor
(Fleming, 2000, p. 189). However, Massis et al. (2008) argued that a clear
definition of the successor's role in business at the pre-succession phase helps
the successor to gain respect and avoid commitment of other employees to do
the successor's job. In addition, it has also been argued that, as a complement
to the on-job-learning, the successor should also take some formal training
programs in order to get credibility as well as sufficient knowledge of
management, business and leadership before taking over the predecessor's
position (Lansberg & Astrachan, 1994, p. 41; Fleming, 2008, p. 180).
Aging of long-tenured managers and employees is another problem that
the successor may have to deal with. Some long-tenured managers and
employees are somehow irreplaceable due to their loyalty and deep
understanding of business. The aging managers and employees are risk
averter, conservative, less motivated and less manageable. Their retirement
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age is mostly close and will be on the horizon (Fleming, 2000, p. 142) which
sometimes is as painful as cutting business hands.

Personal Dimension
At the personal level, some of the factors that positively influence propensity
of the successor is “[his or her] concern about fulfilling and self-actualisation
needs”; “life stage needs”; “potential of exercising personal influence”
(Handler, 1994, p. 141-142); and “having more freedom, opportunity, and
authority [in their family business] compared with big companies.” (Fleming,
2000, p. 17) The potential successor may also refuse to accept the burden of a
family business due to numerous reasons like finding his low ability for leading
the business (Massis et al., 2008, p. 186), seeking independency, or uncertainty
about future. The successor is not even definitely sure that the business will be
given to him and has to make a risky decision between choosing his own way
of life and investing his life in family business. The main drive of this
investment is hope of gaining confidence and attention of the predecessor and
other stakeholders as a competent successor. But if dreams of a candidate
successor do not come true and someone else takes over the predecessor's
position, this unfortunate event for the candidate successor makes him or her
feel frustrated and lost. In fact, dedication of life for family business leaves no
opportunity to find and develop interest and self-confidence for a career
outside the family business. Fleming (2000, p. 168) even argues that the
predecessor must find the best person for succession if even this best person is
a nonfamily member or even an outsider.
It is a matter of fact that every individual is unique and has his/her own
features and talents. Therefore, such characteristics of the predecessor as
entrepreneurship, leadership, creativity, innovation, strategic planning and the
like are not necessarily inherited by the successor. However, it is argued that
working and socializing of the successor in an entrepreneurial setting like some
family businesses increase the likelihood of demonstrating entrepreneurship in
people (Sardeshmukh, & Corbett, 2011, p. 114).
Empirical research of Schroder, Schmitt-Rodermund, and Arnaud (2011)
on 106 German families revealed that personal characteristics of the
predecessor’s offspring are highly influential in their intentions and decision
for their future career either as successor, or employee or an independent
entrepreneur. The level of openness to new experiences and having
innovation, creativity, imagination characteristic is positively influential in
forming intention of offspring to be an independent entrepreneur. Offspring
with high level of openness can also intend to be the successor if the
predecessor retires with low level of resistance. Agreeableness level is also
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positively influential in forming intention of offspring to be the employee in the
family business and negatively influential to be the successor.
The successor may become reluctant to contribute to the succession
planning and take a passive position because thinking about succession and
planning may evoke unpleasant and fear of mortality and fatality of the
predecessor. Therefore, it negatively affects the successor's propensity
towards the contribution, and he may hesitate to think about succession and
preparation for the future challenges and problems (Lansberg, 1988, p. 129).
The successor himself also needs to prove his competence in order to
gain confidence in himself as well as others, especially the managers and
employees. The successor needs to demonstrate his or her abilities as a
superior candidate who is more competent than others and not just because of
privilege of a birth right in order to establish his position in the business and
particularly among employees and managers (Fleming, 2000, p. 152).

Market Dimension
Market and economic environments are determinant in the successor's
decision to take over the family business. Market prospect and level of
competition, general orientation and attitudes of customers toward goods and
services of family business, changes in economic environment, and
technological advancement can affect propensity of the successor to take over
the family business mainly because they all shape the business prospect in the
future and its attractiveness for the successor (Massis et al., 2008, p. 190;
Brockhaus, 2004, p. 166; Davis et al., 2000, p. 226). Barach and Gantisky (1995,
p. 145) pointed out that the stronger the organisational structure and culture,
the less chance for adaption of business with market forces and trends.
Accordingly, market prospect along with the level of organisational flexibility
shape the propensity of a successor.

Family Perspective
Family in any form such as “nuclear family”, “extended family”, “kin group”,
“clan family”, and “single-parent family” (Fletcher, 2002, p. 1) plays an
important role in succession to a great extent that Brockhaus (2004) argued
that without support of family members to the successor in leadership role,
effective succession is not likely to occur. Depending on circumstances and
situations, family can bring positive and negative consequences for family
business and become a facilitator or hindrance for the succession process
(Lansberg & Astrachan, 1994, p. 41; Sorenson, 2000, p. 183; Maciel, Ramos,
Aguilar, & Reyna, 2015, p. 238). However, Fleming (2000, p. 11) argued that
family is the main cause of problems particularly in the succession process and
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should be kept out of business. On the other hand, some other scholars
consider family involvement in business as a valuable factor that not only
prevents many internal tensions during succession but also increases business
performance and ethics (Boyle, Rutherford, & Pollack, 2010, p. 326;
Kowalewski, Talavera, & Stetsyuk, 2010, p. 55).
Some of the main issues during succession that threaten harmony of the
family and consequently continuity of the family business are preferentiality in
choosing the successor and the ownership distribution (Fleming, 2000, p. 131),
unilateral decision making, secrecy, and lack of clear communication (Danco,
2003, p. 65), sentimental and irrational decision-making, sibling rivalry, and
jealousy among family members (Gordon & Nicholson, 2008, p. 8; Massis et al.,
2008, p. 192; Fleming, 2000, p. 31). However, there are also some positive
consequences from family relationships that facilitate succession such as
integrity, sacrifice, kinship, efficiency, love, emotional ties, trust and
confidence (Zellweger & Astrachan, 2008b, p. 352; Sharma et al., 2002, p. 27;
Chittoor & Das, 2007, p. 65; Boyle et al., 2010, p. 326).
Family and its culture have a long-lasting impact on cultures and
principals of family business (Dyer, 1986). The main principals of a family
system are “equality”, “inclusiveness”, “caring feeling”, support, safety,
stability, and patience; however, business is mainly based on “meritocracy”,
“selectivity”, “critical analysis”, profit maximizing, and risk taking. These
contradicting principals are miraculously mixed up in family business but can
create tension and conflict when decision-making is due for employment,
investment, and more significantly in succession (Kenyon-Rouvinez & Ward,
2005, p. 4; Sorenson, 2000, p. 184).
Interpersonal relations among family members can be supportive as well
as destructive (Lansberg & Astrachan, 1994, p. 41). Conflict, rivalries and
competition are those interpersonal relations that can obstruct the succession
process (Massis et al., 2008, p. 188). Moreover, another issue in the succession
process is lack of commitment by family members to the chosen successor by
the predecessor (Massis et al., 2008, p. 188). Formalization of these
interpersonal relationships in family is a solution that can be achieved through
family assembly. Family assembly includes all family members no matter how
they are related, whether they are in-laws or related by blood. Family assembly
is mainly for regulating the relation of family and business, fostering the shared
values and principals of family and developing and maintaining family
cohesion, enthusiasm, commitment and unity in the family and business
(Kenyon-Rouvinez & Ward, 2005).
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In a study of 109 family businesses, Lansberg and Astrachan (1994, p. 53)
found a positive association between family cohesion –emotional boundaries
and connectedness- and family commitment to the firm. In addition, family
commitment to the firm was also positively associated with succession
planning and training. Therefore, emotional boundaries and connectedness
indirectly commit family to the succession process. Lansberg (1988, p. 126)
stated that family culture mostly discourages open discussion about
inheritance and financial issues of family in future. Consequently, family
culture indirectly hinders succession and estate planning. Massis et al. (2008,
p. 188) argued that family is highly consensus sensitive which means if any
decision that is related to family is not made by family consensus, it is very
likely to confront conflict within family members either visible or invisible.
Therefore, communication and sharing opinions among family members for
the future of business and its goals and values, and more importantly about
succession will decrease the conflicts that are rooted in misunderstanding or
misperception.
Equality is one of the key principals of family that leads to an equal
distribution of ownership among the offspring. This division in ownership leads
to a fundamental change in family business in the next generation from the
controlling business owner to the sibling partnership or cousin consortium. In
sibling partnership and in greater degree in cousin consortium business
structure must be based on consensus or democratic decision-making.
Therefore, it makes succession even harder because the predecessor needs to
prepare business for a completely different structure or leave the future of
business at ultimate risk (Davis & Klein, 2005, p. 68; Lansberg 1999, p. 29-43).
In addition, in such transition of the family business to the next generations,
for example from sibling partnership to cousin consortium and further, the
family boundaries sharply weaken. Therefore, many scholars for modification
and adaptation of first-generation business structure also suggest a family
council and board of directors in order to be ready for the next generation’s
management (Lansberg & Astrachan, 1994, p. 41; Lambrecht & Lievens, 2008).
Fostering positivity in leadership and group decision-making (Caspersz &
Thomas, 2015, p. 71) and also specialisation, distribution of responsibilities,
and skill diversification (Farrington, Venter, & Boshoff, 2012, p. 200) are
suggested in order to benefit from strengths of all successors in leadership and
manage both family and business dynamics.
A big challenge not only for the predecessor, but also for the successor is
dealing with those family members who are not only qualified in their jobs, but
also have high expectations. The main barrier in dealing with them is family
membership, which is described, according to Fleming (2000, p. 20), as a
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unique weapon in their hands. In order to better understand this issue, it is
necessary to look at family businesses at their every stages of forming. Some
family businesses have been established primarily for providing job for family
members (Kenyon-Rouvinez & Ward, 2005, p. 23), however, some other family
businesses in the early stages of forming an organization does not afford
recruiting professionals. Consequently, family members and relatives become
involved in business as cheap, protective, committed, dedicated and
hardworking employees with goodwill who can easily fit in the business
(Fleming, 2000, p. 18). Since business profit has to remain in business for
capital accumulation and growth, founder cannot pay them enough salary.
Therefore, the founder gives them fancy titles in order to keep them involved
while they are not really capable of those titles (Danco, 2003, p. 28). Hence,
competency becomes not the first criterion in employment (Fleming, 2000, p.
19). When someone get high positions in any form of organization for a long
time, it would be hard to replace them with professionals peacefully. On the
other hand, they believe that success of business is due to their contributions
and sacrifices without which the success of business could not have happened.
Subsequently, with these presumptions, if we put ourselves in their position,
we will see how hard it is to accept the decision of the founder to pass all the
business to his or her kid who was an infant in the time of wonder and
hardworking at the early stages of forming a family business. They may think
of, why not me?
Every family member who is involved in the family business has to have
multiple identities with different roles, responsibilities, demands and has their
own perspectives. Every involved family member in the business has to have
two to four different identities such as family membership, owner, manager,
and employee (Fleming, 2000, p. 15). These different identities and
perspectives lead to confusion and misunderstanding. One of these confusions
is related to the ownership. Immediate family members consider the wealth
and business of the predecessor as their own fortune which somehow belongs
to them no matter if the predecessor contends and even unconsciously, they
have their own planning for the family business and wealth of the predecessor
as their share of inheritance which should be supported for their future
(Danco, 2003, p. 42).

Mother/Wife Perspective
Wives of family business founders or predecessors or in other words, mothers
of successors or predecessors’ offspring, have a very critical position and high
level of influence in the succession processes. However, they are mostly
considered as a marginal helper in most family business literature (Dyer, Dyer,
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& Gardner, 2013, p. 78; Mulholand, 2003, p. 180). According to the literature,
they can support succession by mediation and resolving problems that occur
during succession; emotionally uniting family members and enhance their
commitment; training and developing the successor; promoting cohesion and
adaptability in family; improving the quality of the relationship among family
members, particularly the predecessor-successor relationship (Lansberg, 1988,
p. 126). On the other hand, they may also discourage succession due to their
fear of disruption of family harmony and imposing sense of differentiation
among children. They may also resist benefiting from external advisors or
consultants in the succession process due to their sense of protecting the
family's privacy (Lansberg, 1988, p. 126). Disagreement between the
predecessor and his spouse on selecting a successor may also increase tension
in the family.
The mothers/wives' role in the succession process is quite unique. This
requires and deserves a deeper understanding in family business beyond the
succession process. In spite of all sacrifices and contribution they have in
family business, they usually face an invisible “glass ceiling” in their career
progress within business (Fleming, 2000, p. 20) and do not gain ownership and
professional recognition as their husbands do and become marginalized in
both business and ownership (Dyer et al., 2013, p. 76; Remery, Matser, &
Floren, 2014, p. 79). Zellweger and Astrachan (2008b, p. 355) pointed out that
men’s ultimate goal and perspective toward entrepreneurship is more
“instrumental”, “individualist”, “expressive” and “self-related”, however,
women are more socially and family concerned. Consequently, men are keener
to get possession and become the owners in order to express themselves and
gain all credit. Men’s attitude forces women to step aside and take the
marginal roles or even pushes them into house affairs. Since women do not
have so much power within business and decision-making, they try to
compensate this lack of authority through manipulating their children in order
to achieve their goals, dreams, recognition and authority. Therefore, they can
invisibly and indirectly influence positively or negatively the succession
process.
In order to better understand the significant role and influence of
mothers or wives for the success and growth of family businesses, it is
necessary to look more carefully at the roles they play and sacrifices they make
from the very early stages of forming a family business to the succession and
then afterwards. From a general perspective, Mulholand (2003) stated that
women in family businesses are mostly considered as consumers of wealth (p.
1). However, their contribution to the wealth creation and early stages of
forming business is undervalued. She also pointed out that market
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opportunities are more available for men in comparison with women (p. 28),
because business is mostly characterised as a rational sphere in which
masculinity better fits (p. 90). Therefore, we assume that the founder or the
predecessor in family business is a man and look down at family business and
succession from the mother/wife perspective.
There are several reasons for marriage but of course every wife
presumably marries her husband most likely as a beloved “man”, however, the
wife of a family business founder in the early stages of forming a business lives
with someone who is mostly described in literature as a “businessman” than
“man” (Danco, 2003, p. 164); someone who is “overworked”, “secretive” and
“moody” (Danco, 2003, p. 30). She has no choice but to accept this situation or
divorce, because founders mostly have a determined character, and nothing
can stop them from achieving their dreams. Referring to Danco (2003, p. 26),
the wife of a founder experiences a hard life in the early stages of forming a
family business, because the founder had to work hard and spend most of his
time at work while she had to accept the burden of her husband roles in the
family as the father. In addition, she will be deprived of spending enough time
with her husband; responsibility and taking care of children are on her
shoulders; she has to take care of the house affairs and do the shopping mostly
alone; she has to help her husband in any sense she can, like minimizing the
house expenses or keeping the books and being the first employee of the
business. Sometimes, the wife supports her husband financially by direct or
indirect investment and ‘sacrifices independent career and income and takes
on the double burden of unpaid work in the business and housework.’
(Mulholand, 2003, p. 29) In the early stages of forming a family business, the
founder has a dream of independency, freedom and power in his mind, which
is the main motivation for him and pushes him forward. In this period, the wife
not only does not have his dreams, but may also be afraid of hunger, shame,
loneliness, and losing everything. This is very stressful. Danco (2003, p. 163)
suggested that although the husband usually thinks his wife does not
understand his dreams of business, he should always talk to his wife – at least
try to - and share his dreams, goals, values, plans for future, structure of
business, those whom he trusts or distrusts.
In the wealth accumulation stage, women become less involved in
business and more in housework due to “domestic ideology” (Mulholand,
2003, p. 59) that comes with marriage and imposes the burden of house and
children affairs on her shoulders. It leads to a strengthening of the position of
men in business as the leader and marginalizing women and finally excluding
them (Mulholand, 2003, p. 48). So, women in public opinion become merely
wealth consumers and men become wealth creators, businessmen, innovators
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and entrepreneurs. There is sometimes a rivalry and competition between
husband and wife for credit of what they have done in public eyes and who
should be the ultimate authority. In this case, men have so many means by
which they can establish their power and marginalize women and their
professionalization in the family business such as authority that marriage gives
to men, and pushing women to domesticity and child care.
In later stages of family business growth, the rewards of all sacrifices of
the founders’ wife are leading a luxury life and spending holidays on vacations;
fashionable clothes and jewelleries; social position and membership in
communities; and also an influential and powerful husband who is still
secretive about his business. The wife is still dependent and deprived of pride,
self-fulfilment and accomplishment and has to be happy with the material
rewards of her husband's success (Danco, 2003, p. 30). In spite of all the
sacrifices, women label what they do as little help and do not expect a lot in
return in a very modest attitude. But men’s expectation from what they do is
much higher (Mulholand, 2003, p. 36) so that men “take immense pride in
being self-made.” (Mulholand, 2003, p. 54) Therefore, women face difficulty in
gaining professional recognition and their efforts go under shadow of men’s
sacrifices within organization and public view.
Finally, in the succession process when the founder or the predecessor
dies while he has refused to retire and hand in the business responsibility to
the successor, or the successor is not well prepared, the wife of the
predecessor will face a double tragedy. On the one hand is grief and sorrow of
losing her husband and on the other hand dilemma and frustration of
managing a critical period, which puts many responsibilities on her shoulders
to keep everything under control in family as well as business. However, most
wives are not really prepared and aware of how to deal with this situation
(Danco, 2003, p. 162). Thus, they will seek help from trustees and advisors that
may lead to liquidation or professionally managed companies, which are far
from the nature of family business.

Children Perspective
Indisputably, children of family business owner are the most likely successors
in every family business. By removal of few exceptional cultures like
primogeniture (Mulholand, 2003, p. 73), the minimal succession for every child
of family business owner is ownership succession by which they will have a
power to influence the succession process. In order to capture the essence by
which perspective of children toward succession is formed, it is necessary to
take a psychological standpoint in their life-long and study their perception and
concerns regarding succession.
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Children of a family business owner may have a different image of their
parents from other children and also employees within the organisational
context. Mulholand (2003, p. 102) believed that predecessors in family
businesses are emotionally consumed in the work and consequently, have not
enough emotion for their family and domestic duties. These predecessors
substitute the emotion, loves, time and attention, which should be given to
children by material rewards and gifts. Many predecessors fail to create
meaningful relationship with their children (Fleming, 2000, p. 96) and are not
able to ‘balance their attention between work and family.’ (Barach & Gantisky,
1995, p. 137) Work-family conflict is also another dimension in family business
that has been studied by Boles (1996, p. 2) and indicated that responsibilities
of work and home can be contradicted with each other and it is very likely to
reduce job satisfaction as well as life satisfaction not only for the business
owner but also for his or her family members.
Therefore, referring to the stereotypes, what children see in childhood is
a hard working father outside of home who comes home too late and
exhausted. Father is perceived as a moneymaking machine; has influential
friends; and his responsibility is merely providing money and facilities for
comfort of the children. On the other hand, their mother mostly responds
emotional needs of children from their parents. In this sense, the father is
somehow conceived as a stranger (Danco, 2003, p. 33). Accordingly, children
have the right to be suspicious in taking over the position of their father in
work and thus become a stranger in their own future families. On extreme,
children may even hate business and may become a rebellion and fighter with
their parents and family business (Barach & Gantisky, 1995, p. 137).
Children of family business have their own definition of family business,
which may differ from others. They consider family business as a guaranteed
job and supportive wealth which provide them comfort and joys of life, a risk
protector, a servant, a helper or better to say, personal domestic. Their
luxurious life may make them spoiled. It may distort their sense of
responsibility and value of money. It may also lower their motivation and
accountability in business (Fleming, 2000, p. 53). They may find business as a
battle field that they can continue their childhood fights in adulthood in the
term of business interest, fairness, and competency and more dramatically
during succession (Fleming, 2000, p. 107).
Children of family business owner may refuse to commit to succession
because they have a parent who is working hard and has accumulated enough
wealth that can feed their generation as well. They are pretty sure that after
their parents, it would be all divided between children. In this sense, children
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think of why they should do the same hard work when they can easily enjoy
fruits of their parents’ work. Even if they work hard in the family business,
credit of their work and their achievements will be all for the predecessor.
Thus, why they should dedicate themselves to the family business and not built
up their future somewhere out of family business (Danco, 2003, p. 50).
Children of a business owner family think of themselves as the potential
successor long before succession and do their best to establish their position
and gain the predecessor's confidence. When the chosen successor is
announced by the predecessor and it is not them, they feel undervalued,
disappointed and underdog (Fleming, 2000, p. 150). The more dedication and
longer time they spend in business, the more disappointment and frustration
they feel. They may even react to this decision by sabotage in business and
negatively affect the family harmony. They may create crisis in order to gain
attention (Fleming, 2000, p. 51).
Family hierarchy, order in birth, and gender differentiation are other
problematic issues among children which should be addressed. In spite of
higher commitment to the business and more capabilities and skills among
younger children, many family business owners prefer to choose the older
ones as their successor in order to avoid sibling rivalries (Barnes, 1988, p. 20,
Vera & Dean, 2005, p. 321). Daughters are mostly considered as the second
best choice for succession when there is a son in the family (Rutherford et al.,
2006, p. 319). In fact, gender differentiation is very prevalent, and Vera and
Dean (2005) clearly stated: ‘sons are preferred over daughters in family
business succession.’ (p. 323) Similarly, Remery et al. (2014, p. 79) stated that,
“family firms are not gender neutral” even in the context of a Dutch
community. Daughters’ interest in business and leadership is not very much
encouraged by parents if not suppressed (Fleming, 2000, p. 57; Lannarel, 1992,
cited in Handler, 1994, p. 142). According to Deng (2015), even if daughters are
selected for leadership succession, they confront more succession challenges
especially in relationship and socialization in comparison with sons. Even if the
daughter’s husband enters the family business, they always see themselves in
a lower position because sons mostly receive a preferential treatment and get
higher position than daughters and sons-in-law. When the son becomes the
successor, daughters may even see themselves in a lower position than the
son’s wife (Danco, 2003, p. 51). These double standards in family businesses
can be the main cause of tension and conflict especially in succession. Massis
et al. (2008, p. 191) believed that lack of a formalized criterion for choosing the
successor and defining the team in charge of making this decision is the main
source of feeling unfair and injustice among children. Ayres (1990, p. 9)
opposed the common myths and stereotypes within family businesses such as
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better managerial performance of sons in comparison with daughters; eldest
as the best; bringing talent and trust by blood.
Brockhaus (2004) believed that criteria for choosing the successor are
becoming more professional and rational by concentrating on “education” and
“financial and management skills” and also “technical skills” rather than
“gender, age, and birth order” (p. 168). Humphreys (2013) argued that
daughters are gradually and increasingly becoming more involved in family
business and even take a leading role in their family business in presence of
sons. She considered daughters’ emotional strengths in peacekeeping and
harmonising family during the succession process as additional advantage of
competent female successors that help daughters to compete with sons and
challenge traditional stereotypes. Study of Otten-Papas (2013) indicated
dynamic of commitment for joining family business and succession among
female members of family business that highly depends on opportunity cost. In
fact, female members of family business are more likely to be affected and
interested to join family business but are not much so likely to be chosen as
the successor unless they have seniority advantage or in emergency or crisis
within family. In short, Davis et al. (2000, p. 231) pointed out that preferential
status of sons over daughters and also seniority and birth order factors in
succession are still very strong and determinant in the Middle East.

In-laws Perspective
In-laws are those who become family members as a result of marriage and
include parents-in-law, sibling in-law, and in case of children marriage as
children in-law. This part of family holds its own perspective about family
business and requires special position within family business theories. Parentsin-law rarely get involved in the family business and if they do so, they will get
marginal or secondary roles if they do not invest into business and hold an
ownership position. Sibling in-laws are more likely to participate in family
business for strengthening familial boundaries and satisfying spouse. Studies
show that siblings of wife are more likely to participate in the male leader
business rather than husband’s sibling in the female leader business.
Moreover, sibling of spouse due to the closer relationship and more trust in
them are preferred upon spouse of sibling. Children in-law, who include son inlaw and daughter in-law, are the most prevalent type of in-laws involvement in
the family business (Santiago, 2011). In-laws are expected to work efficiently
and quietly without asserting and resisting the family members’ decisions.
Interpersonal clashes with in-laws are less tolerated and difficult in
reconciliation. However, in case of succession, children in-laws and children
are not treated equally. Predecessors are mostly reluctant and fearful of
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choosing children in-laws in management succession and especially in
ownership succession. The reason for their fear is the problems that can be
brought about with in-laws into the family and business like fear of breaking or
threatening relationships by divorce or firing the in-laws respectively.
‘There is “always” a tendency to son in succession when the predecessor
has to choose between son and son-in-law even if the son is incompetent and
untalented and the son-in-law is a competent and highly educated manager.’
(Danco, 2003, p. 35) If the son in-law enters into business, he will be accused of
being a burden rather than helper for the predecessor. He might be highly
educated and competent; however, he has to be under the command of the
son because he is not a family member by blood. He has a chance to be a
successor only and only if there is no son in the family. Even the son-in-law's
son faces a dilemma, because they have strong emotional ties with the family
but are perceived as belonging to another family. There is a sense of
competition and rivalry among daughters-in-laws for having and benefiting
from what family business has to offer which usually is shared by order in birth
among sons, but daughters-in-law do whatever they can to break this rule
(Fleming, 2000).

Management (Professional) Perspective
The main concern in family business may not be necessarily profit making, but
profit is a fuel for family business (Danco, 2003, p. 178) without which neither
will job opportunity for family members be created, nor can such social good
status be achieved. Therefore, organisational performance and effectiveness
should be of the greatest concern in the succession process. In this line, it is
argued by Lansberg (1999, p. 45-48) that family business in two different
generations may have fundamental differences in their structure. Thus, those
who are in charge of family business in older generations may not necessarily
be the right person for training and developing the successor in the next
generation of family business. The main reasons are firstly lack of possession of
necessary skills and knowledge in the predecessor for preparing the successor
for a new form of organisation; and secondly their inability to anticipate the
future market trend and necessary skills that the successors need for dealing
with the new organisational and market environment (Levinson, 1974, p. 5556). Many family business owners divide their family business ownership
equally among their children that leads to transition and transformation of
controlling-owner family business to sibling partnership and later on to cousin
consortium and further. By doing so, family business needs structural
adaptations and modifications in leadership from central management to
teamwork and consensus; and decision- making from “unilateral decision73

making” to “consensus” and “democratic decisions.” (Kenyon-Rouvinez &
Ward, 2005, p. 10)
A research by Molly, Laveren, and Deloof (2010) based on 152 family
businesses from 1999 to 2006 showed that succession from the foundergeneration to the second-generation has a significant negative impact on
growth rate and debt rate which indicates risk averse and less strategic
planning in second generation compared with the first generation. However,
these alterations in succession from the second to the third generation is much
less negative which indicates that structural changes from the first-to-second
generation succession is more severe and fundamental than the second-tothird generation succession.
Even if predecessors recognize the future need for structural adaptation
and modify their management and governance systems by adding for example
a board of directors, it will not be so effective. The main reason is that firstly
the business that a predecessor has been managing for such a long time is
formed, modified and custom -fitted with the managing capabilities and
characteristics of the predecessor and may not necessarily fit to the
successor’s abilities (Danco, 2003, p. 39; Levinson, 1974, p. 58); secondly the
founder or predecessor is a dominant and non-reviewed owner-manager.
Therefore, board members, managers, employees, and family cannot
significantly change the predecessors’ governance and management systems
because they need and can get the predecessor’s support as long as they obey
the predecessor and do not resist. Managers and employees in particular are
somehow trapped in family business because they have some sort of limited
abilities with which they cannot earn anywhere else as much as they do in their
current position in the family business (Danco, 2003, p. 37).
‘The predecessors are not only incapable of training and developing
successors, but also they are not the right people for choosing their successors,
as Levinson (1974) categorized the choices of predecessor as “loyal servant”
(conscientious loyal but incompetent), “watchful waiter” (competent successor
who becomes either inferior in organisational members’ view by the
predecessor to get support to postpone his or her retirement or disloyal and
ingratitude because of leaving company and intolerance of the pending
situation), “false prophet” (competent but irrelevant to the role), and “empty
nest” (ignoring succession) that are bound for failure (Levinson, 1974, p. 59).
The problem of choosing successor/s in sibling partnership and cousin
consortium forms of family business is much more complex due to the rivalry,
difficulties to achieve consensus, age differences in sibling partners or in a
greater degree in cousin consortium, and different times for retirement of
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incumbent, tendency to early retirement or unexpected events like death of
one member are only few examples that, this decision is made and processed
very problematic.’ (Golestani, 2009) Fleming (2000, p. 183) argued that the
successor should not be necessarily the strongest, but he should be the one
who is potential in becoming the strongest and most fitted in pre-planned
future strategies of family business.
‘In terms of the organisation’s culture, ownership and management at
the same time in one person in controlling the family firms strongly impact the
culture of organisation in line with his or her biases and assumptions, but in
spite of charismatic features of the owner-manager as an advantage to resolve
cultural conflicts, even with very optimistic view, there will remain some
subcultures and gaps for integration between the predecessor and non-family
members, professional managers and employees that will be passed to the
successor/s alongside the family inheritance. The subcultures and less ability of
the next generation for integration than the predecessors will push the
organisation toward more bureaucracy and rationality in the post-succession
phase (particularly in evolutional transition). The adaptation of new generation
with new culture (more bureaucracy and rationality) who have already been
involved and accustomed with organisational culture in the predecessor’s time
on the one hand; and the new and severe cultural conflicts that new
generation confronts due to absence of predecessor on the other hand make
the transition so challenging that Schein called it “ultimate dilemma”.’ (Schein,
1983, p. 27-28, as cited in Golestani, 2009, p. 2)
According to Dyer (1986, p. 82), most entrepreneurship organizations in
the first-generation experience paternalistic culture. Sorenson (2000, p. 185)
re-names paternalistic to autocratic; however, the succeeding generation can
seldom remain in paternalistic cultural configuration in the second and third
generation. Therefore, they have to adapt to one of three configurations of
organizational culture such as “professional culture” in which family is
separated from business; “participative culture” in which collaboration
becomes the arena for decision-making; and what Dryer called “the LaissezFaire culture” in which non-family members manager/s take responsibility of
business, and family members become merely shareholders. Sorenson (2000)
in further elaboration of Dyer’s (1986) theory showed that among Dyer’s
defined cultures, participative culture and leadership lead to more positive
outcomes for both family and business plus more employees' satisfaction and
commitment.
The more family business moves toward bureaucracy and
professionalization in the succeeding generation, the more non-family
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members become involved into the business management and decisionmaking. This may even lead to converting some salaried managers to
shareholder managers. Involvement of non-family members into ownership
and management pushes the family business far from its initial principals ‘as a
patient, long-term oriented, risk lover, flexible, loyal employee with emotional
and personal ties and nonfinancial concerns (Kenyon-Rouvinez & Ward,
2005,p. 19-24; Zellweger & Nason, 2008a, p. 203) towards professional
companies that are short-term oriented, risk averter, bureaucratic, with
concentration on financial concern (Murphy, 2005, p. 124; Morikawa, 2001, p.
179; Colli, 2003, p. 12-15; Chandler & Daems, 1980, p. 13-14).’ (Golestani,
2009)

Managers and Employees Perspective
An effective succession should occur in three dimensions of leadership
succession, management succession and ownership succession. Apart from
ownership succession, managers and employees play a significant role in both
leadership and management succession so that some scholars call them
“foundation of success” or “key stakeholder” in succession (Kenyon-Rouvinez
& Ward, 2005, p. 23). Committing to the succession process and acceptance of
a new leader by managers and employees are crucial for having an effective
succession. This critical position clearly shows the importance of evaluating
succession from managers and employees' perspective.
Managers, employees and particularly those who have been involved in
the business from early stages of its formation usually resist accepting the
successor as their new leader and boss for numerous reasons. First of all,
managers and employees of a family business in their working life time are
mostly loyal to the predecessor and have shared values, sympathy, emotional
and personal ties with him which makes them somehow dependent. They fear
that succession would change their personal relationship with the predecessor
to professional and bureaucratic relation with the successor (Handler, 1994, p.
145; Lansberg, 1988, p. 129).
Managers and employees unconsciously compare the predecessor with
the successor and if they do not find the same characteristics in the new boss,
they may feel disappointed and resistant in accepting the successor. They are
mostly impressed by entrepreneurial characteristic of the predecessor or
founder including “enthusiasm”, “creativity”, “long-term orientation”,”
devotion”, “passion”, “managerial talents”, “sacrifice” (Mulholand, 2003, p. 91)
which may not be the same in the successor. In addition, there is a tendency
among employees to exaggerate the role and indispensability of the
predecessor in family business (Lansberg, 1988, p. 125).
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They consider succession as a threat to their status quo and the position
they hold. Managers and employees of a family business are mostly “helpless”
and “immobile” because they are either too old or they lack confidence in their
abilities. They are more present oriented and have a narrow and naïve
perspective about business and succession in particular (Danco, 2003, p. 67).
The long-time relationship of managers and employees makes them have the
same way of thinking and judgement that make them react collectively
(Fleming, 2000, p. 142). They mostly collectively resent succession or any
changes that the successor wants to make in the organization (Danco, 2003, p.
54). In employee’s perspective, succession is conceived as a change that mostly
substitutes stability, predictability, order, safety, and comfort in the
organization to uncertainty, unpredictability, mess, fear, and discomfort at
least in short term (Fleming, 2000, p. 130); however, they are also afraid of
criticizing succession and/or the successor as their future boss who may risk
their future career in the family business (Ayres, 1990, p. 9; Fleming, 2000, p.
19). Therefore, they may try an indirect sabotage or put obstacles in order to
maintain their status quo which is mostly destructive for family business and
may make the succession process even harder (Fleming, 2000, p. 131).
Benefits and continuity of the family business may justify the “nepotism“
(Jaskiewicz, Uhlenbruck, Balkin, & Reay, 2013, p. 122; Barach & Gantisky, 1995,
p. 136; Danco, 2003, p. 144); however, it may evoke sense of jealousy and
rivalry among the family and non-family members, managers, and employees
in the family business (Gordon & Nicholson, 2008, p. 8; Kenyon-Rouvinez &
Ward, 2005, p. 23). Fleming (2000, p. 20) metaphorically described nepotism in
family business as a “family ceiling” that non-family members can hardly ever
pass it in their career progress to the top. Yet, Chittoor and Das (2007) argued
that business professionalization and choosing a nonfamily member successor
in business management lead to a smoother succession process and a better
performance for the business.
Royer, Simons, Boyd, and Rufferty (2008) proposed a contingency model
in which family business should evaluate choosing the successor from family or
labour market from the transaction cost perspective. This model differentiates
necessary experience and knowledge for the successor into family-businessspecified knowledge and general knowledge. Their empirical and theoretical
study indicates that requiring high family-business-specified knowledge from
the successor in family business significantly increases the likelihood and
preferential of having a family member successor due to the successor’s
lifelong learning from the family business and therefore less overall cost. On
the other hand, expecting high general knowledge presumably is required from
the successor in family business but it does not significantly increase the
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likelihood of having an external successor due to imposing less overall cost to
the family business. These preferential to family members clearly prove
nepotism and sentimental decision-making in succession even though it
sounds irrational.
Dissatisfaction, lack of trust and commitment of managers and
employees in the succession process is one of the main reasons for failure in
succession (Massis et al., 2008, p. 189; Sorenson, 2000, p. 185). Fleming (2000,
p. 151) argues that if the chosen successor is introduced at the right time,
employees and managers can have a pretty clear image from their future and
get released from the pending situation and concentrate on their performance.
They can also be committed in the succession process if they become involved
in it. The employees’ and managers’ commitment and performance in the post
succession phase are strongly linked to the feeling that the business, assets
and wealth that have been accumulated by the predecessor will be handed to
someone capable of managing and developing it rather than ruining
everything. They have a strong feeling that this money and business are results
of their labour as well; however, they officially have no right to claim it (Danco,
2003, p. 42). Study of Bjornberg and Nicholson (2012) proved that employees’
“emotional ownership” in terms of attachment and identification with
enterprise is possible even though they have no ownership over family
business (p. 386). Managers and employees can also oppose the succession
and can be considered as threaten for leaving the business. In this regard,
viability of business may come first and succession fails. However, establishing
a good relationship with managers and employees that enhance selfconfidence in the successor promotes the teamwork spirit and reduces
employees’ sense of insecurity and helpless (Barach & Gantisky, 1995, p. 140).

Shareholder and Investor Perspective
‘Murphy’s (2005) research showed that, “financial issues and specifically
raising capital are deemed to be the most critical issue for family firms even
more important than family management and employee issues.” (p. 129)
Ambition of family firms for growth but lack of capital investment in these
businesses lead to involvement of financial sources in ownership and control to
compensate for this shortcoming in family firms (Chandler & Daems, 1980, p.
13-14). The degree of this involvement is so high that sometimes they can
impose changes in management (Fernando, Schneible, & Suh, 2014, p. 330) or
even dictate their selected successor to company (Colli, 2003, p. 35).’
(Golestani, 2009) These financial needs can be provided by different ways such
as borrowing money from banks or family or friends, temporary investors, coinvestor, selling shares of company or having new partners, or merging with
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other companies. In every case, the form of influence may vary. But as study of
Bjuggren and Palmberg (2010, p. 327) showed the more ownership and control
of family business remain within family members, the better financial
performance of family business is likely to happen.
Shareholders who are not working in the business can become a barrier
for the succession process. Since these shareholders are not working in the
business, they become less committed to the business than the employed ones
and sooner or later may want to liquidate their shares. The succession period is
a critical period in which the successor has to deal with multiple challenges and
the business may not be profitable as before. Thus, depending on nonemployed shareholders' threshold, they may demand for selling their shares
and investing in somewhere else (Vilaseca, 2002). At this stage, financial
limitation threatens continuity of business by the successor. The successor
and/or those shareholders who are supportive and interested in continuity of
business may not afford to buy those shares or find it difficult or too expensive
to borrow from external financial resources. Then, the only choice would be
selling the business partly or completely (Massis et al., 2008, p. 189).
There are always some other stakeholders that are mostly ignored. They
are those who are potential buyers or investors for the family business and are
concerned about it and its future. Fleming (2000, p. 176) argued that business
interest and rationality must always be the first concern. His point of view
regarding succession is that if the predecessor is not quite sure or afraid that
his or her business will not be as profitable as he does, or the successor is not
competent enough, family business should be sold before losing financial
attractiveness after succession.
However, there are two different perspectives in financial assessment of
family business. The predecessor subjectively values the family business, while
buyers objectively evaluate the possession of business. Thus, the value that
buyers label for family business is always much lower than the predecessor's
willingness to sell. Even though there are some arguments among scholars that
family ownership positively (Ruiz & Requejo, 2010, p. 61) or negatively
(Granata & Chirico, 2010, p. 352) affect the estimate of buyers compared with
nonfamily owned businesses, their valuation is always lower than the
predecessors’ willingness to sell. This difference in pricing has roots in the
emotional benefits and nonfinancial aspects of ownership for the predecessor.
In fact, pricing for those predecessors who have dedicated themselves to the
business, for instance, their life time, dreams, reputation, public image,
opportunity cost and whatever they have lost to build the family business. But
these are not of interest for the buyers or investors who merely think of
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physical assets (Zellweger & Astrachan, 2008b; Danco, 2003, p. 171). It has
been also argued that family goodwill, family brand, and name loyalty are also
among family business capitals that can be preserved only through effective
succession and continuity (Sardeshmukh & Corbett, 2011, p. 113). Therefore,
liquidating the business or selling the whole or part of business through buyers
or investors are less likely when the founders or predecessors are alive;
however, it is common after them which is done by their inheritor or
successor. The only way these values remain is continuing the business by a
competent successor.

Customer and Supplier Perspective
Succession is a change in leadership of family business, which is mostly
concerned about customer satisfaction, quality of product, and services, and
pays great attention to the relationship with their business partners which
simply shows the level of influence that customers and suppliers can have in
the succession process. Schein (1983, p. 23) believed that customers’
satisfaction is the main concern of family business -even beyond family
satisfaction- that “hinges their success”. Products and services of family
businesses are conceived as representative of family business and their
identity and reputation in the public opinion. Therefore, they tend to put
emphasis on excellent quality even if it is not profitable enough (Tagiuri &
Davis, 1992, p. 49). Study of Glover and Reay (2015) demonstrated how
different family businesses prioritized quality and customers' satisfaction over
financial rewards and profitability even though it increased their debt and they
had to sacrifice family well-being. In fact, family business tends to establish
long-term relationships with their customers and suppliers that make them
somehow dependent on each other (Handler, 1994, p. 145; Delmas & Gerguad,
2014, p. 240). Customers and suppliers’ relationship can even be at a personal
level with the predecessor (Massis et al., 2008, p. 190). Succession may
undermine these personal relationships by replacing the predecessor by the
successor who mostly belongs to the other generation. Different generations
do not necessarily share common values and may not understand each other,
and they are hardly able to establish personal relationships. Therefore, it is not
unusual that customers and suppliers stop or reduce their business with family
business after succession, which highly influences the succession process
(Kenyon-Rouvinez & Ward, 2005, p. 8; Fleming, 2000, p. 169). The successor's
generation compared with the predecessor's may seek more profit from
business and show less determination for supplying high quality products and
services which leads to less customer satisfaction and even losing them (Tagiuri
& Davis, 1992, p. 49). Some relationships of suppliers with family business are
through dealership, franchise, or agency contraction in which a high degree of
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bureaucracy and rationality will be imposed to the family business and
significantly increase supplier influences over the succession process
(Lansberg, 1988, p. 131).
However, it is argued by Mulholand (2003, p. 93) that not all family
businesses are vulnerable and sensitive about customers and suppliers.
Mulholand believed that family business predecessors on the wealth creation
stage can be broadly divided into two categories of “company man” and
“takeover man”. The takeover man is mainly concerned about profit extraction
from business and is in favour of short-term benefit. In contrast, the company
man is mainly concerned about quality of products and services; which one is
offered and gaining profit is the second priority. Therefore, the customers and
suppliers' influence in succession depends on the character of the predecessor
and his or her standpoints about family business in relation with the public.
Being responsive to customers’ attitudes and market orientation require
constant market monitoring and gathering information. This information may
include customers’ current and future needs and new available technologies
and/or resources to respond them. Casillas et al. (2010) consider strong
entrepreneurial orientation in second generation to inject fresh and innovative
ideas into business; However, both studies of Beck, Janssens, Debruyne, and
Lommelen (2011, p. 265) and Block, Miller, Jaskiewicz, and Spiegel (2013, p.
180) indicated that the second generation involvement in structural changes
and their dealing with succession’s complex problems firstly divert successor’s
attention from market monitoring and information gathering. The successor’s
distraction eventually leads to less attention to innovation, entrepreneurship,
and responsiveness to customers’ needs; and secondly, structural changes in
second generations mostly promote professionalization, formalization, and
even departmentalization which all increase bureaucracy and reduce
communication and transferring of market information which prolong
adaptability to new trends in the market. A study of Kamalian et al. (2011, p.
88) in Iranian SMEs indicated that innovation and competitiveness in Iran’s
market are achieved mostly through gathering information from customers
and suppliers rather than R&D projects or the likes.

Advisor’s Perspective
Other stakeholders in succession process are the advisors like lawyer,
insurance agent, accountants or even family members with advisory capacity.
These people not only have some influence over predecessor’s decisions, they
become the trustee of predecessor’s wife or children after his or her death.
Their advice can determine the future of the business and family (Danco, 2003,
p. 54) and positively affects the development of successors’ leadership skills
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and facilitates the succession process and improves business performance
(Naldi, Chirico, Kellermanns, & Campopiano, 2015, p. 228; Salvato & Corbetta,
2013, p. 236). The advisor group can be broader and more beneficial if we add
professional consultants and psychologists to them. Neutrality and objectively
evaluation of the situation and sharing their perception and feedbacks are of
great value for family members who might be frustrated and confused by dualcharacter people around them in family business (Ayres, 1990, p. 9).

Friend Perspective
Another stakeholder in family businesses is friends (Danco, 2003, p. 56) who
are either family friends or predecessor’s friends, or friends of any individual of
the family members. These people have no title or direct relation to the
business, but their comments and advice are as important and influential as
other advisors. These people are usually those who hear the problems and
share the happiness and sadness with family members and; therefore, their
advice can influence, shape, or even determine decisions of family members.
They can evaluate situations objectively and free from family or business
concerns, give some friendly and honest feedback and advice to the family
members (Ayres, 1990, p. 9).

Loss or Addition of Individuals
Unexpected death, incurable disease, and disability are the events that may
lead to loss of individuals within family and business. Divorce is another cause
that results in removal of individual and even relative of divorced person in the
family and business. However, marriage or remarriage, birth of child, and
adoption are the events that lead to increase in number of involved
stakeholders. However, there are some exceptions like remarriage of
predecessor, which may lead to removal of children and relative of the former
spouse.
Loss or addition of every family member’s stakeholder influences
succession by altering ownership and dominant coalition composition;
changing in interpersonal relationship and dynamic; affecting integration and
harmony of family; releasing supressed and buried tensions or evoking new
conflicts; strengthening or weakening family prospect and satisfaction. In fact,
family dynamic and unpredictability are linked to a business in family business
and makes it more fragile and unpredictable in comparison with other forms of
businesses. (Rutherford et al., 2006, p. 318)
Many literature reviews have addressed these issues; however,
predecessor’s loss has gained the highest attention from scholars because it is
a source of tension and releasing the old conflicts within family and business.
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In addition, the central role and the main position of predecessor in the
dominant coalition in family business will be lost or diminished by
predecessor’s loss. Therefore, composition of dominant coalition within family
business will be changed and new sets of perspective and strategies will be
defined which undermine the whole set of goals that succession development
is primarily based on. Successors’ death and disability or incurable illness are
also other attractive subjects in literature that undermine the succession
process. (Massis et al., 2008, P. 186)

Cultural, Social, and Legal factors
Most of succession theories and models in the field of family business have
been accused of generalization ‘without or with low attention to cultural,
societal, and environmental factors that may lead to dysfunction’ or failure of
them (Colli, 2003, p. 14). Bird et al. (2002) state ‘much of research on family
business has been based on samples and theorized from the United States’ (p.
348); and more recently Gupta and Levenberg (2010, p. 167) argued that our
understanding from family business is largely limited to Anglo-based societies.
Majority of literature and studies about succession are conducted in the USA,
Canada, Europe, Australia, and only few of them are originated from other
cultures like Japan (e.g., Morikawa, 2001), China (e.g., Yan & Sorenson, 2006),
India (e.g., Chittoor & Das, 2007), Pakistan (e.g., Afghan & Wiqar, 2007), and
South Africa (e.g., Venter et al., 2005).
According to Sharma et al. (2012), ‘geographically wherever there is free
enterprise, there are family firms.’ (p. 9) Therefore, family businesses exist
almost in every corner of the world. So, if we believe in cultural and societal
differences in the world, it should be also accepted that family businesses in
different cultural and societal context are also different. Consequently,
prescription of family business scholars for succession based on Western
culture and society may not necessarily work in all family businesses (Dyer,
1986, p. 13; Colli, 2003, p. 66; Deng, 2015, p. 39). Yan and Sorenson (2006)
attempted to show effects of Confucian values in Chinese family business,
clearly illustrated the role of ideology in family business succession in two
opposite ideological extremes of Western individualism and Eastern
collectivism. They also argue that ‘examining [studying] family businesses in
their social context provides more complete understanding of the dynamics
underlying choices and activities in family firm.’ (p. 245)
Research of Boyd, Royer, Pei, and Zhang (2015) clearly highlighted the
differences of successions between two long-lived family businesses in two
different contexts of Europe and China. In broader scope, study of Gupta and
Levenberg (2010) showed the fundamental cultural differences of family
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businesses in different regions of the world such as Northern and Latin
America, Anglo, Germanic, Nordic, Eastern, and Latin Europe, Middle East,
Southern and Confucian Asia, and Africa. They even argue that there are
several factors that differentiate sub-culture within a regional culture such as
‘sub-geographies, institutions of governance and markets, regional industrial
and economic imbalance, family system, ethnicity, religion, gender, generation
and class.’ (p. 166) In this line, Bird al. (2002, p. 347) added differences of law
in taxing, inheritance, commerce and family to the differentiating factors of
family businesses in sub-cultures within a regional culture. Danco (2003, p.
184) even argued that each individual family business is a unique set of
business and, therefore, worthy of an independent study.
Middle Eastern cultures in particular are highly influenced by Islamic
culture and principals. Islam and its holy book “Quran” address Islamic
principles and rules related to family and even business such as transaction
types, finance, management styles, earning and spending, and taxes. There are
also Islamic fundamental principles that heavily influence patterns of life and
work like encouraging “respect of elder”, enforcing “authority of father in
family”, stressing “stability and commitment”, and “fatality” which are all
influential in family business and succession in particular. For example, fatality
in Islam is embodied in Middle Eastern cultures and refers to the Islamic
principle that everything is fatal except God, nothing is certain, and nothing
will occur unless God wills it. This fatalism is manifested in Muslims’ wellknown expression of “insha Allah” or God’s will (Welsh & Raven, 2006, p. 3132). Thus, succession like other things is in God’s hands. Another example of
Islamic culture that influences Middle Eastern family businesses is kinship
culture and tradition of involving younger brother in business that promotes
sibling partnership family businesses in this region. (Afghan et al., 2007; Davis
et al., 2000, p. 219)
Law is a demonstration of dominant culture in every society and
inheritance law is not an exception. Iranian culture is heavily influenced by
Islamic culture and rules. Consequently, Iranian law system is interpreted from
Islamic rules, which are known as Shari’a. Shari’a varies in different branches
of Islam such as Shia and Sunni. But since majority of Iranian are Shia Muslim,
Iranian law system is either directly taken from Shia Shari’a or comply with it.
Business law in Iran is governed in civil court; however, inheritance law and
family law are governed in Shari’a court, which is mainly based on Shari’a.
Therefore, there is a high level of influence from Islamic culture and rules over
Iranian family business in comparison with other form of businesses.
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Inheritance law in Iran has clear rules about division of deceased’s estate
and properties among heirs. Deceased’s estate and properties should be
deducted by funeral cost and debts and then will be divided in three portions.
One third is distributed according to testament which it also has to comply
with shari’at spirit; and two third will be divided according to Shari’at
(Ansarian, 2010, p. 247). In Shari’at, primary heirs are father, mother, husband,
wife, son, and daughter. If there is a child, husband receives one quarter and
wife receives one eighth. If there is no child, husband receives half and wife
receives one quarter. Children are not treated equally as well. Sons receive
twice as much as daughters receive from the remaining. Father and mother
receive equally. Therefore, Shari’at and consequently inheritance law basically
do not treat male and female heirs equally. The reason behind this inequality is
a presumption that male heirs and in particular sons have to accept burden
and responsibility of whatever is left from deceased. Therefore, sons are
presumably considered as successor and responsible for running the business
after predecessor. However, it is probable that deceased’s estate and
particularly business will be fragmented (Brodrick, Karm, & Cheblak, 2008). As
a result, decision-making in the business most likely has to be made by
consensus of shareholders. The underlying concept behind this fragmentation
is ideology of Islam that ‘discourages concentration of wealth within a single
person, family or group’ (Afghan & Wiqar, 2007, p. 9). Wealth accumulation in
Islam is acceptable as far as it is beneficial for public (Brodrick et al., 2008, p.
476).
However, it can be argued that inheritance should be passed to those
who are capable, those who deserve it and merely relying on gender and blood
relatedness is not fair (Mulholand, 2003, p. 87; Remery et al., 2014, p. 88).
Ayers (1990, p. 5) similarly argued that it should be based on “equity” rather
than “equality”. But, there are some options to escape from inheritance rules
and taxation, such as gifting or distribution of wealth before death, which is
synonymous with losing control and authority for many predecessors and not
very likely to happen in their lifetime (Brodrick, et al., 2008, p. 476; Lansberg,
1988, p. 125). If predecessor decides to do so, s/he should define priorities first
and then distribute his or her wealth to the heirs accordingly. Ayres (1990)
proposed “rough family justice” which is a model of priorities for estate
planning in predecessor lifetime. The first priority is business vitality and
continuity. Therefore, predecessor should take business in account and plan
for its future and then based on candidate successor’s evaluation, make
decision for his or her successor/s; secondly, financial independence, social
and personal well-being of predecessor should be guaranteed; thirdly, treating
children not necessarily based on equality, gender, age, birth order, but based
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on “equity” which means appreciation and respect of children and their
differences; fourthly and finally is taking transferring tax into account.
Government and businesses especially in Middle East have a bilateral
relationship. On one hand, government is a permanent partner of all
businesses including family businesses. A Boss (Danco, 2003, p. 166) and a
partner who always expects to receive its own share of profit in the form of tax
even if business owners have decided to reinvest their profit in the business.
On the other hand, there is a tendency in Middle Eastern family businesses
that government should have a parental role and not only support them but
also solve their problems. However, globalization is pushing governments all
over the world to privatize and downsize. Middle Eastern governments are no
exception. Sooner or later, family businesses in Middle East might also
understand that they should rely on their own potential for solving their
problems and not seek others’ support (Davis et al., 2000, p. 232).
Family businesses particularly trans-generational ones in comparison
with other forms of businesses are more socially and environmentally
responsible. It is mainly due to family business concern about their reputation
and public image that oblige them to be more beneficial for society and more
protective for environment. The bigger a family business is, the higher is the
expectation from public and communities to act in a more responsible way
(Dyer & Whetten, 2006; Delmas & Gerguard, 2014, p. 239). Family businesses
in comparison with Public companies are more concerned about welfare and
life-quality of the communities in which they are working, or they belong to
(Hauswald & Hack, 2013, p. 356; Stavrou & Swiercz, 1998, p. 1). For example, a
study of Block (2010) showed that family business owners are against
downsizing and job cuts in the crisis in comparison with other business owners
because they care more about their social responsibilities and reputation. Both
studies from large samples of Italian family businesses (Campopiano, Massis, &
Chirico, 2014) and also Chinese ones (Dou, Zhang, & Su, 2014) showed how
family involvement in ownership of family business increases philanthropy,
social and reputational capital. Communities in which family business is located
may also have interest in the future of family business. This interest varies
depending on the number of jobs it provides or the level of stimulation it has
for the economy of community or how proud they are from success of family
business in local, national or international level.
In Middle Eastern culture and Muslim communities, there are numerous
religious obligations for caring neighbours and communities. In Middle Eastern
culture, there is tremendous emphasis on philanthropy and donation for
wealthy people and upper class. There is also a set of Islamic rules and
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governmental organisation in charge for a type of philanthropy that is called
Waqf, in which Muslims can voluntarily share prosperity of their business or
properties with their communities permanently. Some examples are giving
lands or building public places like schools, mosques, hospitals, house for poor
and transferring all rights, responsibilities and benefits to the Waqf
organisation. By Waqf, community will benefit from properties of wealthy
Muslims forever and on the other hand, wealthy Muslim will benefit from
continuous blessing of community and rewarding from God after death and in
the next life (Davis et al., 2000, p. 220; Ansarian, 2010, p. 247). Waqf may
undermine the whole succession process because if predecessor either in
lifetime or in testament for one third of properties decides to dedicate his
properties or business partly to Waqf organisation, inheritors will have a
permanent partner so called waqf organisation that is extremely strict and not
easy to negotiate. Therefore, it is better for inheritors to forget about those
properties rather than thinking about succession.

Time
Time is a stakeholder that must be taken in account. Although succession is a
process and doesn’t happen in a certain time, juxtaposition and time matching
of predecessor interest to step back and successor readiness to step forward is
of great importance. In another word, succession’s transition should match
well with changes in life cycle and life stage needs of predecessor and
successor (Lansberg, 1988, p. 121). Well time matching creates
encouragement, but failure to juxtapose them cause frustration and
demotivating (Handler, 1994, p. 145).
Time like age and health is “finite”, “irreplaceable”, “non-refundable”
(Danco, 2003, p. 179), and priceless resources that founder or predecessor
invests in the family business in order to achieve his or her dream.
Consequently, if the value of these resources is understood by the successor, it
means that all efforts of predecessor are understood and appreciated and he
or she can be pretty sure that the future of his or her business is in good
hands. On the other hand, the successor also expects the predecessor to
understand that the successor also has the right to choose how to use and
invest these invaluable resources either in the family business or outside it.

Conclusion
The literature review presented in this Chapter clearly shows openness,
complexity, and diversity of subjects under the tenet of leadership succession
in family business. Different models and theories have been presented, among
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which some are conflicting and even opposite and some others supportive.
Some studies have tried to present general theories and models and some
others have tried to explore and merely describe specific areas of this subject.
Many different research approaches and paradigms have been implemented in
different studies of the field. However, taking the social constructivist
perspective in my research approach will enable me as a researcher to
compare theories in literature with my own experiences in Iranian family
business and better understand the underlying dynamics of succession.
Moreover, I could better digest consequences of actions addressed in the
literature and look at the subject from perspectives of different stakeholders.
Sympathy and observing many issues that have been addressed in the
literature in our own family business helped me a lot to engage with this topic
in my research.
Nevertheless, the more I read about leadership succession in family
business, the more I realised the behavioural and contextual differences
between the dynamic of Iranian family businesses and what was presumed in
the literature. The more I read, the larger the gap between literature of the
field and the reality of succession in Iranian family business became. In fact,
most of the literature about family business is generated in the Western
societies (Gupta & Levenberg, 2010, p. 167; Colli, 2003, p. 14; Bird et al., 2002,
p. 348; Dyer, 1986, p. 13) that have some fundamental differences with Iranian
society. In fact, this gap is rooted in fundamental differences of Iranian and
Western societies, as the origin of most literature that takes contextual factors
for granted in their research and theories.
Lack of appropriate attention to contextual differences in the existing
theories and also taking a social constructivist’ stand with regard to the reality
directed me towards studying the succession process on both contextual and
individual level in Iran. In contrast with most studies of the field, I did not limit
my research to addressing either contextual level or individual level in order to
study succession in family business. I believe a comprehensive understanding
of such a complex subject cannot be achieved without taking both contextual
factors and different individual’s perspectives into account. As a researcher, I
preferred not to take the contextual level for granted and then investigate the
subject, because the context is a key player of the game and is essential for a
better understanding of the subject.
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Chapter 4: Islamic Culture & Succession in
Family Business

Most research and literature of family business and particularly succession are
based on Western societies. Consequently, Western culture is taken for
granted in the theories of this field. However, studying and exploring the
succession process in such a different context of Iranian family business
require to having enough understanding of Iranian society. Through this
research, I am trying to find the major factors that differentiate the succession
process in Iranian family businesses from other societies and particularly the
Western ones that underlie most of theories in this field. The main
determinant factor in forming the context of every society is culture, and the
Middle East countries are highly affected by Islamic culture. Islam is by far the
largest religion in the Middle East. Islam is attached to this part of the world
that some countries call themselves with prefix of “Islamic Republic” in their
official name like Iran, Pakistan and Afghanistan. Population of Middle Eastern
countries are either completely Muslim or led by a Muslim majority.5 Islamic
thoughts and principles play a significant role in different aspects of life for
inhabitants of this area. Influences of Islam over the Middle Eastern culture in
It is necessary to acknowledge that there are a few exceptions among Middle
Eastern countries that dominant religion and culture is not Islam. These countries are
Israel, Armenia, Georgia, Eritrea and the Republic of Cyprus. However, these
countries are only a handful of small countries with an overall population that does
not exceed 15 million. Therefore, these 5 countries are excluded from this discussion.
5
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general is so deep and dominant that most pre-Islam historical traditions and
costumes of Middle Eastern societies are either suppressed or have been
adopted by the Islamic culture.
Islamic principles and rules lay the foundation for Islamic cultures. Islam
as a term means “submission to God.” (Gilsenan, 2000, p. 16; Temporal, 2011,
p. 1) Submission in this term is a key word, because it requires a Muslim to be
obedient to God’s will in all aspects of life. God’s will is delivered to Muslim
community (Ummah) through divine law, which is collected in Quran;
however, it is not easy to understand and it needs to be interpreted clearly.
The second source of understanding God’s will is through interpreting manners
of life (Sunnah) and sayings (Hadith) of the Holy Prophet of Islam. Actions and
sayings of the Prophet Mohammad’s offspring that are called Imams (Son inlaw of Prophet Mohammad and his descendants) are the third source of
understanding God’s will that is only believed by Shia Muslim. These are rich
and comprehensive sources of interpreting (divine) law and generation of
Islamic rules. Consequently, these rules are so pervasive that they go far
beyond describing relationship with God. In fact, these rules form the social,
cultural, political, and economic infrastructure of Islamic communities.
Islam constitutes 99.4% of Iran’s population and, consequently, Iranian
culture, particularly after Islamic revolution in 1979, is highly affected by Islam.
In spite of the domination of Sunni Muslims in most Middle Eastern countries,
in Iran predominantly (89%) live Shia Muslims. Shia religious figures have
always been influential in Iran’s history, but they took absolute power and
became in charge of government by Islamic revolution in 1979 and the
leadership of Ayatollah Khomeini. Since then, following and preserving Islamic
principles are of the greatest concern for government in almost every decision
they make. Therefore, Islam has become highly visible in different aspects of
the contemporary Iranian culture, education, social life, politics, and economy
(Sariolghalam, 2004, p. 30).
In order to elaborate the influences that Islamic culture may have over a
succession process in an Iranian family business, I primarily refer to the role of
succession in Islam history and try to extract the underlying assumptions
behind succession in Islamic culture. Then through studying family structure, I
try to explore the concept and characteristics of a family from Islamic
perspective. Finally, I explore the Islamic standpoint with regard to family
members’ relationship and their responsibilities and rights upon each other
that determine their interaction within family as well as family business.
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Succession in Islam history
Islam is broadly divided into two main branches, Sunni and Shia. There are also
several divisions within these two branches. It is interesting to know that the
main reason for these divisions in Islamic community is rooted in the
succession of the Holy Prophet of Islam and his successors. Succession has
played a key role in Islam and studying it can reveal some basic principles,
which have been passed to contemporary Islamic culture.
Disagreement about who should be the successor of Prophet
Mohammad brought Shia to existence as a separated minority community and
a distinct group who believed in Imamate. Sunni Muslims believe in selecting
Caliphs as the successor of the Prophet by a decision of the majority in an
Islamic community, while Shia Muslims consider Caliphs only as the rulers of
Islamic community and not successors of Prophet. Shia stood against the act of
choosing a successor of Prophet by consultation, election or consensus of a
Muslim community. For Shia, the real successors of the Prophet of Islam are
Imams who are Mohammad’s heirs and offspring. From a Shia’s standpoint,
Imams were the only ones who could succeed Prophet Mohammad’s
leadership over Islamic community, because they are considered as the
extension of the Holy Prophet Personality and able to truly interpret (divine)
law and rule over a community with justice. Therefore, succession for Shia is
beyond leadership transition from one person to another and requires the
successor to be as likely and competent as the predecessor. Even within a Shia
community, there are several divisions. The most important divisions within
Shia community are Twelve-Imam-Shia,6 Ismaili,7 Zaydi,8 Batinis, Bahai, Babi,9
Nizaris, Mustalis, Druzes, Kaisanids, and Muqannah.10 The Dispute and
disagreement within the Shia community about who should be the successor
of a former Imam lay the foundation for these divisions in Shia branches of
Islam. Differences of Shia divisions are all about their criteria for choosing a
6

Iranians are Twelve Imam Shia Muslims who believe in twelve Imams.
Followers of Ismaili division believe in seven Imams only and consider oldest son of
sixth Imam (Imam Jafar) as successor of his father but he died in lifetime of his
father.
8
Follower of Zaydi who mostly live in Yemen disagree about succession of fourth
Imam (Imam Sajad) and consider Zayd al Shahid as fifth Imam and consider any
offspring of Prophet who rebel in order to defend truth as Imam of his time.
9
Some Shia scholars exclude Batinis, Bahai, and Babi from Shia because their
differences are more than their similarities with other branches of Shia.
10
Other divisions are minority groups in comparison with particularly Twelve-Imam
Shia, and also Ismaili and Zaydi.
7
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successor of an Imam who can be simply summarized as the being eldest son
or younger brother of the dead Imam (Tabatabayi, 2009, p. 91-102; Musavi,
1973, p. 196-198).
It is obvious that succession in leadership of Islam and particularly in
Shia has been a problematic and critical issue, which have had big impacts on
Islam’s history; its consequences are still present and triggered many bloody
wars between these divisions among Muslim community. However, when we
look more carefully, there are several principles regarding succession, which
have been passed through history to contemporary Islamic community and
have formed Islamic culture.
Blood relatedness plays a key role in succession in Islam. In fact, whether
we take a Sunni standpoint or a Shia stand, they both have something in
common, which is selecting a successor of the Prophet from his relatives. The
Sunni Caliphs were all elder members of Mohammad tribe (Qureish) who were
Mohammad’s close relatives, and on the other hand the Shia Imams were also
prophet’s descendants. Shia Muslims in comparison with Sunni Muslims are
more concerned and strict about blood relatedness and refuse any election or
consensus with regard to succession. The primary choices for succession are
relatives in Islam. Sunni Islam takes a broader scope of relatives and Shia Islam
primarily considers immediate family members as successor.
Birth order and masculinity are other underlying principles of succession
in Islam. The two most likely choices for succession in Islam, and particularly in
Shia, are the eldest son or the younger brother of the dead person. The eldest
son is preferred over other children in succession, no matter how competent
and capable he is. Masculinity is another criterion for succession, mainly
because Islam leaves no choice or position for females to lead or rule over
male in Islamic community.

The Family Structure in Islam’s Point of View
The family is of the greatest importance in Islamic culture. The family unit in
Islam goes far beyond a couple and their children. Islam in contrast with the
Western culture does not have a crystal-clear distinction between nuclear and
extended family. Islam takes a more tribal attitude with regard to family. This
attitude is rooted in the original context where Islam has emerged for the first
time in Arabian Peninsula. Most inhabitants of Arabian Peninsula in time of
Prophet Mohammad and even to date have been living in tribes. Islam had to
take tribal families for granted in its rules, because they had to be applicable
and acceptable for its followers in Arabian Peninsula. For Islam, the family unit
of every single person consists of those who are entitled as his or her
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inheritors. Therefore, family of a single person is his or her spouse, children,
grandchildren, parents, grandparents, brothers and sisters, nephews and
niece, uncle and aunts, and so on so forth. However, Islam has defined three
levels of closeness for family members. The closest relatives, or better to say
the immediate family members of any individual, are father, mother, spouse,
children, and grandchildren. The second level consist of grandparents, brother,
sister, nephew, and niece. The third level includes uncle, aunt, and their
children.
There are twenty-three verses in Quran that directly emphasize on
kinship and relatives. Referring to Quran, marriage does not cause a separation
between an individual and his or her family. Marriage is simply perceived as
the expansion of family. The association with relatives and visiting them,
helping and solving their problems, socially and financially supporting them,
respecting and loving them are the most important commands of God to
human in Quran with regard to his or her relatives (Ansariyan, 2010, p. 225229; Safourayi, 2009, p. 155). Respecting, helping, socially and financially
supporting relatives are highly emphasized and prioritized as one of the
greatest benevolence for mankind in Islamic thoughts. Emphasizing on kinship
and particularly financially supporting relatives in Islamic culture is a key factor
in forming and promoting family business in Islamic societies (Afghan & Wiqar,
2007; Davis et al., 2000, p. 219).
Men are in charge of women. So, righteous women are devoutly obedient.
(Quran, Chapter Nesa, Verse 39)

Family structure in Islam is patriarchal and hierarchical based on gender
and age (Keath, 2005, p. 2; Fernea, 1985). The biological differences between
genders are the reasons, by which inequality of male and female are justified
in Islam (Taskhiri, 2010, p. 33). This inequality often refers to the inferior
position of a female in comparison with a male and has given domination to
men over women within family and societal context (Moghadam, 2003, p. 4).
However, it has been argued theoretically by Islamic scholars that there is a
balance and equal value for male and female in Islam. But even Islamic
scholars themselves admit that reality is different and practically male
dominates over female in contemporary Islamic family and societies
(Islampour, 2004, p. 101; Zamani, 2009, p. 219).
However, many women cannot tolerate this domination and may
struggle to provide a better position within the family structure. The most
common strategy of women is through politics and manipulation of family
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members (e.g., children or husband) in order to gain power and control. The
high level of mothers’ influence in the character of children gives them a great
opportunity to invest on them and “manipulate” them in childhood in order to
gain their support against their husbands in future (Moghadam, 2003, p. 5).
With regard to family business, politics and manipulation of children
undermine man’s leadership over family and consequently over family
business. Similarly, politics of a wife and her influence over the husband can
also affect husband’s relationship with his siblings in a sibling partnership
family business and creates tension or even separation in family business.
Consequences of women politics can be catastrophic in many male dominated
family businesses if there is interest conflict between man and women.

Family Members’ Relationship in Islam’s Point of
View
Family members’ relationship within family context is a major determinant of
their interactions within the context of family business. Having Islam as the
backbone of Iranian culture, it is critical to explore Islamic principles about the
relationship of family members with each other. Therefore, we take an Islamic
standpoint and elaborate an Islamic perspective with regard to individual
family members, their positions and roles, responsibilities and rights upon each
other that determine how their relationships should be. In order to be more
precise, I would merely concentrate on relationships of immediate family
members with each other from Islamic perspective. These relationships can be
divided into husband-wife, parent-children, and sibling relationship.

Husband-Wife Relationship
First of all, I should acknowledge that the findings presented in this Chapter,
particularly with regard to female members of the family, are not my own
opinion, but are a reflection of Islamic standpoint and without any judgement.
There are many Iranian female activists in the West (e.g., Shirin Ebadi, Azar
Nafisi, Azadeh Moaveni and many more) that might have affected Western
readers about the social situation of women in Iran. However, I have tried to
present reality based on my findings (from literature as well as interviews and
participation in classes of religious scholars in Iran) without any prejudgement
and bias in my research.
The Husband-wife relationship from Islamic standpoint can be best
understood through studying the responsibilities and rights that Islam has
obligated or recommended to both husband and wife in their relationship.
Responsibilities of a husband to his wife in Islam are firstly, providing means
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for living and trying to improve living condition; secondly, sexual intercourse
and pleasing his wife by keeping himself clean; thirdly, respecting his wife and
speaking to her decently and with kindness; and finally, preserving the control
and God-given free will to men in relation with his wife. On the other hand,
responsibilities of a wife to her husband are firstly, respecting, obedience and
not being rebellious; secondly; sexual submission for her husband whenever he
needs and making herself up only for husband; thirdly, not going out of house
without her husband’s permission; and finally, working at home (Taskhiri,
2010; Mirkhani, 2000, p. 131; Akbarian, 2012).
In contrast with Western culture where women have the same rights
and duties as men in society, Islam socially limit women when they marry.
Imam Ali, the first Imam of Shia, has recommended men to ‘make an effort so
that they [wife] know no one but you [husband].’ (Ansarian, 2010, p. 177)
Women have to obey their husband, stay at home and do the home affairs and
not work out of home, because ‘man by nature likes the woman to be his
woman.’ (Ansarian, 2010, p. 175) According to these insights, it can be
concluded that from Islamic standpoints women are prohibited to work out of
home in Islam, because by doing so they encounter strange men in public.
Consequently, either they have to oppose against bad will of strange men that
lessen women’s softness and kindness, or they give up against those bad wills
and devastate family structure. On the other hand, women are not financially
responsible in the family and, consequently, there is no pressure on them to
earn money by work. Of the greatest duty of a wife in relation with her
husband is giving pleasure and submitting herself to her husband’s sexual
desires, carrying baby in their wombs, delivering and raising children, because
it is the feature in their nature of creation.
In Islam, as Ansarian describes it, the husband has to carry the financial
burden of a family on his shoulder. His responsibilities in relation to his wife
are far beyond preparing food, clothes, shelter and furniture, and includes
payment of a nuptial gift to his wife after marriage as well as paying his wife
for her breastfeeding to their children. Islam even recommends men to get a
maid or helper for their wives at home. Of the greatest responsibility of a
husband is not losing his control over family affairs, because God has given a
free will to a man but it must not be transferred to his woman, because total
submission of a husband to the will of a wife will ruin the family structure. In
this regard, Imam Ali says: ‘Never obey your wife.’ (Ansarian, 2010, p. 174)
We can learn from above description that in Iran the most likely choices
for succession in family business are male members of family and they,
therefore, deserve more shares of ownership. The first reason is that men in
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Islam are financially responsible for their own family, but women have no
responsibility to earn money. As a result of this responsibility, male members
are in greater needs for earning money and feeding their families than female
members. The second reason is that women in Islam are presumably not
permitted to work out of home and, therefore, are not able to run a business.
The third reason is that women in Islam have to obey their husband. Therefore,
in Islamic context, it doesn’t seem to be logical to pass leadership of a whole
family business to the female members while their control is in hands of their
husbands.

Parent-Children Relationship
Parent-children relationship is one of those concepts that Islamic original
sources have directly and comprehensively referred to. This emphasis and
direct referral clearly shows how this relationship is important in Islamic
thoughts. In order to better understand the Islamic perspective toward this
relationship, I initially describe the position of individuals, such as father,
mother, and children in Islam. Then, I refer to the relational dimension by
addressing critical concepts, such as respect, appreciation, obedience,
expectations, and responsibilities that are influential in the succession process.
Father: In Islam, a father is considered as root of his offspring. The father is the
main and primary cause of his children’s existence. He is responsible for
providing means of living for their children. Teaching and training children the
necessary skills of living are of the responsibilities of a father to children.
Children are indebted for their existence to their fathers. Consequently, father
deserves respect and must be respected and appreciated by his offspring. After
God, prophets and Imams, father is the first one who should be obeyed, and
he is the only one who gets credit of all good fortune of his children (Hakim,
2010, p. 81).
Mother: In Islam, the reproduction function and fertility of mothers along with
bearing and raising children give mothers’ credit to be the source of child’s
substance and character. Mothers’ affection, sacrifices, pains of pregnancy and
giving birth, nourishing and bringing up a child with love and care are so
important in Islam that the Prophet stated: “Heaven is under the feet of
mothers”. The mother builds the foundation of child’s character by
breastfeeding as the Prophet said, “Milk affects character” and similarly the
fifth Imam of Shia, Imam Baghir said, “milk transfers character”. Children’s
character and behaviour are highly affected by the character and teaching of
the mother. Therefore, a mother deserves to be respected, appreciated, and
obeyed by their children; however, a father is being prioritized over a mother
(Hakim, 2010, p. 93; Ansariyan, 2010, p. 199).
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Your wives are a place of sowing, of seed for you, so come to your place of
cultivation, However, you wish and put forth [righteousness] for yourselves. […]
(Quran, Chapter Baqarah, Verse 223)

A wife in Quran is metaphorically described as a farm for her husband.
According to this metaphor, a father is perceived as root and trunk of the
family tree and a mother is like the soil. Although both are essential for having
children as branches or leaves of a family tree, the former uses and benefits
from the later to transfer his genes to his descendants. In my informal
interviews with some Islamic scholars, I found that there are some arguments
between them regarding this perception, but all of them admit that it has
become part of Islamic culture.
Children: In Islam, a child is considered as God’s gift to couples, who brings
them blessing, fortune, and prosperity in this world and the hereafter.
However, it is subject to their well treating, guiding, training, continuous
endeavours and rearing of the child to become righteous. The righteous child
can even bring a reward for parents after they pass away. The Holy prophet
stated, “[…] a righteous child is a flower from flowers of heaven [which is given
to couples].” He also stated, “the righteous child is one of the signs of
prosperity”; similarly, the fourth Imam of Shia, Imam Zain-al-Abidin stated:
‘One sign of a man’s prosperity is having children from whom he gets help.’
(Hakim, 2010, p. 33-34) A Son in Islam is more synthesized with wealth and
material capital of the world, as it is stated in Quran: ‘Wealth and sons are
allurements of the life of this world.’ (Ansariyan, 2010, p. 194) A daughter on
the other hand is described in Islam as righteous deed, which rewards family
by harmonizing it and strengthening family ties by her emotions, as it has been
said by sixth Imam of Shia, Imam Sadiq: ‘Sons are gift and daughters are
righteous deed. Allah [God] holds one responsible for a gift but he rewards one
for righteous deeds.’ (Hakim, 2010, p. 34) Therefore, with regard to family
business, we can conclude that sons are more associated to the business side
of family business and daughters are more associated with the family side.
Respect: Of the greatest emphasis in Islamic sources is respecting parents
without any pre-condition and exception. Children must respect their parents
in any circumstances and time even after their death. There are numerous
verses in Quran and quotations from the Prophet and Imam that emphasize
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respect of parents with some practical advice (Bijani, 2009, p. 82; Farajollahi,
2004, p. 33). For example, God in Quran says: ‘Honour your parents, do not
speak to them harshly or mistreat them. Speak to them amicably and lower for
them the wings of humility and kindness’; The Prophet said: ‘Child should not
call his father by his name and walk in front of him and should not sit before he
is seated.’ (Hakim, 2010, p. 79)
Obedience: Islam in return to all responsibility of parents for raising,
educating, training and guiding their children with pure love, compassion and
dedication, gives them authority over their children. Obedience to father is
more highlighted in Islamic thoughts. It is a must for children to obey their
father in all actions and commands, except wrong and illegal affairs that violate
God’s interest and command (Bijani, 2009, p. 86), as the first Shia Imam, Imam
Ali, said: ‘An obligation of a child to his father is to obey him in all except sinful
actions.’ (Hakim, 2010, p. 105) Islam even goes beyond obedience and
recommends children that even if there is no explicit command or instruction
from parents; they give priority to parents’ wishes and satisfaction over theirs
(Hakim, 2010, p. 100).
Expectations: Having respecting and obedience as obligations of a child to
their parents, Islam recommends parents to soften and adjust their
expectations based on differences that exist between two generations as the
first Imam of Shia, Imam Ali stated: ‘Do not force your children in having the
same characteristics as you do, because they are created in an era which is
different from yours.’ (Hakim, 2010, p. 36) On the other hand, Islam
recommends children to put themselves in the position of their parents and
think of what they would expect from their children and how they want their
children to treat them. In this line, the sixth Imam of Shia, Imam Sadiq stated:
‘Treat your father with benevolence, so that your children treat you with
benevolence.’ (Hakim, 2010, p. 36) There is also a famous expression in Iran
that clearly reflects this Islamic thought as: “Whatever you give to any hand,
you gain the same from the same hand.” Among parents, father especially with
regard to his son is more concerned about what he gains in return to what he
gives. Therefore, in return to all sacrifices, caring, attention, kindness, and love
he gives to children, he expects appreciation, respect, obedience, and more
importantly attention, caring and support in old ages. However, daughters are
as obliged and responsible as sons for meeting their parents’ expectations only
before marriage, because after that most of those obligations, especially caring
and obedience of parents, will be shifted to the husband, as has been said by
the Prophet: ‘she [wife] must obey husband and not be rebellious […] she
[wife] should not disobey his [husband’s] orders and not oppose or quarrel
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with him.’ (Ansariyan, 2010, p. 175) Therefore, parents’ expectations from
daughters are more emotionally and from sons are more physically.
We can learn from this discussion that Islam highly prohibits children
(particularly sons) from disobeying their parents and acting against their will
and interest. On the other hand, parents (particularly fathers) expect their
grown up sons to help and assist them in all aspects including business.
Therefore, if parents want their son to pursue their family business, he has to
either obey their parent’s will and possibly give up his own business interest,
or disobey them and become dismissed from family. A father in Islamic culture
is a chief decision maker and is perceived like a king of the family. Mother is
more like a prime minister who is under the shadow of a father. Therefore, a
mother has to act like a politician who manipulates children’s character in
order to achieve father’s goals and desires. The outcome of this politics can be
catastrophic, especially in sibling partnership family businesses that are
extremely fragile with regard to family tensions. Daughters in Islamic culture
are presumably not expected to pursue footsteps of their parents and their
destiny is pretty much in hands of their husbands.

Sibling Relationship
Islamic culture pays especial attention to sibling relationship and particularly
brotherhood. Supporting, helping, respecting, being united and taking care of
each other are highly recommended to siblings in Islam. This relationship in
Islamic culture is hierarchical based on gender and age. An eldest brother in
the absence of his father becomes in charge of most responsibilities of father
in the family. Therefore, the eldest brother also deserves to be respected by
his siblings, as the eighth Imam of Shia, Imam Rida stated: ‘Your eldest brother
is like your father.’ (Hakim, 2010, p. 108) Brotherhood in Islam is somehow
synonymous with “being united shoulder by shoulder”. It is so important that
Islam by promoting brotherhood culture tries to unite Muslim nations.
Brotherhood is far beyond being emotionally tied and mostly refers to
financially supporting each other. Financial support of siblings in Islamic culture
is mostly through job creation, providing means of studying and marriage for
younger siblings. The great emphasis of Islamic culture on brotherhood and
financially supporting each other promote sibling partnership as a form of
family business in Iranian society.

Islamic Work Ethics
From Islamic standpoint, materialistic dimension of life, like money, assets,
wealth and the likes, are temporary and a means for man to achieve felicity in
this world as well as hereafter which is getting as close as possible to the desire
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of God as the ultimate goal of living (Tabatabai, 2009, p. 45). Therefore,
earning money and accumulation of wealth is not a priority of a Muslim in
living, but humanity and God’s will. However, it does not mean that Islam
neglects or pays no attention to it. In contrast, Islam has defined tremendous
criteria and regulations for Muslim to ensure that their earnings from their
work comply with principles of Islam. Islamic ethical points consist of a wide
range of prohibitions and instructions that are perceived as a framework for
business, in which not all transactions are legitimated and not all earnings are
allowable for Muslim. It also includes Islamic instructions to Muslim ranging
from how to treat subordinates in work to how to spend it even for wellbeing
of community. It is necessary to know that wealth accumulation is only
acceptable in Islam if it is beneficial for a community and can solve problems of
others (Faizal et al., 2013, p. 193). Islam dictates principles of financing, lending
and borrowing. In short, it asks Muslims to work hard with patience and
consider fairness, justice, and sake of God in all dimensions of their work.
In Islamic terminology, when something complies with Islamic principles
and requirements we call it Halal which means ‘allowable within Muslim
doctrine.’ (Ahmad & Ahmad, 2008. P. 71) In contrast, whatever that is
prohibited and banned in Islam is called Haram. Despite the broad implication
of this term among Muslims, it has been mostly perceived in the West as only
Halal food or products, which comply with specific required conditions of Islam
for their production. Halal earning that is mostly translated as clean and lawful
earning, is a fundamental term in Islamic thoughts. It refers to those earnings
and incomes that comply with Islamic regulations and require a Muslim to
work hard and gain livelihood of their families and even the Muslim
communities (Faizal, Ridhwan, & Kalsom, 2013, p. 193). It is also important to
acknowledge that the term lawful does not necessarily mean law of a country,
but it is in broader scope and refers to Islamic regulations, which are
sometimes in contradiction with country law. For example, interest-based
businesses are legal in most countries, but are strongly prohibited in Islam.
It has been emphasized in Islam that raising children by Halal earning
leads to their righteousness and fortune. In addition, Halal earning will
strengthen family boundaries and relationship and also promote family values.
It also results in the blessing of God with regard to business prosperity and
viability. Islamic regulations mostly prioritise customers’ satisfaction over profit
maximization and highlight fairness and justice in business. A study of Heidari
et al. (2013) shows that Iranian strongly believe Halal earning which is
positively linked to prosperity and healthiness of their future in both family
and business dimensions. In contrast, Haram (unlawful) earnings are extremely
destructive and devastating all dimensions of livings.
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Conclusion
In contrast to some Western societies, religion still plays a key role in the
dynamic of Iranian society. Iranian culture is highly influenced by Islamic
thoughts and principles. Domination of Islamic thoughts over Iranian culture
has been strengthened after the Islamic revolution in 1979. These influences
are so that Islamic culture has become the main determinant of Iranian life
patterns. The most relevant aspects of Islamic culture with regard to
succession in family business are Islamic regulations with regard to business
and its criteria for choosing a successor, such as blood relatedness, birth order,
and masculinity. The definition of family in Islam is much broader than the
Western one. Islam puts great emphasis on strengthening family ties in all
aspects, and particularly brotherhood is the main factor for popularity and
promotion of family business in Islamic community. The Islam’s perspective
toward family is highly patriarchal and hierarchical, based on gender and age.
The social limitations and inferior position of women in comparison with men
in Islam lessens the chance of female members of the family, like mother or
daughters, to get in charge of family business. Having the father as a chief
decision maker of the family, and great emphasis of Islam on obedience,
respecting, and meeting parents’ expectation, constraints children’s free will in
pursuing their own business interest that might be outside of family business.
Expectations from sons are much higher than daughters, mainly due to
obligations of marriage that limit daughters’ freedom. There can be a high level
of politics involved in family atmosphere from women as mother or wife to
gain power through manipulation of children’s character or affecting husband
that can be catastrophic for male dominated family business.
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Chapter 5: Iranian Law and Succession in
Family Business

The dominant culture in every society best manifests itself in term of law
codes. It is a very good possibility to understand effects of a dominant culture
when we look at the values manifested in the law. Therefore, in order to gain a
better understanding of the Iranian culture and its influence over succession in
Iranian family business, I refer to the most relevant laws that directly affect
and determine Iranian social relationship. The first one is Iran’s civil law. Since
ownership is one of the most critical issues in the succession process, we
mainly concentrate on inheritance law. Beside Inheritance law, we also briefly
refer to labour law as well as marriage and divorce law in this Chapter.
Most of the presented information in this Chapter is based on interviews
with experts of the field instead of law textbooks. Complexity and difficulties of
understanding underlying principles of legislated laws pushed me away from
law textbooks toward long multiple interviews with a lawyer and a judge. The
interview with the lawyer answered most questions that I had in my mind
about law codes. It provided a clear image of law and its details for me, but
could not quench my thirst to know more about the underlying principles that
have led to the legislation of these law codes. Therefore, I interviewed a judge
who is an expert in law as well as Islamic rules and principles in order to firstly
gain a deeper understanding of law and its underlying principles; and secondly,
find influences of dominant culture via law codes over succession in family
business.
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Iranian Law History
Before exploring the role of laws in the succession process of Iranian family
business, it would be beneficial to briefly know about history and sources of
Iran’s civil law codes in modern Iran. An Islamic twelve-Imam Shia principles
and French-Belgium law system11 lay the foundation for Iran’s civil law codes
that were written for the first time by a mixed group of Shia clerics and Iranian
graduates from French or Belgium law schools on 23rd May 1928. Despite very
little changes, most law codes have been untouched and are valid to date.
They were written only three years after Reza Shah took power in Iran.12 These
civil law codes were part of his reforms for modernising and Westernising Iran.
Even though Islam was not of Reza Shah’s interest and his Westernisation
campaign in that time, Islamic thoughts became the backbone of most civil law
codes of Iran mainly due to strong influence of Islam in Iranian society.
Presence of Islamic thoughts in legislated civil law codes in 1928 is so strong
that most of them are still valid in the Islamic Republic of Iran.
A twelve-Imam Shia has been highly effective in Iranian culture and its
clerics traditionally play an important role in Iranian society. A twelve Imam
Shia has become the official religion of Iran by the Safavi Dynasty (1502-1722);
since then, Shia’s religious figures and clergy became so influential and
powerful that no government could deny their influence and resist their
opposition for so long. This influence is so significant that Reza Shah struggled
a lot in his Western-style modernization and secularization of Iran and his
successor Mohammad Reza Shah could not resist them and lost power after
Islamic revolution of Iran in 1979.13 Many Twelve-Imam Shia clerics have been
highly involved in politics, and consequently, could not tolerate secularization
as part of modernization of Iran during both periods of Reza Shah and
Mohammad Reza Shah.14 Despite the economic boom and the modernization
of Iran in the Pahlavi period (1925-1979), Iranian under religious leadership of
Ayatollah Khomeini became united against Mohammad Reza Shah and the
11

Structure of Iran’s law system including codes and court’s discipline are copied
from French and Belgian Law system, but the content of law are taken from Islamic
twelve-Imam Shia.
12
First king of Pahlavi Imperial state of Iran (1925-1941)
13
Second King of Pahlavi Imperial State of Iran (1941-1979) who lost his power after
Islamic Revolution of Iran in 1979 led by Ayatollah Khomeini.
14
Some examples of Shia clerics’ opposition are: Seyyed Hassan Modarres (against
dictatorship of Reza Shah), Ayatollah Kashani (movement of nationalizing oil), Navab
Safavi (made an unsuccessful attempt to assassinate prime minister Hosein Ala), and
Ayatollah Khomeini who led Islamic revolution of 1979.
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Islamic revolution of Iran in 1979 brought the Shia Islamic clerics into absolute
power. In order to better understand the role of religion in contemporary Iran,
it is necessary to know that the political system of Islamic republic of Iran in
terminology of political science is defined as a theocracy, in which ‘God is
recognized as the immediate ruler and his laws are taken as the legal codes of
the community and are expounded and administered by holy men as his
agents.’ In the doctrine of Islamic republic of Iran (called Velayat-e-Faqih) that
is set by Ayatollah Khomeini, a supreme leader of Iran took position of the holy
man who is God’s agent within community (Chehabi, 1991, p. 69).

Inheritance Law
Inheritance law codes in particular are directly taken from a Twelve-Imam Shia
Islamic sources, such as Quran (Chapter Nesa; verses 7-12), sayings and actions
of the Prophet as well as the Twelve Imams. Consequently, there is no
similarity between Iran’s inheritance law codes and the Western or European
ones (Novin & Khajehpiri, 2003, p. 1). Few codes in Iran’s inheritance law also
slightly differ from other Middle Eastern Sunni countries, which follow sharia
law. The main reason for these differences is rooted in additional sources for
interpretation and generation of these codes in the Twelve-Imam Shia Islam
that exists in Iran. With regard to these differences, Iran’s inheritance law is
somehow unique in the world. Therefore, in order to better understand its
impacts over the succession process in Iranian family businesses we need to
study and elaborate it separately.

[Shares of inheritance are] an obligation [imposed] by Allah.
Indeed, Allah is ever knowing and wise.
(Quran, Chapter Nesa, Verse 11)

Inheritance is one of those subjects, of which most of its details are
clearly mentioned in Quran. Therefore, most of the laws in this regard are
treated as God’s commands to humans, which must be obeyed and not
opposed. Inheritance is not a right to be refused, changed, negotiated, or
transferred, but it is God’s command, which is a must to be accepted for both
testator and inheritor. This law leaves only one third of properties for
testator’s will and the other two thirds should be divided between inheritors,
according to portions of the law. In Islam, everyone is free to do whatever he
or she wants with his or her properties in lifetime, but his or her liberty and
authority over properties come to an end with his or her death. However,
Islam respectfully and generously has given authority to the owner of
properties to decide about one third of them after death.
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In this regard, the testator can only deprive inheritor/s from inheritance
in their will and if they do so, deprived inheritors still inherit from other two
thirds. In fact, the reason behind this law is the consequences that depriving an
inheritor may have for family and society. Therefore, those western theories,
which mostly rely on a pruning family tree in order to keep the ownership of
family business in one or fewer hands (e.g., Lambrecht & Lievens, 2008), are
not necessarily applicable in Iran. In fact, none of the inheritors can be
deprived from inheritance. The only exception is through transferring of all
ownership in lifetime of a testator to one or some of the inheritors.

[Inheritance should be divided] after any bequest he (may have) made or debt
(Quran, Chapter Nesa, Verse 12)

Whatever remains from the deceased (Ma-tarak) should be deducted by
the funeral costs, dues and debts of the deceased person (including a nuptial
gift to his wife) and his or her properties, and also one third of properties,
according to testator’s will. After that, the rest are dividable inheritance (Irth),
which should be divided up between inheritors, according to the portions of
law.
Inheritors of the deceased are his or her relatives by blood (in three
categories) and his or her spouse. The first category includes father, mother,
and heirs of the deceased person. The second category includes grandparents,
brother(s) and sister(s), and their children. The third category includes uncles
and aunts and their children. Existence of the earlier category deprives the
later ones from inheritance (Novin & Khajehpiri, 2003, p. 84). For example, if a
deceased person has living parents or children, then no one in the second and
third category gets inheritance. The principle of Islam for determining the
inheritor is that ownership of the family properties must remain within the
family members based on closeness. In fact, this principle is rooted in the
origin of Islam when the tribal family was the dominant form of family
structure and the tribal properties were not supposed to be transferred to
other tribes. Consequently, excluding spouse, no inheritance will be given to or
got from the spouse’s family. Therefore, in a family business, those who are
related to the owner of a family business by blood are entitled to become
inheritor and more likely to remain in the family business. And on the other
hand, those who are family members of the owner’s spouse will get no share
of the ownership and have less chance to remain in the family business in the
next generation. Another critical consequence of diversity in inheritors is the
fragmentation of ownership with different portions. With regard to family
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business, it leads to less cohesion in ownership and multiple voices in decisionmaking in the next generation of a family business.

The male shall have the equal of the portion of two females [from inheritance]
(Quran, Chapter Nesa, Verse 11)

The inheritance law in general favours the male to get twice as much as
the female, so it has been clearly stated in Quran. If we assume that a man dies
and his father and mother are alive and he has one wife, one son, and one
daughter. In this case, his wife gets one eight of the properties.15 Father and
mother receive one sixth each.16 The rest will be divided in three, from which
one third is for his daughter and two third is for his son.
This differentiation between male and female in Islam refers to the
standpoint of Islam’s family structure. In theory, there is no superiority of any
gender, race, tribe or et cetera over any other in Islam. But by definition of
family structure in Islam, the financial burden of life is on the shoulders of a
husband and emotional aspects are mostly left for a wife. The husband not
only has to provide the means of life for his wife, children, and his parents (if
they need), but also has to pay his wife for a nuptial gift after marriage. A wife
can even request money in return to children breastfeeding and working in a
house. A wife can even refuse working in house and request for a maid or
helper in the house. In spite of all financial responsibilities of a husband, Islam
only gives advantage to a male in getting double portion of a female from
inheritance. On the other hand, a female can benefit from all financial rewards,
while there is no expectation from her to pay for anything (Mir Hosseini, 2004,
p. 157; Islampour, 2004, p. 96).

15

It is written in the law that a wife gets her portion of the inheritance (for example
one eight) from movable properties, buildings and trees. It means that a wife cannot
get land as inheritance from her deceased husband. However, husband gets his
portion of inheritance from whole properties. But recently, Iran’s court treats wife
and husband equally and ignores above law code. It means that a wife like husband
gets her portion of inheritance from whole properties of a deceased husband.
16
Although in this normal case father and mother of deceased person receive equal
shares from inheritance, in most cases father (as a male) receive twice as much as
mother (as a female). For example, if there is no children and wife from a deceased
person, father receives two thirds of the whole inheritance and mother gets only one
third.
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The portion of a wife from the inheritance of a deceased husband is
either one forth in absence of children or one eight in presence of them from
movable properties, building, and trees. It means she is deprived from the
most valuable properties, like land. This small portion and restrictions are
rooted in preserving the territory of a tribe in old days that have been
remained valid to this date by law. In this regard, if we assume that a father
and leader of a family business dies, the most probable choice of succession
would not be the mother of a family, because her portion of inheritance is so
small that in terms of ownership she has nothing to say. It is in contrast with
some Western societies that a wife of a deceased man gets a high portion of
inheritance, and consequently is in contrast with some Western theories that
assume a mother of a family as the most likely choice of leadership succession.
With regard to inheritance law, the eldest son has more responsibilities
and in return receives more rewards in comparison with other heirs. For
example, the eldest son is responsible for spiritual duties of his dead father
such as missed prayers or fasting; he is responsible to take care of his mother
after death of his father; and many more responsibilities. And in return,
intellectual rights17 or virtually valuable objects that are called “royalties” will
be passed to the eldest son of the deceased father. Among these virtually
valuable objects, the most meaningful and valuable one is the father’s ring,
which is traditionally used as sign of family leadership. Although it is not
written in the law, these given advantages by law provoke succession of father
by the eldest son in public. Therefore, it is somehow perceived that the eldest
son is presumably a successor of the father within a family context and
consequently in family business.

Marriage and Divorce Law
Marriage and divorce are both highly influential events in a family business. A
successful marriage, a good relationship and acceptance of a new member of
family by other family members can be extremely constructive in family
business. However, a bad relationship or refusal of a new member of family by
other family members can trigger so many tensions within a family business
that these signals can become devastating and threatening for the future of
the family business.
Not surprisingly, marriage is highly recommended in Islam; however, the
surprizing part is that man is allowed to have four wives at the same time and
even some temporary marriages. But on the other hand, women can only have
17

Not convertible to money.
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one husband and while they are married cannot temporarily marry. Men in
Islam can marry freely, but women in Islam need permission of her father or
paternal guardian in order to marry.18 After marriage, in Islam the husband has
the exclusive right of the head of family. By marriage, the husband in Islam
becomes guardian and protector of his wife, because in nature men are
stronger and more rational. As said earlier, a wife needs to get permission of
her husband for having occupation, travelling, and even going out of home.
In Islam the husband can freely divorce his wife whenever he wants, and
subject to payment of nuptial gift. However, the wife is not able to do so,
because the divorce right is by husband. Even if the couple has agreed on
entitling divorce right to women as condition of marriage, it would not be
possible, unless the wife can present a logical reason to the court. According to
Iran’s law, the only barrier that a husband has to pass for divorcing his wife is
payment of nuptial gift. However, recently a new barrier has been suggested in
marriage contract, which is not compulsory, and a husband can willingly accept
that if divorce request is from his side: half of his earned properties during
married life should be given to his wife in addition to a nuptial gift. In fact, in
contrast with somehow equal rights of husband and wife in married life in
modern Western societies, superiority of a husband over his wife in Iran’s
society is significant. Consequently, this lower and weaker position of a female
in Iranian society justifies the preference of male members of a family for the
leadership of family business. For instance, if a father and owner of a family
business wants to choose his daughter as his successor, then he may put the
family business at risk of not having a leader, because the son-in-law is
authorized by law not giving permission to his wife to work or run the business;
or, the same son-in-law may use his superior power to get involved in the
business or become in charge of the whole family business; or, he may drop
family members out from business; and many more threats that this weak
position of females in family may provoke for a family business.

Labour Law
Labour law in every society governs the relationship of employer and
employee/s by legal rights and obligations. According to this law, family
business, like other forms of business, is a sphere, in which implementation of
these laws code is a must. However, Iranian labour law is not very strict with
regard to family businesses and even exclude them from some of law codes
without a clear definition of family business. The exclusion of family business
from some of these law codes increases the complexity of employer-employee
18

Only those women who are not married before need this permission.
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relationship, especially with regard to the relationship of a family business
owner and his or her offspring in the workplace.
For instance, it has been stated in the law that the minimum age for
working in Iran is fifteen years and law has considered special advantages for
youth workers between the ages of fifteen to eighteen, such as prohibition to
do hard and harmful works which endanger their health and emotions, less
working hours, and also regular medical check-up (Iran’s labour law, article 7984). However, with regard to family business, none of aforementioned
advantages is applied to the offspring of a family business owner when it
comes to his or her employment. It means that by law, the offspring of a family
business owner can be employed even before the age of fifteen; and they are
also deprived of the special advantages that law has given to youth workers
between the age of fifteen to eighteen (Iran’s labour law, article 188-191). One
consequence of this exclusion is that 80% of labour with the age of below
fifteen in Iran is working in family businesses of their parents (Mazinani &
Mazinani, 2011, p. 137).
One of the main principles of the Iranian labour law is that everyone is
free to choose a job without any obligation. However, exclusion of the
offspring of a family business owner from minimum working age on one hand,
and also not being mature enough to realize job opportunities in teenage years
besides the obedience of children from parents on other hand, leaves little
chance for the offspring of a family business owner to pursue their favourite
job and force them to work in their parent’s family business, especially if family
business is suffering from financial issues and cannot afford employing labour
from market.
The early involvement of family business owner’s offspring with work
mostly makes youth neglect their education in favour of working, which is a
problematic issue especially during the age of fifteen to eighteen years old.
Because the character of people is mostly shaped in this period and the lack of
appropriate education may have negative personal and social consequences. It
may also alter life path and deprive them of the opportunities that education
brings up (Mazinani & Mazinani, 2011, p. 135).

Conclusion
Iran’s law, like its culture, is highly influenced by Islamic thoughts and
principles that make it significantly different from laws in Western societies.
These differences in law lead to a variation of life patterns and consequently a
different confrontation with the challenge of succession in family business.
Most of Western theories about succession in family business take Western
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laws for granted. Therefore, some of the Western assumptions in their
theories need to be reviewed in the context of Iranian society. Among civil law
codes of Iran, inheritance, marriage (divorce), and labour laws are not only
influential in succession, but also very different from the Western ones. Some
of the consequences of these differences in laws lead to:
 Firstly, not having the liberty over properties after death and, therefore,
not being able to prune a family tree or deprive an inheritor;
 Secondly, blood relatedness differentiates family members of the owner
from other family members and gives more chance to them to succeed
predecessor;
 Thirdly, entitling numerous inheritors leads to fragmentation of family
business ownership and less cohesion in decision-making;
 Fourthly, the chance of an eldest son to be chosen as a successor of
father’s leadership in the family and family business is higher than
others;
 Fifthly, female members of the family, especially the wife of the
predecessor, have a lower chance for being chosen as a successor
compared to male members; and
 Finally, exclusion of offspring of the family business owner from labour
law in Iran confine their liberty and free will to pursue their own working
life and deprive them from comforts that are considered for youth
workers between the age of fifteen to eighteen.
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Chapter 6: Dual Character of Iranians

Difference of Iranian private and public life, especially in urban areas, is a
problematic issue that helps us to better understand the context of this
research. In fact, there is no doubt that Islam is the dominant ideology and
culture in Iran. But it doesn’t mean that Islam determines all of the dynamics
of Iranian life. In order to have a better understanding of Iranian complex
society, I briefly explain the identity crisis in Iran that is the main cause of this
dual character and then present some examples that are influential in family
business succession processes.

Identity Crisis in Iran
Despite the fact that Islamic thinking lay the foundation for Iranian culture,
politics, education, and economy, no one can consider Iranians as a
homogeneous Islamic community. In fact, Iranians are suffering from an
identity crisis in the Islamic Republic of Iran. According to Sariolghalam (2004),
there are three resources for Iranian identity, such as Iran as a nation, Islam,
and Western liberalism. Iranian identity is associated with territory and a long
history with all traditions and costumes that make Iranians very proud, united,
and also amplify their sense of belongingness to this land. Islam identity is
more ‘spiritual and ideological with an extended socio-political worldview.’
Western liberal identity is more ‘philosophical with economic, political and
even cultural functionalities.’ (ibid., p. 29)
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The main reason for this crisis is the incompatibility of Islamic Identity
with Western liberalism. There was not such an identity crisis in Iran before the
eighteenth century because Iran and Islam identities were somehow
complementary. In fact, there is minimum incompatibility between the Iranian
and Islam identity with regard to culture. However, in terms of politics and
economy, it can be argued that with regard to country macro-policies,
territorial national wellbeing must be prioritized or Islam’s supranationalism
(Moaddel, 2009, p. 126). However, compared to the clashes of Islam with
liberalism this argument is not that significant. Identity crisis emerged in the
eighteenth century when Western liberalism attracted many Iranian and it
posed many conflicts with principles of Islam, like Islamic collectivism against
Western liberalism, or the different definitions of these two paradigms about
life, morality, wealth, politics, and power and so on and so forth (Sariolghalam,
2004, p. 31).
The dual character of Iranians is amplified and rooted in government's
attempts to institutionalize one of these identities and supressing the other
one, either by promotion of Western liberalism in the Pahlavi Imperial State or
by Islamic orientation after the revolution of 1979 in the Islamic Republic of
Iran. Secularism in Iran was first started in early twentieth century when the
Pahlavi Imperial State presented reformist policies in order to modernize and
Westernize Iranian as a nation. These reforms were partly against or
incompatible with an Islamic identity of Iranians. Consequently, modernization
of Iran was resisted by Islamic figures to the extent that eventually the Islamic
revolution occurred in 1979. One of the well-documented conflicts of these
modernizing policies with Islamic principles was a command of Reza Shah
against ban Hijab (i.e., an Islamic rule to cover’s body and hair in presence of
strange men) in 1924. Nevertheless, Westernization of Iran in the Pahlavi
period has had its own influences over life style of Iranian in public and also
partly oriented their way of thinking toward liberalism that is still visible in
modern Iran. Moaddel (2009) believes that with the institutionalization of
Islamic values and supressing and abandoning of secularism in public after
1979, the Iranian revolution has led to some kind of resistance of Iranians in
the form of a promotion of liberalism and individualism in Iranian private life.
Islamic Revolution led to a transition of power from a liberalist trend to
Islamic fundamentalism. Consequently, liberalism was replaced by Islamic
principles in constitutional law. Islamic identity became highly visible in all
aspects of Iranian life, such as politics, economy, culture, education, and social
values. All these changes occurred in a short period of time after the revolution
and most of law codes including constitutional law were re-written based on
Islamic thinking. Therefore, Islamic fundamentalism could impose Islamic
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thinking through the law system to all Iranian and strongly insisted on
indispensability of law. According to Katouzian (2007), keeping a grip on law by
government and utilizing it for imposing Islamic thinking to Iranian life,
increased pretence and artifice of people in public somehow leads to
intervention of government into private life. The more government intervenes
in private life, the more pretence and artifices occur in public.
Therefore, what we see nowadays as the dual character of Iranians with
regard to their public and private life is rooted in the incompatibility between
real life style of most of Iranian citizens and legislated law. Even though
Iranians are a Muslim nation and most of Islamic principles have been taken
for granted in their life style and methodology, ‘societal or institutional
collectivism is not a strong suit of Iranian.’ (Javidan & Dastmalchian, 2003, p.
127) We can consider three main factors in the generation of a gap between
private and public life: firstly, insisting on Islamic thinking and forcing people to
obey Islamic law by government; secondly, radical attempts of revolutionaries
to erase the liberalistic footprint of the Pahlavi period; and thirdly, fighting
with Western values transmitted to Iran as a result of communication
revolution and globalization.

Problem of Iranian Dual Character for my Research
The basic problem in my research is about the method of information
collection. Iranian dual character and their attitude to illustrate everything
about themselves positively in public make quantitative methods of research
problematic, because accuracy of responses is questionable especially with
regard to such a sensitive subject as family business. Therefore, qualitative
methods seem to be a better alternative. However, even these methods can
be questioned because, for instance, there is no guarantee to get accurate
responses to the questions of an interview. As a researcher, I experienced
collecting different stories of different stakeholders about succession process
in family business and comparing their responses and stories through open and
deep interviews the best possible method to collect accurate information.

Consequences of Western Modernization in Iranian
lifestyle
There is no doubt about the domination of Islamic ideology and thinking in
Iranian culture. But Western modernization has had its own influences on
different aspects of Iranian culture and society. Islamic principles and Western
liberalism are not necessarily compatible and in many cases such
incompatibility leads to clashes and heterogeneity in modern Iranian society.
Islamic government struggles to promote Islamic oriental values with the
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ultimate goal of having a homogeneous Islamic society and therefore not
surprisingly resist Western values, such as secularism, liberalization, and
individuation in society, and does not tolerate some of their manifestations in
public (Mohammadpur, Karimi, & Mahmudi, 2013, p. 2). An outcome of such
resistance is a dual character of Iranians in public and private. Therefore, it is
best to study the manifestation of modernization through the study of
influences that it has had on Iranian lifestyle, family structure, and interactions.
Urbanization and rural-to-urban migration, industrialization and development,
high level of education especially for women, change in gender role and more
participation of women in society, communication networks and satellite TVs,
and popularity of traveling to other countries (Tanhai & Shekarbeugi, 2008, p.
33) are among the main factors of the transformation of family interactions
and structure. In my opinion, the most important consequence of transition
toward modernity in Iran is the gradual transformation of the family from
patriarchal extended family towards a more child-driven nuclear family in
urban areas. I briefly refer to some of the clashes of Islam and modernity that
eventually leads to such family transformation and change in dynamic of
succession processes in Iranian family business.

Women’s Participation in Labour Market
According to the findings in my research from Islamic scholars, Islam does not
recommend women to work outside home in order to preserve harmony of
family structure (Bromand, 1998). From an Islamic standpoint, the main duty
of women is raising righteous children and it is not appropriate to put
motherhood responsibilities in shadow of working outside home (Nicobaresh,
2006, p. 212). However, women in modern Iran are getting highly involved in
society. They struggle for their liberty through various ways. In spite of all
limitations of women in Iranian society such as Hijab,19 the necessity of
husband’s permission to be out of home, the prohibition from certain jobs, and
the likes (Sedaqat, 2007, p. 103-105), women in Iran benefit from a ‘high level
of education and reduced fertility rate to overcome social and cultural biases
against them to outcompete with men in the markets to get jobs.’
(Bahramitash & Esfahani, 2011, p. 23) Nowadays, women contribute 16.7% of
Iran’s employment. This portion is increasing annually by a large number of
female graduates from Iranian universities. More than 60% of university
graduates of Iran are female which means more than 1.5 million female
students will be graduated every year. (Kian, 2013, p. 44) The more women

19

Covering body and hair in presence of strange men.
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graduate from universities, the more they want to be employed in Iran’s
economy.
Moreover, it can be argued that the more women are educated,
socialized and liberated by job and income, the more assertive role they have
in family decision-making. Kian (2013) has found that one consequence of such
a gradual liberation for women in modern Iran is that the marriage age has
risen, and the authoritarian balance of family has changed in favor of women.
Women do not necessarily marry a man, because they are financially
dependent, and men have less authority over women who are educated and
socialized with job and financial resources. Diminishing authoritarian power of
men leads to losing absolute leadership power within family context and
increasing likelihood of a more democratic family, in which decision-making is
more based on consensus or democracy.
According to our previous discussion about Islamic culture, presently it is
not very much likely for female members of family to succeed a predecessor
and become a leader of family business. However, the recent trend of
educated women and their employment in society is going to diminish this
tradition in favour of women. Moreover, entrepreneurship of women in Iran is
already growing. In spite of all difficulties and cultural and social barriers that
women are confronted with in running their own business, the number of
female entrepreneurs is increasing sharply. The main reasons for this
phenomenon in Iran is the unemployment crisis in Iran along with an
increasing number of educated women who seek independency and socioeconomic status within community (Gelard, 2008, p. 183; Gelard, 2005, p. 101;
Khosravipour & Monajemzadeh, 2009, p. 20) Consequently, the currently
marginal role of female members of family in leadership of family businesses
will be changed in the near future and women will play a more active role in
Iranian family business. However, my data of the case shows how intense the
struggle for women in succession is and will be in near future.

Children’s Position in the Family
Low fertility rate and reducing number of children in families of Iran has
changed their position within family context. The average number of children
in Iran has sharply fallen from 7.2 in 1979 to only two children in 2013.
Increasing literacy rate and quality of education especially among women,20
easy access to contraceptive devices and family planning programs, increasing
20

A survey by Kian (2013) showed that literate mothers gave birth to 2.5
children, but illiterate mothers gave birth to 6.4 children.
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living costs, and child cost-benefit evaluation of parents are among the main
factors in lowering fertility rate in Iran. In addition, paying more attention to
quality of life and living standards on the one hand and an obsess of older
generations to prepare shortcomings of their own life for their children, put
children in centre of attention in many Iranian families (Kian, 2013). In
addition, Islamic collectivism has led to a tradition of bilateral supportive
relationship between parents and children in Iranian culture. In this tradition,
parents should take care of children and support them as long as they can. On
the other hand, whenever parents are not able to do so, then it is time for
adult children to take care of their parents and support them. Therefore,
parents dedicate themselves and whatever they have to support their children,
even when they grow up and get mature with the hope of gaining their
offspring support in their old age. However, modernization has changed new
generations to a more liberal and individualist people who seek independence
and freedom. Such transition from traditional and collectivist society to a
modern and individualist society has its own consequences that dramatically
changes and determines dynamics of the succession process in Iranian family
business in modern days.
Transition toward modernization and reduced number of children has
shifted the balance between what children gain from their parents and their
responsibility and obligations to the parent in favour of children. Due to the
reduced number of children in families, Iranian-Islamic tradition of supportive
parents is highly amplified nowadays, but individuation and liberation in the
new generation has made adult children less responsible to their parents in old
age. Children still do benefit from parents’ support not only in childhood, but
also in their mature life and even after marriage; besides, they feel less obliged
to support and take care of their parents in their old age. For example, sending
old parents to nursing home is no longer a terrific taboo. Surprisingly,
children’s expectation from their parents is increased and has gone far beyond
raising and education and includes financial supports during higher education,
marriage expenses, even job facilitation and minimum life standards, such as
house and private car. Obviously, not all parents are able to meet the
expectations of their offspring, but for those parents that can afford, the above
expectations are mostly reasonable and legitimate in modern Iran.
Consequence of this transition is having less patriarchal extended
families, because adult children no longer feel obliged to live with their parents
and take care of them. Moreover, as it was discussed earlier, decision-making
in many families is getting more democratic and in such a decision- making
sphere, it is not a surprise to prioritize the will and interest of the child.
Therefore, child-driven and nuclear family formation becomes more popular
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and family harmony and boundaries get weaker within the family structure
(Ghazi-Tabatabayi & Karimi, 2011, p. 428). On the other hand, a study by Friedl
(2013) showed that modernization in Iran has resulted in weakening kin
relations and family ties and ‘strengthening ties based on friendship and
collegiality.’ (p. 27)
To better illustrate this transition, we can refer to the Iranian house
form that has changed dramatically in recent decades. Iranian traditional
houses used to have a central courtyard with plenty of rooms in surrounding
for accommodating the initial couple with their children and then their families
after marriage. The Iranian traditional house form is a reflection of Iranian
traditional lifestyle, which was meant for patriarchal extended families, in
which up to three generations used to live together. However, central
courtyard houses are disappearing, and apartment buildings have become
prevalent, in which a couple lives independently and separated from their
parents. Such transition in house form, either as a result of modernization or
as cause factor of modernization, leads to weakening family boundaries and
getting distance from extended families toward nuclear families
(Mirmoghtadaee, 2009, p. 69-74).

Conclusion
With regard to a succession process, such a transition from Islam to
liberalization in new generations firstly undermines and reforms the family
structure toward a more child-driven nuclear family, in which family
boundaries that are the Achilles’ heel of family business become weaker and
leave the future of family business in more risk and ambiguity. In addition,
increasing expectations of children from their parents and meeting those
expectations by parents leaves less financial incentive for offspring (future
successor) to work hard and dedicate their time and energy for business and
profit generation. Moreover, individualism in contrast with Islamic collectivism
liberalizes offspring to pursue their own dream job and not necessarily join
family business. Thanks to Western modernization, child driven families and
less interdependency between parents and offspring in favour of offspring
gives them more freedom and mobility to choose where to live and what job
to do.
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Chapter 7: Stories

Every family business has its own story. Despite common characteristics and
similarities among family businesses, there are numerous factors that
differentiate relationship dynamics and contextual setting within family
businesses. Storytelling helps me better to present context variation and to
show differences in circumstances and relationships in different family
businesses that have been studied in this research.21 Referring to stories of
different family businesses enables us to realize different circumstances and
relationships, through which each family develops its business and presents us
the dynamics and multifaceted processes of succession in various family
business contexts. These differences are important and considered as
influential factors in the dynamics of the Iranian succession process that I am
trying to illustrate for readers through short stories of studied Iranian family
businesses.

The Story of Diary Factory
It is a story of a hardworking man who dedicated himself as well as his family
to start and develop a factory. However, his sons have accused him of children
exploitation and misusing them. His total management and carrying all burden

21

See for sources: Boje (2008); Maas (2012).
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of business by himself have led to a very problematic succession process that
left the future of their business in darkness and ambiguity.
Mr. Najafi22 had to migrate from his village to Tehran in order to find a
job and earn money when he was only thirteen years old. After six years of
hard work for eighteen hours a day, he could save enough money to rent a
workshop and start to produce chocolate bars at the age of nineteen. The lack
of sufficient financial resources; in contrast, good flow of liquidity in ice cream
business gradually directed him from chocolate to ice cream business. Within a
few years, he could buy a workshop but could not afford employing workers
and pay their wages. Therefore, he took his three sons with the ages of five, six
and seven years to work with him in his business. Children had to work there
and were deprived of childhood entertainment. His children had a tough
childhood, while they accepted their destiny. The only time that they refused
to work was when there was a cartoon on TV in the afternoon and they used
to escape from work place with different methods to home. He even
enchained his children to stay at work place so that they were not able to
escape.
Hardworking and dedication of the whole family together to business led
to flourishing, rapid growth and development of his business into a big ice
cream factory in one of the good locations in Tehran. Despite all difficulties,
they had a very peaceful and happy family and respect was the main pillar of
their relationships. The growth of business contributed to earning plenty of
money and not spending much because his three sons hadn’t got married yet
and they used to live together. The good financial situation of the family
resulted in many changes. Firstly, it led to the birth of two more sons and also
the marriage of his three elder sons; secondly, his elder sons thought hardship
was over and it was time to enjoy life. Therefore, they tried to compensate
their deprivation in childhood by spending money aggressively. The eldest son
started to enjoy life by buying expensive cars and having a luxurious life. The
second son left work and earned money through renting properties. The third
son migrated to another country and experienced much more fun and
entertainment in the title of running an ice cream factory there; thirdly, they
were no longer the same persons as before and money had changed their life
style and shaped their new characters.
However, good profit of ice cream business contributed to an increase in
the number of suppliers. Consequently, more competition in the market
22

Names in all stories of this Chapter are changed in order to keep interviewees
anonymized.
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caused less profit and lower income. Less profit and increase in family
expenses made Mr. Najafi concerned. Therefore, Mr. Najafi tried to get his
children back on working track, but it was not easy because they had changed.
Mr. Najafi who had lost his absolute control over his children, tried to control
their expenses by giving them a daily salary based on age and hierarchy. But it
was only enough for their daily expenses, while they demanded much more for
satisfying their ambitious dreams and luxurious life. Mr. Najafi used their
needs of money as a tool to keep his sons financially dependent on him and he
could also force them to work.
In order to motivate his sons, Mr. Najafi bought one house for each son
to complete his fatherhood duty. The sons were not very much encouraged to
work because their traditional father resisted to conventional ways and did not
accept any changes in order to modernize their business, while his sons were
in favor of change and modernization. The sons, who did not find any chance
to convince their father, struggled to not cooperate with their father and they
were seeking independence and wanted to run their own business. Mr. Najafi
initially gave them opportunity to be independent, but he did not support
them to launch their business and used their dependency and also emotional
reactions to force his children to re-join his own factory.
By passing years, Mr. Najafi has become older and needed his sons to
help him running his business. He tried to attract his children by parting his
ownership with them. He divided the factory land into seven equal portions
and gave one portion to his five sons and wife and kept one portion for
himself. However, he kept his full authority and control over management of
the factory, its profit, and ownership of the factory as a whole. Therefore, his
children still felt deeply financially dependent on their father and only
respecting him was a barrier to claim any more ownership.
Despite all Mr. Najafi’s sharing, his sons were still financially dependent
and had no money in their hand. Therefore, they decided to convince their
father to sell the land of the factory that was located in a good location of
Tehran and then established a factory in an industrial zone in which land is
cheaper. However, Mr. Najafi could not sell his factory because he had many
sweet memories from the initial stages of building the factory brick by brick. In
addition, Mr. Najafi believed that ice cream business is like an infant that you
must take care of it all the time. Therefore, the location of the factory, which
was close to his house, was ideal, because it was difficult for him to change his
house to another place. Consequently, he resisted changing the location of
their factory.
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Mr. Najafi is suffering from diabetes and decided to choose his
successor. He really wants his sons to run this business after him. ‘This factory
is the fruit of my life and selling it would smash this fruit’, Mr. Najafi said these
sentences in tears. Therefore, he divided shares of his company into eight
portions. Eldest son, Kasra, as the candidate successor has got 2 portions and
the other four sons, Mr. Najafi, and his wife have got one portion each. But he
still keeps his full authority over control and management of company. Kasra
has been selected because he is the eldest son and the most hardworking son
of Mr. Najafi who is able to establish a very good relationship with other
managers and workers. Kasra is also the only one who can run the whole
business because he knows all the rules of this business fully.
Despite choosing a successor, Mr. Najafi has no plan for retirement
because he couldn’t tolerate staying at home and leaving business. To him, not
working made him sick and was equal to death. On the other hand, Kasra also
feels that succession is not attractive to him because it is happening very late.
He believes succession should have been done when he was thirty years old
and was motivated. But now that he is forty-five years old, succession is not
very tempting. Kasra also does not see a peaceful succession ahead. He is
pretty sure that when his father dies, his brothers will intervene in his
management as much as they were deprived of. He is pretty sure that there
will be tremendous pressure from his brothers’ side to liquidate business. He
believes respecting father and mother in their family is true but all other
peaceful and respectful relationship between brothers and their wives are
mainly artificial in order to keep parents happy. Therefore, he expects to
confront many family wars after the death of their parents.
Mr. Najafi is a very complicated person due to his dual character in work
and at home. He is a very sweet father who is a lover and beloved. He is a very
supportive father who can be relied on in the time of crisis. He cares about
family members and it is extremely important for him to strengthen family
boundaries, enhance respect and keep all members happy. He is a generous
and caring person. But he has his own principals at work such as “whatever
you gain easily, you will lose easily”, “whatever you gain by hardworking, you
will hardly lose”, “easy money will not be a durable capital for business”.
Therefore, he resists selling factory land and easily giving them its money. He
wants them to work and earn money afterwards. But his sons think differently.
They believe they have done what they were supposed to do in their childhood
and even claim that they have their own share in whatever belongs to their
father.
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Mr. Najafi’s sons even find their father guilty for whatever they don’t
have and regret about their life such as deprivation from good education,
deprivation from regular entertainment and childhood. Their father forced
them work and not tasting joy of life, also their dreams and passion have been
suppressed and so on. They even accuse their father for: exploitation of them
by keeping them financially dependent; his politics and manipulation of their
brotherhood in order to prevent brothers’ solidarity against him; trusting and
listening to everyone except his children; imposing his absolute leadership and
total management to his children through work; not believing his children as
the grown up persons and looking at them as kids with no thinking and
reasoning; And finally, they find their father guilty and as the main factor of all
problems they have with each other.
There are other interesting points in this family business such as paying
great attention to well-being of workers and treating them as family members;
developing love and affection as means to create job that brings Halal (clean
and lawful) food for workers’ family; considering a marginal and supportive
role for female members of the family despite the great influence that the
mother of a family had in the beginning of business such as preserving family’s
harmony and resolving tensions; motivating sons to follow their father’s path,
and treating their children in a different way in regards with pursuing
education and job selection; finding absolutely no interest in ice cream
business in third generation of this family business.

The Story of Publishing Company and Book Store
It is a story about ups and downs in life of an entrepreneur who looked at work
and life differently and had his own points of view. He is considered to be a
genius, in my words a talented and creative man who thought out of the box.
This entrepreneur was A man who has never felt to obey business cliché and
framework. He is somebody who enjoyed innovation and combining irrelative
works together. Finally, he is a hardworking person who always wanted his
works, endeavors, and business has long lasting effect and remains over
generations. It is the story of Mr. Samani.
Mr. Samani lost his father at the age of 10. By the death of his father, his
family suffered from financial difficulties and he had to work since his
childhood. But his mother forced him to go to a religious school for learning
and schooling. Religious school shaped his character for the rest of his life and
he found strong religious and political tendency that changed his direction in
life. He established his little bookstore at the age of 16 and by holding political
gatherings in his bookstore, he gained a good reputation and his sales
increased unbelievably for such a small store and such a young person. One of
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his customers was a young lady who used to buy books for the library of her
school. After a while, Mr. Samani fell in love with the young lady. Two years
later, his bookstore was confiscated by the intelligence service and he was
arrested and sent to a jail for several years. He was in the same cell as many
leaders of Iranian revolution were.
When he got out of jail, he married his beloved girl, but he could not
work any longer in his city because he was bankrupt due to the confiscation of
his store and was investigated by the intelligent service regularly. Hence, they
decided to migrate to Tehran and he started to work in a publishing company.
Shortly, he promoted noticeably and gained some knowledge about publishing.
Then, with his little savings and an ambitious mind he started a partnership
with a very small publishing company. Hardworking of him resulted in a sharp
increase in number of the publications and they earned a good profit out of it.
In the meantime, Iranian revolution occurred. Mr. Samani as an idealist person
decided to achieve his principles through cultural activities instead of political.
Therefore, he concentrated all his efforts on cultural activities especially books
in order to promote his principles and desire in the society.
He found his publishing company too small to achieve his goals. Besides
publishing he tried to establish a distribution center for books for the first time
in Iran to increase popularity of his published books all over Iran. Afterwards,
he decided to add music to his distribution center, which was like a taboo
because after revolution music was perceived as a Western phenomenon,
which was in conflict with Islamic culture. In spite of government resistance, he
did so and music became a very successful line of business for him.
Nevertheless, government confiscated a large number of the music cassettes
in his distribution center and he became almost bankrupted again.
Mr. Samani had four children, Ehsan, Hamid, Omid, and Hossein.
Hossein, the youngest son, is suffering from mental disorder but other three
sons were capable and wise, while they couldn’t study in high level of
education because Mr. Samani did not believe in university’s degree and
instead he sent them as workers to work in different sections of publishing
company from the age of 15. Mr. Samani was so tough with regard to work of
his children that Ehsan escaped from work and didn’t go home for 9 months.
Escaping of Ehsan caused Mr. Samani to realize that Ehsan was more
interested in business and management rather than publishing industry.
Therefore, the idea of establishing a different bookstore came to his mind. In
contrast with other bookstore, he combined the bookstore with many
different businesses including stationery, music, music instruments, toys,
coffee shop, etc. Although he was called stupid by many other fellow
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bookstores, his bookstore soon became a very popular place for all
generations.
Ehsan found this bookstore an ideal place for demonstration of his
managerial abilities. After one year and half he could convince his father that
he was able to run the bookstore independently and his father who initially
established the book store for Ehsan agreed and left all responsibilities of the
book store to him even though he preserved his total authority and constantly
intervened in Ehsan’s management. The same happened to Hamid and Omid.
Hamid who was a technical person became in charge of the technical section
of the publishing industry. Omid who had a very artistic mind was in charge of
book’s page layout and graphic designing of the books.
Despite the division of business among children, Mr. Samani did not
leave any territory for his children to make decisions because he was the
leader and sole decision maker and children were only supposed to perform
orders and instructions of their father. When Mr. Samani left most of business
among children he found more free time and started to be an adventurer. He
decided to invest in different research to enrich the content of books. It was a
risky business that contributed to his bankruptcy. This bankruptcy led to many
changes in his leadership and management style. It was the moment that Mr.
Samani’s wife intervened and all their family decided together. The summary
of their decisions was as follows. First, every son takes full responsibility and
total authority of the business they used to run; secondly, financial
responsibility and intellectual rights of publication were left for Mr. Samani’s
wife; and thirdly, Mr. Samani remained the leader of the whole business with
his charismatic personality to keep the whole business running and have more
free time to use his talent and creativity in development of the business. This
family business run very well with this solution until Mr. Samani suddenly died
because of heart stroke.
Death of Mr. Samani was a shock to his family. By Mr. Samani’s death,
many works and characteristics of Mr. Samani were realized by his children
that made them feel even more proud with and indebted to their father. They
realized the values of his work and how his influences have remained in
publishing and book business. Mr. Samani has been named as the greatest
person in publishing art in Iran. His research, published books, and also his
innovations in business are so remarkable that his children have no choice
except of continuing their father’s way.
In terms of ownership, Mr. Samani transferred all his belongings,
properties, and intellectual rights that were related to his business to his wife a
few years before his death. He even transferred his legal right of Hossein’s
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protection to his wife after his death and after his wife to his elder alive son.
Therefore, inheritance of Hossein could also remain in the family and
government could not intervene to his family issues. Consequently, nothing
happened with regard to ownership and total properties of business remained
united, intact and in hands of Mr. Samani’s wife.
In terms of leadership succession, sons are still doing what they used to
do. They have their own territory of decision-making and responsibility. Since
their jobs are defined in a way that they are not dependent on each other,
they have not clashed in their business and nothing has been changed in their
territory. However, they need to preserve their solidarity because progress of
them together could become multiplied. But it requires a charismatic
leadership that can connect different sections and direct them all toward
progress and development as a whole. This is where they deeply feel the
absence of the charisma and leadership of their genius father. Therefore, they
have decided to have a hybrid leadership succession. On one side their mother
is succeeding charismatic leadership of father as someone who not only owns
the whole business but also as a mother with her influences over children. On
the other side, they needed someone who knows the business and direct the
whole company toward progress. Since mother was not very much familiar
with business details, they have asked the assistant of their father as their
trustee who used to work with their father more than 20 years to sit on chair
of their father as a substitute and counselor.
Mr. Samani’s children are determined to continue their father’s business
over generations for numerous reasons. Firstly, because they believe that
business was a means for their father to achieve his idealistic goal and there
was an underlying meaning in his business that is far beyond materialistic and
objective goals. Therefore, money has never been important in their family.
When you look at their life style, you only see a normal family with normal
house and car. Even the wives of Mr. Samani’s children are not trapped into
luxury things like jewelry etc. For them, money is a means to first provide
reasonable welfare for family and secondly give an opportunity to the owner
for promotion of social values like reading culture. Therefore, after covering
the family’s regular expenses, they spend their extra earning for expansion of
business or purchasing artistic objects in order to support artists to merely
work in art and no other materialistic jobs.
They believe if you trap into luxury, then God will take back blessing
from your money. If you understand the value of money and use it for higher
goals, then you and your family are promised; then your business continuity
will be also promised because your children also become aware of those higher
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values and appreciate them. For instance, Ehsan experienced an extremely
hard time when his father bankrupted due to his investment on a research. His
father sold his beloved car and piano. As a result, Ehsan who could not
understand it became sick and partially disabled and still is suffering from it. It
was very difficult for him when his father used to buy artistic objects while he
desperately needed money. Or it was very tough for him to work as a worker,
while his father was rich enough to buy a factory for him. However, ‘I don’t
regret those difficulties because if you want pride, success and joy you have to
pay their price and I believe it was worthwhile’, Ehsan stated.
Second reason that they insist on continuity of their father’s business is
that their father had done a lifelong endeavor and hard work to build up his
business and he had sacrificed many things to achieve what he wanted. He
carried burden of big problems on his shoulder in silence because he didn’t
want to get his children involved in his difficulties. Since he built up this
business with hard work, he didn’t want to lose it. Therefore, he did as much
as he could to increase and satisfy his customers. The satisfaction of customers
required higher quality and it eventually contributed to a great reputation and
respect in business. His children have inherited their father’s reputation, which
is worth much more than physical properties. Now his children feel it is
necessary to preserve their father’s reputation with continuing his business. In
addition, society also expects them to do so which is an addition pressure for
them.
He concentrated his time, efforts, wealth and thoughts on book business
and whatever he bought, invested and worked has been related to book
business but in a variety of forms. Ehsan believes that concentration in a
specific business leads to more depth and knowledge in that business and the
more knowledge you collect, the deeper your love will be with that business.
Life drives with half love and half hard working and patience that get you to
the desired destination. Since, Mr. Samani’s children have been involved in
book business, they all love this business and it only remains to work hard and
be patient as their father did.
Mr. Samani’s children are even preparing their children as the third
generation for continuing their business. Preparation of children includes
participation of children even at the age of 6 in family meetings in which their
mothers are not allowed to participate; involvement of children with business
in summer holidays and every evening; educating children and deepening their
knowledge about book, publishing, sale, and management; evoking passion to
book business; teaching them foreign languages; teaching them the value of
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money and higher goals that money can be spend for; socializing them in order
to get them familiar with difficulties and needs of people around them.

The Story of Stationery Retail Store
More than ninety years ago a young man who used to bind books became
interested in paper and then stationery business. He opened his store as the
first stationery store of his town. However, he died when his son was only 20
years old and his son, Iman, inherited his father’s business. Iman, who used to
work in his father’s store from the age of 15, could easily run business after his
father. In the past, stationery was a broad business that included a variety of
businesses such as paper and printing, office equipment ranging from table
and chair to archive and desk set, school items, art and gift material, and so on.
Since it was the only stationery store of the town, they were supposed to
supply all types of stationery items for the whole town that was a heavy
burden on Iman’s shoulder. Therefore, he took his four sons from the age of 12
into his business to help him and run this business together.
When the town gradually turned into a big city, they decided to open up
a new branch and consequently he sent two of his sons to the other store.
After 10 years, a high way project forced them to close their old store and all
four sons and father had to work together again in one store. However, it was
not very pleasant for the two brothers who used to run the store almost
independently. Therefore, some clashes occurred in their business relationship
and their territory of decision-making. One of the sons felt afraid that his
business disagreement may cause family problems and decided to become
separated. His father welcomed his suggestion and gave him a loan to buy a
new store. He even left the line of paper and envelope business.
A few years later, when the father had gone to a pilgrim trip for two
months, three sons who were almost mature men gained confidence that even
in the absence of the father everyone can make appropriate decisions in their
responsibilities. Therefore, when father returned from his long trip, they told
their father that it is better he would retire and stay at home due to his age
and health problems he used to deal with. Father, who found his children
confident and capable of running business, accepted their offer. Then, three
sons decided to separate and every brother to follow one line of stationary
business. The eldest brother, Reza, bought his father’s store in order to
continue his father’s path and took care of him and other brothers who tried to
become independent and specialize in different lines of the stationery
business.
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Reza took business and by his hardworking and also reputation and
credit of his father could even flourish and develop business. After the death of
his father, he became the leader of the family. Beginning of school in
September is an extremely busy time for stationery stores and it was the
occasion that all of Reza’s brothers with their families worked with each other
in Reza’s house for preparation in order to respond the massive demands of
their customers afterwards. Since then it has been their tradition to work
collectively with their whole family in September of every year. The brothers
collaborate with each other and the cousin work and play simultaneously
together, and women also get involved in business as helpers.
Reza and his brothers have created some unwritten rules in their family
business such as: Their sons had to work in their father’s store in the summer
holiday and also after school in the evenings from very childhood on in order
to first help their father and also learn that working is not merely the father’s
duty and all family members must help each other to generate family income;
Every son must join and work full time in father’s business after the age of 18,
however, sons had to work as very low level worker in store of strangers for
few years in order to understand and appreciate the value of job, money and
position that they were supposed to be given in their father’s business after
the age of 18 and also they train to get rid of conceited selfishness.
Another rule was that whenever a younger son joined the family
business, the older son had an opportunity to become independent and run his
own store; every son after the age of 18, who worked in their father’s store
could benefit from a salary and also a percentage of the profit. By doing so,
every son could collect enough money to run their own business; if they had a
lack of money, then their father gave them a long-term loan; if any son needed
any help, he could use credit and reputation of his father and even return to
family business in case of bankruptcy. Father was not very happy to lose his
work force, on the other hand, he wanted his children to progress and become
independent; This rule was different for the youngest son as there would be no
one to join. It is the responsibility and duty of the youngest son to stay, help
and eventually succeed father’s business, while the eldest son succeeds
father’s leadership over the whole family.
Although when younger brother joined the father business, elder
brother was free to choose his future job, all of Reza’s and his brothers’ sons
are working in a specialized line of stationery business or at least are working
in those jobs that are directly related to stationery business. Their reasons for
their job selection are: reputation of father and family in this business;
financial and social credit that their family has gained in stationery business;
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merely gaining a deep and lifelong experience and knowledge in stationery
business; lack of patience in another business start-up; being entitled by
society to stationery business; they were not welcomed or accepted in any
other job by society; diversity and enough space to grow and develop specialty
in stationery business; possibility of opening new branches with similar
specialty due to expansion of city that increased market size; sweet memories
from working in father’s store from childhood; working was always their
playing and vice versa; and finally keeping memory of their father and
grandfathers fresh in society and also keeping family solidarity and boundaries
through business.
Sons of Reza not only considered aforementioned reasons, but also
believe some other factors are highly influential in continuity of their family
business over four generations. According to Sajjad, the youngest son of Reza,
their capital has become so big over generations that they can easily invest in
many other businesses like construction and benefit from a much larger as well
as easier profit. But to them, life and work are not just money. People live and
work for their beliefs and for their loves. When it comes to love and beliefs,
two times two does not necessarily become four. Despite many rules in their
family business, none of them are given to them by words but by their fathers’
actions. Those actions were rooted in their beliefs.
For instance, with regard to business, they have been told by their
fathers’ actions that business is not merely the generation of money, but it is a
means to serve people and satisfy their needs and consequently make God
happy. If God is happy, then there is a blessing in their money, business, and
more importantly family. When you work to make God happy, you will only do
clean business; you cannot deliver bad quality, and your customers and
suppliers and even employees, as people will be treated courteously and with
honesty. This is how they have gained reputation and credit within society and
other business partners. In addition, they have been told by their father’s
lifestyle, -as God stated in Quran- simplicity in lifestyle does not lead into the
trap of luxury and profuseness. If you are not trapped into luxury, you and your
family can better communicate with other people and society and understand
them and their needs. Money changes people and reveals divisions and gaps in
the relationships. If you are not trapped into luxury, you will pay less attention
to money and will not be forced to have a big margin in your business and
therefore your customers will be happier. The happier the customers, the
more customers and more share of market. Therefore, their lifestyle is also an
influential factor that increases their reputation and market share. As a result,
reputation of their fathers facilitated and directed them to continue their
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fathers’ business and if they believe and do the same as what their fathers’ did,
their children will also continue their business in return.
With regard to the family, they have been told by their father’s actions
that respecting, listening, serving, helping, and supporting parents is a must
that makes God happy. If their parents are happy about them, then God will be
happy and they will be blessed by prays of their parents. Therefore, they feel
obliged to obey their parents and make them happy in any possible way and
take care of them when they are not able to. Even when they die, they have to
preserve their reputation by their good actions and behavior. Therefore, it is
duty of each son to help his father in his business and even continue it after
him if he is willing to. Every father and mother seek solidarity and harmony in
family. Therefore, children must respect each other and collaborate with each
other that increase the likelihood of business continuity in the next
generations. ‘We use stationery business as a glue to keep family members
more connected’, Sajjad stated.
Despite all success they have in their family business, sons of Reza
regretted that they could not go to university and had to join family business.
They also regretted a lack of enough hobbies in their childhood. ‘We had no
hobby and still don’t know how to enjoy our time because all we know is
working’, Kazem, the third son of Reza, said. Their playing was only with their
cousin and mostly in workplace. They had no free time in childhood. Only
working and sometimes going to the religious gathering fulfilled all their time.
Sons of Reza also regretted that although they are all doing stationery
business, they are not united and there is only one successor for their father.
All brothers dream of becoming united because they can benefit a lot out of
their brotherhood partnership, but their only concern is that any problem in
their partnership may affect their brotherhood and family harmony; therefore,
they do not dare to become partners. However, they support and back up each
other, even have sacrificed almost all their belongings in bankruptcy of one of
their brothers. The main reason for the mentioned action was that they
strongly believe and trust each other. Furthermore, they believe they could use
their reputation and credit to rebuild their business and grow even further
than before.
Another interesting point with regard to this family business is that they
only consider a marginal and supportive role for female members of family
even in educating children. For them, mothers should obey instructed pattern
of education given by father and consider Halal (clean and lawful) food of
father as the most important factor in educating children. For them, female
members of family must stay at home and deal with home affairs. They have
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no space for intervention of female members of family in business. The best
support and help of female members for business is to provide a calm and
peaceful home for the family members and do not create tension.

The Story of Salmon Fish Farm
The story of this family business and their relationship is inspired by nature and
particularly by bees’ patterns of life. Bees live and work collectively. Every bee
works hard and collects as much honey it can. No matter how much honey
other bees bring, they just do what they are supposed to do without any
compromise. Bees divide responsibilities and they all work peacefully under
command of one leader peacefully. The success of these tiny insects owes a lot
to their collectiveness, dedication and perseverance, solidarity, synergy, and
sacrifices they make for each other in work, as well as defending and fighting.
They never make their living area dirty even if they die by keeping their
excrements in their body for long time. There is no good or bad bee, there is
no idle or busy bee, but there are clean and dirty bees. They do not tolerate
betrayal and everyone must be clean.
Our story goes back to 60 years ago when Mansour was a young boy and
felt responsible for taking care of his old parents. He started to work hard from
childhood in order to earn enough money to take care of his parents. He used
to give the larger portion of his earnings to his father and keeps little money
for himself because he wanted his father to buy foods, so he could still depend
on his father for food. He even married a girl because his mother couldn’t take
care of home. He was working hard and serving his parents while he was
thankful to his wife. His interest in nature took him to the business of bee
keeping and the business started to flourish year by year. His parents passed
away and their pray remained for him for the rest of his life. He was out of his
hometown most of the time and busy with his bee keeping business. Raising
his five children was left to his wife. His three sons and two daughters grew up
in a peaceful, respectful and lovely family. His wife assured him about their
children upbringing and home affairs. So, he could dedicate himself to work
hard in remote areas and earn Halal (clean and lawful) food for his children.
They had a sweet life and well-educated children. Their eldest son,
Mohammad, was graduated as a civil engineer and eldest daughter was
married a man named Hamed. Their normal life faced financial difficulties
when a disease killed bees and Mansour went bankrupt. It was the moment
that everyone in the family became united and sacrificed whatever they had in
order to help him. His wife and daughters sold their jewellery; Mohammad
who was an engineer gave all his savings of his marriage to his father; his
second son, Ahmad, worked as a part time labour after university and gave his
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wage to his father; his son in-law, Hamed, gave his car and all his savings to
Mansour; and they eventually could run a new business, a cab company.
The involvement and sacrifices of almost all family members in
supporting and running the cab company led to the formation of a family
business that still exists, though transformed into the different business, a fish
farm. Mansour’s interest in nature, Hamed’s hobby of fishing, and also
Mohamad’s involvement as an engineer in construction of a fish farm directed
them toward establishing their own fish farm. Since then, they had a big dream
in their minds to achieve. Mohammad began applying for the government’s
permission, which took three years; he searched for a suitable land and bought
it mainly through his reputation and previous benevolence and not only
money. While acquiring the government’s permission was being processed,
Mansour, Hamed and Ahmad constructed pools of fish farm by dedication,
perseverance, and working hard and aggressively. They had no money for
labour, but they became labour themselves. They had no shelter in their
workplace but never thought of building of it because they wanted pools to be
built first. They constructed the fish farm with empty hands, but hand in hand,
with love and passion, sacrifice and dedication, respect and trust, synergy and
solidarity, hard work and patience.
When the construction of pools was over, Mohammad became in charge
of business because he had gained enough knowledge about fish farm business
and all members of family accepted his leadership over their family business.
Ahmed, who was ambitious and already satisfied with their achievement in
construction of pools, decided to start a different line of business as a new
adventure of his own. He started a partnership with husband of his second
sister’s husband, Nasser, to run a grocery store in Tehran. Yet, Nasser could
not tolerate lack of clarification in financial issues as it was in fish farm and
they had many disputes over financial matters and started to blame each
other. However, family stood behind Ahmed because they knew Ahmed very
well and trusted in him. After that, they pruned their second daughter and son
in-law from family tree.
Ahmed continued grocery business and now he is leading a huge
distribution centre and chain of grocery stores in Tehran. However, he hasn’t
got married yet, and still lives with his mom at the age of 40 because he is
afraid that if he gets married, his wife may interrupt his relationship with his
family. Despite all happiness and joys that they had from both family and fish
farm, Mohammad who was leading and running business died by an accident
in the farm and they became so disappointed and hatred that they decided to
sell the fish farm. In spite of the agreement of all family members for selling
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fish farm, Ahmed resisted and stood against the whole family for not selling it
because he wanted to preserve this farm in memory of his brother.
The death of Mohammad and his succession in the leadership brought
about many changes in their family business. The first and main candidate of
leadership succession was Mansour, but he didn’t want to come to the farm
anymore and gave up all his responsibilities, belongings and properties in
favour of his children because he had no motivation to earn money as his main
capital, his son, was gone. Mansour couldn’t even tolerate retirement and
staying at home as he was constantly working diligently in his lifelong.
Therefore, he bought an orange grove in a remote area and re-started his old
bee keeping business. He tries to calm himself by working hard and
aggressively even though he is in his 70s. After the death of Mohammad and
leaving of Mansour, Ahmed as the second son of family became the leader of
the family business and took control over financial issues of family business
and Hamed became executive manager of fish farm. They have divided their
responsibilities and authorities of decision making which was different by the
time Mohammad was leading as there was no clear division in responsibilities
and everyone was working in many different areas of work very collectively, all
under Mohammad. No one compared himself, his ability, and his work with
another one and they were all working hand in hand almost in all jobs.
Mistakes were inevitable, but nobody blamed anyone and they all worked
together to overcome or minimize consequences of those mistakes. Mistakes
were their teacher and they gradually did learn how to deal with problems
collectively and efficiently.
Another consequence of Mohammad’s death was the clarification of
ownership share as a result of dealing with his inheritance issue. Surprisingly,
they didn’t know about their portion of ownership of the farm because they
used to live collectively. Whoever needed money, could take as much as he
wanted, albeit subject to availability. They used to prioritize the need of others
and therefore thought more about the welfare of others rather than their own.
They used to buy house and care for each other. There was no sense of
selfishness in their relationship. Financial issues had the lowest importance in
their relationship as they enjoyed being and working together rather than
collecting money. Work was both their hobby and joy. They regarded work as a
glue to keep family members united and always together. However, after
Mohammad’s death, they had to divide the whole business into four portions
and dedicate one of the portions of it to the children of Mohammad. Mansour,
Ahmed and Hamed took one portion each. Nevertheless, they have tried to
preserve the same patterns of dealing with financial issues and have
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succeeded a lot. In sum, Mansour, Ahmad, and Hamed mainly live and work for
each other and their happiness is embodied in the happiness of others.
Loving family and passion in work, respecting and trusting each other,
honesty and believing in each other, solidarity and synergy, sacrifices and
dedication, perseverance and hardworking, patience and tolerance, paying low
attention to money, achievement by hardship and togetherness, thinking and
planning, peaceful and supportive role of women in home and not intervention
in business, and more importantly prays of parents, Halal (clean and lawful)
food and earnings, benevolence, and above all blessings and helps of God are
among the main factors they consider for their success in building and running
their successful family business.
However, the new generation of this family business does not seem to
be able to establish the same relationship with each other as they are grown
up in welfare and are not used to hard work and sacrifice. Selfishness and
liberality is more visible in their relationships rather than aforementioned
characteristics by which they could run this business. They even do not have
any interest in fish farm business because it is a smelly, hard, and risky
business that requires constant supervision. They see no chance, not even a
little one, that the next generation continues their business because their
children can never establish the same relationship they had with each other.
Therefore, they think of employing a professional manager to run their
business in the next generation.

The Story of Cosmetic Company
Below is the story of Mr. Tabesh, one of the most important entrepreneurs in
nowadays' Iran. He had been working in many different jobs and positions until
he found his own company and became extremely successful. He was born in a
middle-class family and was very much interested in learning business
principals. When he was studying in high school, he preferred to spend his
summer holiday in the grand bazaar of Tehran in order to get familiar and
enjoy being in business arena. However, he could not continue business, as he
got involved in university education and then became a high school teacher.
He also engaged in many research projects and through those studies, he
managed to get a managerial position in different sections of the government.
However, his education in Pharmacia directed him toward state medical
industries and he managed several state companies in medicine and cosmetic.
During his state managerial roles, he invested in a bankrupted cosmetic
company and with the partnership of his brother and some other friends; they
bought and ran a cosmetic company. Despite his long experience in managing
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state companies, he and his partners had no experience in a business start-up
and confronted many difficulties and made a number of mistakes.
He retired from the governmental positions and then joined their
cosmetic company. His long experience in state companies and also his style of
leadership helped him to be appointed as the chairman of the board of
directors as well as the CEO of the company with full authority. Within a few
years, his development in business size, diversification of products and quality
improvement were so remarkable that his share was increased up to seventy
percent of the cosmetic company.
In parallel to the cosmetic company, he established his own laboratory
that was based on one general belief and his three principals of business. He
believes that working is nonsense if it is merely for profit making. There should
be a meaning and ultimate goal to achieve far beyond materiality. His own goal
is being beneficial for society and particularly trying to amplify beauty and
health of people. His business principals are: firstly, innovation and
responsiveness to the dynamic market that could be only possible through
research and strong laboratory facilities; secondly, quality improvement and
preserving quality standards that both require regular quality check in
production line and that could be achieved in his laboratory; thirdly,
endeavour and ambition to achieve big targets that also require resistance and
patience. By establishing his laboratory, his dream job came true because he
wanted to have his passionate jobs all together in one job which was research,
teaching, managing, and commerce.
He entitled his son in-law as the director of his laboratory and gradually
left all responsibilities of laboratory to him when he saw his hard work and
capabilities. There are several research groups in his laboratory that all are
managed by his son in-law. His son has also finished his studies and has
recently joined laboratory and is running one section of the laboratory with his
own group of researchers. His daughter is also a commercial manager of both
cosmetic company and laboratory.
Mr. Tabesh has a father-son relationship with his business subordinates.
As a well-respected leader, he unites all board members, managers, employees
and workers and they all work in a peaceful and respectful atmosphere.
However, he is worried about the vulnerability and dependency of the whole
company and laboratory on him and his decision-making. He is worried that in
his absence, his son - his selected successor - may not be so cooperative with
other research groups in the laboratory and all board members, managers and
the employees and the workers may not easily accept his young son as a leader
of such an aged organisation.
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Mr. Tabesh enjoys working even at the age of 73 and always gets bored
in holidays. Working is his hobby and his business is the fruit of his 55 years’
work experience. On the other hand, his children are fruit of his life and it
would be sweetest dream for him if fruit of his life can run the fruit of his
experience after him. However, he has no plan for retirement because it is
equal to death for him. ‘As long as I live and think, I have been given an
opportunity by God to work’, Mr. Tabesh says.
Mr. Tabesh has been thinking and planning for leadership succession
since few years ago when his young son joined his family business. The
problem he has found in next generation is that despite great talent and
knowledge that his son has in Pharmacia and laboratory, his selected successor
does not have a great business mind and lacks knowledge of management. In
fact, it is also his fault that he insisted more on having high level of education
and specialty for his children while he neglected management knowledge. In
order to deal with this problem, he has given his children an opportunity to be
members of the board in order to involve them more in leadership and
decision-making. Another concern of him is the aged body of management in
his organization that may cause some clashes with young leadership of his son
in next generation. Therefore, he has started training young managers who are
hardworking, patient, and strategic planners, with business minds and more
importantly are able to establish good relationship with next generation of
leadership. He believes everyone in the organization has to establish good
relationship with his successor; otherwise they won’t have any chance to keep
their position within company after him. He is also changing business chart in
order to reduce the dependence of the company on his leadership and
decision-making. He is gradually getting distance from details and operational
decision-making in order to become more a strategic planner and in the next
step take a consultancy role in the company. He is also promoting and
encouraging teamwork, as well as thinking and decision-making in groups.
He believes whatever he has gained in terms of ownership, reputation,
and intellectual properties seem to be achieved by his hard work and
endeavour, but he owes whatever he has to his parents who raised him
properly, his wife who took good care of him, his children and home so that he
could concentrate on work; and also to his children who suffered from absence
and long time working of their father. He believes his family ‘have been always
supportive and better to say that my family has never reduced speed of his
progress.’ In addition, he believes his children who are working with him and
studying hard, have had their own influence in the progress of business and
have developed the efficiency of the company and made it profit making.
Consequently, they should have their own share from capital and properties of
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him. Therefore, he has divided all his properties and belongings among his
children and left only a small portion of it for himself and his wife. Apart from
that, he has also considered a salary and percentage from total annual profit
for each child so that they are financially independent and have their own
earnings and revenue from working in family business, which is more than
enough for their expenses. Due to his strong leadership in both family and
business, and also giving adequate financial independence to children, he can
still control and impose his authority over the whole capital and properties of
family by himself.
He has educated his children to seek financial independence while they
pay tribute to family solidarity. He and his wife have raised their children in a
way that they understand society and their needs and difficulties; therefore,
they have become modest, kind, considerate and sociable persons who are
ready to help and sacrifice for others. ‘When a person is benevolent to society
and ready to sacrifice for strange people, will definitely be kind, helpful,
cooperative, considerate, caring, thoughtful and sympathetic with his/her
family members’, Mr. Tabesh says.
Despite his passion for his business growth after him, he expects his
children to not only pay attention to business as he did, but also spend more
time for their families and society because he regrets not doing it a lot. High
level of education is at most importance for him with regard to his children and
even workers and employees as he believes learning and education is never
enough. He is very much proud of his family and tries to promote the culture of
togetherness and collective decision-making by having monthly family
meetings and discussing about different issues of family and making decisions
to deal with them.

The Story of Clay Factory
It is the story of a family who experienced many ups and downs in their life.
Loving and sacrificing for each other along with many struggles and hard work
eventually has ended up in a flourishing and well-known family business.
Children as successors have been able to enlarge their father’s business from
one room in their house to an international business that supply a large
portion of market and export to many countries.
Habib married with love and then migrated from his village with his
parents and wife to Tehran. He worked hard and bought half of a grocery
store. But grocery business was not satisfying his ambitions. He started to find
and register a mine but failed. He heard about newly invented clay for children
in the United State. Even though, he did not see the clay itself, he started the
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production of it in the kitchen of his small house with the help of his wife and
could even sell some in Tehran Bazaar. He did see a great potential in clay and
took the risk of investing all his time and belongings for clay. Few months later,
religious people in Bazar blamed him for selling materials that can be used for
making idols (statue worshiped as God) and sent back all clays to him.
However, he didn’t give up and got a paper from a religious figure that clay is
not anti-God, but it is a good tool for developing creativity in children. By doing
so, his business flourished, and he could buy a bigger house and produced clay
in one room of his house.
Their financial status was getting better that Habib died at the age of 38
in a car accident. Therefore, they confronted with financial crisis. Habib left
three sons whose ages were eleven, nine and three years old for his wife. In
order to cover life expenses, the eldest and the second son -Arash and Shahabdemonstrated their talents and business minds even at the age of nine and
eleven. They used to work in fruit gardens in summer holidays and got some
fruits in return. They used to give those fruits to their mother to dry them and
keep them during the year. In those years, government used to give free milk
to students at schools. Arash and Shahab used to substitute milk of other
students with dried fruits they had. Then they collected all their milk and gave
them to their mother to make yoghourt and sell in a grocery store. They could
survive one year after the death of their father by this way of earning money.
They did suffer from lack of money and lived with hardship. Next year, their
mother, Arash and Shahab, together decided to continue small clay business of
the father, firstly, because it was the only alternative they had to earn money
and secondly, in order to keep the memories of their father and also make his
dream comes true. Therefore, they continued their father’s business with even
more hardship due to lack of their experience and young age. But gradually
their hard work, solidarity, sacrifice and dedication led to gradual growth so
that they could rent a place to produce clay out of house.
They had many difficulties running their business. The quality of their
products was terrible. Their relatives were not very helpful to them; however,
their expectation from Arash and Shahab was a lot and they even felt misused
by their relatives in many cases. Strangers on the other hand, were more
helpful with almost no expectations in return, because of the great emphasis in
Islamic culture for caring orphans. One of those helps was giving a new formula
for their clay for free. This new formula led to a significant growth and success
in their business and again with help of strangers they could run their own
factory that was gradually transforming from handy to full machinery factory
of clay. They even added more products and had ambitious goals to achieve in
their minds. They have divided responsibilities between three brothers. Arash
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is in charge of production line; Shahab is responsible for the sale and
distribution of their goods from Tehran Bazaar to domestic markets; and the
third son, Shayan, is in charge of trading that includes importing raw materials
and exporting produced items.
The role of mother has been very significant in this family business in
three phases. The mother managed to pass through difficult days of poverty
with her hard work and sacrifices. She has been also very influential in
preserving solidarity and family harmony, in promotion of love and sacrificing
for each other, and also in enhancing the culture of support, respect, trust, and
mutual understanding in the phase of sibling partnership and business
development. She has been also very important in managing relationships of
wives of her sons and has kept family business in peace through prevention
and resolving clashes of female members of the family.
Despite the influential role of the mother in this family, the successor of
the father and the leader of both family and business is the eldest son, Arash,
who is respected by all and makes decisions. However, the eldest son’s
leadership is highly flexible and is based on mutual respect. Everyone shares
his or her idea and it is Arash who says the last word. When a decision is made
by Arash, no matter the others agree or disagree, everyone will do whatever
he/she can to reach the goals set by Arash. Arash’s leadership is so respected
and charismatic that younger brother who used to smoke for fifteen years has
never smoked in front of Arash because he shies even at the age of forty-two.
Brothers and their family even make their decisions based on consultancy of
Arash for their private lives and even minor issues like the destination of a
family trip.
Money and profit is important for them, but when it comes to family
they have no place for money in their relationship. They even don’t have any
paper or clue in their mind that what is portion of each brother and mother
from this business. The brothers believe whatever they have earned in their
business is by their solidarity, prays of their mother and also blessing of God.
Therefore, they don’t care about their belongings as whatever they have is
mutually sheared among them. The only concern of these three brothers in
spending money is what best can make other brothers happy, and then they
buy it.
Two of the brothers are married and the middle brother has not got
married yet and is still living with his mother. All brothers and their mother live
in one building. Everyone in the family is free to go to the mother’s apartment
at any time and for how long they like without even knocking the door. Even
the wives of two brothers have been melted in their family relationship and
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have become like original family. However, wives have no place in business
and its decision-making. They are only supposed to take care of home and
family.
Despite the importance of family hierarchy in this family business, they
are deeply concerned that the elder son of Arash is not very capable of running
business even though he seems to be interested in. In contrast to eldest son,
Arash’s second son has proved his great business mind and capabilities in
running a factory, even in his young years and has been chosen to succeed
leadership in next generation.
They feel deeply in depth with their father for running his business over
generations and keep his memories fresh. These brothers regret the lack of
many things in their childhood. They had so many dreams in their life that they
could not reach at the right time. They had to work instead of playing, having
fun with other children, and going to university. Therefore, they believe their
children must be thankful for all the facilities that have been provided to them
by family business and therefore, they are in debt to family business which
must be paid by their work and continuity of business in their generation.
Therefore, although they have given liberty to their children to study whatever
they like, children must first pay their tribute to business by their work.
Children can pursue their own dream job only part time and have their hobbies
only besides working in the family business.

The Story of Electronic Importing Company
This is the story of Mr. Deihim, who has turned his family business into an
empire and even has bigger dreams that his successors could make them come
true Mr. Deihim got involved into his father’s watch store in Bazar since he was
seven and has experienced almost all kinds of work that a labor may confront
ranging from ground cleaning to selling stuff and import handlings. Despite his
childhood, he enjoyed working more than playing and worked for his father for
free not by force, but voluntarily. His father had a strong belief and trusted him
and tried to leave all decision-making with regard to his life to him. His father
tried to teach him everything indirectly and by his actions instead of words.
Mr. Deihim had a cousin, Akbar, who was one year younger than him and used
to live with Mr. Deihim’s family from his early childhood after the death of his
father. Mr. Deihim had no brother and these two cousins grew up as brothers.
When Akbar became eighteen years old, Mr. Deihim’s father gave Akbar the
inheritance of his father. Mr. Deihim’s father also gave same amount to him,
and two cousins started their own business together.
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They spent most of their capital for buying a good office in city center
because they wanted to do big works and out of tradition of Tehran Bazar.
They started to import watch like Mr. Deihim’s father and gained good profit
from it. Iran’s revolution provided a good opportunity for them to develop
their business which they did so. Shortly after that, the war between Iran and
Iraq made importing things more difficult and they could benefit from their
specialty and developed their business further. It was the moment that Mr.
Deihim’s father also decided to close his store in Bazar and join his son and
nephew. Their capital doubled, and they were able to develop their business
much further. They tried to work on big brands, but they failed every time
mainly because Iran’s government had banned import of luxury items including
watch due to financial crisis. So, they had to close their office for few years and
Mr. Deihim could finish his bachelor’s degree and also attend his military
service. They got bored from not doing business and decided to import any
product that was permitted by government.
One of their imports was a big failure for them and Mr. Deihim became
badly depressed and his cousin became in charge of the whole business and
gained self-confidence. Mr. Deihim’s recovery from depression took six
months, but he was a different person afterwards. He could trust people while
he could only trust in family members. He dared to risk and do big businesses.
He learned to think big and positively. He learned to think out of the box and
not necessarily obey the traditions. He learned to have big dreams and not give
up until his dreams come true. He learned to use consultancy and benefit from
experience and knowledge of others. He learned to convince his subordinates
by heart instead of giving them solid orders. He learned to benefit from
partnership and see his benefit and profit in benefit and profit of others in a
win-win game. He learned to increase efficiency by devolution and trusting in
capable managers. He learned that a good leader is a good strategist and
planner. And finally, he learned how to be a leader.
He and Akbar took whole affairs of the business and his father shared
fifty percent of the shares when he saw the capabilities of this son and
nephew. Mr. Deihim who had changed dramatically took full authority and
leadership of business and started to give either a percentage of profit or share
of their company to those who could help him expand their business and also
fulfill the gaps he had in his leadership. Through this partnership with other
businessmen, he could get exclusive agency of famous and global electronic
brands and develop their business. Mr. Deihim was a man of difficult days and
never gave up. Their company became very close to bankruptcy in ups and
downs of business environment many times and it was the moment their
partners gave up and sold their share back to Mr. Deihim and his cousin and
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father. Family partnership remained intact and there were only in-and-out
partners. However, they did benefit a lot from their partnership with others,
consultancy of others, Mr. Deihim’s characteristics and leadership and turned
their regular business into a giant and profitable business with more than 3000
employees and rapid growth annually.
Despite his wealth, Mr. Deihim is very modest. He enjoys business
adventure and its success more than the money and a luxurious life. Creation
of money is more joyful for him than spending it. He enjoys working more than
anything else, as he said: ‘my work is my hobby and my hobby is my work. I
don’t know any other hobbies.’ He also believes that God has given whatever
he has gained in his life because of his parents’ praying. He also believes
whatever happens in life, God has decided whether it looks good or bad and
He never want bad things for his creations. He believes God sorts everything
out and it is not in human control. He is rich because God has given him
characteristics in business leadership and more importantly has given him the
love of parents that directed him in serving his parents, and their pray brought
him wealth.
Mr. Deihim’s father who owned half of the company died last year.
However, his inheritance was divided in three. One portion was for charity;
another portion for two sisters of Mr. Deihim, and a last portion was for Mr.
Deihim. He has been a trustee of father for a long time and his sisters also
trusted him. Therefore, the capital of the company remained intact and he
only gives portions of annual profit to his sisters and charity organizations. He
believes, inheritance is a major issue for many family businesses, but in their
case, it has been divided very peacefully because he had his own share from
very beginning and therefore did not need and expect anything from his
father’s properties. Therefore, he could be a trustee and was not tempted to
betray his family’s trust.
He aims to prepare next generation in a way that they become
independent with their own adequate properties so that they do not need and
expect anything from him and his belongings. Mr. Deihim has three sons
among whom two elder sons have a large age difference with the youngest
son. Ten years ago when Mr. Deihim was forty-five years old and his eldest son
was twenty years old, he thought that it would not be appropriate if his son
joined their business because he could not digest his son intervene in his
leadership when he was forty-five years old. He even didn’t let his sons run
their own business in electronic business because he already had large portion
of market share and his son’s business could become his competitor and finally
there was no overall value added for them.
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Therefore, he came to an idea to establish a new company and divide its
shares into four equal portions. Each three sons have one portion and he also
considered one portion for himself. He invested in this company and injected
huge liquidity for this company. Two elder sons of Mr. Deihim run this
company and he only encouraged them in doing big business. Therefore, each
son who was passionate about cars started to import one brand of luxury cars
in Iran’s market. They have a salary for their job and also a certain percentage
of profit they make. Then the rest of annual profit will be divided between four
shareholders. However, now that Mr. Deihim is fifty-five years old, he has
found his youngest son with the age of twenty years old a passionate person
who can succeed him in electronic family business within the next five years.
He believes only one successor from his children is enough and he hopes their
sons can develop their own business and become even richer than him.
Mr. Deihim acknowledges the differences of different generations such
as differences that welfare, environment and mothers may have over
characteristics of two generations. He believes that their children have
demonstrated that they are hardworking and capable. But as he was less
hardworking person than his father, his sons cannot be as hardworking
persons as him. Because ‘hardship and experiencing difficulties make
characteristics more mature as under sun fruits are sweeter and juicier
although sun is hot and tough’, says Mr. Deihim. It is very important for him
that his sons stand on their own foot and do not rely on him and his wealth. He
believes that his sons should taste and enjoy sweetness of working and money
creation instead of enjoying his money. Apart from establishing a partnership
company with his sons, he feels obliged to only buy one house, one car, one
office, and also pay for their wedding. His sons themselves should earn the rest
expenses of their lives and he considers no more financial responsibility. He
wants his sons fall in love with their business and enjoy their working;
otherwise they will not be successful. He is a bit concerned about clashes of
two elder brothers as they used to fight with each other in childhood.
However, he has found their partnership and business a very useful tool to
promote peace and keep family relationship tight.
Despite his great success, he considers only a supportive and marginal
role for the female members of his family including his mother, sisters and
wife. He never talks about business at home and never let his wife interfere in
his business decision-making. To him, the best help female members can do in
family business is to take care of home and keep family calm and in peace. By
doing so, men can better concentrate on business and then the whole family
can benefit from it.
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The Story of Jewelry Store
The story of a Jewellery store is about a family business that is continued in
third generation and more interestingly by girls of the family even though
there have been many boys among grandchildren of the founder. However,
having girls as successors has brought a new dimension to succession process
with many problems to confront.
The founder of this family business was encouraged by his father to run
a workshop to make jewellery. The founder’s father who was a well-known
doctor didn’t see any talent in his son for formal learning in high school and
directed him toward what he was good at. The founder ran his workshop and
grew up year by year. He had three sons and two daughters. The founder
gradually could involve his sons into business and make them interested;
however, daughters were not permitted to pay even a visit to their father in
the workshop and later in store.
The eldest son of the founder, Afshin, was passionate about jewellery
and its beauty. Therefore, He decided to work on jewellery, but not as a
producer in the workshop. He was allowed by his parents to choose his dream
job and he decided to open a jewellery store. Since he had not enough capital
to be independent, he had to convince his father to close their workshop and
open a luxury jewellery store. Afshin and his father together worked in a
jewellery store. From the very beginning, Afshin demonstrated his capability in
running business on his own and his father enjoyed his life by numerous trips
all over the world. However, Afshin was never completely independent, rather
he was supposed to report to his father and in general be under his
supervision. Afshin still has to report to his father three times a day, even
though he is already sixty three years old and his father rarely appear in store
due to his age that exceeds ninety. The founder is not officially retired and still
keeps his full authority and leadership over both family and business.
Two younger brothers of Afshin also followed their brother and joined
their father’s jewellery store business. But shortly after, one of the brothers
could not tolerate working for their father. In seeking independence, he
decided to become separated. Therefore, both Afshin and his youngest brother
Salar, stayed with their father in the jewellery store. Afshin who was
passionate about selling jewellery dedicated himself to work and took most of
the responsibilities and hard works by working eighteen hours a day.
Consequently, father and Salar enjoyed more free time and numerous
vacations. Despite the imbalance of work between Afshin and the others,
everyone was free to take as much money as they needed. As a result, father
and Salar who used to take long and expensive vacations took tremendous
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amount of money while Afshin who was dedicated himself to work did not
need so much money to cover his expenses. This imbalance of work and
money withdrawals from business accounts led Afshin to feel misused; but he
did not pay attention to money and justified this imbalance for himself as his
sacrifice for his family and his parents in particular in order to preserve family
harmony and keep family business running. However, Afshin’s wife and
children could not tolerate this imbalance but they could not do anything until
two daughters of Afshin grew up.
Afshin’s daughters who were in love with jewellery business in their
childhood, started to spend their free time in the jewellery store when they
reached eighteen years of age. Although Afshin’s father and brother disagreed
about the presence of girls in their store, Afshin resisted and they had to
accept. Therefore, girls got permission to work in store part time, but only as
assistants of their father with no authority and no permission to intervene in
business affairs. When they went to university, their passion to jewellery
business directed them to study about jewelleries. When they finished their
studies, their knowledge about jewelleries was even more than their father,
grandfather and uncle and it was the moment tensions raised.
Afshin was a believer in talents, passions, and capabilities of his
daughters and he trusted in them, as successors of their family business in
third generation, but Afshin’s father and brother could not accept it for
numerous reasons. First and most important reason for their reluctance was
that they were girls and it was somehow shameful for them that girls are
succeeding them. Being a girl makes everyone in the family -except Afshinlook at knowledge, passion, and capabilities of Afshin’s daughters in business
negatively with the presumption that they are not supposed to work.
Therefore, being a girl was the main barrier of daughters to progress. The
second reason was sense of male and elder superiority over young girls that
both led them deny girls’ good knowledge of jewellery which was superior to
their long experience. Third reason was sense of jealousy because among all
grandchildren of founder and many boys in family, except two daughters of
Afshin, none of grandchildren were capable of running this business.
Afshin who pays great attention on family harmony and relationship felt
that if girls continue their work in jewellery store, tensions between his
daughters on one side and his father and brother on the other side would have
damaged family boundaries and respecting would be the first thing to be
sacrificed. Therefore, he managed to convince his father and brother that it
would be beneficial for all if they opened a new jewellery store and his
daughters continue their business in a new store but independently.
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Afshin trusted in his daughters for running the new jewellery store
because he had discovered passion and talent in them in their childhood for
business and had tried to raise them like a son. He taught his daughters to seek
independence and change their life styles to be different from other girls of
their age. He taught them to appreciate the value of money and how difficult it
can be earned. He used to be tough with them in work and serious with regard
to their mistakes. He used work as a means to reduce his daughters’ free time
and their relationships with other girls in order to increase importance of work
compared to other aspects of a female’s life. Moreover, Afshin found women
as a more proper option for running a jewellery store because women are
more comfortable with each other in the sales process. They can also better
communicate and understand each other. Women are more passionate with
jewellery and more patient than men. According to Afshin, women can be even
more hardworking and better thinkers.
Despite all difficulties and barriers to overcome, Afshin and his
daughters opened their new jewellery store. But the independent and
successful work of the daughters was resisted by many women and even by
daughters’ close friends. Shortly after opening the jewellery store, Afshin’s
daughters realized that many good friends of them started to distance and
those who remained close to them tried to convince them to get distance from
work with excuses such as working is men’s responsibility and girls are
supposed not to work but to only enjoy life. According to Afshin’s daughters,
the main reason for such resistance or demotivation of women is that they
showed that a change of stereotype and standard life style of women is
possible. They demonstrated the possibility of independence at a young age.
As a result, those who could not achieve such successes and/or independence
felt jealous and became a barrier for them in their work.

The Story of Paper Factories and Trade
It is a story of business diversification according to interest of family members.
A risk-taking family business has experienced a remarkable growth by paying
attention, sacrificing and investing on attitude and interest of its members.
This family business has experienced partnership with both relatives as well as
strangers. It is a story of a powerful combination of passion with hardworking,
patience, solidarity, and sacrifices.
This family business like many others began with entrepreneurship of a
poor young man, Mr. Habibi. He was born in a low-income family and had to
migrate to another town to find a job at the age of twelve. He was a labour in a
fabric retail store. But soon he realized that retail in such a small town couldn’t
quench his thirst and realizes his ambition for growth. Therefore, he decided to
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migrate to Tehran and find a job in fabric wholesaling store in Tehran Bazar.
Hard working for fifteen hours a day, saving revenues with minimum spending,
honesty and creativity, and also gaining good reputation and credit among
other wholesalers led to opening of his own store after five years which shortly
became very successful. He could shortly develop his business and opened new
stores in Tehran Bazar. His business was developed, and he needed trustee
people to run his numerous stores and it was the moment his father and
brothers became involved into his business.
Mr. Habibi’s need for trustee family members to run his stores didn’t
allow his eldest son, Javad, to go to university and instead had to run one of his
father’s stores in Bazar. However, young age and lack of experience of Javad
forced Mr. Habibi to give half of ownership of store to one of his old labours in
order to teach Javad business procedure. Javad and his partner were more
than successful but Javad was not happy. Javad wanted to be more
independent and achieve something that he does not share its credit with his
father. Therefore, he persuaded his father to pursue his passion for
production. Mr. Habibi welcomed Javad’s request and risked his money in
running a porcelain factory and shortly after a bolt and nut factory. In the
meantime, Mr. Habibi’s father and the leader of their family died and
consequently they confronted with many difficulties in their relationships,
which led to the separation of Mr. Habibi’s brother from him. He had to
withdraw his ownership over some of his stores in favour of his brothers. He
could easily sacrifice his properties in order to preserve family harmony.
Javad who could show his capabilities in running two factories convinced
his father to invest in a paper factory. Mr. Habibi found this investment a good
opportunity to reunify his own family and therefore asked his brother and
nephew and also few experts in paper business to join Javad and gave each a
portion of factory shares in order to motivate them to work. However, it took
more than six years to run production line and Mr. Habibi had to sell some of
his stores in Bazar for this investment. This investment was a failure in the
beginning because it could not generate enough profit to cover its cost.
Consequently, his brother and nephew who had become owner of factory
share for free increased their expectations from Mr. Habibi and considered
themselves as partners of whole properties of him. Mr. Habibi could not
tolerate it and decided to no longer work with his family except for his
children.
Crisis in paper market of Iran created a great opportunity for their paper
factory to largely increase their market share and profit. However, Mr. Habibi
forgave his family and used part of their large profit out of paper factory to buy
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house for his brothers and sisters as well as his children. Javad also used the
rest of their large profit from paper factory to expand paper business and
increased number of paper factories.
Although paper business was very profitable, Mr. Habibi could not leave
his fabric business and even he left home to work one week after his heart
surgery because staying at home was boring to him. He then sent his youngest
son, Jamal, who was 20 years younger than Javad, to London for his studies. He
also bought a factory for one of his son in-laws, but he was not successful. He
did even invest on a mall construction for another son-in-law, but his fraud
caused Mr. Habibi a heart attack and he died. Mr. Habibi tried to clarify portion
of share between his children few months before his death. He divided his
properties among children. He allocated a very large portion to Javad and
meaningfully less for Jamal. Daughters’ portion of share was much less than
brothers.
Jamal continued his studies in the UK and Javad became in charge of
family business. Jamal and Javad together bought the share of their sisters,
because they didn’t want their brothers-in-law to intervene in their business.
In the meantime, Javad sold one quarter of one factory to his father in-law,
which made Jamal deeply upset. As Javad has confessed, selling one quarter of
factory to his father in-law has been his biggest mistake because by doing so,
they could intervene in his decisions and consequently it did generate many
problems in his private life.
Jamal who was studying in the UK didn’t like production and was highly
inspired by a trading company in the UK that was a leading paper trade in the
world. In addition, one of his university fellows was son of a very rich man in
China who was working with multinational companies all over the world.
Friendship with him and traveling with him to China gave him a sense of
braveness that triggered his ambitious mind to do great works. Therefore, he
proposed his brother to establish a trading company in London and his brother
supported him. He failed in trade business and returned to Iran but still didn’t
like production. By a coincident and support of his brother, he could purchase
raw materials of paper factory for a very good price from Indonesia and it was
the moment Javad saw a great potential in Jamal.
When Javad believed in Jamal, he started to financially and thoughtfully
support and invest in trading company like what his father did to him. With the
support of Javad, Jamal could develop trading business and run a leading paper
trading company in Iran and earn plenty of money out of it. Jamal who was
only 27 years old could even buy more paper factories and expanded their
trade business into many other different businesses including oil, plastic, steel,
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and banking partnership. In return to support of his brother, he wants to
support Javad’s two sons and expand their family business even further and in
next generation.
Jamal and Javad both came to the conclusion that in their partnership:
firstly and most importantly, they must respect each other and younger
brother must obey older brother’s words even though older one is wrong;
secondly, they must not pay attention to money in their relationship and
sacrifice for each other as Javad accepted to reduce his share in favor of Jamal
and they both own half of all family business properties; thirdly, work with
each other with honesty and do clean business; fourthly, divide responsibilities
and leave a territory of decision-making while use consultancy of each other in
big decisions; fifthly, not all family members are trustee and they need to
verify them first and then involve them into business; sixthly, in order to
motivate and benefit from expertise of others, it is much safer to give them a
portion of profit instead of giving them a portion of ownership; seventhly, the
fewer number of partners, the more durability of partnership; eighthly, in
partnership never listen to others because every one cares only about his or
her benefits; and finally, women of family including mother, wife, daughter
and sister should not intervene in the business and not even dare to do so.
Although Javad and Jamal did not succeed their father in fabric business,
they followed their passionate business and with support of elders could
flourish and enlarge the whole business. They believe being passionate in
business is the main drive and support; that is hardworking and patience
guarantee success. They have been successful in the experience of father with
Javad in first to second generation, and also experience of Javad with Jamal
(with 20 years age difference) in second to third generation. Therefore, they
want to do exactly the same Javad’s sons. However, they have no plan for
Javad’s daughter. Jamal and Javad have a successful partnership but they both
feel vulnerable from their wives. Because despite their age difference, they
both have been fallen in trap of luxury and always compare their luxurious
belongings, which has led to invisible clashes that may erupt one day. Clashes
of wives would be a deadly poison to the body of their family business and
their partnership.

The Story of Wholesaling and Travel Agency
The story of Niko wholesaling is a story about money and its influence in family
relationship. Our story begins when money was not important at all and how it
gradually gained attention and became ample and changed the character of
the people and destroyed family solidarity; how a lack of money eased up the
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succession process and then how ample money destroyed brotherhood
relationship.
Three brothers and three sisters were living in peace, love and respect
under protection and shadow of their parents. The father of family had a small
wholesaling store in Tehran Bazar, but his earning was only enough for
expenses of his family and he was not able to even pay for wage of an assistant
in store. Therefore, his sons Ali, Amir, and Majid used to come to store in order
to help their father. Their income was not a lot but enough to keep family
happy and cover all their expenses. Helping father left no option for sons
except joining father business. Business was developed when Ali, Amir and
Majid grow up and worked for father business full time. Brothers used to work
hard and should by shoulder. There was no selfishness and it was all pure love,
patience, respect, trust and sacrifice for each other, for family, for parents and
sisters. Father unwillingly had to retire because his age and disease left no
power for him to work and therefore he trusted his sons and their capabilities
in running business. Nevertheless, his trustee sons succeeded him and became
in charge of their family business. Shortly after succession, Iran’s revolution
occurred, and it brought a great opportunity for them because many
competitors didn’t supply, and they could sell a lot and increase their market
share. When financial situation of their family was improved they could marry
and have their own family. Iran-Iraq war brought them similar opportunity and
they could develop their business and experience a remarkable growth during
eight years’ war.
Flourishing in business led to improving of life style and expansion of
business. However, their partnership and brotherhood relationship remained
intact in the beginning but gradually changes in life style and enjoying life and
long vacations made Majid (youngest brother) feel saturated from work and
money. Later on, he did not go to work anymore with excuse of illness. Ali and
Amir realised the truth, but respectful and trustful structure of their
partnership caused that they pretend nothing has happened and Majid could
still benefit from wholesaling profit same as before. However, greedy Majid in
renting money that is strongly prohibited in Islam and Iranian culture used the
money that Ali and Amir used to give Majid out of annual profit. But they
thought by themselves that it is his money and he is free to do whatever he
wants but Ali’s and Amir’s family reduced their relationship with him and his
family.
Ali and Amir continued wholesaling business and paid Majid share of
profit every year. They had extra money and didn’t know how to invest it. Amir
who was ambitious and risk taker convinced Ali to buy an office in a good area
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of city in order to increase their business size by adding an import section to
their business. Good location of office along with sociability of Amir directed
him to establish a travel agency. So, he left import business for staff of
wholesaling store. By doing so, Ali became in charge of import and wholesaling
store and Amir became in charge of travel agency, which was completely
different from their main business. Ali stayed in Tehran Bazar and like other
stores of Bazar took care of wholesaling store in a traditional way and Amir
worked in the office that was in a luxury area of Tehran and by latest software
and well-educated employees.
The more time passed, the more distance between brothers was created
because they were working in two different line of business and consequently
did not need to check all details and decisions with each other. Each brother
had its own territory of decision-making and they only calculated total profit of
two businesses at the end of year and then shared them equally. The more
distance between brothers caused less solidarity and sense of belongingness
and togetherness. Year by year the gap between brothers’ relationship was
widen. In addition, travel agency became much more profitable and its annual
turnover became much larger than wholesaling business. Therefore
‘materiality and money filled the gap in relationship of brothers and it was the
moment our problems raised. Our “we” became “I”, and “you”. “Our work”
became “my work” and “your work”. “Our money” became “my money” and
“your money”’, Ali said.
Ali believes sometimes money changes people and materiality become
so powerful that can overcome family love, sacrifice, hierarchy, respect, trust
and brotherhood. ‘Rapid growth in financial situation of family requires a
foundation otherwise building a big construction on it will collapse for sure’, Ali
stated. Despite all difficulties that Ali has with regard to his partnership with
his brothers in their family business he still emphasizes on his partnership with
his brothers. However, his son and Amir’s son who have been involved with
their father business have become a barrier in reconciliation of brothers with
their interference. New generation (cousins) in this family business has not so
much in common with each other and does not care about future of this
partnership.
Although both Ali and Amir have two daughters and one son, only son of
each brother has been involved in business of their father. Son of Ali has been
working in wholesaling store since age of 18 initially part time and then full
time. The same has happened to son of Amir. Both sons have had a remarkable
impact on business of their father and have modernized their business. Even
Ali who is traditional has a kind of rivalry with regard to serving customers with
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his son who keeps all records of transaction in computer software. New
generation like their father never thought of other business and did join father
business as their irreversible destiny. Early involvement of new generation in
business and their demonstrated capabilities in business has assured their
fathers about future of their business. However, neither Ali nor Amir are ready
for retirement and are thinking and planning to use great potential and
capabilities of their sons in new line of business and investment as well as their
current business.
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Chapter 8: Predecessor/Founder Perspective

‘I always wish a day was forty-eight hours and life was not so short; then, I
could work 24 hours a day and enjoy it much longer. What the hell is
retirement! But you know it is not up to me. Whether I accept it or not, it is the
destiny of human being. I want my sons continue my work and flourish it after
me. I am training them, and I must work until the time of death or disability. I
hope that one day they will sit here and run this business’ (Source: seventy-six
years old business founder in an interview).
Commitment of predecessor in succession process is essential and primary
condition for success in succession process. Succession is one of the most
challenging decisions for family business leaders to make and a
multidimensional problem to deal with, whether it is in Iranian family business
or the Western ones. Continuity of business over generations is one of the
interests of all Iranian family business leaders that had been interviewed in this
research. They believed succession could be considered as a separation from
business as well. In another word, separation or at best getting distance from
business is the price that predecessor has to pay during succession process in
order to have a long-lasting business over generations. But such separation is
not easy to do, especially for those who are the founder of a business and/or
have dedicated themselves to business. The more sacrifices and dedications,
the more success and synergy are there in a business and consequently, the
harder separation will be. Despite high level of family business leaders’ interest
in continuity of business over generations, reluctance and hesitation and even
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resistance are often seen among them in confrontation with succession
process, so postponing or even denying succession is not very unusual.
Based on the information that I collected, Chapter eight to fifteen offer
an attempt to explore and analyse succession from the perspective of Iranian
family business stakeholders to start with the leaders in order to find
underlying reasons that can justify their reluctance, hesitation, and resistance
as well as those factors and opportunities that lubricate succession process.
Therefore, we begin with the main reasons that make predecessors’ separation
difficult from business psychologically. Then, we refer to fears and concerns
that succession or in another word retirement may arise for predecessors and
we will try to understand the causes of such fears and concerns. And finally, we
will analyse different characteristics of Iranian family business leaders that I
found relevant in order to see how these characteristics may affect succession
process.

Identification with Business
Among all factors that lead to the success of a family business, enjoying and
having what I would describe as a synergy of business success and personal
development are the most fundamental ones. Identification with the business
and getting reward from success in the business has mutual effects that
strengthen business and well-being, as well as the self-confidence of the
people involved. Therefore, they become interested and even passionate
about it, which is the main factor that ignites the business engine towards
success. The more passion they have for business the more people are
committed to business and consequently they gain more knowledge and
experience that is what makes the synergy effect work. In sum, synergy and
identification to business have bilateral and amplifying effects on each other.
The more synergy, the harder the separation will be for the predecessor.
However, not all synergies are the same and consequently the confrontation of
the family business leaders to the problems of commitments may vary
significantly. Based on my findings about predecessors in the family business, I
found three types of synergies:
- Synergy resulting from the work itself
- Synergy resulting from the profit of business
- Synergy for the family business as a means in order to keep family
members united
These three types of synergies are interrelated and overlap. However, leaders
of successful family businesses more or less prioritize one type of synergy over
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another. The first two synergies are more business oriented and the third one
is more family-oriented. Synergy with work and synergy with profit are more
intertwined and interrelated. There would be no synergy with business when
there is not profit and there is no synergy with profit if there is no business and
synergy with it.
Those predecessors that get more synergy with business itself and enjoy
from working are more hardworking and concentrated; more durable in time
of crisis and in ups and downs of business; more concerned about business
etiquette and quality of products/services. They gain more knowledge and
speciality in business field and identify themselves with that business. They
care more about well-being of employees and workers; and finally, their
businesses are more long lasting and they are highly concerned with the future
of business over generations. Effect of this synergy is bilateral and multiplied.
The more synergy of people with business and enjoy working drive them to
work harder and develop their business. On the other hand, more
development brings more joys but requires more working, involvement,
knowledge and concentration in order to run business in a bigger scale.
Prioritizing business effectiveness over profit leads to paying more attention to
satisfaction of customers and its outcome would be the good quality of
products/services and having loyal customers. It also brings social etiquette in
long term and identification with business. In addition, importance of business
and its continuity can temporarily justify lowering the profit and even loss in
times of crisis and difficult times of market. This synergy with business can also
be transferred to others in family business by being inspired either from hard
work or caring of leader about well-being of employees and workers.
Therefore, everyone can enjoy from business effectiveness.
Most of successful family business leaders who enjoy business more
than profit are strongly glued to their business. They are somehow addicted to
work and define their work with emotional and sentimental expressions such
as “first love”; “first child”; “an infant that needs full time care and attention”;
“fruit of life” and so on. Working can be so joyful to them that they describe its
tiring as “sweet and reviving.” The more difficult and tiring works they have,
the more joy they gain. To them, job has to be done, no matter how difficult it
is, it is either day or night, financially possible or not. They do whatever they
can to achieve what they want. Therefore, they are also resistant against
retirement or the period they do not work. To them, not working is “poisonous
and even equal to death” because then they have outlived their usefulness.
Working to them is “the reason for living by which they feel useful and
needed”; working is the source of “social status, reputation and respect”;
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working is “the sweet taste of life” and the source of “hilarity and happiness in
life”.
Despite all advantages of this synergy for business, it is the root cause of
many tensions in succession process. These family business leaders trap into a
dilemma in which they are concerned about the future of their business and
have to transfer their leadership over business to next generation, while they
are not willing to retire or even step back from work. Emotional ties with
business make predecessors highly concerned about the future of their
business so that they express their feelings about discontinuing business after
them as “smashing fruit of their life”; “breaking their back bone”; “deadly
punch into their face”; and even consider it “equal to death of a child”. On the
other hand, they are not willing to retire because stop working to them means
losing many things they have gained through working. Therefore, even
imagining life without working is so scary to them that they may prefer to
leave succession after their death.
In contrast, those who get more synergy from profit of business are
more concerned about wealth accumulation; more flexible with regard to
business diversification and investment in new businesses; and finally insist
less on continuity of their business by next generation. They look at business as
a means and not as an end. They quench their thirst for money through
working. They use business to generate profit and therefore use their wealth
to enjoy life. However, greediness may also make them passionate with their
business gradually and eventually make them addicted to work as well. This
group defines their business with materialistic expressions such as “the biggest
passion”, “the best and sole fun and hobby”, “only hobby they know and can
enjoy from”, and “fruit of life long working”.
Succession process is easier for those who enjoy more from profit than
business itself. In comparison, this group is less addicted to work and therefore
retire more easily. They accept business diversification and investment in new
lines of business with comfort. They use capabilities of new generation in new
business opportunities and try to benefit from them in order to increase their
overall profit. Therefore, they reduce intergenerational clashes by working in
different areas.
Third group is more concerned about family boundaries and
togetherness rather than business effectiveness and profit. They assume family
unity as a precondition of success in family business. Therefore, they enjoy
being together and consequently benefit from success and profit of family
business. They use family business as a means by which they can provide
means of family life and welfare. In addition, they use family business in order
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to enjoy being with beloved ones and promote family harmony, peace and
solidarity. They may even use family business and its revenues for supporting
and helping family members or relatives who even are not involved in the
business.
This group defines family business with expressions such as “glue that
keeps family members together”; “a tool to prevent or resolve family crisis”;
“means of providing family welfare”; and look at work as “picnic fire that
makes everyone in group collect wood to keep fire burning” and everyone can
benefit and enjoy from it. Since business structure is based on preserving the
peace and harmony of a family, the choice of succession would probably be
the most peaceful one. Therefore, there is a risk of sacrificing business
effectiveness in favour of family peace.
Synergy and attachment with business have been addressed in many
different literature as a psychological problem that predecessors deal with
during succession process (Zaleznik et al., 1985, p. 226; Zellweger & Astrachan,
2006b, p. 352; Ayres, 1990, p. 6; Mulholand, 2003, p. 101; Lansberg, 1988, p.
125; Levinson, 1974, p. 56), however, none of the mentioned studies have
categorised different types of synergies and did not elaborate consequences of
these different synergies on succession process. Nevertheless, such
categorisation and consequences on succession process are extracted from a
small number of interviews in Iran while it can be even more precise by further
studies in this field.

Fearful Retirement
Retirement is a critical issue in succession process. Predecessors’ readiness for
retirement plays a significant role in a peaceful and smooth succession process.
Despite the nature of retirement as a period in which people enjoy the fruit of
their working lifetime and rest, most family business leaders that I interviewed
were either against it or not so willing to be retired. To some of them, death or
disability both are the moments they approach to their retirement. Some of
those who accepted to be retired in healthy condition still visit their business
even daily or get daily reports from business and impose their leadership over
business. Family business leaders’ resistance for retirement was so obvious
that voluntarily retirement seems as an exception rather than part of a regular
working cycle. In order to better plans for succession process and deal with its
problems and barriers, it would be beneficial to study and elaborate the
reasons behind predecessors’ resistance against retirement.
My findings show retirement for family business leaders means a
transition from stability, power and usefulness toward the circumstances that
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they are not very familiar and is embodied with tremendous uncertainties and
ambiguities. Therefore, fears about the future surround the predecessors and
make them so concerned that some of them prefer not to think about or plan
for it. When we look at the retirement from predecessors’ perspective,
numerous reasons can be found that justify their fears, concerns, and
resistance.
One of the most common reasons for predecessors’ resistance is
separation from work and business. The more synergy and attachment to work
and business, the more resistance for retirement is likely. Through this
research, I found business or work can become so important to some family
business leaders that without which life become “nonsense”, “meaningless”,
and “not worthy”, so they prefer “death” rather than retirement. These are
very strong statements that clearly illustrate the important role of work in their
life and how difficult such separation from work will be. Among all reasons
behind their resistance for such separation from work, I found habitual and
emotional attachment to work the more visible one.
With regard to habitual attachment, working for some family business
leaders is like an addiction and/or hobby and needs to be overcome before
retirement. These people used to work for a very long period of time and their
life style and character have been shaped accordingly. Consequently, it is not
easy for them to digest such a big change in their daily routine imposed by
retirement. Therefore, it would be beneficial to look at retirement as a process
over time, in which the amount of predecessor’s work gradually reduces and is
replaced with other types of hobbies out of business, because this type of
family business leaders cannot tolerate immediate retirement. Most probable
reactions of these type of family business leaders to immediate retirement are
either resistance and standing against it, or frequent intervening into business
affairs even in minor issues after retirement in order to find an opportunity to
go back to work.
With regard to emotional attachment, I found some family business
leaders who unify and identify themselves with business. They take a
motherhood attitude toward business and may even become overprotective
and aggressive with those who may separate them from their business. My
findings are in line with Danco’s argument (2003, p. 61) in which family
business leader becomes irrational and highly emotional with regard to others’
capabilities for running the business in his absence. They consider themselves
as the sole guardian of business and therefore justify their resistance for
retirement. Business is part of their identity without which they feel
incomplete. These types of leaders are highly resistant about retirement as
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one of my interviewees stated: ‘my children can never appreciate my hard
work because they cannot understand it […] no matter if I cannot walk , hear
or see, as long as I can think and talk I will run this business and will not retire
because no one else knows this business and cares about it better than I.’
Persuading these family business leaders for retirement is extremely difficult
because any kinds of argument with them make them upset. They look at
retirement as leaving their business in the hands of a successor that they are
always doubtful about his/her competence. As Danco (2003) describes,
succession to them is like ‘running of their daughter and marrying a barefoot,
long-haired, guitar player which leads to destroying product of their dream
[their business].’ (p. 61)
Another popular reason for resistance against retirement among Iranian
family business leaders is their difficulties in staying at home. In contrast with
most literature reviews that either neglect or consider it as a minor issue, this
reason is highly popular and important among Iranian family business leaders.
Some of Iranian family business leaders are tired of working and its stress but
they hesitate to do so mainly because they hate to stay at home after
retirement. In fact, it is rooted in Iranian-Islamic culture that divides
responsibilities and leaves home affairs for women and work out of home for
men. Therefore, most Iranian family business leaders -who are mostly maleconsider retirement firstly boring and secondly as narrowing down their
territory that increases tensions with wife in home due to clashes of authority.
In other words, retirement to them means decline in their authority that may
undermine their leadership role over family. Most predecessors that I
interviewed were deeply concerned that staying at home in daytime will arise
many disputes and clashes of power with their wives. Even one of the
interviewees said: ‘I hate and cannot tolerate staying at home in day time even
on the weekends and always try to find something like planning for business or
the likes to make myself busy rather than sitting by my wife or do home affairs
[…] God bless me after retirement!’ Or, similarly another interviewee said: ‘I
had a heart surgery and I had to stay at home for a month, but you know, I
could not tolerate staying at home with my wife and came to office after one
week. I knew it was dangerous, but home was extremely boring to me and
more dangerous for my heart.’
Personally, I think one of the reasons that make life of Iranian family
business leaders boring after retirement is having no alternative after work to
engage them. It can also be interpreted as having no interest out of business.
Being involved in suitable activities even long before retirement is one of the
solutions that not only prevent family clashes and boredom but also help them
not think they have outlived their usefulness after retirement. Participation in
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business associations, social activities and NGOs, attending religious
ceremonies like public praying, visiting relatives and friends, gardening and the
likes are few among plenty of suggestions by which people can do in their free
time after retirement.
Dependency after retirement is another concern for predecessors in
dealing with retirement and succession. My findings show that such fears are
predecessors’ reason for hesitation to retirement or at best their reason for
not transferring all their authority and ownership to next generation. Through
my interviews with those predecessors that are either retired or are in hot
phase of succession, I found that none of them merely rely on financial
revenues that are expected from business after their retirement. They have
thought of alternative revenues basically not to be dependent on the others
and particularly their successor. Financial dependency is of the greatest
concern among Iranian family business leaders after retirement mainly
because Iran’s economy has not been very stable and predictable in the past
decades and there has been many up and down in our economy. Therefore,
they cannot rely merely on one source of revenue from a business that is no
longer in their control and management.
Another type of dependency that makes Iranian family business leaders
concern is physical dependency. Aging and health problems are correlated, and
such dependency is not very strange. However, the way some Iranian family
business leaders look at this dependency explains their fears and concerns. It
would be easier to understand their concern when we look at my interviewee’s
statement that ‘health problem is for everyone but when I am in charge of this
business and my children take their salary from me, I “command” them to take
me to doctor. But after retirement I have to ask them to take me to doctor and
I don’t like it.’ In other words, it can be interpreted that predecessors who
have been always leaders of both family and business consider retirement as
transition of position from a leading role to being a burden on shoulders of
others.
This research also revealed the fear of loneliness and isolation from
society is common after retirement. Losing business contacts including
suppliers, customers, relevant organisations to business, and even their staff
after retirement creates a big gap in social relationship of predecessor.
Therefore, fear or sense of loneliness will evoke predecessor as retirement and
separate them from most of their daily routine contacts. Consequences of such
separation are feeling isolated from society and even in longer terms being
forgotten. The more such feelings surround predecessor, the more concern
they will have in declining their social status, respect and appreciation of their
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work. As one of my interviewee stated, ‘Job for man is like gun and uniform for
a militant commander. If a militant commander walks in street without gun
and uniform, there will be no difference between him and others [in public].
Therefore, if I leave my job [by retirement], it is obvious that I will lose my
position, respect and pride in the society.’ Therefore, such concern may
become so worrying to them that lead them to be reluctant or even resistant
to retirement and succession.

Founders’ Characteristics
Every family business is built based on characteristics of its founder. Strength
and positive characteristics of founders lay the foundation of business
structure or organisation. However, the new generation may not have the
same characteristics of the founder. Therefore, transition of leadership to the
new generation may impose conflicts between new generation’s
characteristics and business structure that is shaped based on founder’s
characteristics. Accordingly, there is also an argument by Danco (2003, p. 1-9)
that predecessors’ strength and positive characteristics in running business
become barriers in succession process and those qualities that were against
predecessors in running and developing business become opportunities that
help succession process. My findings showed that this argument can be
partially correct as it has been discussed earlier that the predecessors’ passion
into business, enjoying from work, synergy and attachment, seeking
independence and social recognition through working are among the factors
that lead to success of business, but they become barriers for retirement and
succession process. We will also refer to more characteristics that are helpful
in running business but may cause problem during succession process such as
hardworking, ambitious and greediness, precise and care about business,
charisma and the ability to persuade others, paternal leadership, secretive and
not reviewed, and self-confidence. However, in contrast with Danco’s
argument, I also found some characteristics and qualities that can be helpful
for running business as well as succession process such as concentration,
setting business principles and framework, specialization, being concerned and
paying attention to healthy business and life.

Hardworking
Success in business needs many ingredients and hardworking is of the
important ones. All interviewees mentioned Hardworking as an underlying
factor for their successes and achievements. My findings from Iranian family
business interviewees identified hardworking as a characteristic that is the fruit
of need and passion. It seems to be so deeply encoded in Iranian culture that
one interviewee even claimed that it is genetically coded. To them, every one
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of these three sources is enough for being a hardworking person but
combination of need, passion and genes together in one person along with
patience, concentration, resistance, and sacrifice makes the outcome of
his/her hardworking very promising.
Taking all my findings from interviewees, a hardworking person can be
described as someone who can achieve the best results with minimum cost
and resources; someone who hardly gives up and therefore insists on achieving
what he wants; someone who does the job right away and never postpones
doing it when everything is ready to do it. Lack or short of resources are not a
dead end for hardworking person because he will work –or better to say fighthard to prepare those resources and make the job done. Someone who will do
whatever he can to achieve his goals no matter how hard or low level that job
is. Such hardworking person welcomes others’ help but does not depend on
and wait for them. A hardworking person is a potential leader as he may work
harder than others and will be beyond them in experience and knowledge of
work and more successful than others. Therefore, others have to follow him at
work and obey his orders. A hardworking person may have many mistakes in
his works but having many jobs done often compensate those mistakes and
the overall result is positive.
Need was the main driver for many entrepreneurs to be a hardworking
person. Among all needs, financial needs have a clear footprint in formation of
many Iranian family businesses. Financial needs have forced many Iranian to
start working from very young age and even from early childhood23. Therefore,
they learn “no pain, no gain” by their heart and understand difficulties of life
and value of the money they earn by hard working. With this regard, one of my
interviewee who is founder of a family business stated: ‘whatever you gain by
hardship, you will not lose it easily’ and ‘only revenue out of hardworking is
your capital because easy money will fly from your pocket easily.’ Therefore,
they learn that hardworking is the best way to escape from poverty. In
addition, understanding value of the money they earn make them save more
money instead of spending. Those who are forced to work hard not only learn
hardworking by heart but also try to get rid of poverty by saving and running
their own business in order to increase their well-being. They may also try to
develop their business in order to become rich. It is the moment hardworking
and dedication to work become essential and part of their characteristic that
23

Two of my interviewees had started working at age of six. Three others had started
working between ten to thirteen years old. Six others had started working before age
of eighteen.
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direct them in more development and involvement into business which needs
more hardworking and cause this cycle goes on and on.
Passion is another essence by which a person becomes hard working
due to joys that work brings. As one of interviewee stated: ‘nothing but
passion can keep me working eighteen hours a day in young age and twelve
hours a day at the age of seventy.’ Therefore, the more work they do, the
more joy they have. Passion can keep people working day and night so that
they do not leave workplace for several days in order to make a job done.
Passion also becomes a persuasive factor for people to not to be shy from
doing cheap and low-level works because work itself is a matter and the rest is
not very important. Passion in doing hard and big jobs is another cause that
encourages people to get involved in jobs that require hard working and
dedication. Passion of people in doing risky jobs and/or demonstration of their
abilities firstly to others and then to themselves is another cause to work hard
in order to make the risky jobs done.
To family business, hardworking can also be harmful. Paying too much
attention to work and spending most of time in workplace may endanger
family harmony and relationship. Spending too much time or getting deeply
involved into business may imbalance family-business leverage in favour of
business and it may have negative consequences in family side. Parents may
not be able to pay enough attention or spend enough time for raising children.
Couples may confront with lack of attention from each other and love in
between them may fade up. Too much work and not having time for
participation in family occasions may disappoint family members and relatives.
Hardworking may end up in addiction to work so that a hardworking person
may neglect other aspects of life and merely dedicate himself to work. Such
person may have no hobby or fun except work. Therefore, failure in business
or bankruptcy may become devastating and depression would become more
likely as one of my interviewee had to deal with it for six months.
With regard to succession, a hardworking person who has become
addicted to work can hardly retire from business by his own will, unless aging
or health problems force him to retire. Therefore, succession would become a
problematic issue to deal with. A hardworking person may expect the similar
characteristic from the next generation. But they do not necessarily possess all
characteristics of their parents and do not necessarily think the same way and
it is the situation that expectation of predecessor and abilities of succeeding
generation do not match, and their conflicts start.
For instance, some predecessors only consider difficult and physical
work as hardworking and expect their successor to deal more with physical
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works rather than managerial roles in business. As one of my interviewee who
was successor of a family business said: ‘I am successor of my father in this
factory, but I was deprived of a managerial desk. I have to stand on my foot all
day, because my father wants me to run all the time and supervise workers
while I can have my own desk and think more freely and also monitor all
workers at the same time through a LCD.’
It is more likely that each person builds his own business based on his
characteristics and a hardworking leader is supposed to be succeeded with
another hardworking person otherwise succession would be structurally
difficult. Children of a hardworking person carefully look at their parents and
learn from them. One assumption is learning hardworking from parents, but
another possibility is that children feel hatred from hard work of their parent
and decide to live differently from their parent and spend their time more for
family and/or hobbies instead of work.

Ambition
Having ambitious goals is one of the main causes for many family business
leaders to progress and development. Competing and comparison with those
who are better and not satisfied with their status are some reasons I found
among some family business leaders to set ambitious goals for the future of
their business. I would also argue that growth and development provide a
complimentary condition for financial continuity of successful family business
over generations in Iran. Growth in profitability and market share are
mandatory especially for those family businesses that have high level of life
standard and their children approach the age of independence and marriage.
Problem arises when revenues of a family business is sufficient for expenses of
a nuclear family but when children approach the age of independence in Iran,
they may expect to have the same life standard as their parents and benefit
from all welfare they used to have with their parents.
Some examples of these ambitious goals that my interviewees had set
for their business are “increasing number of employees beyond one
thousand”; “having factory in major cities of Iran”; “expansion of market share
and exporting to other markets”; “enlarging business and becoming the
leading one in market”; “annual growth at least twenty per cent”; “becoming
an internationally famous brand”. Even though some of these goals seem to be
very ambitious, surprisingly some of family businesses I interviewed were
getting very close to their goals. Ambition –or greediness- for future of their
business in long term alongside hardworking are driving forces for many
Iranian family business for growth and development. Such ambitious goals may
not be necessarily accessible, while these goals may direct family business
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leaders toward hardworking so that they could remain constantly thirsty for
bigger success.
Insisting on achieving what they have set ambitiously on one hand and
their thirst for bigger success on the other hand provoke family business
leaders to work hard to get as much as satisfaction and achievement they
dream of. As a result, two consequences of succession are very likely. First,
possibility is that family business leaders insist on their presence in family
business in order to achieve their goal by themselves and at least quench their
thirst for success even partially. Therefore, succession will become
problematic, as family business leaders will not be so willing to step back or
retire from business because they want to achieve their goals by themselves
and gain its credit. Even if such ambitious goals are achieved, there is no
guarantee that new goals are set for future afterward. Second, possibility is
that family business leaders retire and leave responsibility of business and
achieving goals for successor/s. The problem starts because most of these
ambitious goals are set based on dreams, characteristics and capabilities of
predecessors and successor may not necessarily have same motives,
capabilities, and characteristics of predecessor to achieve those goals.
Therefore, successor may confront with an expectation that is not affordable
by successor.

Precise and Careful
Paying attention to details and caring about business are also among
characteristics that help family business leaders to avoid mistakes and increase
productivity and performance of business. However, too much attention to
details may cause family business leaders to look at everything pessimistically.
On one hand it can be argued that such precise and cares are needed for
evaluation and selection of successor. On the other hand, their pessimistic
view may become disappointing or even frustrating for successor, other
managers, and employees. As one of interviewee stated: ‘Whatever my father
looks at, he only sees problem and mistakes. He always points at negative side
and consequences of our work. He always reminds us how we should improve
our work. I ask myself why I should do a work and then hear his advice.’
Sometimes people need to be encouraged and appreciated for their work and
such pessimistic view may threaten self-confidence and motivation of
successor in running business after predecessor.

Charismatic Leadership
Charisma is a characteristic that helps leaders in organising people toward
business goals and effectiveness. A charismatic leader can easily persuade
managers and employees to work together and prevent or resolve many
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tensions in business. The more charismatic leadership in business, there will be
more influence over business and its managers and employees. Therefore,
there will be more dependency of business to its leader for organising and
solving organisational conflicts and tensions. One consequence of such
dependency can be resistance of the managers and employees to committing
the succession process, as it might be perceived as transition from stability and
status quo toward uncertainty and ambiguity. The successor may not have
similar charisma of the predecessor and therefore may not be able to continue
the same managerial style and leadership of the predecessor after succession.
Organisation and business have been shaped according to the predecessor’s
charismatic leadership. Consequently, without the existence of that charisma,
solving the problems is very hard. In addition, power of persuading people is a
gift for many charismatic leaders. As my findings indicated, some family
business leaders may use their power of persuading to postpone retirement
and succession process.

Paternal Leadership
Many Iranian family business leaders that I interviewed consider their
employees and managers as their extended family members and care a lot
about their wellbeing and problems. Their care about their staff can even go
beyond financial supports and include paternal roles such as introducing girls
and boys for marriage, solving their family crisis, teaching and advising them
for their future life and so on and so forth. Therefore, relationship of family
business leaders and their staff will go far beyond business dimension and
becomes more like a family. Such relationship makes their staff feel not only
emotionally tied and dependent but also in debt to them. Consequently, their
staff may consider succession as a threat to their relationship with
predecessor. They may also look at succession as a separation between them
and their paternal leader and therefore their resistance to succession would
become very likely. On the other hand, influence of paternal leaders in
business is that merely presence of them was enough to prevent tensions and
problems. However, successor can hardly succeed paternal leadership of
predecessor and therefore family business may confront with many tensions
among employees that had been buried in the past due to presence of
predecessor. As a result, successor will have to deal with many inherited
tensions among employees from past. The more parental leadership, the more
dependency of business to predecessor and the more difficult and problematic
succession will be.

Secretiveness
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Every business has its own secrets and classified information. Family business
like other types of business has many secrets. However, my findings show that
family business leader in contrast with other businesses. Family business is not
very much reviewed, and it is not very responsive to others. Therefore, most of
these secrets and confidential information are not archived and leader of
family business is usually the only one who knows and keeps all business
secrets. In addition, many family business leaders that I interviewed had a
fatherhood attitude to problems. They tend to carry burden of responsibilities
alone and solve problems by themselves so that others remain in peace.
Not being reviewed by others and secretive attitude of family business
leaders help them to quickly respond to problems and make decisions. It also
help them to become the only one who has a comprehensive information
about whole business and can easier connect with different issues and make a
more precise decision. However, such attitude of predecessors becomes
problematic in succession process. My findings showed most family business
leaders tend to do not share their secrets with others, it is also common that
they do not keep any records from secrets and keep them all merely in mind.
On one side, not everything can be conveyed to successor by words and they
need to be involved with problems in order to gain enough experience and
knowledge for dealing with them. Consequently, the more secretive
predecessor will cause more difficulties for successor in getting a
comprehensive overview of all business dimensions. On the other side,
successor will not be necessarily the only owner of business and having other
shareholders in family business after succession make them responsive to and
reviewed by others. Therefore, continuing same attitude of secretiveness
becomes very difficult for successor. On the other hand, sharing or revealing
those secrets may also impose a threat to family business, which is another
dilemma for successor to deal with.

Self-Confidence
Self-Confidence is extremely important for foundation of business and vital for
making risky decisions or setting ambitious goals in work. However, selfconfidence can become a problematic issue when family business leader gets
aged. What I found in this research is that sometimes aging is correlated with
conservative attitude among family business leaders. They become prostability and less flexible to changes in business. However, constantly changes
in market trends make business adjustment to new circumstances imperative.
There conflict starts because on one hand new generations feel responsible to
adjust business with new circumstances and, on the other hand, predecessors
are not ready to digest implementation of such changes.
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Self-confidence of predecessor may result in not listening to others’
opinions to changes or not accepting or even opposing them. Role of selfconfidence –or better to say too much self-confidence- in these situations may
become so remarkable that predecessor may even impose their leadership to
others and suppress them in order to preserve status qu. Other consequences
of self-confidence are their determination and being assertive and rigid to
opposition or disagreement to their decisions. Therefore, successors may
become passive and prefer to remain silent and do not assert themselves in
front of predecessor.

Concentration on Principales
I found concentration in business as one of the elements that not only directs
business toward success but also lubricates succession process significantly.
Concentration gives depth and meaning into business. Concentration does not
necessarily mean repeating a job but means setting principles and a framework
for business and then sticking to them in all aspects of business life.
Concentration requires thoughts, works, and wealth of a person in direction of
setting principles and framework. Being fully committed and absolutely
concentrated require people to ban themselves from getting involved into any
other business out of framework and principle –financially, thoughtfully or by
work- even though it is temporarily or very profitable. Concentration requires
sacrifice and forgiveness because by concentration into business, only success
of business matters can be seen. No matter who does the job or who has
worked more. Every stakeholder in business should be committed and
concentrated to direct business into success based on setting principles and
framework. At the end, all stakeholders will be successful by success of
business.
Setting business principles is one of the greatest influences that a
business founder can have in family business over generations. I found that if
founder set these principles beyond financial matters, family business would
become more durable over generations. It doesn’t mean that financial matters
such as profitability, wealth accumulation and the likes should be neglected in
business. However, it means that alongside seeking profit, founder can create
a broader scope and vision for business, which would be helpful in giving depth
and meaning into business. Such depth and meaning can differentiate a family
business from other companies. Therefore, stakeholders do not necessarily
judge about business performance by financial indexes and also succeeding
generation will have additional incentive –or better to say an obligation- to
continue mission and principles of family business. Some of family businesses I
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did interview had set their business principles beyond financial matters and are
enjoying either easy succession process or are in second or third generation.
One family business had set their principle as “promotion of public
culture” and was only involved and concentrated in business of book
publication, book retail store, and art galleries. This family business is run by
second generation and they follow the footprint of founder and his business
principles and framework. Another example of business principle was “creating
jobs for young people” and they could have run plenty of dairy factories all
over Iran and employ many young people in their giant network of dairy
business run by the second generation. I also know another family business
that is based on principle of “disability is not a barrier to work” and therefore
could have run a hygienic business and expand it so that more than two
thousand disable people are running this business and they are involved in a
peaceful succession process. Another example is “production of Iranian quality
cosmetics” and by concentration in this principle, they could have become a
leading company in this field with a very well-known laboratory in Middle East
that not only has gained a large portion of Iran’s market but also export most
of its products to other countries in the region. Principles that are more
popular are production or delivering “quality” or “value for money” products
and services that have been taken for granted in many Iranian successful
family businesses.
These principles not only convey to next generation and other
stakeholders that money is not everything in family business but also give
them a meaningful responsibility to fulfil. Another consequence of
concentration on principles is that business success takes precedence over
profit maximization. Therefore, stakeholders enjoy more from success of
business and pay more attention to non-financial matters like quality, honesty
and healthy business rather than merely concerning on profit. In addition, truly
concentration on these principles leads to focusing on business thoughtfully
and physically, which deepen knowledge, experience and recognition in
industry. More depth of business creates new opportunities for specialization
and therefore more successors from next generation can join business and
take responsibility of a certain area. Moreover, such principles direct wealth of
family business into more meaningful projects and properties that can remain
not only as physical inheritance but also as intangible heritage and legacy for
the next generations so that they can benefit from or feel proud of.

Healthy Life and Business
“Healthy” is a broad label that all family business leaders that I interviewed
have referred to as criteria, by which they evaluate their real success in life and
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business. To them, healthy life and business not only secure their success but
also help successor in continuing family business after them. Being concerned
and paying attention to healthy business and life are among the most popular
characteristics that were important to all my predecessor interviewees. My
findings showed healthy as a broad term refers to many aspects of life and
business that some of them are called as Halal food (clean and lawful earning),
honesty, morality, rightfulness, legitimation, being respectful and trustworthy,
equality and fairness, humanitarian, benevolence, others’ satisfaction including
customers and suppliers, and in short living and working for God’s sake.
To succession, some family business leaders refer healthy business and
life –not necessarily properties- as their only valuable and durable inheritance
they can leave for next generation. To them, healthy life and business are only
ways to gain real, long lasting and truthful credit, respect, and reputation in
market as well as society from which successor can benefit in long term subject
to continuing healthy life and business after succession. To them, healthy
business and life gratify similar people around them either in life or in business.
This argument can be explained by paying more attention in selecting people
for their relationship in either personal life or their business partners and
employees. Having similar people who care about their healthy business and
life helps successor to trust others more easily. However, we will further
elaborate healthy business and life in Chapter fourteen.

Conclusion
My findings showed that continuity of family business over generations is of
interest for all interviewed predecessors. Nevertheless, succession has an
additional meaning for the predecessors: separation from family business.
Therefore, the predecessors’ interest to continue family business over
generations should be taken for granted and instead I tried to find those
factors that negatively affect their propensity to pass the family business
leadership to a successor. The predecessors’ separation from business is
accompanied with multidimensional problems, personal, and psychological
tensions that lead to hesitation, reluctance, resistance, or even denial to
succession.
In contrast with most literature that try to reflect a black and white
analysis to the predecessor’s hesitation and stepping back from the family
business in favour of the successor, my findings illustrated that not all
predecessors are the same in dealing with their separation from their family
business. The basic underlying reason for attachment of the predecessors in
my findings is their synergy (how they enjoy and get energy from their
contribution) with their family business. However, I found three different but
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sometimes overlapping synergies among the predecessors, such as synergy
with work itself, synergy with profit of business, and synergy with benefits of
business for family. Those who have synergy with work are the ones that are
more emotionally attached to their family business; their separation is very
problematic, and the succession process might be very challenging. Those who
have synergy with profit of business are more rational in dealing with their
separation in comparison with the first group and their likely resistance is
mostly rooted in their habitual attachment to work. This group of predecessors
usually try to benefit from capabilities of the succeeding generation through
business diversification and new investments; also, they have a smooth and
effective succession process. In contrast with the first two groups of
predecessors, the third group is more family oriented and has synergy with
outcomes of the family business for family well-being and harmony. This group
deals with their separation from their family business easier than the other
two groups. However, their choice of successor is not necessarily the most
capable one, but it can be a factor that keeps the family harmonized and
peaceful in a succession process. Therefore, they may sacrifice the business
and succession effectiveness in order to preserve peace and harmony within
family members.
Retirement is an experience that usually comes after separation from
family business for the predecessors. Despite the nature of retirement as a
period in which people enjoy from the result of their working life time and rest,
I found most predecessors sceptic and concerned about their retirement. My
findings from Iranian predecessors’ concerns about retirement comply with
most findings presented in Western literature such as fears of losing power,
authority, control over family and business, financially or physically
dependency, loneliness and isolation from society, losing stability and status
quo, losing legitimacy and meaning of life due to habitual and emotional
attachment to work. However, some of the major concerns that I found in my
research have not gained proper attention in literature, such as fear for a clash
of authorities with the wife at home, and transition from a leading role to a
burden on others’ shoulders. On the other hand, there are some other
concerns in literature that I did not find in my research, such as fear of losing
sense of divinity and immortality or being taken to retirement house. In my
opinion, Islamic emphasis on morality and taking care of parents by children in
one hand, and Islamic definition of family structure on the other hand are the
main causes of such differences between literature and concerns of the Iranian
predecessors to retirement.
Another dimension of this Chapter was the elaboration of predecessors’
characteristics and its influences on the succession process. My findings
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showed some characteristics of predecessors, which are highly productive for
family business success, but problematic for succession process, such as
passion into business, enjoying from work, synergy and attachment, seeking
independence and social recognition through working. These are the factors
that lead to success of business, but they become barriers for retirement and
succession process. In addition, we can mention that hardworking is highly
emphasized by most interviewees as a productive characteristic for business
success. However, hardworking may lead to addiction to work and problematic
to retirement; unbalancing family-business leverage in favour of business with
negative effects on family side; and structural conflicts if the successor is not as
hardworking as the predecessor. Another problematic characteristic of the
predecessor for the succession process is being ambitious and setting goals
that the successor may not be able to reach and therefore, these goals may
serve to justify the presence of the predecessors in family business for
achieving goals and gaining its credit. Charisma and paternal leadership of the
predecessors may lead to dependency of business and employees to the
predecessor and increase of likelihood of tensions and their resistance in
committing to a succession process. Being precise and careful may make
predecessors pessimistic and demotivate successors. Secretiveness may cause
structural conflicts in the next generation and cause problems in intergenerational communication. Based on my findings, another positive
characteristic of the predecessor that can cause problems during a succession
process is self-confidence that may drive the predecessor toward rigidity and
authoritarian management, so that they become less flexible for changes,
including succession as well as adaptation to market dynamic.
I also found two characteristics that can not only be productive for
business but are also highly constructive and helpful for a succession process,
such as firstly concentration on principles, and secondly emphasizing on
healthy life and business. These two characteristics are rooted more in the
spiritual dimension of Iranian culture that seeks meaning of life far beyond
materialistic worldview. Concentration on principles gives depths, authenticity,
and meaning to business. It increases the durability of business over
generations through setting principles and business frameworks to be pursued
by succeeding generation. Concern of the predecessors for healthiness of their
life and business over generations promote those values that are essential for
effective succession process like trust, accountability, respect, credit and, more
importantly, convey the principle that money is not everything.
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Chapter 9: Successor Perspective

Succession process from successor perspective is not merely an opportunity
but a responsibility; it is not merely a tempting offer but a multi facet and
challenging dilemma; it is not merely a bright future but a pathway to infinite
uncertainty and risks; it is not merely beneficent but costly. Successors
confront with a very challenging decision to make. It is a decision that brings
benefits as well as costs, advantages as well as disadvantages, pros as well as
cons. It is highly crucial to do not consider successor as a passive stakeholder
with presumption of interest to take over leadership position of family
business. In order to have an effective succession process, it is essential to look
at it from successors' perspective and understand their incentives and
concerns. Through this research, I found many factors in Iranian family
business that can influence propensity and readiness of successor for this
process. Some of them increase likelihood of an effective succession process
and some others refer to personal concerns and factors that may increase
difficulty and complexity of this process.
Through this Chapter, we mainly refer to personal dimensions of
succession process from successors' perspective. Nevertheless, before that, it
is crucial to realize who can be the successor in Iranian family business.
Therefore, we try to explore priorities and criteria by which Iranian family
businesses choose their successor/s. Despite diversity in possibility of
succession by different members of family like spouse, sibling/s or even nonfamily members, in order to be more precise in discussions of this Chapter, we
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mainly elaborate successors' perspective from standpoint of the most likely
choice of succession, which is the offspring of family business leaders.
Different factors were explained that positively affect propensity and
readiness of Iranian successors for this process such as their interest into
business; preparation of them for such a big responsibility; social factors that
direct them to get involved into succession process and also their emotional
ties with family business. On the other hand, we also refer to those factors that
have negative effects on their propensity and readiness for succession process
such as enforcing them and consequent regrets that involving into family
business and succession creates for them; and also consequences of their
desire for independence and separation from family business for succession
process. Finally, we refer to differences of two generations as a result of
different financial statues of two generations and its consequences on
succession process.

Who is Successor?
Before studying successors' perspective in respect of succession process, it is
important to know who the successor/s can be. It is crucial to explore Iranian
priorities and criteria for choosing successor/s in Iranian family business. Based
on my findings, these criteria and priorities can be divided into family oriented
and business-oriented factors. To family-oriented criteria, it is highly important
to address that successor of a family business is not necessarily one person,
but it can be a group of successors. Sibling partnership for family businesses
with one controlling owner and also cousin consortium for family businesses
controlled by sibling partnership are very likely in Iran due to great emphasise
that Iranian culture put on preserving family harmony, peace, and respect. It
has been acknowledged by many interviewees in my research that the less
number of successors, the less structural adjustment is needed and succession
will be easier to deal with, while many of them prefer to preserve family peace
and harmony and tend to apply developmental model of family business
proposed by Gersick et al. (cited in Rutherford et al., 2006, p. 333) in which
controlling owner family business become sibling partnership and then to
cousin consortium.
Another fact about Iranian family business is that successors are not
necessarily offspring of family business leaders as I found some family
businesses that are succeeded by other family members such as wife or
brother/s or even in-laws. Despite diversity of successors in Iranian family
business, it can be argued that most likely choices of succession in Iranian
family business are the offspring of leaders. The main and underlying reason
for priority of offspring is their priority in inheritance law of Iran that is a
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reflection of Iranian-Islamic culture. Age also plays a remarkable role in
prioritising successors among a generation of family business so that eldest son
is the most likely choice of succession in Iranian family business. Moreover, my
findings showed daughters of family business leaders are less likely to be
considered as candidate successor when there is a son willing to succeed his
father, no matter son is younger or older than daughter. However, role of
women in Iranian society is changing and consequently likelihood of succession
by women in Iran is increasing. I found many family businesses that women of
family including wife or daughters of family business leaders are working there.
However, I also found many more family businesses that women have no
chance at all to work in their family business. In fact, Iran is in a transition
period in which role of women are becoming more important in business
affairs and their presence in society is more acceptable. Despite the fact that
there is also possibility of succession by non-family members in Iranian family
businesses, non-family members control some family businesses. Shareholders
call these firms no longer family business; it clearly shows the importance of
family presence in leadership and management of Iranian family business. In
this Chapter, we exclude these family businesses controlled by non-family
members from discussions.
I also found many other criteria that are more business and work
oriented such as passion and interest into business; hardworking and having
talents as well as knowledge of managing and leadership; being responsible,
healthy and trustworthy; being able to establish a meaningful relationship with
managers and employees as well as customers and suppliers; being able to
establish a peaceful and respectful relationship with other shareholders. In
addition, other criteria can be summarized as believing in business principles
and framework set by founder or predecessor; appreciation of predecessors'
hardworking and understanding value of business and its capital that have
been given to them; Intention of enlarging business and being concern about
continuity of family business over generations; contributing more in generation
of money and less contribution in spending them; awareness from business
details such as market, suppliers and customers, organisation and its hierarchy
and performance, products/services; and finally well matching of maturity of
successor and retirement age of predecessor in which abilities of predecessor
decline.

Childhood and Young Age
The first and most common incentives to get involved with the succession
process for many candidate successors or successors that I interviewed are
their interest or even passion into business that is rooted in their childhood or
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young age. Interest into business from childhood can be so affective that
unconsciously direct different dimension of successor personal life toward
family business. Passion in business in succeeding generation can be even
more than business founder because they might have been grown up in a
business even from birth. Being involved with business from very early
childhood through parents’ conversation about business at home, spending
free time in business including visits or part time working during school
vacations, having social recognition by family business, and gradually learning
and obtaining knowledge of business in a lifelong process are among few
reasons that can enhance interest of succeeding generation into business so
that they become even more passionate than founder of generation.
Most of my successor interviewees have been involved with business
from very early childhood and my findings from those interviews showed that
taking children to business voluntarily and not by force and letting them enjoy
from their presence in business is the first step to form and lay the foundation
for their dream job. Letting children to collect as many sweet memories as
possible make them interested in business in future because sweet memories
from business in childhood like playing in work floor evokes their sense of
belonging and connectedness. Consequently, heighten the value of business
inheritance to them in future. Belonging to a group and its values are other
causes of interest to family business. Evoking sense of contribution to the
family business and letting the next generation help the family business even
marginally is another way to make them interested in business from childhood.
I also found achievement is another cause of interest in their young age.
Therefore, giving easy responsibilities that the outcomes are immediate in
early stages of involvement is another way to make the next generation
interested because they can see the result of their work and enjoy from their
achievement. Discovering talents of next generation and directing them
toward what they are good at in business expedite the process of finding a
position and role for the next generation in family business. Giving tasks that
are relevant to talents of next generation increase their chance of success and
achievement. Therefore, doing so raises understanding of next generation and
give depth to their knowledge about their role in business. Moreover, it also
increases expertise and speciality, efficiency and eventually outcome of
business performance. On the other hand, by division of responsibilities based
on talents and capabilities, clashes between next generations themselves and
between them and predecessor will decline. The overall outcome would be
less conflicts and better performance for family business.
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Based on my findings, knowledge about business is another approach to
become in love with business. The more the subsequent generation learn
about business, organisation, processes, products and market, the more they
become interested in business and gain more confidence in running business.
In addition, educating the next generation especially in university highly affects
their business pathway. It is also so important that they study in a field that is
relevant in family business.
Having liberty is another cause of interest among young generations of a
family business. Therefore, freely choosing to work in family business in their
free time and vacations also help them to make decisions and accept its
consequences. Decision-making in itself is interesting in childhood and young
age because they can experience a sense of liberty and independence. Freely
choosing to work in family business is essential for success of the next
generation in family business; otherwise, working by force may end up with
regret and disappointment in future of next generation.

Training next generation
Preparing and training of next generation play a remarkable role in succession
process. It is essential to develop necessary skills and train successors for
leadership and management of family business. However, my findings showed
preparing successor is multidimensional and there are different ways through
which successor can be trained and prepared such as family, formal education,
external experiences and apprenticeship, and finally working in family
business.
I found numerous factors in rearing children in Iranian family that are
highly influential in succession process. First and the most important factor
that most interviewees had focused on are raising children by Halal food (clean
and lawful earning) and in a peaceful and respectful atmosphere. Many Iranian
believe that Halal food is the essence and basement for raising righteous
children. They believe righteous children who are raised in peaceful, lovely and
respectful atmosphere of family are very much likely to have healthy character
so that predecessor can be highly assured that family business will be passed
to decent hands (the most appropriate person). However, it has also been
added by many interviewees that decent hands is not sufficient for leadership
of family business and successor should learn self-esteem and not relying on
others for everything. They should learn that they need to be able to make
decisions and also stand on their own feet. They should learn everything has
consequences and they should accept responsibility of their actions. They
should learn the value of their belongings, appreciation and thanks giving. They
should understand power of words, reasoning, thoughts and the fact that not
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everything is possible by force. They should learn and become familiar with
others' problems and difficulties so that they care about others' wellbeing and
society.
On the other hand, parents also need to teach their children by their
actions and not merely by their words. Parents should prepare a foundation or
situation in which children can learn rather than forcing them. Parents should
take a more supervisory or persuasive consultant and mentor with regard to
teaching their children rather than a commander. They can play a supportive
role to their children’s decisions rather than being a suspicious and pessimistic
parent. Parents can reward their children for their success and achievements
rather than being indifferent or simply appreciate them by words. Parents
should find talents of children and try to flourish them.
Knowledge about business is one of the main factors that shape and
increase next generation’s interest into their future job. Formal education is a
source through which next generation can obtain knowledge and develop skills
that can help them in their future. It is very important that next generation
choose a subject of study that is either interesting to them or helpful for their
future job in family business if they want to work in business of their family.
Otherwise, consequences of studying in a subject that is either not relevant or
not initially interesting may hamper succession process. The next generations’
education in an irrelevant major, which is very different from their family
business, may contribute to some effects. First possibility is being interested in
pursuing future of their working life in a different business from family
business. Second possibility is working in family business, which means
spending -or as it has been described by many interviewees waste of- some
years for studying a subject that is not very helpful for next generation's future
job. However, it is very common in Iran that many students cannot study what
they like or need at university because firstly there is a national wide entry
exam for Iranian universities and due to difficult competition not everyone can
choose their ideal subject of study. Second reason is current orientation
among students to choose a subject that is not necessarily matter of their
interest or need but a matter of showing off to others.
External experiences and particularly apprenticeship are among popular
ways that many traditional Iranian family businesses use to prepare their next
generation for succession. According to my findings, apprenticeship out of
family business brings many advantages for preparing new generation such as
getting initially involved with work not as offspring of business leader but as a
low-level employee who is not excluded from others. Familiarizing the new
generation with difficulties and hardship that other employees have; direct
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next generation away from vanity and looking everyone from above; make
them more tolerant and patient in dealing with difficulties and hardship of
work; hierarchy and structure of business can become more digestible for
them; make them understand the value of their job and being thankful for
their future positions.
Involvement of new generation with family business is an important part
of preparation for succession process. Such involvement can begin with
parents' conversation about business at home from very early childhood or
spending free time in business including visiting or part time working during
school vacations or summer holidays. However, it becomes more serious when
next generation work full time in family business. My findings showed there
are different attitudes to the position of next generation in family business.
Some family businesses put them at the bottom of the organisation hierarchy
and give them very low-level responsibilities with three intentions that are far
beyond training and developing their skills. First, to familiarize them with
difficulties and hardship that employees' job may have and also increase
awareness of successor generation with details of work. Second, intention is to
show the next generation that there is no difference between human beings
and low-level employees should be respected for their hard work and;
therefore, direct them away from vanity and selfishness. Third, intention is to
convince other managers and employees to nepotism and gain credibility and
respect for next generation through progress in organisation from very bottom
of business to the top gradually and over time in future.
In contrast, some family businesses tend to give managerial positions to
their succeeding generation from very beginning and take them to family
business meeting in which decisions are made. Intentions of these family
businesses are increasing confidence, social recognition, and preparing leaders
and managers who should take big responsibilities and make reasonable
decisions. Even if next generation is not ready to take responsibility of
managing a certain area of business, they use shadow managers beside them
as their consultant in order to teach them how to deal with problems and
overcome barriers and gain credit and reliability among employees.
My findings from interviews with successors showed that those who
experienced a gradual progress from bottom of organisation hierarchy to top
were not very happy from their position in their early involvement into
business but after progressing to top of the hierarchy feel proud of their lowlevel position and acquired experience out of it. I found them more modest
and charismatic leader with few mistakes in their decision-making and able to
establish meaningful relationship with their subordinates and also managers
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and employees from previous generation. Nevertheless, those who were
managers from very beginning are more ambitious, self-expressive, and risk
lovers with plenty of mistakes, more bureaucratic with plenty of managers
around them and less cooperative with manager from predecessor’s
generation.

Social Incentives
Social factors play an important role in succession process, but we mainly
concentrate on those factors that increase propensity of successor for
succession in Iranian family business. I found difficulty of finding a job and
running a new business in Iran as an initial incentive for many offspring and/or
younger siblings of family business leaders to join family business. Some of
them do not intend to work for family business but they find themselves
working in it. Being unemployed is an improper label for young men in Iran and
cause tremendous pressure from society and family on them. When family run
a business, a young man in Iranian society cannot have any excuse to remain
unemployed; otherwise, pressure from society and family will increase by
additional labels like laziness. Due to culture of supportive parents and cultural
obligation for older brothers to take care of younger siblings, family business
leaders will welcome presence of offspring or younger siblings into business.
Moreover, it also seems rational decision by offspring or younger siblings to
join family business when there is insufficient capital to run business and job
crisis in economy on one hand and a welcoming family business in which
everything is prepared and in favour of them on the other hand. As a result of
joining family business, offspring or younger siblings will either tend to become
interested in business and become a candidate successor or will look for an
opportunity to pursue their own working life.
Another social incentive for many candidate successors is credit to take
over leadership position of their predecessor, reputation, and social etiquette
that family business has gained over years. In fact, these are extremely
valuable elements for every business and it is obvious that candidate successor
become tempted to benefit from these elements and secure his position
within society and business through continuing family business. My findings
also show that social etiquette and reputation of a family business in their
market can become so strong that society cannot digest a different business
from that family simply because the society considers them attached to a
specific business. One reason can be long history of family business or being a
pioneer in their field. The longer history of family business and the more
number of family members in a specific business, the more social etiquette and
reputation will be. Consequently, it can become so strong that my interviewee
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stated: ‘I and also my cousins have tried to run a different business from our
fathers’, but our family name has always been a barrier for us because society
expects every one with our family name to be in stationery business. Pressure
of society has always been so high that we thought we are merely supposed to
work in a stationery business.’

Emotional Ties
Apart from personal passion into business, there are some other emotional
factors that increase propensity of candidate successors to continue family
business in their generation. I found some successors who look at family
business far beyond a materialistic property but as a heritage that keep legacy
of their predecessors alive and visible. They feel in debt to their predecessors
(mostly father or older brother) for their hard works and sacrifices. Therefore,
they may become fanatical to family business and try to preserve it in order to
appreciate their predecessor as well as keeping their legacy and memory alive
over generations.

Enforcement and Regrets
Enforcing offspring of family business leaders to work in family business -either
due to financial difficulties of founder or presumption of their interest into
business- may suppress dreams and talents of next generation or deprive them
from many things. Such depriving or supressing in next generation causes
many regrets in their future, which are underlying factors that decrease
successors’ sense of accomplishment. No matter what they have achieved in
family business, they may think or regret they could live better or be even
more successful in business if they could pursue their dreams and apply their
talents out of family business.
Some family business leaders especially entrepreneurs consider their
family members as cheap and trustful labours they can benefit from in early
stages of forming family business. Financial difficulties in early stages of
forming family business enforce many entrepreneurs to run family business by
help of other family members instead of employing labour from market. I
found some family businesses that even benefited from work of their children
from age of six. One of my interviewee also told me about chaining one of his
feet to water pipe of factory by his father in order to keep him working in
factory in every afternoon as he and his brothers used to escape from factory
for watching afternoon cartoons.
I found many offspring of family business leaders that have been forced
to work in family business by their parents. There might be an argument that
offspring could resist such as enforcement and pursue their own working life,
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but obedient children to parents in Iran, expectation of parents from children
to support them in financial difficulties, exclusion of offspring of family
business owner from minimum working age in Iranian labour law, and not
being mature enough to realize job opportunities in childhood and teenage
years, leave little chance for offspring of family business leader to resist.
Early involvement of children into business of their family influences
different dimensions of their lifestyle. One consequences of early involvement
of children in family business is marginalising formal education in favour of
work so that I found many successors that they left high school in order to
work full time in family business. As discussed by Mazinani and Mazinani
(2011, p. 135), the character of people is mostly shaped from the age of fifteen
to eighteen, and lack of appropriate education during this period may have
negative effects on their personality and deprive them from opportunities that
are accompanied by education. Therefore, they may regret in future for not
having enough time for their studies or even being forced to leave their school
or university.
Another consequence of their early involvement into family business is
alteration in life style and depriving them from many joys and hobbies they
could have in childhood, teenage and also youth. Some regrets that I found
from my interviewees were regrets from not enjoying childhood and childish
life style hobbies, playing with other children; regrets from not pursuing sports,
music, or art in teenage; and also regrets from not having high level of
education, enjoying from youth hobbies, spending ample time for their
beloved partners and enjoying from engagement in youth.
In addition, some other regrets play a remarkable role in discouraging
successors for continuity of business. Suppressing dreams and talents can be of
the greatest regrets for candidate successors because they may consider their
involvement into business as the cause of losing alternative opportunities
through which they could pursue their dreams and apply their talents.
Therefore, they may regret that if they could have pursued their dreams and
find a job through which they could apply their talents and capabilities, they
could be happier in their lives and more successful in their working life.
I found two different reactions to these regrets. Those who have
become passionate about business and interested to take over leadership role
of their predecessor look at all deprivation, suppressing and loses as sacrifices
that they have made for their family business and all advantages that family
business brings for the next generation. This group considers their sacrifices as
their contributions to achievements of family business. However, those who
have become discouraged and not so willing in continuing family business try
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to accuse others for their regrets so that they may accuse their predecessors
for misusing parental position to benefit from their labour and even
exploitation of their childhood and youth. The second reaction is the main
cause of many tensions and clashes between predecessor and candidate
successors that hinders succession process.

Seeking Independence
One of the main concerns of a successor can be seeking independence, which
can be a threat as well as an opportunity for succession process. Independence
does not necessarily mean separation from family business as I found different
ways to be independent among candidate successors of Iranian family business
and numerous reasons that lead to such independence among them. Seeking
independence among candidate successors can be highly helpful in succession
process of family businesses with multiple candidate successors like sibling
partnership. It can reduce complexity and number of players in this process.
Many authors of the field have reflected separation from business by different
terms, such as business diversification (Kenyon-Rouvinez & Ward, 2005, p. 19;
Barach & Ganrisky, 1995, p. 146), and pruning family tree (Lambrecht &
Lievens, 2008).
In term of separation from core family business, I found three ways to
create new territories for candidate successors to demonstrate their abilities
and become independent while they remain attached to family business. First
and the most popular way is to expand family business with new branch or
new product in order to increase market share and profitability. Second way is
specialization in family business through which every candidate successor
takes responsibility of a certain area of business and expands their area by
deepening their knowledge and specialization in products/services. Third way
is new investment of family business in running a different business in a
different industry through which family business remains intact and one of
candidate successor or partner is supposed to run new business. I personally
found the third way more appropriate for those family businesses that are
leading in their market; new branch or new product or even specialization does
not create a remarkable value added for family business. By doing so, they can
start a new adventure and prevent internal competition while they already
enjoy from occupation of most market share.
Aforementioned ways of separation have been perceived by many
Iranian family business involved in it as generation of an opportunity from
which both family business and individuals will benefit. To them, it is not
necessary that all offspring have the successful role in family business and one
successor can be sufficient. By business diversification, different candidate
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successor can have a platform to demonstrate their abilities and talents as well
as a territory to have their own authority and decision-making. They can use
their family business reputation, experience, knowledge and also consultancy
and supports of predecessor in order to deal with their new adventure more
easily than those who are deprived of them. It is also a solution for some
family businesses that its leader has a long way to be retired and his offspring
are capable of running a business. New business or products can also be so
successful that become even more profitable than core business of family and
gratify more concentration and investment of family business.
However, business diversification is a risky decision for family business
leaders, as it requires taking the risk of the capital and reputation of family
business for new generation. It can also be argued that business diversification
may help predecessor to better evaluate different candidate successor and
choose the best one/s for family business leadership. However, I found that
those who fail or show worse performance in comparison with others might
try to create tension in family and accuse others that is also a threat for
preserving peace and harmony in family business.
The radical type of seeking independence can be seen through a
complete separation from family business and working or running a completely
different business that is not relevant to family business without any
dependency to it. One reason that has been addressed by different literature
reviews (Mulholland, 2003, p. 111, Venter et al., 2005, p. 297) can be escaping
from command and authority of others including their parents. However, it can
be added that some candidate successors decide to follow their own working
life outside family business shadow either because of dispute or to prevent
such disputes with other family members involved in family business in order
to preserve respect, peace and harmony in family. Their reason also can be
simply that they have no interest in family business and want to pursue what
they are passionate about and stand on their own feet rather than relying on
others.
I have also found some candidate successors who were interested in
working in family business but frustration directed them toward complete
separation from family business. Some of frustrations that I found are conflicts
of a risk taking successor in a risk averter family business; conflicts of an
ambitious successor and a conservative family business; conflicts of novel ideas
of successor and traditional family business; lack of clarity in position and job
description; having no right for decision-making; having no platform to
demonstrate their talents and capabilities or implementing their innovation;
not welcoming their ideas by others; gaining credit of their work by others;
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pressure on them from their spouse and children for being independent; aging
of successor and remaining dependent on their parents; lack of pride in
themselves and having no achievement on their own; predecessors’
attachment to business and sense of rivalry with candidate successor.
Some separations from family business are also compulsory by some
traditions. For instance, I found a tradition in some Iranian family business in
which older son has to join family business in order to help his father until
younger son become ready to work and help father. Shortly after joining
younger son and preparing him for helping father, older son has to separate
from business and try to work for himself. This cycle goes on until the youngest
son joins the business and eventually succeeds his father role in family
business.

Welfare
One of the most common differences of founder generation and next
generation is financial situation in which they are grown up. Getting rid of
poverty has been a popular incentive for many founders to run their business
but new generation of successful family business hardly have trouble of
poverty. Many family business founders that I interviewed consider welfare
and comfort as results of good financial status of family, as factors that
undermine motivation, tolerance, patience, and hardworking in the next
generation.
Some family business founders who had a difficult childhood and
suffered from poverty, hardship and difficulties have many supressed dreams
in their life. Therefore, it is very likely that they provide whatever they were
deprived of in their life for their children. However, some family business
founders may even go much further than providing all means and facilities of
life and trap into a luxury life for their children. Some examples that I found in
my interviews were having very luxury cars, valuable properties, expensive
clothes and accessories, long and posh vacations that were all given to very
young children whose ages were less than twenty-five. One consequences of
having whatever a man can dream in his life in a very young age can be losing
or at best lowering motivation to work. It is obvious that new generation in
those family businesses do not understand the real value of what have been
given to them because they have gained them not through their hard work
and/or capabilities but through desire of their parents to pursue their
supressed dreams in their children lives. Moreover, it would be also likely that
they do not appreciate sacrifices and hard works of their predecessor because
they are not familiar with those difficulties to understand them and being
thankful, as they should be.
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Welfare and luxury life can create a large gap between two generations
of family business that can be best realised by description of a founder
interviewee deeply involved in this problem. ‘I am like a money printing
machine for my children, money to them is like a paper and their demand for
money is limitless. I have given them everything I could dream of but their
dreams are also limitless. You may not believe but they are so busy with
spending my money and their hobbies that cannot find any time to help me in
business but their expectations from me are numerous. It seems that it is my
duty to work hard day and nights and they enjoy it. I feel really frustrated and
really worried about the future of our business and also the future of my
children when I am not there to support them both.’
Another consequence of welfare and comfort can be spoon feeding and
spoiling new generation so that they may resist difficult jobs or do not tolerate
difficulties of work. They may also become intolerant in time of crisis or dealing
with problems in business. They may also become impatient to get results of
their work and not very cooperative with business managers and employees.
They may not be able to establish a meaningful relationship with managers
and employees merely because new generation do not have any
understanding of the job’s difficulties.
Many interviewees in my research believe that genes transfer
characteristics from one generation to another, and consequently,
hardworking like many other characteristics can be transferred to next
generation. Therefore, it is likely that children of a hardworking business
founder inherit this characteristic. Without any judgement, whether their
statement is scientifically valid or not and with respect to their point of view, it
can be argued that apart from genes, hardworking in next generation are the
results of different needs of founder’s generation. In fact, most likely the
outcome of hardworking in founder’s generation is providing good quality of
life and wellbeing of family. Therefore, financial needs, hardships and
difficulties of life do not play a remarkable role in strengthening hardworking
characteristic in succeeding generations of founder. As one of my interviewee
stated:
‘Genes are like a tree and different generations are its fruits with similar
genetic features. Those fruits that are not covered by leaves suffer more from
direct and hot summer mid-day sun shines and are more in danger of birds’
attacks but if they survive, they are normally tastier and juicier. However,
those fruits that are protected by tree leaves experience a safer and easier life,
but they are not as tasty and juicy as unprotected fruits.’
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Although poverty, hardship and difficulties of life are highly influential in
forming or strengthening hardworking characteristics of a person, succeeding
generation of a successful business founder normally do not experience such
financial hardship and difficulties in life. Therefore, taking this standpoint can
be concluded that despite genetic similarity succeeding generation are less
hardworking than founder’s generation in family business.
But there is another argument that succeeding generation may have
different needs like esteem needs that may drive them to become a
hardworking person even as hardworking as the founder’s generation or more.
Due to Iranian culture of supportive parents, most parents feel responsible and
obliged to provide as much as means of life they can for their children even
after their marriage. However, some children seek financial independence and
want to build their life on their own. In addition, these children may also want
to demonstrate and prove their abilities and capabilities to others as well as
their parents and even to themselves not as offspring of business founder but
as an independent business mind. Being respected merely as offspring of
family business founder, being under the shadow of parent’s success and their
financial wellbeing can be considered as sufficient incentives for succeeding
generation to spontaneously work hard in order to prove themselves and
being respectful by his own character and the outcome of his endeavours.
Friendship with people with similar financial status, higher levels of
education, and also different environment and social setting in which new
generation of family business grow up in comparison with their predecessors
can change perspective and attitudes of new generation to life and shape their
dreams and concerns differently from their predecessors. In addition, many
successors learn from their predecessors. Other side of hardworking and
dedication of predecessor for business is spending less time for family and
raising children. Therefore, insufficient presence of parent and associated
problems in childhood of the next generation as consequence of their parents'
hardworking may make successor’s generation live and work differently and
spend more time for family and leisure instead of working hard for business.

Conclusion
According to an emphasis on family harmony and hierarchy in the culture and
the Islamic principles manifested in the inheritance law and life style of Iranian,
family-oriented criteria mostly precede over business-oriented criteria in
choosing the successor. Therefore, likely successors in Iranian family
businesses are the ones firstly related to the predecessor by blood so that
blood-related family members are prioritized over in-laws. Secondly, the closer
the relationship is, like offspring, the more is the likelihood of succession.
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Thirdly, males are preferred over females for succession; and fourthly, birth
order is also taken in consideration for succession. Consequently, the eldest
son of a family business leader is considered as the probable choice of
succession in Iranian family business. However, depending on perspectives of
the family business leader to succession and dynamics of each family business,
such family-oriented priorities might be marginally effected by business
oriented criteria, such as how successor/s is interested, talented,
knowledgeable, hardworking, trustworthy, sociable, grateful, responsible, and
concerned about the family business.
My findings show that the successors are not a passive stakeholder. In
contrast with many literature reviews that take the successors’ interest into
leadership position of family business for granted, I believe, in order to have an
effective succession process, it is essential to look at it from the successors’
perspective and understand their incentives and concerns. Through this
research, I found many factors in the Iranian family business that can influence
propensity and readiness of the successor for this process positively or
negatively.
Successors’ childhood is highly influential in their propensity; so,
voluntarily involvement into business along with enjoyable contribution and
memories can play a remarkable role in making them interested into the family
business. Training and developing the successors can be done in different
ways, but from Iranian perspective the necessary condition of having a good
successor is raising children by Halal (clean and lawful) food (earnings) and in a
peaceful and respectful family environment. These two factors, as it has been
highly emphasized in Iranian-Islamic culture, are extremely important and
essential for having righteous children with healthy character. However, it is
not sufficient, and the successors should find their talents and develop their
capabilities, learn by heart and not by force, gain necessary knowledge and
skills by education, apprentice and/or involvement into the family business as
the most common forms of training and developing for successors that have
their own advantages and disadvantages. Other influential factors in
propensity of the successors are emotional ties and social obligations. I found
emotional ties with the family business as family heritage that can keep legacy
and memory of family members alive, a very strong factor among Iranian
successors to continue family business over generations. Moreover, social and
cultural obligations that are rooted in the definition of family and its
boundaries as well as social recognition and etiquettes are important factors
that push Iranian successors toward commitment in this process in their family
businesses.
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On the other hand, there are some factors that negatively influence
propensity of the successors. Cultural obligations for Iranian children to fully
obey and meet expectations of their parents sometimes lead to enforce
children to work in the family business that may alter their life style and
deprive them from peers’ joys and hobbies, marginalise formal education in
favour of work, suppressing their dreams and talents which cause regrets and
dissatisfaction from working in the family business. Welfare and in greater
degree trapping into the luxury life is another factor that have been considered
by most interviewees as a factor that lower incentives and motivations of the
successor’s generation and reduce their tolerance and patience in dealing with
problems and difficulties of the work. It can also shift the life style and
priorities of next generation and lower their ability to establish meaningful
relationship with managers and employees in the family business. Becoming
spoiled and less hardworking are also other probable consequences of welfare
in the successor generation, even though it provides and facilitates living,
education, and learning.
Another factor is seeking independence, which can be considered as a
threat or opportunity. A next generation may seek independence and pursue
their working life completely different from the family business, because they
have no interest in the family business or may have to supress their interest
due to frustration, family tradition, or for the sake of family harmony, respect
and peace. However, seeking independence can also become an opportunity
for the family business to diversify business and provide new opportunities for
different successors in the family business by expansion of business,
specialisation, or starting a new adventure by running an irrelevant business in
a different industry, but still attached to the family business.
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Chapter 10: Family Perspective

Family is the main factor for differentiation of the family business from other
types of business and organisations. The family plays a significant role in
dynamic of the family business and contributes a lot in success of the family
businesses. Great emphasis of Islam on family and also its important position
in Iranian culture make its contribution and influence even more considerable
in Iranian family business. Dynamic of the family has to be taken into
consideration for having an effective succession process. Therefore, it is crucial
to elaborate family values and relationship and study their influences over
succession process. The family values that I found more influential in dynamic
of Iranian family business are trust, accountability, family hierarchy, respect,
obedience, solidarity and integrity, support, sacrifice, and forgiveness that will
be elaborated below in order to find its positive or negative influences on the
succession process. In addition, importance of better understanding underlying
reasons of conflicts and tensions caused by family dimension into the
succession process shows the necessity of studying family conflicts and some
root cause of these conflicts in particular financial issues and trapping into
luxurious life.

Trust and Accountability
Trust of family members on each other is the main pillar of many successes in
family business. Family members especially in a nuclear family presumably
trust in each other unless their trust gets damaged. In fact, trust of family
members to each other is the result of a lifelong knowing each other and
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understanding each other’s characteristics. However, it is not absolute and
there are different levels of trust. Healthy way of living, honesty, trueness,
frankness and openness, along with good will and emotional ties and
boundaries within family are among the factors that I found linked to the level
of trust between each other positively. In addition, I found blood relationship is
highly important on the level of trust ,so with regard to trust most
interviewees distinguished nuclear and blood related family members from
extended and in-law family members.
Effective succession is highly dependent on level of family trust in
successors and their accountability. The more trust of family into successors
and more accountability of successors, the less doubts and conflicts are likely
from family side in succession process. Therefore, it is crucial that successor
can get family trust as much as possible. However, family trust in successor is
far beyond aforementioned factors and need additional factors to make family
confident and make successor accountable and trustworthy for running family
business after predecessor. Some of the additional factors that I found were
hardworking, caring and paying attention to family, mutual understanding and
respecting other family members, being responsive to all stakeholders,
sacrifices for family, knowledge about business and leadership capabilities.
Trust is a bilateral and extremely sensitive issue in family business and
particularly during succession process. It is extremely difficult for successors to
prove their accountability and gain confidence of the family for succession
process. It is even more difficult to keep family confident over years and not
just during succession process. On the other hand, family members should also
gain successors’ confidence in order to resume their role in family business.
Continuity of family members’ involvement in family business in successors’
generation are subject to successors’ trust in them, otherwise, post succession
phase will become problematic and with tensions.
There are numerous factors that damage bilateral trusts between
successors and other family members. Such damages to bilateral trust are
considered “devastating”, “frustrating” and “disappointing” by interviewees
during succession process. My findings show trust is extremely vulnerable to
financial issues that succession process arises for family. Different forms of
accusation and blaming for misusing trust (like ingratitude, betrayal, fraud, et
cetera) have been expressed in interviews that are related to financial issues
during succession process. It is improbable that family members become
pessimistic about the intention of each other during succession, as it has been
addressed by many interviewees that money can change people and not
everyone is strong enough to do not bend to it. The closer family relationship,
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the less accusation and blaming were expressed. In fact, most complains were
related to relatives and in-laws rather than nuclear family members.
Most problems in this regard are rooted in lack of clarity and
unconditional trust to family members and relatives in time of predecessors’
leadership over family business. Supports, helps and involvement of family
members and relatives in family business especially in early stages of
formation make them reliable people whom predecessors/founders feel in
debt to. Consequences of such unconditional trust can give them a right to
assert themselves and intervene in family business affairs and consider credit
of family business success for themselves and try to get what law and
distribution of ownership share have deprived them from.

Respect and Obedience
Great emphasises of Islam on respect in family lay the foundation of Iranian
culture to family relationships. Consequently, Iranian families have become
patriarchal and hierarchical in which gender and age play a remarkable role in
determining family setting. Masculinity and birth order are the main priorities
that Iranian culture considers for respect within family. Father is at the top of
family hierarchy who should be respected and obeyed by everyone in family. In
absence of father, oldest son is considered leader of family who should be
respected and obeyed by other children. In general, younger children should
respect the older children.
Respect plays a remarkable role in leadership of Iranian family business
and is highly constructive for succession process especially for those family
businesses that prioritise family harmony over business effectiveness. Respect
is so important in dynamic of Iranian family business that many interviewees
considered it as the key principle, without which family relationship is
meaningless. Priority in respect within family context mostly creates a
hierarchy in family business through which responsibilities and decisionmakings are distributed accordingly. Obedience is mostly considered by many
stakeholders of Iranian family business as an imperative consequence of
respecting leaders.
In fact, respect is bilateral, and obedience is unilateral in family
relationship. I found many interviewees who think it doesn't matter whether
the decision of family business leader is right or wrong, if they want to keep
mutual respect with leader they must support and obey leaders' decision
without any arguments and even accept the consequences of a wrong
decision. It has also been mentioned by different interviewees that they may
have different opinions with leader and they share their ideas but whatever
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decision of leader is, must be obeyed without question. To them, respect is
highly vulnerable and priceless which cannot be regained. Therefore, they
consider any argument or disobeying so risky that they prefer to remain silent
or obedient in order to keep mutual respect. On the other hand, leaders also
should appreciate respect and obedience of other family members. If they
want to be respectful, they should respect others and welcome different ideas
and do not impose their leadership and authority over others. Family business
leaders should take a more persuasive collectivist leader rather than
authoritarian dictator. They should be flexible enough and do not insist on
their decision. They should also try to pay equal attention to benefit of every
stakeholder, so nobody feels discriminated in the level of work and outcome.
Respect can be highly constructive for succession process particularly for
those family businesses that a controlling owner is going to be succeeded by
sibling partnership. When candidate successors have similar interest in
business and ownership. These interests should be divided equally between
them, then role of respect become considerable. As it was stated before,
masculinity and birth order are determinative factors in respect and family
hierarchy, which are inherently passed to family business. For instance, in
absence of father, eldest son is considered as the successor of father in
leadership of family and should be respected and obeyed by other children.
Therefore, in succession of father leadership over family business, the most
likely choice of leadership succession is the eldest son even though other
brothers have the same share as the eldest son has. On the other hand, other
children of predecessor should also respect the eldest son's authority and obey
his decisions. Therefore, respect not only becomes a criterion for selection of
leadership successor but also prevents possible tensions within family context.
Respect promotes peace within family business, because family associates any
violation, aggression, dispute, or even opposition with the decision of
prioritised member. On the other hand, respectfulness of successor in family
business can be taken for granted by family members so that imposing of
authority and leadership become unnecessary.
However, it can be argued that respect and consequent family hierarchy
may hamper or suppress talents, passions, innovation, and capabilities of
younger or female members of family. It can be best described by referring to
few sentences of my interviewee dealing with this problem, as he stated that:
‘respecting [my eldest brother] was always a barrier for me to assert myself so
that I did become a passive soldier of family. I was very much upset because I
had many ideas, but I could not express them […] decisions were already made
[…] once I could no longer tolerate this situation and I reacted to my brother
for a very minor issue in front of other family members. You know, that issue
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was not important that much, but I exploded that moment. There, was the
moment that nobody could understand and appreciate all my silence […] they
became upset from me because of my inappropriate reaction to my eldest
brother.’
Another argument is about possibility of continuing such family
hierarchy into family business over generations. It is a matter of fact that
children learn family values and principles from behaviour of their parents and
older members of family. Respect is one of those principles that can be best
transferred to next generation by actions and behaviour of family rather than
just by words. However, I was confronted by many young members of family mostly from third generation of family business- that cannot digest losing
independence and authority of decision-making merely for keeping mutual
respect between family members. One of the reasons that I found is distance
of family members in the third generation of family business that are mostly
cousins and it is obvious that they do not pay attention to respecting each
other as much as siblings do. In addition, Iranian society is in a transition
period in which most cultural principles are losing their importance as new
generations are becoming more liberal and individualist in comparison with
their previous generations.

Support and Solidarity
Supportive culture of Iranian contributes significantly in success of many family
businesses and strengthens family boundaries that are highly important in
succession process. It has become a cultural obligation that family members
support each other in time of crisis or need in life or work. Through this
research, I found the support of parents from children and older brother from
younger sibling very considerable and cultural obligations in Iranian families
not only may lead to formation of family business but also lubricate succession
process. In addition, I also found support of parents by children when they are
needy financially or physically. It is very common as it is considered duty of
children in Iranian culture. Supporting of younger brothers by older sibling,
nephews and nieces by uncles, and grandchildren by grandparents and vice
versa are also common in Iranian culture.
Such supportive culture has made family as a shelter that family
members can benefit from in time of crisis and need. Consequently, family
business that is tied by family relationship will be affected. For instance,
seeking a job is one of the most common needs that are mostly responded by
family due to their supportive culture. Providing job for family members
especially children and younger brothers can be the main reason for running a
business or among very common supports by which family members become
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directly involved into a business so that it becomes a family business.
Consequently, those who have been supported may feel in debt, work hard,
and dedicatedly, so business performance increases sharply. They may also try
to find an opportunity to compensate such supports as one of successors that I
interviewed stated that: ‘my father supported my eldest brother so that he
eventually succeeded my father in our family business. In return, to supports of
my father, my brother supported me more than ten times and now I have
succeeded my eldest brother in our family business. I am still young, but I am
going to support son of my eldest brother ten times more than what my
brother did for me and leave responsibility of our family business to him in
future.’ Therefore, family supports can lubricate succession process so that
predecessors voluntarily step back and support next generation to be prepared
for succession process. Preparation of next generation also requires supports
of family, as they need to give them some responsibilities and accept financial
consequences of their probable mistakes at work.
Another consequence of supports of family members from each other is
strengthening family boundaries that can lead to solidarity and unification of
family as a whole, which is highly constructive in Iranian family business.
Family solidarity increases power of family business in dealing with problems
and overcoming barriers. Many interviewees considered their solidarity as
their secret of success in their family business. Some statements from
interviewees are: ‘one hand cannot make any sound’; ‘there is no “I” and “you”
in our conversation because we are “we” and this is how we work and live
together: ‘no matter who does the job, we all do and we all benefit from its
outcome and it is how we make money’; ‘what we have now could be much
less if we were supposed to work on our own and not as a family.’
Supporting each other not only strengthens solidarity and family
boundaries but also increases level of trust between family members.
Children's support from parents is highly meaningful to parents and
constructive in gaining trust of predecessor into successor for leadership of
family business. Children's support from parents can decrease predecessors'
concerns for retirement such as financial and physical dependency and
loneliness. In fact, I found many offspring of family business leader who insist
on living with their families in the same building as their parents live or live
close to parents' neighbourhood because firstly they don't want to leave them
alone; and secondly, they want to be supportive, caring and in service of their
parents whenever is needed and be as quick as possible.
Family solidarity can be very helpful in preserving peace, harmony and
respect within family members. It can also prevent many possible tensions and
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conflicts within family business and even during succession process. Solidarity
of family can lubricate a succession process, because when a leader chooses a
successor, the family is supposed to respect and support the decision of a
leader and stand behind a successor in order to support him/her in confronting
with problems and barriers. However, it can be argued that family solidarity
can be highly fragile by possible conflicts and tensions that succession may
arise for family. There is always risk of fragmentation as result of tensions that
succession arises which can undermine solidarity of family and threaten family
boundaries.

Sacrifice and Forgiveness
Sacrifice is the essential part of family relationship without which family is
meaningless. However, family business even requires more sacrifices from
family members in order to remain on the rail of success. One of the most
fundamental principles of many Iranian family businesses is prioritizing family
over business, which require tremendous amount of sacrifice. I found
numerous examples of such sacrifices in Iranian family businesses that seem
normal to them but when we look at them from outside, then we can realise
how valuable and important these sacrifices can be.
Those family members who work hard and dedicate in family business
do not merely work to gain a salary but they have additional incentives that all
can be summarized as sacrificing for family. Those founders who invest their
lifelong saving into a family business do not necessarily think of rate of return
of investment but they may also think of supporting and creating job for
others. Those children who work for their family business from childhood do
nothing except sacrificing themselves for their family. Those who spend most
of their time in family business and deprive themselves from joys and leisure of
life are the ones who accept to carry burden of life on their shoulders because
of their families live happily and in welfare. Those who do not look at others'
work and merely do their best for family business do not necessarily expect of
best for themselves but for family as a whole. Not everyone in family business
have the same talents and abilities in work, but those who work harder and are
more talented while gain the same revenue as others also sacrifice in favour of
others. Those who are not ready to leave family business while they can have
better life by pursuing their own working life sacrifice their independence in
order to be with family members in family business. Those who feel happy
from happiness of family and those who enjoy more from generosity for family
rather than spending for their self are simply rewarded from their sacrifices.
Those are the ones who risk their reputation, credit and capital in order to
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teach and prepare the next generation and accept consequences of their
decisions.
My findings showed that these sacrifices soften working atmosphere in
family business by escalation of emotional side and increase level of trust and
solidarity among family members. It can also marginalise financial conflict
between family members so that they prioritize family values over financial
matters between themselves. Such sacrifices also can show determination of
family members to family values and how appreciative others are. It can reveal
differences among family members and even exclude those who prioritize
financial issues over family values in family business, which is helpful in having
more coherent family business.
Succession process is one of those periods that not only requires
sacrifice of other family members but also increases the amount of family
conflicts and importance of financial issues within family business. It is very
likely that some family members feel that their sacrifices are not appreciated
and someone else is going to succeed leadership of family business. They may
even feel misused and they have been wasted in family business. Reactions to
succession can be forgiveness and even more sacrifice in order to have an
effective succession process or feeling suppressed and mistreated by leader
and lose motivation to work or even separate from family business. It can also
lead to exclusion of some family members that pay more attention on financial
consequences of succession for them rather than continuity of family business
over generations.
In fact, underlying reason for such conflicts is rooted in increasing
expectation of family members in return to sacrifices that they make for family
business. To many of them, value of what they have sacrificed is so high that
succeeding leadership of family business can be minimum reward they deserve
from family. For instance, one of offspring of family business leader stated in
my interview that: ‘I had to divorce from my wife because she could not
tolerate my close relationship with my family and my long hours of work and I
was not ready to work less than my other brothers [in family business]… it
ruined my family and I lost many things in my life but now my brothers have
everything I always had dream of. My father cannot understand how big this
disaster was to me and instead is going to choose my eldest brother simply
because he has longer experience than me in our family business which is
ridiculous.’
In addition, some sacrifices should be seen and felt, in order to be fully
understood and appreciated. Some family members look at succession as an
event by which leader of family business who understands value of their
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sacrifices is going to be succeeded by new generation who is not necessarily
familiar with their sacrifices and cannot appreciate it properly. Therefore, they
may resist succession and not so willing to work in new generation leadership
of family business. Some family members may also pretend to sacrifice or
forgive others merely due to respecting leader of family business and therefore
it is likely that in the absence of family business leader, tensions and conflicts
resume and negatively affect succession process.

Family Conflicts
One of the most likely consequences of succession process is arising conflict
between family members that may have variety of forms. However,
effectiveness and peacefulness of succession process depend on resolution
and dealing with these conflicts because they can endanger family solidarity
and integrity, undermine trust and respect, lower propensity and readiness for
sacrifice, reduce efficiency and business performance, and weaken family
boundaries and ties between family members. Therefore, it is crucial to
explore underlying factors and reasons that lead to such conflicts.
Most likely form of interpersonal conflict between family members is
jealousy and sibling rivalry. My findings revealed that jealousy and rivalry are
mainly rooted in difference of family members in term of talents, abilities, and
knowledge. In addition, working in a non-relevant area of business to what
family members are more knowledgeable, talented or capable of also can
reduce their performance and self-confidence. Such reduction in performance
and self-confidence in comparison with performance and efficiency of other
family members may eventually increase sense of jealousy and rivalry. Even
after succession process, gaining credit of every ones' work within family
business by leadership of successor is another cause of jealousy and rivalry for
those candidate successors who could be chosen as leaders but are still
subordinators.
Sometimes family members trap into a dilemma that equality principle
of family arises for family business. Different level of enthusiasm among family
members to work and their different level of commitment and dedication to
work are also among factors that determine level of family appreciation, caring
and paying attention. Therefore, it may lead to a preference of parent in one
or some of children over others especially with regard to selecting a successor
that is in contrast with family principle of equality and inclusiveness of all
children. Consequently, such preference may also provoke sense of jealousy
and rivalry between children. However, equalising and not preferring may also
lead to disappointment of those who work harder with more enthusiasm,
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commitment and sacrifices because they expect to be more appreciated and
rewarded and preferred over others.
Intergenerational conflicts are also among strong conflicts that can
hinder or even obstruct succession process. Different ages can cause different
perspectives and way of thinking as well as different lifestyle and attitudes.
Therefore, two generation may have different strategies for their life and
business that can turn to conflict if one generation try to impose what they
think is appropriate to another generation. Such conflicts are very likely in
family business and sometimes very popular during succession process where
new generation has been given some territories of decision-making and
assertion while predecessor is still in charge as leader and chief decision
maker. I found division of responsibilities and not intervening in decisionmaking territories of next generation helpful in decreasing intergenerational
conflicts in Iranian family business.
Financial issues also play a considerable role in family conflicts. My
findings illustrated that financial dependency and imbalance of family
members' input and revenues are important factors that lead to conflicts
between family members. Many interviewees consider financial issues as the
main cause of many conflicts in their family business. Some family members
consider their ownership share and/or revenue out of family business in
comparison with their work, dedication, sacrifices, experience and knowledge
injustice and unfair. Therefore, they may struggle to gain more from family
business either in term of ownership or revenues, which may cause conflicts
between family members. I also found that financial dependency of family
members can be used by some leaders of family business to keep them
working in family business so that some interviewees even accused their
leader for exploitation of them by their financial dependency. Aging of family
members and still remaining dependent on others despite their lifelong hard
working and dedication are one of factors that can create tensions and
conflicts. Even if these family members accept their dependency and not assert
themselves due to respecting family values, it is very likely that spouse and
children of family member do not digest such dependency and try to create
tensions with the hope of gaining what they want. Financial dependency of
some family members especially next generation may even make them so
frustrated from work that they prefer to liquidate family business or their
share and enjoy rest of their life that obviously will be resisted by those who
benefit from continuity of family business.
Misunderstanding and misperception are other causes of family
conflicts, which are rooted in lack of clear communication between family
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members. For instance, patriarchal and hierarchical structure of Iranian family
business inherently authorise leaders to make decision for the whole family.
However, many leaders do not consider themselves responsive to others and
they tend to be secretive rather than communicate and persuade others about
underlying reasons for their decisions. Such attitude of family business leaders,
as has been argued by Massis et al. (2008, p. 186) is in contrast with consensus
sensitivity of decisions that are related to family. Therefore, some family
members may resist such decisions and conflicts arise.

Trapping into Luxurious Life
It is a matter of fact that most people work in order to provide means of life
and welfare for their families, but a good financial status can trap families
sometimes into a luxurious life that may have negative consequences for
family business and also succession process. What I found in my research is
that trapping into luxurious life may weaken emotional boundaries among
family members; cause family rivalry and conflicts; generate a gap between
family and other relatives with low financial status; make family members
arrogant in relation to others; and even make them more concern about
outlook of their life rather than quality of life.
My findings showed families involved into a family business with similar
position within family hierarchy (e.g., families of leader's offspring) are highly
sensitive to living facilities and expenses of each other. Therefore, if one family
trap into a luxurious life, other families within family business are very likely to
follow and have similar living facilities and expenses. Consequently, such
sensitivity may involve families into a dilemma that I call it family rivalry
through which they try to be better than others and involve them more into
luxuries and show off. However, family rivalry increases likelihood of tension
and conflict between family members of a family business and direct attention
of families toward superficial aspects of living rather than family values and
principles.
Another consequence of trapping into luxurious life is that families try to
establish relationship with those families who have similar lifestyle and
standard. Therefore, these families may get distance from those relatives that
have low financial status and are directed toward more friendship with families
that have similar social and financial status. Distance from relatives naturally
causes less communication with them and weakens family boundaries
especially with regard to relationship of new generation and relatives.
Therefore, it can lead to less care about family ties and more individualist
generation in comparison with previous generation.
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Trapping into luxurious life may even affect personality of family
members -especially new generation- that they treat other arrogantly.
Particularly children of these families who are likely successors of their family
businesses may become so arrogant that financial status will be their criterion
for judgement and having relationship with. They may not care about
problems of others and easily discriminate people. As one of my interviewee
(family business founder) said, ‘They may think they were born rich and
workers and subordinators in family business were born poor. They think it is
an inevitable destiny of their workers to work. They cannot understand the
value of humanity […] these children will obviously do not care about society.
They are just arrogant, selfish and careless people who only think of their
appearance and how to show off.’
As was discussed in Chapter nine, trapping into luxurious life may
undermine motivation, tolerance, patience, and hardworking in next
generation. However, it is a popular support in Iranian families to provide
initial means of independent marital life for children by those parents who can
afford. These supports are supposed to help next generation to start their own
life and become independent. Controversially, parents' supports do not
necessarily end up in freedom of next generation mainly because parents may
fall in trap of family rivalry, show off and may even enforce their children to
choose a girl to marry from a family with similar financial and social status.
Consequently, these parents who are enjoying high level of life standard
provide similar living facilities for their children while they are not able to
afford expenses of such life standard by their own working and revenues as an
independent person. Therefore, children find themselves trapped into a
situation that they have to rely on more supports of family and consequently
dependent on them. Most likely destination of these children especially sons
who are working for their parents in their family business and remain
dependent on them for the rest of their life which is not very constructive in
preparing successors who should run family business as a leader. In contrast, I
found those children who have been supported by their parents gradually and
indirectly are more confident, independent, more successful successors in
many family businesses.
Poverty and struggling to get rid of it in founder generation can drive
them toward success. However, such poverty can also make them so obsessed
that they want to become rich and have a luxury life. Therefore, they try to
provide whatever they were deprived of in its best and most luxurious form as
their reward for their hard work. They may also try to pursue their suppressed
dreams and short of facilities in their life in the best form for their younger
family members especially children. Such tendency may direct them toward
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extreme so that they go far beyond necessity and appropriateness level.
Therefore, they and their families trap into a luxurious life in which family are
used to spend money and pay even more attention on outlook of their life to
others rather than enriching life with durable qualifications.

Conclusion
Family plays a significant role in the dynamic of the family business and
contributes a lot in the success of Iranian family businesses, especially due to
emphasis of Iranian-Islamic culture on importance of the family. Consequently,
I found the role of family values, relationships and also probable conflicts and
tensions from family dimension extremely influential and determinative in the
dynamic of the succession in Iranian family business. These influences could be
highly constructive and helpful in the succession process and also problematic.
Among all family values and principles, I found trust, accountability, family
hierarchy, respect, obedience, solidarity and integrity, support, sacrifice, and
forgiveness more influential in the dynamic of the succession process among
interviewed Iranian family businesses. These values can influence a succession
process and also become affected because of a succession process. These
family values can reduce tensions and conflicts and cause tensions and
conflicts during a succession process. All these family values are interrelated
and intertwined; so, affecting one value of family can affect the whole family
values, either positively or negatively.
The most important family value in Iran is “respect” that has been
considered the key principle and main support of the family that is priceless
and very vulnerable, without which family relationship is meaningless. Respect
determines family structure, which under influence of the Islamic principles
has formed Iranian family structure hierarchical and patriarchal based on
masculinity and birth order. Therefore, respect is considered as a priority that
prevents conflicts and tensions in a succession process and even determines
the successor of a leader in family business, which is in most cases the eldest
son of the family business leader. Respect is bilateral and mutual in Iranian
family business. Obedience is conceived as an imperative consequence of
respect in the family businesses, which is unilateral. Despite all advantages that
respect provide for a succession process in Iranian family business, it can be
also argued that family hierarchy and respect may hamper and suppress
talents, innovation, passion, and capabilities of those who are in lower levels of
the family hierarchy. In addition, intergenerational respect is mostly taken for
granted in the first and second generations of Iranian family business, but the
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third generations that are most likely cousin consortium are not so close family
members to merely prioritise respect in their decision-making.
In contrast with what most Western literature reviews take for granted,
trust of family members to each other is not unconditional. The level of trust
among Iranian family members differs depending on blood relatedness, level
of honesty and frankness, trueness and openness, emotional ties and good
will, and healthy way of living and earning. Trust among family members can
lower tensions and conflicts in the family business. However, trust in a
successor is not sufficient during the succession process and it has to be
accountability by hardworking, caring and paying attention to family business,
mutual understanding and respecting others, sacrifice, responsiveness, and
having enough knowledge and experience about the business. Such trust and
accountability are bilateral because not only family members should find
successor accountable and trustworthy for leadership of the family business,
but also family members who are involved in the family business need to prove
their accountability to the successor in order to be under the leadership of the
successor. Family trust is highly vulnerable to financial conflicts, lack of clarity
in communication, and unconditional trust, especially during a succession
process, and can have catastrophic consequences for this process.
Supporting as a cultural obligation can be the essential cause of forming
many family businesses in Iran that not only harmonise family relationship, but
also increase efficiency and productivity of the family business. It also leads to
integrity and solidarity among family members, which is essential for
obedience of leaders’ decisions during a succession process. Cultural
obligations for bilateral supports of family members from each other are also
helpful to increase trust and lower fears and concerns of family members
during a succession process, particularly with regard to fears of retirement of
predecessors. Family solidarity and unity can be highly helpful for a succession
process through preventing conflicts and tensions; on the other hand,
expected conflicts and tensions among family members during a succession
can lead to fragmentation in the family.
Sacrificing for family members and forgiving each other is highly helpful
in reducing negative effects of family over the succession process. It can also
play a role in filtering through which those who are more concerned about
their personal interest can become separated from those who prioritise family
interest. However, sacrificing increases expectation, so that if family members’
expectations are not met; they may feel mistreated, misused, and not
appreciated; or they may consider succession as an event, by which their
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valuable sacrifices in the predecessor generation will be forgotten by
leadership transition to the next generation.
In addition, there are also many conflicts in families that can be passed
to the family business, especially during succession, and create problems in
this process. Family originated problems in the succession process are mostly
related to jealousy and rivalry of family members, intergenerational conflicts,
dilemma of equality and inclusiveness in family, lack of clarity and
inappropriate communication, and more importantly financial issues, and
trapping into luxurious life. Trapping into luxurious life in particular can cause
family rivalry, personality change, distance in family relationship, less
communication, lowering next generation’s motivation, tolerance, patience,
productivity, and hardworking, so that they become more concerned about
outlook of their lives rather than its quality. Moreover, luxury life may direct
the attention of family members –particularly the new generation- to financial
issues, which I found in contrast with promotion of family values, like sacrifice,
emotional boundaries, caring, and supporting.
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Chapter 11: Perspective of Female Members of
Family

Through this Chapter, we will study succession process from perspective of
female members of family that include wives of family business leaders or in
another word, mothers of predecessors’ off-springs as well as daughters and
daughter in-laws of family business leaders. Female members of family are not
only possible choices of succession but also have a very critical position and
high level of influence in succession process. However, it is a matter of fact
that Iranian family businesses are more patriarchal and hierarchical due to
cultural obligations that was already discussed in Chapter four. However,
Iranian society is in a transition period, through which the role of women is
becoming more important in business affairs and their presence in society is
more acceptable. Therefore, it is essential to study position and influences that
female members of Iranian family business can have over succession process in
practice and reality of contemporary Iran. However, since there is no
entrepreneur, founder and predecessor woman among my interviewees, I
mainly base all discussions in this Chapter on a presumption that men are in
charge of business and then the role of women in succession process will be
studied.

Training Successors
Even if we consider female members of family as passive or marginal helper in
family business, nobody can deny the importance of women's role in rearing
children and influences they have over characteristics of next generation who
will be the succeed leadership of family business. Mothers can have immense
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influence over family dimension of family business. They contribute
significantly in formation of attitudes and perceptions of next generation
toward life and work. They have a remarkable role in teaching and promotion
of family values such as integrity and solidarity, trust and honesty, respect and
obedience, sacrifice and forgiveness among new generation of family business
to become committed to these values as the key principles of life.
Mothers have a great role in strengthening emotional boundaries and
family ties as well as softening relationship of family members that are highly
important for family business and especially effective in succession process.
Mothers' patience and calmness, her sharing and not being preferential,
convincing and persuading, sacrifices and forgiveness can not only positively
influence character of children but also lay the foundation of sibling in a
peaceful and respectful relationship in future that is critical during succession
process. Mothers' influence over children can pacify family’s atmosphere and
also prevent and/or resolve many tensions and clashes between children so
family remain at peace and harmony.

Contribution in Family Business
Women can have a considerable contribution in family business especially in
early stages of formation. Nevertheless, my findings show women are mostly
considered as supportive rather than the main cause of success in Iranian
family business. Many interviewees were even reluctant to talk about women
and their role in family business which can be interpreted either as their
sensitivity to talk about their women to me as a stranger or paying low
attention to women’s contribution in success and credit of family business. My
limited data suggest that women can help family business through direct
involvement into business –especially in founder generation- and also taking
burden of family affairs. Involvement of women into business are mostly
related and limited to early stages of forming family business, in which they
work shoulder by shoulder of men at home/workplace or take some marginal
roles like cooking for workers. However, women are not considered a key
figure in business affairs of family business and mostly have been given
marginal roles and responsibilities. The main reason for such marginalisation of
women especially wives of family business leaders in Iran is rooted in Islamic
cultural obligations that prohibit wives from work out of home and leave no
financial responsibility on them. Therefore, their husbands mostly ban wives’
involvement into business when financial situation of family is sufficient for
expenses and there is no need in family for the work of wives in business.
Consequently, they will be directed toward home affairs and raising children.
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However, women’s role to taking burden of family affairs and their
sacrifices in family have been more highlighted, emphasised and appreciated
by most of my interviewees. In fact, the main contribution of women from the
perspective of family members is their role in back stage of family business.
Wives of family business leaders can take care of family affairs and relief all
concerns of their husbands about family so that their husbands can
concentrate on business affairs. Women can have tremendous influences on
children and their husband to promote and preserve family values; pacify and
harmonise family atmosphere; and also prevent and/or resolve family conflicts
and tensions. In fact, women can set a foundation in family that family
business can be built on and benefit from. Women's understanding and
knowledge about family business help them to play their role in dynamic of
family business by their influence over family dimension of this business. In
addition, women's perception of different character, talents and abilities of
family’s members -including spouse and children- can be helpful for family
business leaders in taking responsibilities and authorities as well as defining
business hierarchy and relationships.
I also found some Iranian family businesses that consider no role for
female members of family -including wives, mothers, daughters or in-laws.
They believe that the best help and support of women for family business is
not helping and supporting at all. They believe intervention of women in family
business and their decisions are more emotional and sentimental, while
business is a rational affair in which their emotions can be destructive and
dangerous for business performance and efficiency. Therefore, women
become passive players who have no space to assert themselves about family
business. For instance, I found it very common among Iranian family
businesses that men try to separate work from home and try not to talk about
business and even minimize business contacts at home in order to prevent
intervention of women into family business.
There are also some family business leaders who impose their total
authorities and domination over family and even prefer women not to assert
themselves in family or make unilateral decision to family. To them, ideal wife
can be described as someone who is compliant of man's order and committed
in doing home affairs and raising children. I found some family businesses that
do not let female members of family participate in family assemblies because
they do not want female members of family assert their ideas and influence on
decision-makings in both family and business.
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Financial Dependency
There is no financial burden on the shoulder of women in Iranian culture.
Therefore, there is no obligation for women to work out of home and even if
they want to, they need permission of their husband or father. Consequently,
women are presumably dependent on men financially in Iranian families.
Women are more perceived as wealth consumer rather than wealth creator in
Iranian family business. Moreover, men are prioritized over women in
inheritance law of Iran, which leads to less share of ownership for women in
family business in comparison with men. Even advancement that is likely to be
given by fathers in their lifetime to children in Iran is mostly based on
ownership distribution that is stated in inheritance law. Therefore, male
members of family are prioritised and consequently have superior position to
shareholding of family business in comparison with women. This superior
position even enable them to gradually pay for women’s share and acquire
their portion of ownership from family business which means pruning women
from family business tree.

Family Politics
Financial dependency of women to men, less share of ownership from family
business, domination of men over women in family, inferior position and
considering no role or marginal role for women in Iranian family businesses
may not be tolerated by women; so, they may struggle to provide better
position in family as well as business. The most common strategy of women in
Iranian family business is through politics, increasing emotional temperature,
and manipulation of family members in order to gain more power and control
and a higher position. High level of influence of mothers over children, wives
over their husbands, and daughters over their fathers give them a great
opportunity to get involved in family business affairs and effect on decisionmaking.
Moreover, mothers’ influence over the character of children is the
strongest tool in hands of wives of family business leaders to invest on children
and manipulate them in childhood in order to gain their support against
husband in future and play a more active role in family business especially in
succession process that the transition of leadership occurs. Succession process
is an opportunity for women to gain a better position within family business
and achieve their goals and suppressed dreams through their influence over
family members. Controversially, new generation can also benefit from the
influence of women in order to achieve their goals particularly during
succession process. I found it very popular that new generation try to achieve
their goals in the light of emotions erupted by involvement of women of family
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into decision-making or convince family business leader through women’s
influences.

Women Conflicts
One of the reasons for marginalisation of women or not involving them into
many Iranian family businesses is the possibility of conflicts between women.
Conflicts of women are considered threatening and extremely dysfunctional
for family as well as business especially in sibling partnership of family
businesses. Therefore, many family businesses prefer not to involve women
into family business in order to prevent expansion of their conflicts from family
into broader dimension of family business. By doing so, they consider a better
chance for durability of partnership and preserving peace, harmony,
effectiveness and efficiency in their family business. Many of my male
interviewees were deeply concern that there is always risk of endangering
relationship of male members of family business because of women’s conflict
and their manipulations. They resist involvement of women into business
because women in their point of view are more emotional and sentimental in
dealing with problems and do not necessarily think of long term and collective
benefits of the whole family business.
There are numerous reasons for women conflicts, among which I found
some of them more popular in interviewees, such as: trapping into luxurious
life, which leads to family rivalry and conflicts particularly among wives of
brothers’ partnership businesses; comparison between level of contribution
and rewards from family business success by wives of male family members;
dependency of husband to his parents emotionally and financially; enforcing
women to adopt and to follow certain rules of family business; and, prioritizing
some other family relationship over marital relationship and paying low
attention to women’s complaints. In other words, anything that provokes
woman’s sense of jealousy and comparison.
Women conflicts can have devastating consequences for family business
and succession process. They may arise tensions between family members so
that undermine family boundaries and ties. Since reconciliation of women’s
conflicts is difficult, some women’s conflicts may not be completely resolved
and remain as anger or hatred among them. Succession process may become
an opportunity for women to revive their anger and hatred from each other
that may arise tensions and even leads to catastrophic consequences on
continuity of family business. Some consequences of women conflicts that I
found are generating gaps in relationship of family members with other;
lowering emotional ties and boundaries; and also some radical reactions such
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as divorce or affecting decision of family business leader to choice of successor
or pruning family tree.

Marriage
Marriage of family son with a girl is mostly perceived as extension of family
while marriage of family daughter with a boy is considered as separation of
daughter from family in Iranian culture. These two different perceptions can
have different consequences on family relationship and dynamic of family
business. Such perceptions are rooted in Islamic culture that give authority and
domination of men over women by marriage and socially limit women. Women
are prohibited to work out of home, unless their husband gives permission.
According to Islamic culture, it can be interpreted that destiny of women is
pretty much in hands of their husbands and consequently women in general
and daughters of family business leaders in particular are presumably not
expected to pursue footsteps of their parents in family business and succeed
them. In fact, it also does not sound logical for parents to pass leadership of
family business to their daughters whose destiny and control are pretty much
in hands of their husbands.
Such domination of men over women as the results of marriage can
become so overwhelming that few of my interviewees look at their wives as
servant of their parents or enforce them to do what they are not willing to do
at all. However, such inferior position of women cause many politics and
manipulation by them to compensate their lack of power, authority and
assertion in family context and may arise many conflicts and tensions that
were discussed earlier. Wives may even try to increase their influence on
dynamic of family business by persuading, offering, imposing or enforcing their
husbands to employ their relatives into family business among which sibling inlaw are the most popular ones. Involvement of relatives of daughter in-law
into family business can alter dynamic of family business in favour of daughter
in-law because they can have a stronger influence over family business and
especially succession process.
Fear of such politics and manipulation by wives are one of the greatest
concerns among Iranian family businesses for marriage of their sons so that
many parents either consider many criteria for choosing an appropriate choice
of marriage for their sons; or even choose a wife by themselves for their son
and then son is enforced to marry their choice. The main reason of their
concerns is the possibility of clashes and conflicts that new members of family
–daughters-in-law- can cause through their politics and manipulation for family
business.
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Transition in Iranian Society in favour of Women
Iranian society is not a homogeneous Islamic society. Westernisation has also
had its own footprint in Iranian culture. In fact, Iranian society is experiencing a
transition period from traditions to modernity that has led to more sociability,
liberalization, and education among Iranian women and increased their
involvement into society and business affairs. Women contribute for 16.7% in
employment and the job market in Iran, and their level of education is high.
Around 60% of university graduates in Iran are women and this statistic clearly
shows signs of such transition in Iranian society toward socialisation and
liberation of women. In family context, study of Kian (2013) shows the
consequence of such gradual liberation for women in modern Iran is that
marriage age has raised and authoritarian balance of family has been changed
in favor of women. Women do not necessarily marry a man for financial
dependency and men have less authority over women who are educated and
socialized. Lowering authoritarian power of men leads to losing absolute
leadership power within family context and increasing likelihood of a more
democratic family in which decision-making is more based on consensus or
democracy.

Female Successor
In fact, prioritisation of men over women in term of ownership share and social
limitations and inferior position of female in comparison with male in Islam
lessens the chance of female members of family like mother or daughters to
become in charge of family business. Despite all cultural obligations rooted in
Islamic thoughts and marginalisation of women in Iranian family businesses,
gradual transition of Iranian society toward modernisation and liberalisation
have increased likelihood of succession by female members of family.
However, women still have a very difficult task if they want to become a
successor of a family business. They confront with tremendous social, familial,
and preferential barriers to overcome.
Wife of family business leader is very likely to succeed her husband’s
position within family business where leader die unexpectedly, and a successor
has not been chosen or well prepared. Wife of family business leader can be
also the most peaceful and acceptable choice of succession, when there is a
high level of tension among family members for succeeding leadership role of
family business. Their respect, charisma, mediation, and their abilities for
improving quality of relationship and resolving problems, and also emotionally
uniting family members and promoting cohesion and family values are among
the factors that I found for considering wife of family business leader as
successor in Iranian family businesses.
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Daughters of family business leaders are the ones who should fight for
succession based on gender in Iranian family business. Preference can become
so discriminative that some family businesses cannot even tolerate visits of
their daughters into family business because they consider it culturally
inappropriate. However, not all family businesses are the same and not all
family businesses are very strict to involvement of daughters in family
business. There are numerous ways that daughters of family business leaders
can fight with preferences in succession. One of the strongest factors that they
benefit from is education and equipping themselves with knowledge and skills
that are relevant and very helpful in family business. Therefore, they can
impose themselves to family business and establish their position within family
business.
Education and expertise are not sufficient for succession of daughters as
they need to overcome many barriers that their gender causes in their
pathway toward succession. Main barrier is dealing with negative attitudes of
male involved stakeholders to their leadership over family business which
includes family members as well as employees, managers, customers, and
suppliers and so on. This negative attitude can cause denial of women’s
talents, knowledge, capabilities, abilities and may lead to resistance and
sabotages by male stakeholders. The main reason for their negative attitudes is
difficulty of accepting superiority and domination of women over men and also
difficulty of digesting subordination of a female leader that evoke their sense
of anger, dishonour, and even jealousy. Therefore, male stakeholders may
resist progress and success of women in family business so that they may even
try to sabotage and undermine women efforts and their hardworking and
highlight and exaggerate their wrong decisions and mistakes.
Daughters of family business leader have to overcome these barriers but
as one of my female interviewee who is running third generation of family
business stated: ‘it is the hardest job on earth.’ They need extraordinary
passion and hardworking to deal with barriers and additional knowledge,
expertise and capabilities to impose their superiority over their male
competitors within family business. They also need to be raised differently by
other girls who are supposed to have normal life of women in Iran that are
more involved in domesticity and child care. Some of these differences that I
found are involving them into family business from childhood by temporarily
visit or working during school vacations and holidays; toughness and
seriousness of parents particularly father to responsibilities that are given to
them; directing their concern to more fundamental issues rather than
superficial dimension of life like beauty and attractiveness; prioritizing work
over leisure, hobbies and friendship; reducing their free time and relationship
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with other girls so that they can get distance from typical lifestyle of women
and become more concern about their independence and think more rationally
and long term. In addition, support of parent especially family business leader
from their daughters can also be highly influential and helpful in overcoming
barriers in pathway of their succession.
Although market opportunities and managerial roles are more available
for men in Iran, I personally think high number of female university graduates
and crisis in labour market of Iran on one hand and also current trend in
Iranian society in which women are seeking more independence and liberation
on the other hand can increase entrepreneurship of women in Iran.
Consequently, we should expect more businesses in Iranian economy that are
run by women. Therefore, number of female successor should be expected to
increase sharply in future and we will see more family businesses that are
female dominated.

Conclusion
My findings show that women in Iranian family businesses experience the
same challenges and barriers that have been addressed in the literature but in
a more problematic level, in addition to cultural obligations and limitations
imposed to Iranian women in society and business affairs. My findings show
that women in Iranian family business are mostly marginalised and take more a
supportive role. Their help is mostly through taking responsibilities of home
and family affairs and are more involved in domesticity and raising children.
Their direct contribution into the family business’ achievements are mostly
limited to early stages of forming family business and not well appreciated.
Women are mostly financially dependent on men and are conceived as wealth
consumers and in the inferior position in comparison with male in the family
hierarchy. Men are dominated and prioritised over women in term of
ownership’s share.
However, the role of women is seen in back stage of family business and
family is highly significant and considerable, so they can be highly influential in
the succession process in different ways. Women can influence the succession
process positively by promotion of family shared values; pacify and harmonise
family atmosphere during succession; prevent and resolve the probable
conflicts and tensions among family members; rearing and affecting
characteristics of next generation; and strength family boundaries and ties.
However, they can also find the succession process as an opportunity to
pursue their own interest and gain more power, control, and a higher position
in family through politics and manipulation of the family members and
heightening emotional temperature in the family. They can also cause more
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involvement of women’s relatives into the family business in order to change
the dynamic of business in their favour. Women conflicts are also other
negative factors for succession process, so that male members of the family
business consider them threatening and extremely dysfunctional for family
solidarity, respect, and trust and therefore try to marginalise women and
direct them toward domesticity and minimise their authority and assertion, in
order to prevent expansion of their conflicts in the family business.
In fact, such situation of women in Iranian family businesses is rooted in
cultural influences of Islam in Iranian society. The inferior position of women in
the family hierarchy, less share of ownership, and social limitations and
cultural obligations are among factors that marginalize the role of women in
family business and lower their chance for leadership succession in the family
business. As an example, we can refer to consequences of marriage for women
based on Islamic principles that are dominated by husband and somehow
leaving authority and destiny of women in the hands of men. However, Iranian
society is not a homogeneous Islamic society and Westernisation has had its
own footprint in Iranian culture. In fact, Iranian society is experiencing a
transition period from traditions to modernity that has led to more sociability,
liberalization, and education among Iranian women and increased their
involvement into society and business affairs.
Therefore, there are some families that not only liberate female
members of family to work in their family business but also have chosen their
successor from them, such as the wife or daughter of the family business
leader. Successions by female members of family is highly problematic and
require additional passion, hardworking, and commitment in dealing with
preferences, resistance, intolerance, denial, sabotage, anger, jealousy, and
dishonour caused by their gender and need more supports and training by the
predecessors. Nevertheless, the more Iranian society moves forward and the
more new generation of female members graduate from universities, there is
more likelihood of women’s socialisation, liberation, participation in business
affairs, and even entrepreneurship by women and more female dominated
business or family business.
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Chapter 12: Professionalism

Organisational performance and effectiveness are highly essential for family
business because without a profitable and well-organised business, most
advantages of family business will be undermined. Therefore, in addition to
succession in ownership and family leadership, successor should also be able
to effectively succeed the managerial role of family business leader in family
business; otherwise, continuity of family business will be in ambiguity.
Successor should be able to effectively succeed the leadership role of
predecessor, make decisions and also organise business in order to get the
best result and performance out of it. In doing so, managers, employees,
customers, suppliers and in broader scope market itself play a critical role,
which must be taken into consideration in succession process.

Decision-Making and Leadership
Essential ingredient of leadership and management are decision-making
through which successor should be able to collect appropriate and sufficient
information; make precise and comprehensive decisions; and need a coherent
and organised structure to implement decisions and make them come true in
practice. However, providing such foundation for successors is a problematic
dilemma for many family businesses in Iran due to structural conflicts,
problematic characteristics of predecessors, and organisational culture.
First problem is related to structural conflict in decision-making between
predecessor generation and successor generation. Taking Iranian culture,
inheritance law, and life cycle models into account, most likely form of
leadership transition for controlling owner family business is sibling
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partnership in next generation and then cousin consortium a generation after.
However, family business decision-making in different forms of transition is
fundamentally different from each other. Decision-making in controlling
owner’s family business is more authoritarian and unilateral; controlling owner
mostly needs to access to all information and reports directly and is in charge
of whole family business in order to ensure appropriate implementation of
decision in practice. In contrast, in sibling partnership family businesses,
responsibilities and territories of authorities are divided between siblings.
Decision-making is based on consensus of siblings who are in charge of
different areas of business and their collaboration with each other is needed in
order to appropriately implement decisions. Cousin consortium family business
makes their decisions more on democratic bases so that their contribution in
decisions can be considered as of board of directors.
Second problem is related to characteristics of predecessor that may
hinder succession process in business leadership and decision-making. In order
to have more precise elaboration of role of decision-making in succession
process, I concentrated on most common form of leadership transition from
controlling owner family business to sibling partnership. Most entrepreneurial
family businesses that I found in Iran are run by controlling owners whose
characteristics can be described as authoritative and charismatic, absolute
source of power and sole decision maker, and directly involved and familiar
with all dimensions of family business. Such characteristics are mostly rooted
in having all managerial and ownership rights in one person and can be highly
constructive for some aspects of entrepreneurship to help them organise
employees and increase efficiency and performance of business but on a
certain level of development. Most of these controlling owners in their family
business are conceived as a line that every employee is connected to and is
supposed to report directly to them. Therefore, organisational hierarchy is so
flat that family business become highly dependent on them and their
decisions. I also found most of these family business leaders highly proud of
their role and dependency on business, because they believe their presence is
so essential that without them, family business would cease to exist.
In fact, dependency of family business on leader is not only a barrier for
succession process but also a limit to the growth and development of family
business. However, the more controlling owner of family business ages and
approach retirement and involve with succession process or the more
development and growth in size of family business, the more they realise the
necessity of structural changes and reducing dependency of business to its
leader and decisions. Therefore, family business leaders may come to a
conclusion to change business structure and prepare a foundation for
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smoother succession process and/or development in business. Consequently,
they may try to adopt family business based on leadership of next generation
by dividing responsibilities and territory of authorities, promotion of teamwork
and consensus, and defining principles and frameworks.
Basic argument will be about capability of these controlling owners for
those changes. Taking my findings, many of aged controlling owners share
similar problematic characteristics for implementation of structural changes. I
found most of them conservative and traditional who are believer in their
management style; highly resistant to any changes that increase bureaucracy
and speed of work like hierarchical organisation with middle managers;
impatient to see the result of these changes; and not willing to share credit of
their achievement to others. In addition, it can be also argued that they are not
familiar enough with different types of decision-making and business structure.
They may lack enough knowledge and skills to modify and adapt management
and governance structure. Therefore, they may not be necessarily a right
person to change family business structure for decision-making of next
generation.
In contrast, I also found some controlling owners of family business who
could go far beyond traditional borders and could think big and positive. They
could trust in next generation and authorise them in decision-making in their
territory of responsibility that is of their interest and capabilities. They could
succeed in increasing confidence by liberation of next generation to decide
about territory of responsibilities, while they could convince them about
priority of family business interest as a whole over personal interest. They
could also promote teamwork and consensus in next generation so that they
find their benefit in profit of others. In other words, they could teach next
generation that collaboration cannot last for so long when both parties are not
winner. Therefore, family business success can be conceived as every family
member’s success. They could also get distance from details and become more
strategic planner, consultant, mentor, director, and supervisor who define
business principles and frameworks in order to direct family business toward
its goals.
Third problem is related to organisational culture that may not be able
to digest changes in leadership structure caused by succession and arise
problems in decision-making of successors. In fact, long tenured presence and
influences of controlling owners over family business are so strong that not
only significantly impact culture of organisation but also can make
organisational culture a reflection of their strength and bias. Therefore,
organisational culture that has been formed or highly affected by domination,
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charisma, authoritarian, orientation, and managing capabilities and strengths
of predecessor in controlling owner family business confront with succession
that can bring a change in leadership structure. Consequently, organisational
culture may not be able to digest this change and adapt itself to new
circumstances that are partially in contrast with whatever every stakeholder
used in predecessor generation. As a result, it is improbable that new
generation confront with resistance and tensions of business stakeholders
including managers and employees and even customers and suppliers in
broader scope to their decision-making.

Managers and Employees
Managers and employees are subordinates of business leadership in family
business hierarchy. Importance of their role in succession process can be
compared with that of family. Without their compliance, commitment, and
contribution to succession process, effectiveness of success and continuity of
family business are in ambiguity. Managers and employees can affect
succession process in different ways, which clearly shows the necessity of
taking their perspective into consideration.
Due to research limitations, my findings were not satisfactory for myself
but are sufficient for me to conclude that succession in their perspective is
considered a threat to their status quo, stability, and order in organisation as
well as an opportunity for promotion, progress, and new sphere to flourish.
However, what I found more general among managers and employees is their
concern about viability of family business and their job security, which is
subject to capability of next generation and needs to be proven for managers
and employees.
Those managers and employees who have been working in family
business for a long period of time and particularly those who have been
involved in the business from early stages of formation are more likely to resist
or even resent succession process for different reasons such as finding their
position at risk, fears of outliving their usefulness, immobility and difficulty of
finding job out of family business, fear of restrictions and limits in their liberty
and authority imposed by new leadership, loyalty and even dependency on
predecessor, emotional and personal ties with predecessor and not being able
to establish meaningful relationship with new generation, fear of
ungratefulness of next generation or even accusation of predecessor for
nepotism and not choosing them as successor. They may also expect the same
characteristics of predecessor from successor and lack of those characteristics
in successor may make managers and employees dissatisfied, disappointed and
even hopeless about viability of family business.
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In contrast, those managers and employees who are new or young in
family business are more likely to welcome succession process. Aging of
predecessors may increase conservative and traditional attitudes that means
risk averter and stabilising family business. However, it might be boring and/or
tiring for new and young employees and managers as it may stick them into
routines. Therefore, they may find succession process as an opportunity to
inject new and fresh blood into body of organisation. They may hope for
establishing a meaningful relationship with new generation of family business
and find a platform for demonstration of their capabilities, talents, and
creativity and become promoted. It is important that successors appreciate
these hopes and do not let courageous managers and employees disappointed.
In addition, there are also some managers that are not necessarily
salaried, as they may own family business shares or receive a percentage of
profit. Some family business leaders may find some managers so trustworthy
and helpful in business that offer them shares of ownership or percentage of
profit in order to encourage them to stay in family business. They may also try
to train new generation through using knowledge, experience, and skills of
some managers and offer them partnership with next generation in some
sections of family business. Role of these managers into succession process is
more significant than other managers in family business. Ownership and being
beneficial in family business on one hand, and dependency of family business
on skills, experience, knowledge or connections on the other hand, make them
so assertive in succession process that enable them to not only hinder
succession process but also change successors.

Market
Viability of family business like any other business is subject of adaptability to
market trend and dynamic of business environment. Long-term durability
mandates family business to keep their products/services attractive and
desirable for customers. However, constant changes in dynamic of market
require family businesses to constantly adapt themselves. However,
adaptability requires innovation, creativity, precise market information, quality
concern, monitoring competitors, technology upgrade, knowledge update, and
research and development. In fact, succession process -especially its hot
phase- is a period that attracts attention of family business by involvement of
most stakeholders. Succession threats family business viability. Not just
because of its problems, but also as a period in which domesticity is prioritised
over market dynamism. However, market is so dynamic that does not wait for
family business. What we have discussed so far was about problems and
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barriers during succession process to overcome, but with regard to adaptability
to market trend, succession itself is a problem for family business.
I found those Iranian family businesses that experienced a problematic
succession process due to structural conflicts and internal tensions, more
involved with domesticity and less concentrated on responsiveness to
customers’ needs and attitudes. Prospective results of these family businesses
are gradually excluded from market pioneers or producing products/services
out of fashion and popularity. The more market is competitive, the more risks
threat the continuity and viability of family business over generations.
In contrast, I found those Iranian family businesses that trusted in next
generation long before hot phase of succession process and authorised them
for decision-making in their territory of responsibility that are compatible with
their interest and capabilities, less vulnerable with regard to market changes
during succession process. Main reason is that by division of responsibilities
among trustee and capable people, having a fresh and motivated generation in
charge of different areas of business, and more importantly collaboration
between them, family business leaders get distance from executive
responsibilities and find more opportunities to look forward and broader
instead of looking around and taking care of everything. Therefore, they can
spend more time to elaborate market trend, monitor competitors, explore
opportunities, efficiently allocate resources, and realise necessity of
investment for research and development in order to improve quality or
become innovative and creative which are essential for becoming pioneers in
market.
There has been great emphasis on Western literature about planning for
succession process. However, instability in Iranian economy and politics is a
major problem that Iranian family businesses suffer the most with regard to
long term planning particularly about succession process. Constant changes in
business regulations, political tensions, imposing sanctions, and external
threats for war or terror are few among numerous factors that destabilize
Iranian business environment so that I found most Iranian prefer to deal with
problems when they occur according to given circumstances rather than plan
in advance for dealing with them.

Customer and Supplier
As it has been indicated by study of Kamalian, Rashki, and Arbabi (2011, p. 88)
in Iranian SMEs, innovation and competitiveness in Iran’s market are achieved
mostly not by R&D projects or the likes but through gathering information
from customers and suppliers. Therefore, relationship with customers and
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suppliers are of greatest ingredients for adaptability of family businesses with
market trend.
I found that long lasting Iranian family business that are concerned
about succession process tend to have long term partnership and relationship
with their reliable suppliers and major and/or loyal customers. Consequently,
their relationship is likely to go far beyond professional and become so
personal and friendly that even in some cases their children marry each other. I
found that many successful Iranian family businesses tend to establish a winwin relationship with major customers and suppliers in order to have a longterm mutual beneficial relationship. Therefore, they pay great attention on
quality and satisfaction of their customers and expect the same from their
suppliers.
However, succession as a big change in family business leadership may
threat this relationship. First and most important reason is age difference of
successor in family business and those customers and suppliers who had
personal relationship with predecessor in family business. Generational
conflicts or better to say different orientation and life style are the main
factors in generating gaps in personal relationship of successor with old
customers and suppliers. But, it is also likely and helpful that new generation of
family business can establish a meaningful relationship with new generation of
supplying or consuming company and continue their partnership and
relationship over generations. It seems difficult and hardly possible, but I found
it very common in Iran.
Another reason is different concerns of successor from predecessors.
Those predecessors that were deeply concern about quality and satisfaction of
customers and expected same from suppliers may become succeeded by
successors who are keen to prove their capabilities in post succession phases
and therefore may seek profit and/or business value/volume increase.
Consequently, successors may prioritise profit maximisation in their decisionmaking that may cause disappointment in customers for low quality or high
price; or similarly disappointment in suppliers for decreasing business with
them in order to find alternative and cheaper materials to reduce cost.

Conclusion
The professional dimension of succession in family business refers to the
effectiveness of succession in: leadership role and decision-making,
establishing meaningful relationship with managers and employees and
achieving organisational productivity and performance, adaptability to
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dynamic of market and changes in business environment, and also idealistically
finding loyal customers and reliable suppliers.
My findings show that the most likely form of leadership transition for
controlling owner family business is sibling partnership in next generation,
followed by a cousin consortium a generation after. Main reasons for such
transition are importance of family and inclusiveness in Iranian culture,
ownership distribution in inheritance law, and also the tendency for minimising
tensions and conflicts among family members. However, family business
decision-making in different forms of transition is fundamentally different from
each other due to structural conflicts. In order to have an effective succession,
business structure of controlling owner family business needs to be changed
from authoritarian and unilateral decision-making to consensus and
collaborative leadership in sibling partnership. Moreover, business structure of
a sibling partnership family business needs to be changed to democratic
leadership and decision-making in cousin consortium family business. Without
such changes, structural conflicts are very much likely in the succession
process. But problems arise when some predecessors do not change or are not
capable of such structural changes due to having insufficient knowledge and
familiarity to the new structure, and also having personal characteristics that
may not fit into the new structure.
Organisational culture in family businesses may become highly
influenced by the characteristics of predecessors/founders. It can be so strong
that organizational culture reflects predecessors’ strengths and biases and
business structure may become so dependent on predecessors’ characteristics
that subordinates cannot digest and adapt to different characteristics and
leadership of successor. Therefore, resistance and tensions become very likely
in succession process. There are two different attitudes among managers and
employees. Those managers that ages and have been working in family
business for a long period of time may resist or even resent succession process
due to threatening stability and their status quo, position, liberty, authority,
personal relationship with the predecessor and inability to establish same
relationship with next generation, and also fear of ungratefulness by the new
leadership or their sense of nepotism. Such resistance of old managers may
become even more dysfunctional and influential if they also have some share
of ownership. In contrast, young managers may welcome the new generation
leadership as a new opportunity that they can benefit from and that
demonstrate their talents, capabilities, and creativity, and establish a
meaningful relationship with new leaders and become promoted.
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Another dimension of professionalism is market trend and necessity to
monitor and adopt business with the changing dynamic of market.
Controversially, succession is a period in which attention and concentration of
family business may become shifted toward domesticity and family business
lose market share and customers’ satisfaction. In addition, most Iranian family
businesses tend to establish long-term and mutual beneficial relationship with
their reliable suppliers and loyal customers that may turn to personal
relationship. However, succession may negatively affect these personal
relationships due to generational differences and/or different orientation with
regard to business. In addition, planning for a succession process that has been
highly emphasized in Western literature is very problematic due to instability
of economy and politics in Iran.
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Chapter 13: Financial and Ownership
Perspective

A key dimension of succession is related to financial issues and ownership,
which are highly sensitive and determinative in succession process. It is a
critical subject that can affect, alter, and even determine dynamic of family
business especially during succession process that financial issues become
extremely important. With this regard, there are three different dimensions
that I found more influential in succession process such as family business
perspectives with regard to role of money, different types of withdrawal from
family business revenue, and finally ownership distribution.

Role of Money in Family Business
A materialistic dimension of family business that we merely refer to it as
“money” in this Chapter can play a remarkable role in the dynamic of family
business, and also the succession process. Money and profitability of family
business is so important that without which there will be no business, however
not everything is money. Depending on level of attention and weight that
family businesses and their members consider for money, it can affect family
relationships and succession process positively or negatively. I found very
different attitudes with regard to money in Iranian family business that
exploring them help us to better understand role of money in succession
process and dynamic of family business. These attitudes can be categorised in
three groups. First group are those who pay minimum attention on money and
have much more important goals and priorities in their life. Second group are
those who pay high attention on materialistic dimension of their work but
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prioritise family relationships over money. Third group are those who prioritise
money over family values and relationship so that seeking profit maximisation
and wealth accumulation become of their greatest concern.
Taking together all findings in my research, first group can be described
as those who consider money not as ultimate goal of working but rather as a
means to an end. These family businesses have targets and goals which are far
beyond materialistic issues and do not consider money as their priority and
criterion for their success. To some of them, their earning and wealth are
temporarily gift given to them by God and therefore they are responsible to
spend it appropriately otherwise it loses blessing. Their main driver is not
earning money but their goals. To them, working hard and sacrifices in
pathway of their goal can also bring money as a side effect. They believe in
“work hard, money comes.” To them, money is to provide reasonable means
of life and welfare for family. Trapping into luxurious life so that it undermines
family value and relationships is highly prohibited and condemned. Since they
earn money as a result of their hard work and sacrifices, they well understand
its value and obviously stand against what they call waste of money by luxury.
To them, working and feeling useful and beneficial for others are more joyful
than spending their money for themselves.
This group can give depth and meaning into business -far beyond profit
maximisation- by setting goals, principles and framework so that they can
concentrates and commit on them in all affairs of family business. One of basic
problem for this group is that they should convince every stakeholder in family
business about value and importance of their goals so that all stakeholders
become committed and concentrated to the set framework and principles and
direct business into what they define as success. However, convincing
everyone in family business with their different ideology and perspectives is
extremely tough and require strong charismatic leadership and influence over
both family and business subordinates. Nevertheless, it is critical that next
generation of family business also appreciate their goals and targets and have
same attitude of their predecessors with regard to money. Having successors
with same attitudes and concentrated and committed to the set principles and
frameworks can highly assure family business durability over generations. In
addition, having a family who share same attitudes of family business leader
with regard to money can significantly lower vulnerability of family business
from financial issues during succession process.
Second group of family businesses are those who seek profit
maximization and wealth accumulation and pay high level of attention on
financial issues but money for them is not everything. They are those who also
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care about family relationships and prioritise family over money when money
threatens family harmony, peace, and reputation. Most family businesses fit
into this group with variety of degrees. They are the ones who work hard in
family business and earn money by hardship and difficulty but are ready to
sacrifice their earnings and wealth for wellbeing, reputation, progress, and also
solving financial problems of their family. Depending on temperature of
emotion, level of solidarity and unitedness, and also closeness of family
relationship, their readiness for sacrifice may vary. These are rational people in
business and emotional in family relationships. They can become so emotional
on family dimension that many aspects of ownership and shareholding among
partners and stakeholders of family business remain unclear. Financial
dimension can become so marginal in comparison with family relationship that
withdrawal of partners and/or family members is based on their needs rather
than their portion of ownership or work.
However, these family businesses are extremely vulnerable with regard
to attractiveness of money and its influence over people’s character and
behaviour. Money is so tempting and attractive that can change people and
their priorities. Money can generate gaps in family relationship and then fill
and enlarge these gaps so that undermine whole family relationships. My
findings show money can influence people in different ways but one of the
most epidemic influences of money in Iranian family business is that the more
wealth is accumulated and welfare increases in family businesses, there is
more likelihood of trapping into luxurious life and/or paying more attention on
materialistic dimension of life. Most likely scenarios as result of this change are
class conflicts with relatives; tendency of family members to have more
leisure; and spend more time out of family business in order to pursue their
personal interest. Consequently, these likely scenarios may shift family
members’ concentration from family business and their relationship with
family members toward friendship with others and having new priorities in
their life that are largely dependent on financial status. Therefore, importance
of money increases in their personal life as well as their relationship that
makes them more dependent on money and increase likelihood of financial
conflicts in these family businesses. Lacks of clarity in financial issues, like
ownership, shareholding or withdrawal, also amplify these conflicts and
tensions among family members.
Most of financial conflicts that I found in this group can highly affect
succession so that it can even undermine whole process and cause termination
of family business. Most of these conflicts are rooted in role of money in
changing family members’ way of thinking with regard to family business that
is hardly irreversible. Some influences that money can have over family
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members are thinking more individualistic rather than collective; caring more
about their self rather than benefit of family as a whole; comparing their level
of work and contribution in business success with their reward and revenue
out of family business; trying to impose their superiority and demonstrate their
capabilities and talents in order to seek more share of ownership and/or profit;
marginalisation of family values and prioritising money which are all counterproductive in succession process. These influences can be so devastating that
family members may come to a conclusion to end up their partnership or
relationship with each other in family business or even terminate and liquidate
it.
Taking my findings, third group can be described as those family
businesses that mostly care about profit maximization and wealth
accumulation. If we do not consider them selfish and greedy people, we can
assume that they care about family values and relationship but take more
rational and professional standpoint with regard to their business and separate
family relationship from work of family business or in sum, separate business
from family. They have an objective perspective in their decision-making so
that money becomes their first and last criterion for evaluation of their success
in their professional life. This group tend to have a crystal clear business
hierarchy, distribution of responsibilities, ownership distribution, revenue and
rewards or bonus, and withdrawals from business for all involved family
members into business.
Main difference of third group from second group is that they struggle to
exclude emotional and sentimental dimension of family from business as much
as they can. Even though similar scenarios of second group are also likely to
happen in third group of family businesses but negative consequences are less
counter-productive as they have already laid the foundation of family business
on more rationality and importance of money and therefore are less
vulnerable than second group. Although family may not be a very strong player
in dynamic of family business, succession process provides a great opportunity
for family members to strengthen their position and increase their influence
over family business. More exclusion of emotional dimension of family from
business may lower supportive role of family values on family business.
Therefore, family business may become deprived of sacrifices and forgiveness,
respecting, trust, solidarity and unitedness, which are essential during
problematic period of succession. Instead, negative factors like politics, rivalry
and competition, jealousy and mistrust, guile and deceitfulness, and betrayal
may replace family values in family relationship in dealing with succession
process.
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Withdrawals
Withdrawing money is a sensitive and critical issue in family businesses. It does
not only increase the role of money but may also cause conflicts and tensions
in family relationships. I found different types of withdrawals from family
business for expenses of family members that have different consequences on
family relationships and dynamic of succession process. First type of
withdrawal in Iranian family business is based on needs and expenses of family
members. Second type is considering a certain portion of profit and/or a fixed
salary for work of family members as employees of family business. And third
type is combination of these two types through which family members have a
fixed salary for their routine expenses and also can have access to financial
resources of family business for their big expenses.
First type of withdrawal that I found popular among Iranian family
businesses is based on needs and expenses of family members. The role of
trust is extremely important in this type of withdrawal; it is more applicable in
those family businesses where all shareholders belong to a nuclear family such
as family business leader and involved offspring into family business or sibling
partnership. In fact, this type of withdrawal is rooted in the family principle of
equality and inclusiveness through which family business is conceived as a
means to provide same level of wellbeing and welfare for family members so
that they all can benefit from a similar lifestyle no matter who works more or
who is higher in business hierarchy.
Despite all advantages that this type of withdrawal brings for family
business, it can be root cause of many conflicts and tensions in family
relationships. In fact, differences of withdrawal should be digestible for family
members otherwise it may arise sense of inequality and/or misusing trust may
arise that are embodied by tension and conflict in family business. However,
people have different attitudes and lifestyle and therefore may have different
level of financial needs and expenses. Taking into consideration that family
members are free to withdraw as much money as they need, it would be
difficult to control and manage the expenses of the family so that they do not
cause huge disparities between withdrawals of family members. Taking the
role of spouse and children of every family member and their different
financial requirements into consideration increases the difficulty of withdrawal
management.
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In fact, most important disadvantages of withdrawal based on
need/expenses are conflicts of family values, because equality does not
necessarily mean justice in family business. In fact, if equality and justice shall
be lived simultaneously, this requires tremendous understanding and sacrifice
by all family members. Understanding for those who are lower in capability
and business hierarchy to prioritise those who are higher in business hierarchy
and more capable in withdrawal from family business. And also sacrifice of
those who are more capable and have higher positions to let others to have
similar life style and withdrawal from family business. It is a very complex
dilemma that miraculously works well in some Iranian family businesses
because they have found their solidarity and cohesion as main cause of their
success and therefore prioritise family equality even if they consider it unjust.
However, successors who are next generation of family business do not
necessarily digest such sacrifice and understanding and it would be very likely
that they prefer to prioritise justice to equality that would be hardly peaceful.
Any change in withdrawal would be resisted if it affects the living standard of
the family negatively. Another consequence of equality of living standard is
that growth and development become an essential condition for continuity of
family business over generations. Growth in profitability and market share are
mandatory especially for those family businesses that their children reach the
age of independence and marriage. Problem arise when revenues of a family
business are sufficient for expenses of a nuclear family but when children
reach the age of independence in Iran, they may expect to have same life
standard as their parents do.
Second type is considering a monthly income for work of family
members as employees of family business, no matter if they are shareholders
or employees. This type of withdrawal is mostly applied in those family
businesses that either try to minimize family conflicts and tensions or seek
professionalism. Prioritising justice over equality, rewarding base on
competence and contribution to business success, encouraging for progress in
work and increase their earning, and lowering the sense of nepotism are
among the reasons that I found for this type of withdrawal in Iranian family
businesses.
Such attitude of these family businesses with regard to considering a
salary for those family members who are not shareholders may cause sharp
differences in their life standard in comparison with those who are
shareholders. I found that candidate successors like offspring or sibling of
family business leader who are engaged in family business but do not own any
share of business experience more financial difficulties in their life compared
with those employees who have similar revenue out of business. First reason is
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that their living standards are compared with life standard of those family
members that are shareholder. Therefore, these comparisons with others
inevitably enforce them to close the gap to the shareholders. Second reason is
that offspring of family business leaders may get used to welfare, living
facilities, expensive vacations and et cetera that living with parents had for
them, but they cannot afford them after marriage with their own salaries.
Such financial difficulties may produce conflict and tension between two
generations of family business. Those who do not own any share of business
entitle themselves as partners of business due to their contribution to family
business success in their role as family member. This may that extreme that, as
one of my interviewees confessed, they try to steal money from family
business in the name of getting their share of partnership and sacrifice. In
addition, my findings show generosity of family business leader in spending
money for solving financial problems of others, helping employees, charities
and benevolence, contradicts their rigidity and toughness with regard to the
salary of the next generation who are not shareholders may cause a sense of
bilateral loneliness. Because in one hand they are somehow excluded from
other employees and managers due to their relationship with the family
business leader and on the other hand, they do not see any significant
advantage for being a member of family. Therefore, the next generation may
lose their motivation to continue working in family business, as they may feel
that their contribution and sacrifices for family business is neglected.
A third type of withdrawal is neither liberating for family members nor
tough nor rigid, but it is a combination of these two types. There are various
methods for a combination of these two types of withdrawal, but I merely
refer to the most popular ones that I found. Family businesses try to consider a
discipline and framework for withdrawal of family members through which
they mainly consider a fixed salary for routine expenses of family members
which can be either equally for all family members or based on their work or
estimation of costs of each family member; in addition to fixed salary, they also
try to motivate family members by one or some of other methods such as
bonus, considering a percentage from family business profit, accepting big
expenses of family members, or even giving them ownership share.
Advantages of this type of withdrawal in comparison with its
disadvantages are so considerable that conflicts and tensions can be minimised
because it not only conveys professionalism, increases the role of justice, and
motivates family members to work harder and gain more, but also can provide
enough resources for family members to benefit from a certain level of living
standard and minimise their financial suffering. Moreover, discipline and clarity
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in withdrawal create the room for family business to plan for financial
resources in the future and invest for more growth and development that are
essential for the continuity of family business.

Ownership
Ownership is a key dimension of family business that can influence succession
process significantly. Different decisions of family business with regard to
ownership can alter succession path and change number of stakeholders in this
process. Ownership can be inherited by next generation of family business
after death of family business owner/s or alternatively become distributed in
their lifetime. Consequences and different dimension of these two ways of
dealing with ownership succession is studied in below.
One way of transferring ownership from one generation to another
generation as essential part of succession is through inheritance after death of
family business owner/s. However, as it was discussed earlier in Chapter five,
inheritance in Iran is not merely distributed among inheritors according to
testator will because deceased person in Iranian law can only decide about one
third of his or her inheritance and other two thirds must be distributed
according to portions that have been given by law. In fact, these portions of
inheritance law are reflections of Islamic rules that have been given by details
in Quran. Therefore, these rules are conceived as God’s commands to human
which is a must to be accepted for both testator and inheritor. It is not a right
to be refused, changed, negotiated, or transferred, but it is obligatory God’s
command to be obeyed.
However, consequences of transferring ownership according to
inheritance law for succession process are increasing number of stakeholders
and diversity in inheritors which leads to fragmentation, less cohesion in
ownership, and multi voices in decision-making in next generation of family
business; marginalising spouse and favouring sons twice of daughters in term
of ownership shares; imposing inheritance tax to family business; inability to
prune family tree or deprive those who are entitled as inheritor in law from
their inheritance; increasing likelihood of succession by eldest son who is
inheritor of parents’ royalty and intangible heritage; prioritising equality over
justice because ownership will be divided equally between all sons or all
daughter no matter who have contributed or sacrificed more for family
business; reducing likelihood of presence of those who are family members of
owner’s spouse as they are not entitled to get any share of ownership and
increase likelihood of engagement of blood-related family members to owner
in family business in next generation
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Alternative of testator’s will and inheritance law is transferring
ownership to successor generation in lifetime of predecessor. In Islam,
everyone is free to do whatever he or she wants with his or her properties in
lifetime but his or her liberty and authority over properties come to an end by
death. Therefore, many Iranian family business owners prefer to benefit from
their liberty and authority over their properties and decide by themselves
about distribution of ownership in their lifetime. In addition, negative
consequences of inheritance law for family business are also among factors
that direct family business owners to distribute ownership before their death.
One of the most important reasons is high tax rate imposed on
inheritance in Iran varying from five percent to sixty-five percent depending on
value and beneficiaries. However, most common applied rate is thirty-five
percent that is considerably high and financially devastating for some family
businesses to continue over generations. It is so high that many family business
owners become tempted to accept all risks and distribute ownership in their
lifetime in order to preserve financial resources within family business in next
generation. Many Iranian family business owners may transfer ownership of
their properties to successors, but they try to reduce risks by keeping their
authority over transferred properties in their lifetime through legal solutions.
Therefore, successors are officially owner of properties but authority over
properties can be transferred to them only by death of predecessor.
Another reason is pruning family tree through which family business
owner can divide his or her belongings into those of related to family business
and those of irrelevant. Therefore, family business owner can transfer family
business properties to likely successor/s and irrelevant properties to those who
are not intended to remain in next generation of family business.
Consequently, number of stakeholders who can assert themselves and
intervene in decision-making in next generation of family business will be
decreased and more coherency and solidarity is likely for leadership of family
business. In addition, those family business owners who promote
specialization in business, divide responsibilities, and give authority in decisionmaking to their successors may also transfer ownership of relevant territory of
business to likely successor in that particular area of business.
In contrast, some family business owner may prefer equality and
inclusiveness in next generation of family business so that all family members
can have equal right and role in decision- making while inheritance law favors
male inheritors twice female ones. Therefore, they may consider equal
ownership for both sons and daughters so that gender does not prioritize one
family member over another. Consequence of such decisions is having sibling
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partnership in next generation of controlling owner family business and cousin
consortium in next generation of sibling partnership family business in which
decision-making will be shifted toward more democracy and consensus that
require structural adjustment for new form of leadership over family business.
Moreover, low portion of ownership for spouses of family business
owners by inheritance law can marginalize them so that they remain
dependent on others. Therefore, concern of Iranian family business owners
about financial dependency of their spouse to others leads to transferring
ownership of some properties that are either profitable enough for expenses
of spouse after death of family business owner or legally authorize their
spouse over properties that will be transferred to children in lifetime of family
business owner. By doing so, others remain dependent on spouse of deceased
person and family values will be more likely to be preserved in next generation
of family business.
Another reason for transferring ownership before death of family
business owner is to prioritise justice over equality. Some family members
have contributed and sacrificed more for family business and have been more
influential in wealth accumulation of family business owner. Therefore,
deserve more share of ownership but inheritance law treats them -if they are
from same gender- equally. Even if they do not claim for any differentiation,
some family business owner feels obliged to give them more share of
ownership because they feel in debt to them for accumulated wealth and
success of family business.
Most family business owners in Iran also culturally feel obliged to
support their children and provide initial means of their life as much as they
can afford. Most likely financial supports for daughter are living facilities at
home and for sons are firstly marriage cost, secondly shelter or in another
word a house, thirdly a car, and lastly initial capital for running business or
providing a job for them subjecting to affording them. Therefore, the culture of
supportive parents obliges a family business owner with good financial status
to transfer ownership of some properties and financial resources to their sons
in their lifetime. In addition, I also found some family business owners who
consider their duty to provide a jumping stage toward success and good
financial status for those family members who are more competent, capable
and talented in comparison with those of who try to milk family business and
not commit to goals of family business.
Surprisingly I also found a family business owner who transferred his
belongings without preserving authority to his offspring and spouse in his
lifetime merely because he didn’t want them to wish his death in order to get
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his inheritance. It is a sad but realistic consequence of those family business
owners who have been merely conceived in family as money making machine
and have deprived family members from his fatherhood roles in order to
dedicate his life and emotions for family business.
Despite all advantages of ownership distribution in lifetime of family
business owner, it may also arise negative consequences for succession
process so that it can even cease family business from existence. Some of
these negative consequences that I found are conflicts and tensions in family
relationships, liberation of family members to assert themselves and decide
about their share of ownership, collapse of cohesion and solidarity, and
threatening financial strengths.
Conflicts and tensions are likely consequences of distribution of
ownership in lifetime of family business owner because of inherent conflicts
between equality and justice. As it has been stated in inheritance law, family
members of same category and same gender with similar relationship to
deceased person are entitled equal portion of ownership. Therefore, all sons of
a family business owner should be treated equally according to law. However,
when family business owner prioritise justice and consider a larger portion of
ownership for those who have contributed more for family business, other
with similar rights in law may argue for equality and create tensions in family
relationship. On the other hand, if family business owner prioritise equality
and consider similar portion of ownership based on rights in law, those who
have sacrificed and contributed more in business success and wealth
accumulation may argue for justice and try to seek it through creating tensions
in family relationship.
One of solutions that I found more applicable in Iranian family business
for lowering tensions is equality in ownership of estates and justice in business
share through which whatever belongs to father of family to be distributed
equally and whatever belongs to business to be distributed based on justice
and level of contribution. Therefore, by distinguishing fatherhood in family
from leadership in business, those who are chosen as successors in leadership
can have stronger position in family business and receive bigger portion from
profit while others can also benefit from equality of ownership in family
estates.
Another negative consequence is destabilising dynamic of family
business by transferring ownership to family members in lifetime of family
business owner. In fact, ownership brings right and liberates family members
to assert themselves and decide about their share of ownership. However,
controlling owner family businesses that was sole decision maker may confront
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with some family members who can assert themselves and intervene decision
of predecessor due to right and liberation that transferring ownership brings
for them. Predecessor and conflicts of interest may not necessarily digest it
and tension arises. For instance, predecessor may decide to reinvest annual
earning into family business but successors in ownership may argue for
alternatives of investment or even spending for their welfare and leisure that is
in contrast with interest of predecessor and ignite tensions in family business.
Therefore, there is risk of cohesion in decision-making and fragmentation into
solidarity and financial strength of family business, which makes family
business vulnerable in dealing with up and down of business and constantly
changing dynamic of market and competition.
Aforementioned negative consequences may lead to acquisition of share
of some family members by successor/s. I found those shareholders who are
not working in the family business less committed and less risk taker in
comparison with successors who are in charge of business. Therefore, they
may oppose successors’ decision or impose some barriers so that successors
may decide to acquire their share in order to increase cohesion in decisionmaking. I also found some successors who acquired shares of their sisters
merely because they didn’t want their husband to get any chance to intervene
in family business affairs. Another possibility is liquidating whole family
business as likely destiny of a family business surrounded by tensions and
conflicts among family members. Whether we take any of above possibilities,
financial assessment of family business share is a problematic issue to deal
with. Emotional ties with family business and sacrifices that family members
have made for it, social etiquette and reputation, memories and good will are
priceless factors that differentiate objective financial assessment from the
value that family members may consider for their share. Therefore, acquisition
of shares also becomes another problematic issue in succession/liquidating
process due to pricing dilemma.

Conclusion
My findings show, depending on the family business perspective, that the
materialistic dimension of family business can become a root cause of many
problems, conflicts, and tensions or positive consequences for the succession
process. I found three different perspectives with regard to role of money in
Iranian family business. The first perspective is looking at money as a means to
achieve their goals. To them, money is not their criterion for evaluation of their
success; they may consider it as gifts of God that must be beneficial for others
and spent responsibly; their driver is their goals; and luxurious life is prohibited
and condemned. However, the main problem of this group is sharing the same
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perspective and attitude with a next generation and other stakeholders in the
family business. If they can do so, the likelihood of their family business
durability and viability over generations will be increased.
A second perspective seeks profit maximisation in business but
prioritises family. These are the ones who try to be rational in business and
also emotional in family so that their first priority is wellbeing of family
members and family harmony and happiness. These family businesses are
highly vulnerable with regard to attractiveness and influences of money over
their characters that may have extremely negative consequences over a
succession process. Money can generate gaps in family relationship; it may
direct them toward luxurious life; it leads to dependency of family members on
money; and shift priorities and concentration of family members from family
business to a materialistic dimension of life.
The third perspective prioritises money as their first and last criterion for
evaluation of success in family business. These are the ones who seek
professionalism and separation of family from business. They take a more
objective orientation and try to have a crystal-clear definition for all aspects
that family can intervene in business. They are also vulnerable to
attractiveness of money and may confront with similar problems, but in less
degree in comparison with those who take the second perspective, because
they have laid foundation of their business based on professionalism. Another
negative consequence of this perspective for succession process is the lack of
the supportive role of family and replacing family values by negative factors
like politics, rivalry and competition, jealousy and mistrust, guile and
deceitfulness, and betrayal.
Withdrawal is also a problematic issue to deal with in family businesses.
I also found three types of withdrawal from family business for expenses of
family members that have different consequences on family relationships and
the dynamic of a succession process. A first type of withdrawal in Iranian family
business is withdrawal based on need/expenses of family members, through
which they seek family principle of equality and inclusiveness and intend to
provide similar wellbeing for all family members. However, it requires a
tremendous amount of understanding and sacrifices that may not be digested
by successor generation and conflicts arises. A second type is considering a
certain portion of profit and/or a fixed salary for work of family members as
employees of family business, through which they seek professionalism and
prioritise justice over equality and reward family members based on their
contribution for business success. Most important consequence of this type of
withdrawal is a lowering motivation for the next generation due to sharp
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differences in their life standard in comparison with shareholders and having
no advantage in comparison with other employees, while they are excluded
from other employees because of their family relationship. And a third type is
a combination of these two types, through which withdrawal is not so
liberating, nor so rigid. In this type, in addition to fixed salary, they can
motivate family members by one or some of other methods such as bonus,
considering a percentage from family business profit, accepting big expenses of
family members, or even giving them ownership share. By doing so, financial
conflicts are much less, and family members will become motivated, but by a
discipline and defined framework.
To ownership distribution among next generation, there are two
orientations among Iranian family business owners. First are those who leave
ownership distribution after their death and based on inheritance law.
Consequences of ownership distribution by law is increasing the number of
ownership successor, fragmentation and less cohesion in decision-making,
imposing inheritance tax to successors, which is considerable in Iran, and also
marginalising female members of family in the next generation leadership of
family business.
The second orientation among Iranian family business owners is
distribution of their inheritance among inheritors in their lifetime. By doing so,
they can escape from inheritance tax, benefit from their liberty and authority
for distribution of their belongings, decide to prioritise either justice or
equality, prevent marginalising female members and particularly prevent
dependency of their spouse to others, and also prune the family tree in family
business leadership in next generation or even choose their successor by giving
more portion of ownership. Despite all advantages of ownership distribution in
lifetime of a family business owner, it may also arise negative consequences
for the succession process; so, it can even cease family business from
existence. Some of the negative consequences that I found are: conflicts and
tensions in family relationships, liberation of family members to assert
themselves and decide about their share of ownership, collapse of cohesion
and solidarity, and threatening financial strengths.
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Chapter 14: Spirituality

One of the fundamental reasons that lead to differences of succession in
Iranian family business from other family businesses all over the world is role
of Iranian culture in dynamic of family business. Iranian culture is highly
affected by Islamic thoughts and principles, which have been ingrained in
Iranian way of thinking and determinative in their decisions. Believing in those
principles makes them religiously interpret experiences and events in their life
and/or make their decisions based on likely consequences that expect from
these principles as their religious faith (Heidari, Arfaei, & Babdi, 2013, p. 56).
Some of these Islamic principles and thoughts are repeatedly mentioned in my
interview that clearly shows their significant role and influences over
succession process in Iranian family business. In this Chapter, we would not
judge or argue whether these principles and thoughts are right or wrong and
we do not intend to elaborate them, but we merely refer to consequences that
have been found with regard to succession process as result of believing in
them in Iranian family businesses.

Halal Earning
Halal (clean and lawful) earning is a fundamental term in Islamic thoughts that
regulates all economics functions. It refers to those earnings and incomes that
comply with Islamic regulations and require Muslim to work hard and gain
livelihood of their families and even Muslim communities (Faizal, Ridhwan, &
Kalsom, 2013, p. 193). Study of Heidari et al. (2013) shows that Iranian strongly
believe Halal earning is positively linked to prosperity and healthiness of their
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future in both family and business dimensions. In contrast, Haram (unlawful)
earnings are extremely destructive and devastating in all dimensions of livings.
In my findings, initial advantages that Halal earning brings for family business is
blessing for business and raising righteous children for family.
With regard to family dimension, I found that Halal earning is highly
helpful not only for families to raise their children righteously but also for
having healthy relationship and also promotion of family values like trust and
respect. Righteous children, healthy relationship and family values are all
essential ingredients for having an effective and peaceful succession in Iranian
family business. It is also a determinative factor for having an appreciative
succeeding generation because Halal earning can justify predecessor hard
work and short of some fatherhood responsibilities as a result of dedication to
work.
With regard to business dimension, I found that Halal earning is
backbone of a healthy business. Requirements of Halal earning like complying
with Islamic regulations and prioritising fairness and customers’ satisfaction
over profit maximisation gives meaning to work and direct toward healthy
business. Another consequence of Halal earning is durability, prosperity and
blessing for business because Iranian believe hard working in healthy business
for Halal earning is so honourable in society and highly desirable for God that
its prosperity and durability is blessed by God. Therefore, I found those
predecessors who had been highly concerned about Halal earning in their
family business, more peaceful and calm and also less fearful about retirement
and viability of their business in next generation.

Parents’ Satisfaction
Parents’ satisfaction has gained a tremendous emphasis in Islamic sources and
has been highly recommended. Children are indebted to their parents not only
for their existence but also for loving, caring, raising, training, educating,
rearing, guiding, dedications and sacrifices of their parents. Therefore, children
are obliged in Islam to keep their parents satisfied by respecting, appreciation,
obedience, kindness, serving, attention, and also caring and supporting them
when they need. However, such obligations on children can be highly
rewarding if parents become satisfied and pray for their children (Hakim, 2010,
p. 81; Ansariyan, 2010, p. 194; Bijani, 2009, p. 82; Farajollahi, 2004, p. 33).
My findings show Iranian treat their parents and seek their satisfaction
with hope of receiving the same from their children. In this regard, there is also
a popular expression in Iran as: “Whatever you give to any hand, you gain the
same from the same hand.” Iranians believe being respectful in family and
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society both are subject to respecting parents and their satisfaction. Similarly,
they can expect their children to support, pay attention, serve and take care of
them with kindness only if they have done the same to their parents.
Therefore, well treating parent and gaining their satisfaction can be perceived
as a long-term investment of one generation on previous generation in order
to harvest in next generation. I found such believes among Iranian, highly
constructive for promotion of family values, strengthening family structure,
and harmonising family relationships over generations, which are critical for a
peaceful succession in Iranian family businesses.
Another consequence of parents’ satisfaction is their prayers which
bring blessing, fortune and wealth for children. Many family business leaders
that I interviewed referred to prayers of their parents as major factors of their
success and prosperity in business. There is strong believe among Iranian that
whatever children sacrifice from their wealth, time, and well-being for their
parents, will be multiply rewarded by God due to prayers of parents. Parents’
satisfaction and their prayers are so important in Iranian point of view that
without which durable success and wealth is not likely at all. Such believes
among Iranian can strengthen predecessor-successor boundaries and reduce
likelihood of tension in their relationship so that successors find their fortune
and success in satisfaction of their parents. It can also justify sacrifices of
successors for family business and reduce and shift their expectations from
parents toward God.

Benevolence
Islam encourage Muslim for entrepreneurship and working hard not only for
providing means of living and welfare for their families but also for helping
Muslim community and solving problems of others. Wealth accumulation is
only acceptable in Islam if it is beneficial for community and can solve
problems of others (Faizal et al., 2013, p. 193). Helping others have been highly
emphasized in Islam so that Muslim can expect help of God in their problems.
My findings show that Iranian consider their benevolence as root cause
of solving their problems or even converting their problems into opportunities
for their success and prosperity. They believe blessing as result of their
benevolence help them to overcome barriers and problems and turn them into
opportunities. Therefore, I found that the more benevolent family business,
the more hopeful and faithful they are in dealing with problems so that they
do not disappoint from God’s promise in helping them. They also believe that if
they do their best in solving a problem, but they fail, it is also in their interest
and they may benefit from their failure somewhere else.
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I found faith of Iranian family business in these beliefs sufficient
incentive to commit and deal with succession problems and do not disappoint
from difficulties and hardships. However, such beliefs can be easily messed up
with another principle of Islam called fatalism. Fatalism refers to Islamic
principle that everything is under control of God so that even if people do their
best in achieving a goal, they may not have any control over outcome (Faizal et
al., 2013, p. 193). Muslim have to be obedience of God’s will in all aspects of
life and should not be rebellious (Gilsenan, 2000, p. 16; Temporal, 2011, p. 1).
Therefore, family business may commit into succession process and deal with
succession problems and try to overcome them. But controversy arise when
they may conclude their minor failures in this process as signs of differences of
God’s will from what they intend to achieve and give up succession process
with hope of benefiting from alternative opportunities that their failure in
succession may direct them toward.

Livelihood
I was very much surprised when I met some family business leaders who
wanted viability of their business over generations not because family business
was fruit of their lifelong labour and hard work but simply because they were
concerned about wellbeing of their employees whose livelihood were
dependent on their job into family business. There is strong believe among
Iranian entrepreneurs that providing means of living for workers and
employees is a key factor for business prosperity and blessing by God so that
the more generosity in paying to employees and the more people employed in
business, the more revenue and earnings for business expected. Sharing same
belief and attitude in next generation can also give them additional incentive
to deal with problems and barriers of succession and try to develop family
business even further in next generation. It also helps next generation to build
up a meaningful relationship with employees and do not look at them from
above. In addition, providing means of livelihood of workers and employees
can also give meaning and depth into business far beyond profit maximisation.

Materialistic and Objectivity
From Islamic point of view, whatever exists in this world belongs to God and
man can only own his actions and their consequences as true properties that
he take with himself to Hereafter by death. Materialistic dimension of life like
money, assets, wealth and the likes are temporary and a means for man to
achieve felicity in this world as well as Hereafter which is getting as close as
possible to desire of God as ultimate goal of living (Tabatabai, 2009, p. 45).
Therefore, earning money and accumulation of wealth is not priority of a
Muslim in living but humanity and God’s will.
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There is strong believe among Iranian family businesses that the more
people prioritise God’s will and pay less attention on materialistic dimension of
life, the more blessing, prosperity, fortune and financial rewards are likely
because God choose them as means of distribution of livelihood among
community either in form of employee or benevolence. They also believe that
God will preserve and bless those businesses that are beneficial for community
and bring fortune for them. Therefore, viability of these family businesses over
generations, as long as they remain beneficial for community, is more
promising. Another consequence of these beliefs is their subjectively
evaluation of success and enjoying from business outcome whatever it is and
sharing those joys by others through helping them makes people more
passionate and increase their revenue more than their expectations due to
blessing of God.
In contrast, Iranian also believe that those who consider materialistic
dimension as their priority in life and evaluate all aspects of life by objective
criteria are more likely to get distance from humanitarian values and God’s
will, less obliged to business restrictions and regulation, and trap into luxurious
life which all leads to getting distance from healthy business and even healthy
life depending on level of attention they pay on materialistic dimension. It also
leads to substitution of some values of living by money so that even ultimate
goal of their living becomes seeking profit maximisation and money becomes
their only criterion for evaluation and only source of happiness. In such family
businesses family conflicts and tensions are so likely that succession would be
extremely problematic and viability of family business over generations is not
very likely.

Conclusion
Spirituality plays a significant role in Iranian family business, so that it can
affect stakeholders’ way of thinking; determine their decision-making;
influence their interpretation and perception; shift priorities and concerns;
alter life style and expectations; and, in short, can considerably change the
dynamic of family business. One of the basic arguments of this research is that
Western originated succession theories do not lay enough emphasis on
spirituality. One of fundamental differences of succession in Iranian family
business from other contexts and societies is related to the role of spirituality
in the dynamic of family business that can cause different consequences over a
succession process in Iranian family business. Some of these Islamic principles
and thoughts that I found highly influential in the dynamic of succession in
Iranian family businesses are Halal (clean and lawful) earning, parents’
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satisfaction, benevolence, livelihood, and Islam’s perspective with regard to
materialistic dimension of living.
Consequences of Halal earning that I found for succession in Iranian
family businesses are raising righteous successors, healthy relationships,
promotion of family values, giving depth and meaning to work, blessing
business by durability and prosperity, reduce fears and concerns of
predecessors for retirement and succession, and also justify short of
fatherhood responsibilities for children when it is due to hard work and
dedication for earning Halal food. Believing in the importance of parents’
satisfaction also leads to strengthening predecessor-successor boundaries as
well as family structure; harmonising family relationships; reducing likelihood
of tensions and conflicts especially intergenerational clashes; reducing
expectations of successors from predecessors; bringing respect and honour;
and also blessing, success and prosperity of family business in next generation.
Benevolence is believed by many Iranian family business as the main
cause of many positive consequences in their lives, among which optimism and
faith in God’s help is highly influential in committing into a succession process
and dealing with its problems and barriers, so that they do not disappoint from
their failures. However, controversially there is risk of messing up with another
principle of Islam called fatalism, and they consider their minor failure in the
succession process as a sign of contrast between their intention and God’s will
and give up the succession process.
Believing in the livelihood in successor’s generation not only gives them
additional incentive to commit into an effective succession, but also help them
to establish a meaningful relationship with employees and care about their
wellbeing. It can also give depth and meaning to business and motivate next
generation for further development of family business. In addition, Islamic
definition from materialistic dimension of life can marginalise the role of
money in Iranian family business perspective, so that they consider money as a
means to achieve higher goals and not evaluate everything by their properties
and money. Therefore, as was discussed in Chapter thirteen, it causes many
positive consequences for the succession process.
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Chapter 15: Others

Husband of Predecessor’s Daughter
Husbands of predecessors’ daughters have a unique perspective with regard to
their involvement into family business. As it was discussed earlier in Chapter
eleven, marriage of predecessor’s daughter with a boy is considered as
separation of daughter from family in Iranian-Islamic culture which is due to
Islamic definition of family relationship that give authority and domination of
men over women by marriage. There are many family businesses that do not
let husbands of their daughters or sisters join family business at all and even
do whatever they can to prevent intervention of husbands of their daughters
or sisters in family business affairs. Therefore, it is very likely that Husbands of
predecessors’ daughters become reluctant and have a negative feeling to work
in family business of his wife. In contrast, it is also getting very common in
Iranian families that they try to establish close relationship with husband of
their daughter so that he becomes affected and melted in his wife family and
become part of them and share their family values. Therefore, they may
become so melted in their wife family that they even join family business.
However, they are expected to work efficiently and quietly without asserting
and resisting the family members’ decisions. Interpersonal clashes with them
are not tolerated and difficult in reconciliation. They have very low chance to
be selected as successor and it is mostly limited to having no son willing to take
leadership role of family business.
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Friends
Friends of family members seem to be irrelevant to succession process in
family business, but they can play an important role in different personal and
interpersonal dimensions and influence succession process. Friends can be
highly inspiring, influential, and affective in characteristics as well as biases and
orientations, attitudes and life style, interests and desires, and also priorities
and concerns of people. Their influence is so strong that I found some Iranian
family business that highly restrict friendship of their children with any one out
of family because they are afraid of diverting attention and interest of their
children out of family business.
Those family members who precisely select their friends may have fewer
friends but can benefit from deeper, closer and healthier relationship and also
trust them and their consultancy, guidance, advice in their decision-making.
Politics in family business especially during succession process may become so
high that family members may not trust other family members and not able to
discuss about their concerns and problems with their own families. Therefore,
their friends become their only trustees to share their problems, concerns, and
complaints, and ask them for their recommendations and advice. Moreover,
friends can also play role of unbiased, unbeneficial, and honest consultant in
succession process and reflect and remind weakness of people to them.
Friends are also very likely to join family business post succession phase as
successors’ trustees who can be relied on for fulfilling sensitive responsibilities.
Mediation is also is another area in which friends can be of great help when
there is unresolved tension or dispute among family members and particularly
during succession. This mediation can prevent confrontation of family
members and resolve the problems with minimal cost and side effects.
Friends can also negatively influence succession process as I found most
friendship of female successor extremely counter-productive and unbeneficial.
Financial independence, success, and achievement of female members of
family business and even having a good managerial position are in contrast
with cliché lifestyle of girls in Iranian wealthy families. Therefore,
differentiation of female members of family business and their success
provoke sense of jealousy among other female peers and friends.
Consequently, female friends may get distance from female successor or try to
divert their attention from family business to what other girls in Iranian
wealthy families are supposed to do such as shopping, participating in female
gathering or parties, enjoying fruits of their fathers’ labour and spending for
their leisure and beauty, staying at home and not working because it is not of
their duty to earn money and should merely enjoy spending money.
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Time and Events
Time can be also influential in succession process. Well matching of retirement
age of predecessor with maturity of successor for taking leadership position of
family business has been conceived extremely important by many interviewees
as a factor that can minimise resistance and conflicts during succession
process. In addition, there are some events that can have significant social,
political, economic, and/or cultural consequences for a society. One of these
events was the Islamic revolution of Iran in 1979, through which many Iranians
migrated abroad, and social hierarchies were reversed; so, many young,
middle class, and poor people found it a great opportunity for
entrepreneurship and starting up their business. The same opportunity was
provided for the eight years Iran-Iraq war (1980-1988) and the economic boom
during the re-construction period after this war. In fact, most family businesses
of Iran are created in those periods in which entrepreneurship boomed and
businesses could quickly flourish due to low competition and huge gap
between big demands and small supply imposed to Iran by sanctions and
embargos.
On the other hand, fertility rate did sharply increase during Iran-Iraq war
due to incentives of government for increasing population in Iran.
Consequently, most young entrepreneurs could marry and become father in
this period. Accordingly, most young entrepreneurs who started their business
after Islamic revolution in 1979 are in age group of 50-60 years old and their
successors are about thirty years old. These entrepreneurs have already retired
or will approach the retirement age within next 10 years. Consequently,
retirement and leadership succession are becoming one of the main concerns
among Iranian family business to deal with in coming years (Kamalian et al.,
2011, p. 79; Statistical Pocketbook of I. R. Iran, 2012-2013; see also Iran’s
official statistic centre).24 Therefore, a specific entrepreneurship era creates
specific retirement-succession era as well. In this period, succession became
popular and a popular topic in public. Thus, successful experiences of
succession in some family businesses become cliché and somehow a
prescription for succession. Expectation of involved stakeholder from each
other rises in a way that everyone expects others to obey the prescription of
instruction. However, it must be acknowledged that whatever is worked in one
family business would not necessarily work in a different family business due
to dynamic and uniqueness of every individual family business.
24

At www.amar.org.ir, the latest official statistics have been published by the
government by the time of writing the thesis. Since there is no other official and
reliable statistic available, we can only refer to it as latest one.
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Chapter 16: Final Analysis and Conclusions

This research is conducted as an endeavour to show the complexity, dynamic
and multidimensionality of the succession process in the context of Iranian
family businesses, which in many aspects differ from Western ones (as origin
of most literature in the field). My main intention is an emphasis on the
necessity of further research about this subject in different contexts and
societies, in order to open more space for further arguments among scholars in
the field.
In my opinion after my research, having an effective and peaceful
succession process with minimal cost and side effects is like the process of
“solving a unique puzzle”. Succession in every family business is like a unique
puzzle that might have some similarities with other puzzles, but there are
always some details, even minor ones, that differentiate it from other puzzles.
Without paying proper attention to those details, the puzzle cannot be solved.
First step in solving the puzzle is making sure that all pieces of the puzzle are
found and collected. Next step is the elaboration of the complete picture as
well as different angles of each piece. Last step is to fit the different pieces,
even if they seem to be irrelevant. Sometimes, at the end of solving a puzzle,
you realize that some pieces are still missing to complete the puzzle.
First step is finding all pieces of the puzzle. In case of the succession
puzzle, pieces are individual stakeholders involved in this process. They can be
large or small, major or minor depending on their contribution and importance
in this process. However, they are all important, so that without taking their
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role (even minor ones) into consideration, the succession puzzle cannot be
solved. Next step is the elaboration of family business context and exploring
concerns and perspectives of different stakeholders towards a succession
process. Last step is having mutual understanding of different stakeholders
involved in this process and commitment of all of them into a succession
process. However, mutual understanding is a critical term as relationships,
sense making and underlying reasoning for behaviour and decisions of
stakeholders are results of numerous factors. These factors can be categorized
in three levels, such as individual level and psychology; internal level within
family business context that includes three dimensions of family, business, and
ownership; and external level within community and society that include
cultural and religious obligations, regulations, and many more that we will
explain compactly later in this chapter. All these factors are interrelated and
interdependent. Therefore, we need to study the dynamics of the succession
process in a multidimensional perspective.
The subject of this study, family business, is a complex phenomenon in
itself; that’s why it has been distinguished as a distinctive discourse within
organisational and management studies. Most literature refer to the
interdependency and interrelatedness of business with the dynamics of family
and ownership in this type of organisation as an underlying factor that
provides it with unique characteristics and differentiates family business from
other types of organisations. However, based on an argument by Jaskiewicz,
Comb, Shanine, and Kacmar (2017), the role of the family has to ‘go beyond a
simple acknowledgment that family and business domains are intertwined.’ (p.
332) There are some authors that refer to and emphasize on the role of family
in the succession process in family business (e.g., Lansberg & Astrachan, 1994;
Sorenson, 2000; Dyer, 1986; Danco, 2003; Kenyon-Rouvinez & Ward, 2005;
Boyle et al., 2010; Sharma et al., Maciel et al., 2015; Brockhaus, 2004; Chittoor
& Das, 2007) Nevertheless, so is my opinion after my research, the family
aspects have not gained proper attention among scholars in the family
business field yet.
Family business has a very complex and dynamic nature due to the
presence of the family as an additional stakeholder. The complexity of family
business increases dramatically during leadership succession, which is a critical
process for those family businesses that are intended to last over generations.
Therefore, it is extremely important for family businesses to prepare
themselves in dealing with such complex processes in order to pass family
business from one generation to another in a peaceful and effective form with
minimal costs and side effects. One way of dealing with the succession process
is implementing successful prescriptions from other family businesses or
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referring to a generalized theory or prescription presented in the literature. It
may look like a good way to approach the succession process, but it would not
be a promising way due to the differences in context and unique dynamic of
every single family business. Most literature about the succession processes in
family businesses originate from Western societies. Different theories and
conflicting prescriptions among Western scholars, presented in the literature
review above, clearly show that family businesses even within a Western
context are not homogenous. Besides that, different family businesses in
different time and context require a different approach to deal with the
succession process.
In order to better illustrate the multidimensionality of succession
process in family business, I build my own argument in a more structured way
based on a recent article of Jaskiewicz et al. (2017). In this article, the authors
give a relevant critique to the existing literature. But my findings show that a
comprehensive and in-depth research about the succession process in family
business require a combination of different approaches (proposed in the
article) as well as taking new dimensions into consideration.

Analysis: Jaskiewicz et al. (2017) and my findings
According to Jaskiewicz et al. (2017), one way of giving depth to research in the
field of family business is studying bilateral effects that family and business can
have in the dynamic of each other. In particular, during the succession process,
the role of the family becomes more visible and influential. By including the
dynamics of the family, researchers can better understand the behaviour and
interpret decisions of people in business as well as in family. They propose two
paradigms of family science theories upon which researchers can elaborate
further the role of the family dimension in business, and vice versa. The first
paradigm is family system theory that is rooted in general system theory. The
second paradigm is family development theory that is rooted in life cycle
models.
The family system paradigm emphasizes on studying family business
‘beyond individual level toward multivariable configuration approaches.’ (p.
314) Most literature of the field tries to reduce the number of the stakeholders
in their studies in order to generate generalizable theories. In contrast, my
research has tried to continue the pathway of Lansberg (1988) and Fleming
(1984) and studies the succession process from the perspective of different
stakeholders involved in order to capture a wider scope of dynamics and
complexities of this phenomenon. Each stakeholder within the succession
process has his/her own voice to be heard and his/her own perspective, which
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needs to be properly understood by other stakeholders in order to make sense
and minimize conflicts and tensions during the succession.
There are three approaches under the tenet of family system theories,
such as family communication pattern, family-niche model of birth order and
personality, and parental control theories. These theories mostly refer to
influences of family and business on personality, characteristics and the way
people interact with others, and cope and deal with different situations. Many
authors in the field of succession in family business have addressed these
approaches, but mostly on a personal level and pay less attention on
relationships and interactions of people. For instance, many researches refer
to one approach or combination of these approaches and emphasize the role
of intergenerational communication, birth order, and parental control in
raising the next generation as future leaders who should have leadership and
entrepreneurship characteristics but pay less attention on the ability of the
successor generation for conflict management, overcoming rivalry, and
establishing meaningful relationship with subordinates and other stakeholders.
My findings confirm and comply with the literature on personal level and
characteristics, but I have also tried to elaborate those characteristics in
interaction with others by including the interpretation of different
stakeholders involved about others’ behaviour or decisions.
In addition, my findings showed that a systematic perspective consists of
more than just looking at the phenomenon from multiple perspectives and
requires a deeper insight. There are some factors that are beyond the control
of stakeholders and are so strong that they define and determine the
underlying dynamics, like family structure itself. The missing layer of in-depth
studies in the field of succession in family business is “context”, without which
the significant role of the family in family business cannot be well understood.
The main problem with the existing literature is the lack of proper attention to
contextual factors in their theorising about succession in family business. For
example, many authors prescribe that the successor generation should be
raised by authoritative parenting control to foster leadership characteristics in
them (Barach & Garnisky, 1995; Tagiuri & Davis, 1992; Fleming, 2000;
Lansberg, 1988; Danco, 2003). But, in reasoning so, do they not miss the
reasons why some families fail or are not able to do so? My findings show that
some contextual factors like religion or culture are not in control of parents. In
some societies (e.g., some subcultures of Iran, but not all) these contextual
factors are so strong that they determine the family structure and
relationships, like a patriarchal and hierarchical with authoritarian parenting
control. Therefore, my findings direct me to conclude that without proper
understanding of contextual factors, theorising in the field of succession in
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family business is not promising. We will further elaborate the role of context
later in this Chapter.
The second paradigm, proposed by Jaskiewicz et al. (2017), is family
development theory which refers to changes in the dynamic of family business
in different life stages of family and business. This paradigm has been well
addressed in literature by emphasizing on succession as a process and through
succession models based on life cycle models (e.g., Churchill & Hatten, 1997;
Longenecker & Schoen, 1978; Davis & Klein, 2005; Stavrou & Swiercz, 1998).
There are two approaches under the tenet of this paradigm, the ABCX model
of family stress and intergenerational solidarity theory. The ABCX model of
family stress refers to how the family perceives and with what resources cope
with stressor events. On the other hand, Intergenerational solidarity theory
refers to the level of cohesion between parents and their children. In fact,
succession as a challenging and stressful process that involves two generations
of family cannot be studied without referring to these two approaches.
Therefore, my findings, like literature of the field, have referred to these
theories.
However, it can be argued that stakeholders may react differently in
different circumstances, not just because of change in the dynamic of family
business, but also due to changes in context. In fact, the nature of human
being is associated with changes either physically (changes caused by aging) or
mentally (changes in way of thinking and characteristics). Moreover, the
nature of context is also ever-changing. Some ever-changing contextual factors
are culture, community, business environment, market trend, and even law
and regulations. Changes in contextual factors are far beyond control of family
and business and shape differences between stakeholders in different times.
Therefore, dynamics in every single-family business at any given time may
change due to changes that are sometimes predictable (e.g., life cycle stages)
and most of the times hardly predictable (e.g., changes in context and
unexpected events like death).
In sum, in my opinion, theorising about succession in family business
requires a research structure that combines both paradigms. On the one hand,
it has to take a systematic perspective that not only includes the role of all
individual involved stakeholders and their interactions within family, business,
and ownership domains, but also the additional dimension of “Context”. On
the other hand, due to the ever-changing nature of family business and
context, such theorising and research structure has to take the development
paradigm into account as well, in which “time” is an important factor.
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Conclusions
Based on the proposed research structure for theorising about succession in
family business, the overall conclusion of this research is that succession in
every single-family business at any given time is a different phenomenon that
deserves an independent study. My finding shows every single Iranian family
business is a unique setting with its own dynamics and interactions that are
worthy of an independent study to find how family business should deal with a
succession process. I strongly believe there will be no effective and peaceful
succession without a proper understanding from dynamics and context of the
family business. Since no one better than members of a family business
themselves understand about its dynamics and context, no one but members
of a family business can find the most effective and comprehensive
prescription for dealing with the succession process.
However, I found an Achilles heel in solutions that are found by
members of a family business in dealing with succession process, which may
direct to failure or cause conflicts and tensions. The Achilles heel is a lack of
proper understanding the perspectives of involved stakeholders who have
their own role –even marginal- to play and their own voice to be heard in the
critical process of succession, without which its effectiveness and peacefulness
are at risk.
In reality, every involved stakeholder in the succession process is like a
piece of the puzzle that can be big or small depending on their contribution
and importance in the succession process. However, smallness of pieces does
not mean that they can be ignored, because an ideal succession requires all
pieces to be at their own place. Every stakeholder should be understood from
his or her own perspective. Effective and peaceful succession does not occur
unless there is a mutual understanding of different stakeholders. Every
stakeholder has his/her own perspective, characteristics and concerns with
regard to succession that needs to be properly understood by other
stakeholders. Such understanding from the perspectives of other stakeholders
can be achieved only by having a proper understanding of the underlying
dynamics and contextual factors.
Therefore, in contrast to most literature that try to present generalized
theories and prescriptions for succession in family business, I found it more
beneficial to initially, explore perspectives and concerns of different involved
stakeholders regarding the succession process and underlying contextual
factors that determine and impact the dynamics and interactions of this
process in Iran; and secondly, present findings to family businesses to
familiarize them with complexity and multidimensionality of this process
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through which they can broaden their scope and increase their knowledge
about such critical process of leadership transition before making decisions
about their strategy in dealing with it.
In addition, I must acknowledge that my findings from Iranian family
business stakeholders mostly comply and confirm theories of the Western
literature on an individual level and mostly to the extent of psychology,
attitudes and behaviours that are related to the nature of human being.
However, differences between my findings and theories in Western literature
are mostly related to contextual-related attitudes and behaviours of
stakeholders (See Jaskiewicz et al., 2017). My findings in this research show
that contextual consideration is essential for validation and reliability of
theorising about succession in family business. I found contextual factors
highly influential in differentiation of succession in Iranian family business from
the Western ones. A lack of proper attention to these contextual differences
leads to incompatibility and inapplicability of some of Western theories in
leadership succession in Iranian family business.
My findings show that contextual factors play a remarkable role in the
family business dynamics. Therefore, context, as the additional but inclusive
dimension of family business, should be added to family, business, and
ownership. Contextual factors -ranging from regional, national, social, local
community, to internal context of every single-family business- co-construct
relationship and dynamics within the three dimensions of family, business, and
ownership integrated in the family business. I illustrated this view in this text
around Iranian family businesses. However, it needs to be acknowledged that
differences within Iranian society differentiate the succession process in
different communities and sub-cultures of Iran. Differences in culture, life
style, traditions, values, religion and beliefs, law, and many more contextual
factors shape and define perspectives and relationships of involved
stakeholders within the context of family business, which is co-constructed by
different stakeholders in a relational setting. Consequently, the differences in
family businesses can be so diverse that two family businesses cannot be
found completely alike. In addition, the changing dynamic of family business
and its context is another dimension that should be taken into consideration,
because a family business may deal with its problems differently in different
circumstances and time.
In order to better understand the role of contextual factors in the
succession process, I try to present compactly those contextual factors that
differentiate the succession process in the Iranian family businesses and are
less emphasized in the literature. Moreover, later in this chapter, I try to briefly
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look at the succession process from perspectives of different involved
stakeholders I found in Iranian family businesses.

Major Differentiating Contextual Factors
Through this inquiry, I found numerous contextual factors that differentiate
succession in Iranian family business that shape and define perspectives and
relationship of involved stakeholders within the context of Iranian family
business. In fact, there might be countless factors that can differentiate
succession in Iranian family business from other societies and particularly
Western ones, but I merely concentrated on the most important ones I found:





Islamic principles and spirituality embodied in Iranian culture
Iranian law system
Dynamic of Iranian culture and society
Market and business environment

However, there is also a large gap between my research and what
should have been done with regard to contextual factors. Therefore, in order
to fill this gap, I think it is critical to gain attention of scholars to broaden their
scope in theorising and conduct further research on contextual differences and
its consequences on dynamic of succession process in family business in
different societies rather than merely relying on studies originated from
Western context.

Islamic Principles
My findings illustrate that the role of Islamic principles is very significant in
differentiation of succession in Iranian family business from the Western ones.
Most influential Islamic principles in succession process of Iranian family
businesses are Islamic criteria for choosing the successor such as blood
relatedness, seniority, and masculinity; Islamic definition of family,
relationships, and interactions are patriarchal and hierarchical based on gender
and age; domination of men, social limitations and Inferior position of women
in comparison with men; placing great emphasis on family and its values
particularly respect, obedience and meeting parents’ expectations and their
satisfaction, supporting, solidarity and integrity; great emphasis on fatality and
prioritising spirituality over materiality; defining criteria and regulations for
business that is called Halal (clean and lawful) earnings; defining priorities in
ownership distribution; paying attention to benevolence and being beneficial
for the community; and in short, living and working for the sake of God in
order to gain blessing in both family and business.
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Spirituality
Believing in Islamic principles and spiritual consequences of such belief is also
very prevalent among Iranian family business. The most remarkable outcome
of believing in spirituality among interviewed family businesses are stated as
blessing of God for the durability of business and its prosperity, righteous
children, healthy business and family relationship as consequences of Halal
(clean and lawful) earning; Blessing, fortune, and wealth as rewards of God to
children for parents’ satisfaction and their prayers; solving problems and even
converting problems into opportunities as the consequences of benevolence
and helping others; prosperity and more revenue as a result of generosity in
paying workers and the creation of jobs; and the viability of family business
over generations enabled by God as long as they remain beneficial to
community.

Iranian Law System
Another differentiating factor that I found is related to the Iranian law system
that is an expression of the dominant Iranian-Islamic culture. Among the civil
law codes of Iran, inheritance, marriage (divorce), and labour laws are not only
influential in succession, but also very different from the Western ones. Some
of the consequences of these differences in laws are not having liberty over
properties after death and, therefore, not being able to prune the family tree
or deprive an inheritor; entitling numerous inheritors that leads to
fragmentation of family business ownership and less cohesion in decisionmaking; prioritising ownership distribution based on gender and blood
relatedness; domination of men over women; social limitation for women,
especially in business affairs; confining liberty and free will of offspring of the
family business owner to pursue their own working life; and depriving them
from given comforts in law for youth workers due to their exclusion from
Iranian labour law.

Dynamic of Iranian Culture and Society
Despite the significant role of Islam, Iranian culture and society are not
homogeneous and are experiencing a transitional period through which a
Western footprint is becoming more visible in dynamics and interactions of
contemporary Iranians and particularly among younger generations. Such
transitional period can influence succession in Iranian family business and
theorising it is more challenging. Major consequences of these dynamics for
succession in Iranian family business are increasing inter-generational clashes;
increasing individuation and liberation among younger generations and
diminishing the Islamic collectivistic perspective with regards to family
structure, boundaries, and values such as respect, obedience, solidarity, and
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sacrifice; a gradual changing dynamic of the hierarchical and patriarchal family
and business structure in favour of children and female members of the family;
increasing sociability of women and their increasing involvement into family
business and even succession.

Market and Business Environment
Adoptability to changes in market trends and the dynamic of the business
environment is another factor that differentiates Iranian family business from
the Western ones. There has been great emphasis of Western literature about
planning for the succession process. However, instability in Iranian economy
and politics are major problems that Iranian family businesses suffer the most
from; long-term planning, particularly about the succession process, gets less
attention. Constant changes in business regulations, political tensions,
imposing sanctions, and external threats of war or terror are just a few among
numerous factors that destabilize Iranian business environment. I found that
most Iranians prefer to deal with problems when they occur according to given
circumstances rather than plan in advance for dealing with them.

Perspectives of Influential Stakeholders
Through this research, I also found many different influential individual
stakeholders in succession process of Iranian family business among which
most important ones are:
 Predecessor
 Successor
 Family and its members including spouse, children, in-laws, parents, and
other relatives
 Professional stakeholders including employees and managers, customers
and suppliers
 Shareholders and financial issues
Perspectives and concern of these stakeholders should be mutually
understood by each other in order to have a peaceful and promising
succession process. Without mutual understanding of these stakeholders
within context of each family business, there is risk of failure or making
inappropriate decision from every stakeholder that cause trouble and/or
conflicts during succession process. I have tried to explore each perspective
and look at the succession process from their standpoint as deep as I could,
but it is definitely not sufficient to have a comprehensive understanding. In
order to do so, I believe further in-depth studies are needed with regard to
perspective of every stakeholder in succession process of Iranian family
business.
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Predecessor’s Perspective
Predecessors are the ones whose perspectives are very determinative in the
succession process and very complicated to understand due to their
psychological dilemma. Succession for the predecessors is accompanied by
numerous concern and fears that may cause their reluctance, hesitation,
resistance, or even denial to committing to the succession process. The family
and particularly successors are the ones who can minimize concerns and fears
of the predecessors in different ways like appreciating their achievements,
assuring them about the territory of leadership and control over family,
alternative roles within community and society, caring and ample attention to
them, and financially supporting them from a secure and separate source of
income. The predecessors’ confidence in the successors is mostly constituted
through finding similar characteristics in the next generation. I also found a
positive correlation between the aging of predecessors and their concerns
about mortality and the spiritual dimension of life. Therefore, it is of utmost
importance and glory for Iranian predecessors to be succeeded by their
righteous children who are grown up by Halal earnings and are loyal to family
values and have an authentic and meaningful business.

Successor’s Perspective
In Iran, successors are more selected based on cultural and social obligations
like family hierarchy rather than professional criteria. However, the successors
are not passive stakeholders and their perspective should be well understood
by other involved stakeholders. Family should respect the interests and dreams
of successors so that they join the family business and then commit to the
succession process voluntarily and not by force. As it has been culturally
emphasized in Iran, family relationship should be respectful and its
atmosphere should be supportive, welcoming, and warm enough in the
succession process to minimize concerns of successors. Moderate expectations
as well as moderate support from the family help successors to be appreciative
and pay attention to other dimensions of their life to minimize their regrets in
the future. Proper communication and mutual respect foster emotional
boundaries between successor and other family members. Importance of
parents’ satisfaction and respecting elders reduce intergenerational clashes
between succeeding generations and other stakeholders. The behaviour of
predecessors should direct successors to believe in no pain, no gain, and also
evoke a sense of appreciation, gratefulness, and respectfulness in successors
rather than conveying succession as a birth right. Sufficient financial
independence of successors and not trapping into luxurious life foster
leadership characteristics and minimize family pressure on successors.
Successors should benefit from formal relevant education as well as training
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and developing necessary skills at work to gain credibility and confidence of
other stakeholders, especially business stakeholders. Emphasis in Iranian
culture on livelihood and equality of all human beings help the successor
generation to respect others and establish meaningful relationships with
subordinates like managers and employees. The predecessors should give
responsibilities to the successors gradually and according to their capabilities
and talents. Therefore, business stakeholders can gradually accept the leading
role of the successor and minimize their hesitation, resistance, and tensions
that are related to the dependency of family business to their predecessor.

Family Perspective
The family plays a significant role in the dynamic of the succession process in
Iranian family business. Great emphasis has been placed on the importance of
family relationships and values in Iranian-Islamic culture. Consequently, I found
the role of family values, relationships and also probable conflicts and tensions
in the family dimension extremely influential and determinative in the
dynamics of the succession in Iranian family business. These influences can be
highly constructive and helpful, but also problematic. Among all family values
and principles, I found trust, accountability, family hierarchy, respect,
obedience, solidarity and integrity, support, sacrifice, and forgiveness more
influential in the dynamic and interpersonal relationships of family
stakeholders. Family values can influence the succession process and also
become affected by the succession process. These family values can as well
reduce tensions and conflicts as they can cause tensions and conflicts during
the succession process. All these family values are interrelated and
intertwined, so affecting one value of family can affect all of the family values
either positively or negatively.
Among family values, I found “respect” more influential in succession
process of Iranian family businesses because it is perceived as a priceless,
vulnerable, and very risky value in Iranian culture that gives meaning in family
relationship and has shaped Iranian family structure patriarchal and
hierarchically based on gender and seniority. Initial consequence of respect in
the succession process is preferentiality in choosing successor. Since obedience
of subordinates is an imperative consequence of respect, it can reduce
tensions and conflicts among family members and also facilitate leadership in
both family and business. Trust and accountability are highly helpful in
succession processes but are extremely vulnerable to financial issues and
improper communications. Support, solidarity, and integrity of family members
can also be very constructive and minimize the concerns of many stakeholders
but are fragile during succession processes. Sacrifice and forgiveness are other
family values by which many challenges and problems can be overcome, and
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filter stakeholders based on their priorities. However, there are some other
family principles like equality and inclusiveness that have been embodied in
Iranian culture and structurally change leadership of family business during
intergenerational succession from founder to sibling partnership and then to
cousin consortium.
Female members of the family are the ones who are mostly marginalised
and not appropriately appreciated in Iranian family business but can play a
remarkable role in the succession process. Cultural obligations, social barriers,
inferior position in comparison with men in Iranian family hierarchy, financial
dependency and conflicts between women are the main factors that have
directed women in Iranian family business toward domesticity and raising
children, so their chance of succession is minimal in comparison with men even
at the same level of family hierarchy. Female members of the family can affect
succession positively through softening the family atmosphere and the
promotion of family values or negatively through family politics and
manipulation of family members (e.g., children or husband). However, Iranian
society is experiencing a transition period from traditions to modernity that
has led to more sociability, liberalization, and education among Iranian women
and increased their involvement in society and business affairs. But even those
female members of family that have been involved in family business and are
considered as candidate successors in their family businesses experience more
barriers from family and business stakeholders compared to men resulting in
preferences, resistance, intolerance, denial, sabotage, angriness, jealousy, and
dishonour caused by their gender. They need more passion, hardworking,
commitment and also support and training by the predecessors to achieve
succession and acknowledgement.

Perspective of Professional Stakeholders
The effectiveness of the succession process highly depends on taking business
stakeholders’ perspective into consideration, even though they seem to be
passive and less assertive in comparison with family members and
shareholders. Dependency of family business to the leadership and
characteristics of the predecessor, and structural conflicts in organisations are
obvious consequences of developmental succession – particularly from
controlling-owner management to sibling partnership – and can be considered
as the two important problems that family business should foresee, adopt, and
deal with long before the succession’s hot phase. The successors should be
trained, developed and gain necessary strengths on the one hand, and
organisational structures should be adjusted and adopted to foreseen changes
on the other hand. Advisors and consultants can be of great help to family
businesses to address necessary changes.
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Succession is a big change in family business and like every change
provokes a sense of losing stability among managers and employees, so that
they resist or even resent succession. The older they are and the longer their
working time in family business, the more tension and resistance is likely.
Gradual involvement and promotion of the successors from the bottom line of
family business, establishing meaningful and respectful relationships with
managers and employees, and also appreciation of their contributions to the
family business can be highly helpful in minimizing clashes and tensions from
managers and employees.
Customers and suppliers are other stakeholders that play an important
role in Iranian family business. The succession process has as a consequence
periods, in which attention and concentration of family business may become
shifted towards domesticity and result in losing customers’ satisfaction and
market share. In addition, most Iranian family businesses tend to establish
long-term and mutual beneficial relationships with their reliable suppliers and
loyal customers that may turn to personal relationship. However, succession
may negatively affect these personal relationships due to generational
differences and/or a different orientation to business. Different attitudes of
predecessors and successors with regard to market and earnings can also be
challenging for family business. Predecessors’ emphasis on Halal (clean and
lawful) earning that require patience, hardworking, and high quality may cause
trouble if it is confronted with successors’ impatience to make more money
and paying less attention to quality and reputation in the market.

Succession from Financial Perspective
The financial dimension of succession in Iranian family business is an extremely
critical and sensitive issue that may undermine family relationship and values
or lead to the termination of family business. Depending on different attitudes
to the materialistic dimension and the dynamics of each family business,
succession in ownership and withdrawal vary and may have different
consequences. However, it should be taken into consideration that family
business is highly vulnerable with regard to financial issues, because money
can change people and their characteristics. The most epidemic influence of
money on Iranian family business is that the more wealth is accumulated, and
welfare increases in the family businesses, the more likely it becomes to be
trapped by a luxurious life and/or pay more attention to the materialistic
dimension of life that is in contrast to initial principles of most Iranian family
businesses. This can also create a gap in family relationships and cause severe
family conflicts and tensions, particularly during succession process that
financial issues during ownership succession remain a challenging topic for
Iranian family businesses as well as almost everywhere.
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Others…
I have also found some stakeholders that are not as influential as other
stakeholders but can also impact the succession process. Friends of family
business stakeholders cannot only impact their perspectives on succession, but
also can play a role of trustee, consultant, and mediator during the succession
process and solve and/or prevent many conflicts and clashes.
Local community and timing are other influential factors in succession
processes. Having succession processes as a common problem that many other
family businesses are dealing with as well as the juxtaposition of retirement
age and maturity of successors are important factors that can prevent many
problems and clashes during succession process.
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Summary

Family business is a unique type of organization, in which both family and
business dimensions are integrated and affect each other. Presence of the
family is the main factor differentiating family business from other types of
organization, so that it has been considered as distinctive discipline in
organisational and management studies. Family brings so many advantages
into business and creates a foundation, in which in most cases responsibilities
are taken in a respectful, dedicative, and healthy setting with a remarkable
outcome over time. However, it can also be described as nuclear energy, which
is useful when it functions well; but when its function is troubled, it can be
destructive for the family and the business with some harmful radiation for the
community, society, and ultimately the nation's economy. One of the main, or
possibly the most important, troubles that may cause interruptions in function
and continuity of a family business is succession that in most family businesses
refers to transition of leadership from one generation to another.
Family business plays a remarkable role in many economies. Position
and importance of family businesses in Iran’s economy can be better
understood if we refer to its significant contribution to major economic
indicators, such as employment, GDP, and the number of firms that have been
explained in detail in Chapter one. In brief, it can be claimed that perpetuation
of family businesses somehow means perpetuation of Iran’s economy.
Therefore, it is crystal clear that the continuity of family business is very
important for Iranian society and economy. However, the succession process is
the main challenge for the survival of every family business over generations.
The crisis of unemployment and the large number of leaders in Iranian firms
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approaching age of retirement, clearly show the importance of succession for
Iranian family business. Despite the importance of family business in Iran’s
economy and society, it has not gained proper attention among Iranian
scholars. In particular, there is no comprehensive research about succession in
Iranian family business based on findings in the context of Iran.
This thesis is especially looking at leadership succession in Iranian family
business. However, the more I read about succession theories, the more I
realised the gap between literature and reality of succession in Iranian family
business. Therefore, I decided to conduct my research focusing on finding why
it is so. The existing literature, mostly from Western societies, was in the focus
of the literature review in Chapter three of this study. Most theories in this
field originate from the Western societies that take Western culture and
context for granted in their theories. But, Iran has some fundamental
contextual differences that need to be taken into consideration. In fact, a lack
of proper attention of Western scholars about contextual factors leads to an
inapplicability of some of their theories in such a different context as Iranian
family business.
Another problem that I found in the literature is that most of them are
trying to reduce variables and number of stakeholders in order to generate
generalizable and prescriptive theories that work as (generalized) standard for
succession in all family businesses all over the world. However, based on
Jaskiewicz, Comb, Shanine, and Kacmar (2017), there is a bilateral effect of
family and business on each other, which means that all involved stakeholders
within family and business dimensions affect and are affected especially in the
succession process, so that the role of the family becomes even more visible.
Therefore, in contrast to most Western literature, it is necessary to take
perspectives of all involved stakeholders into consideration and make their
voice heard in order to understand the real dynamic of succession in family
business. Therefore, this research aims to answer the following questions:
 How does the puzzle of the succession process in Iranian family
business looks like, and how different is it from other societies?
o To which extent and with which contextual differences, succession in
Iranian family business can differ from succession in family businesses of other
societies?
o Which stakeholders influence the succession process in Iranian family
business, and what is their perspective towards leadership succession?
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In order to answer these two questions, this research has been conducted in
two parallel directions, such as contextual studies and studying perspectives of
individual stakeholders.
The first direction refers to contextual studies focusing on finding
differentiating factors in Iranian context that are either unique in Iran and have
been neglected or did not gain proper attention in existing literature of family
business. In the beginning, I concentrated on the inheritance law of Iran as the
main differentiating factor and arranged an interview with a lawyer about it.
However, this interview became much longer and deeper than expected and it
revealed so many more differentiating factors, among which the role of Islam
and modernity are found highly influential in the differentiation of Iranian
culture and law. Therefore, contextual studies became broader and deeper
than my personal knowledge about Iranian context (as an Iranian citizen) and
an interview with a lawyer. It also includes different methods, such as
interviews with a judge,25 a sociologist, also the participation in a religious
school and interviewing numerous religious scholars, and also reading relevant
literature that could help me to better understand the Iranian context and the
role it can play in the succession process and how it differs from other
societies.
The second direction of this research refers to studying the succession
from the perspective of different stakeholders involved in Iranian family
business. In order to find stakeholders and also understand their perspectives,
in addition to my own experiences as a candidate successor in our own family
business, I benefited from an inductive and empirical research that is based on
in-depth interviews with twenty-four different stakeholders (from both
dimensions of family and business) of ten Iranian family businesses. These
family businesses are selected from different types and industries, in different
stages of the succession process and in different subcultures and communities
of Iran in order to have diversity in family business contexts. All this
information collected from interviews has been transcribed and confirmed by
the interviewees. Then it has been coded and clustered in themes that could
be relevant to the research questions.
Information collection in these directions of research was not linear and
separated from each other, but there was a process of back and forth in this
25

Judges in Iran are the ones who are expert in law and know the underlying logic
and principles behind law codes.
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research. Emerging or finding a new concept in one direction did force me to
re-elaborate other directions and study further in order to keep both
directions of study coherent. For instance, when I encountered a different
contextual orientation of Iranian about women, I tried to find family businesses
that deal with the gender issue in succession processes and I could also
interview female successors.

Results: Major Differentiating Contextual Factors
Through this inquiry, I found numerous contextual factors that differentiate
succession in Iranian family business that shape and define perspectives and
the relationship of involved stakeholders within the context of Iranian family
business. In fact, there might be countless factors that can differentiate
succession in Iranian family business from other societies and particularly
Western ones, but I merely concentrated on the most important ones I found:
 Islamic principles and spirituality embodied in Iranian culture.
 Iranian law system.
 Dynamic of Iranian culture and society.
 Market and business environment.

Islamic Principles
My findings illustrate that the role of Islamic principles is very significant in the
differentiation of succession in Iranian family business from the Western ones.
The most influential Islamic principles in succession processes of Iranian family
businesses are Islamic criteria for choosing the successor, such as blood
relatedness, seniority, and masculinity; Islamic definition of family,
relationships, and interactions are patriarchal and hierarchical based on gender
and age; domination of men, social limitations and Inferior position of women
in comparison with men; placing great emphasis on the family and its values
particularly respect, obedience, and meeting parents’ expectations and their
satisfaction, supporting, solidarity and integrity; great emphasis on fatality and
prioritising spirituality over materiality; defining criteria and regulations for
business that is called Halal (clean and lawful) earnings; defining priorities in
ownership distribution; paying attention to benevolence and being beneficial
for the community; and in short, living and working for the sake of God in
order to gain blessing in both family and business.

Spirituality
Believing in Islamic principles and spiritual consequences of such belief is also
very prevalent among Iranian family business. The most remarkable outcome
of believing in spirituality among interviewed family businesses are stated as
blessing of God for the durability of business and its prosperity, righteous
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children, healthy business, and family relationship as consequences of Halal
(clean and lawful) earning; Blessing, fortune, and wealth as rewards of God to
children for parents’ satisfaction and their prayers; solving problems and even
converting problems into opportunities as the consequences of benevolence
and helping others; prosperity and more revenue as a result of generosity in
paying workers and the creation of jobs; and the viability of family business
over generations enabled by God as long as they remain beneficial to
community.

Iranian Law System
Another differentiating factor that I found is related to the Iranian law system
that is an expression of the dominant Iranian-Islamic culture. Among the civil
law codes of Iran, inheritance, marriage (divorce), and labour laws are not only
influential in succession, but also very different from the Western ones. Some
of the consequences of these differences in laws are not having liberty over
properties after death and, therefore, not being able to prune the family tree
or deprive an inheritor; entitling numerous inheritors that leads to
fragmentation of family business ownership and less cohesion in decisionmaking; prioritising ownership distribution based on gender and blood
relatedness; domination of men over women; social limitation for women,
especially in business affairs; confining liberty and free will of offspring of the
family business owner to pursue their own working life; and depriving them
from given comforts in law for youth workers due to their exclusion from
Iranian labour law.

Dynamic of Iranian Culture and Society
Despite the significant role of Islam, Iranian culture and society are not
homogeneous and are experiencing a transitional period, through which a
Western footprint is becoming more visible in dynamics and interactions of
contemporary Iranians and particularly among younger generations. Such a
transitional period can influence succession in Iranian family business and
theorising it is more challenging. Major consequences of these dynamics for
succession in Iranian family business are increasing inter-generational clashes;
increasing individuation and liberation among younger generations and
diminishing the Islamic collectivistic perspective with regards to family
structure, boundaries, and values, such as respect, obedience, solidarity, and
sacrifice; a gradual changing dynamic of the hierarchical and patriarchal family
and business structure in favour of children and female members of the family;
increasing sociability of women and their increasing involvement into family
business and even succession.

Market and Business Environment
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Adoptability to changes in market trends and the dynamic of the business
environment is another factor that differentiates Iranian family business from
the Western ones. There has been great emphasis of Western literature about
planning for the succession process. However, instability in Iranian economy
and politics are major problems that Iranian family businesses suffer the most
from; long-term planning, particularly about the succession process, gets less
attention. Constant changes in business regulations, political tensions,
imposing sanctions, and external threats of war or terror are just a few among
numerous factors that destabilize Iranian business environment. I found that
most Iranians prefer to deal with problems when they occur according to given
circumstances rather than plan in advance for dealing with them.

Results: Perspectives of Influential Stakeholders
Through this research, I also found many different influential individual
stakeholders in succession processes of Iranian family business among who the
most important ones are:
 Predecessor
 Successor
 Family and its members including spouse, children, in-laws, parents, and
other relatives
 Professional stakeholders including employees and managers, customers
and suppliers
 Shareholders and financial issues
Perspectives and concerns of these stakeholders should be mutually
understood by each other in order to have a peaceful and promising
succession process. Without mutual understanding of these stakeholders
within the context of each family business, there is a risk of failure or taking
inappropriate decisions by each stakeholder that cause trouble and/or conflicts
during the succession process.

Predecessor’s Perspective
Predecessors are the ones whose perspectives are very determinative in the
succession process and very complicated to understand due to their
psychological dilemma. Succession for the predecessors is accompanied by
numerous concerns and fears that may cause their reluctance, hesitation,
resistance, or even denial to committing to the succession process. The family
and particularly the successors are the ones who can minimize concerns and
fears of the predecessors in different ways, like appreciating their
achievements, assuring them about the territory of leadership and control over
family, alternative roles within community and society, caring and ample
attention to them, and financially supporting them from a secure and separate
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source of income. The predecessors’ confidence in the successors is mostly
constituted through finding similar characteristics in the next generation. I also
found a positive correlation between the aging of predecessors and their
concerns about mortality and the spiritual dimension of life. Therefore, in Iran
it is of utmost importance and glory for predecessors to be succeeded by their
righteous children who are grown up by Halal earnings and are loyal to family
values and have an authentic and meaningful business.

Successor’s Perspective
In Iran, successors are more selected based on cultural and social obligations
like family hierarchy rather than professional criteria. However, the successors
are not passive stakeholders and their perspective should be well understood
by other involved stakeholders. Family should respect the interests and dreams
of successors so that they join the family business and then commit to the
succession process voluntarily and not by force. As it has been culturally
emphasized in Iran, family relationship should be respectful, and its
atmosphere should be supportive, welcoming, and warm enough in the
succession process to minimize concerns of successors. Moderate expectations
as well as moderate support from the family help successors to be appreciative
and pay attention to other dimensions of their life to minimize their regrets in
the future. Proper communication and mutual respect foster emotional
boundaries between successor and other family members. Importance of
parents’ satisfaction and respecting elders reduce intergenerational clashes
between succeeding generations and other stakeholders. The behaviour of
predecessors should direct successors to believe in no pain, no gain, and also
evoke a sense of appreciation, gratefulness, and respectfulness in successors
rather than conveying succession as a birth right. Sufficient financial
independence of successors and not trapping into luxurious life foster
leadership characteristics and minimize family pressure on successors.
Successors should benefit from formal relevant education as well as training
and developing necessary skills at work to gain credibility and confidence of
other stakeholders, especially business stakeholders. Emphasis in Iranian
culture on livelihood and equality of all human beings help the successor
generation to respect others and establish meaningful relationships with
subordinates like managers and employees. The predecessors should give
responsibilities to the successors gradually and according to their capabilities
and talents. Therefore, business stakeholders can gradually accept the leading
role of the successor and minimize their hesitation, resistance, and tensions
that are related to the dependency of family business to their predecessor.

Family Perspective
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The family plays a significant role in the dynamic of the succession process in
Iranian family business. Great emphasis has been placed on the importance of
family relationships and values in Iranian-Islamic culture. Consequently, I found
the role of family values, relationships and also probable conflicts and tensions
in the family dimension extremely influential and determinative in the
dynamics of the succession in Iranian family business. These influences can be
highly constructive and helpful, but also problematic. Among all family values
and principles, I found trust, accountability, family hierarchy, respect,
obedience, solidarity and integrity, support, sacrifice, and forgiveness more
influential in the dynamic and interpersonal relationships of family
stakeholders. Family values can influence the succession process and also
become affected by the succession process. These family values can as well
reduce tensions and conflicts as they can cause tensions and conflicts during
the succession process. All these family values are interrelated and
intertwined, so affecting one value of family can affect all of the family values
either positively or negatively.
Among family values, I found “respect” more influential in succession
process of Iranian family businesses, because it is perceived as a priceless,
vulnerable, and very risky value in Iranian culture that gives meaning in family
relationships and has shaped Iranian family structure patriarchal and
hierarchically based on gender and seniority. Initial consequence of respect in
the succession process is preferentiality in choosing the successor. Since
obedience of subordinates is an imperative consequence of respect, it can
reduce tensions and conflicts among family members and also facilitate
leadership in both family and business. Trust and accountability are highly
helpful in succession processes but are extremely vulnerable to financial issues
and improper communications. Support, solidarity, and integrity of family
members can also be very constructive and minimize the concerns of many
stakeholders but are fragile during succession processes. Sacrifice and
forgiveness are other family values, by which many challenges and problems
can be overcome, and filter stakeholders based on their priorities. However,
there are some other family principles, like equality and inclusiveness, that
have been embodied in Iranian culture and structurally change the leadership
of family business during intergenerational succession from founder to sibling
partnership and then to cousin consortium.
Female members of the family are the ones who are mostly marginalised
and not appropriately appreciated in Iranian family business, but they can play
a remarkable role in the succession process. Cultural obligations, social
barriers, inferior position in comparison with men in Iranian family hierarchy,
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financial dependency and conflicts between women are the main factors that
have directed women in Iranian family business toward domesticity and raising
children, so their chance of succession is minimal in comparison with men even
at the same level of family hierarchy. Female members of the family can affect
succession positively through softening the family atmosphere and the
promotion of family values or negatively through family politics and
manipulation of family members (e.g., children or husband). However, Iranian
society is experiencing a transition period from traditions to modernity that
has led to more sociability, liberalization, and education among Iranian women
and increased their involvement in society and business affairs. But even those
female members of family that have been involved in family business and are
considered as candidate successors in their family businesses experience more
barriers from family and business stakeholders compared to men resulting in
preferences, resistance, intolerance, denial, sabotage, angriness, jealousy, and
dishonour caused by their gender. They need more passion, hardworking,
commitment and also support and training by the predecessors to achieve
succession and acknowledgement.

Perspective of Professional Stakeholders
The effectiveness of the succession process highly depends on taking business
stakeholders’ perspective into consideration, even though they seem to be
passive and less assertive in comparison with family members and
shareholders. Dependency of family business to the leadership and
characteristics of the predecessor, and structural conflicts in organisations are
obvious consequences of developmental succession – particularly from
controlling-owner management to sibling partnership – and can be considered
as the two important problems that family business should foresee, adopt, and
deal with long before the succession’s hot phase. The successors should be
trained, developed and gain necessary strengths on the one hand, and
organisational structures should be adjusted and adopted to foreseen changes
on the other hand. Advisors and consultants can be of great help to family
businesses to address necessary changes.
Succession is a big change in family business and like every change
provokes a sense of losing stability among managers and employees, so that
they resist or even resent succession. The older they are and the longer their
working time in family business, the more tension and resistance is likely.
Gradual involvement and promotion of the successors from the bottom line of
family business, establishing meaningful and respectful relationships with
managers and employees, and also appreciation of their contributions to the
family business can be highly helpful in minimizing clashes and tensions from
managers and employees.
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Customers and suppliers are other stakeholders that play an important
role in Iranian family business. The succession process has as a consequence
periods, in which attention and concentration of family business may become
shifted towards domesticity and result in losing customers’ satisfaction and
market share. In addition, most Iranian family businesses tend to establish
long-term and mutual beneficial relationships with their reliable suppliers and
loyal customers that may turn to personal relationship. However, succession
may negatively affect these personal relationships due to generational
differences and/or a different orientation to business. Different attitudes of
predecessors and successors with regard to market and earnings can also be
challenging for family business. Predecessors’ emphasis on Halal (clean and
lawful) earning that require patience, hardworking, and high quality may cause
trouble if it is confronted with successors’ impatience to make more money
and paying less attention to quality and reputation in the market.

Succession from Financial Perspective
The financial dimension of succession in Iranian family business is an extremely
critical and sensitive issue that may undermine family relationship and values
or lead to the termination of family business. Depending on different attitudes
to the materialistic dimension and the dynamics of each family business,
succession in ownership and withdrawal vary and may have different
consequences. However, it should be taken into consideration that family
business is highly vulnerable with regard to financial issues, because money
can change people and their characteristics. The most epidemic influence of
money on Iranian family business is that the more wealth is accumulated, and
welfare increases in the family businesses, the more likely it becomes to be
trapped by a luxurious life and/or pay more attention to the materialistic
dimension of life that is in contrast to initial principles of most Iranian family
businesses. This can also create a gap in family relationships and cause severe
family conflicts and tensions, particularly during succession process that
financial issues during ownership succession remain a challenging topic for
Iranian family businesses as well as almost everywhere.

Others…
I have also found some stakeholders that are not as influential as other
stakeholders but can also impact the succession process. Friends of family
business stakeholders cannot only impact their perspectives on succession, but
also can play a role of trustee, consultant, and mediator during the succession
process and solve and/or prevent many conflicts and clashes.
Local community and timing are other influential factors in succession
processes. Having succession processes as a common problem that many other
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family businesses are dealing with as well as the juxtaposition of retirement
age and maturity of successors are important factors that can prevent many
problems and clashes during succession process.

Overall conclusion
Findings from Iranian family business stakeholders mostly comply and confirm
theories of the Western literature on an individual level and mostly to the
extent of psychology, attitudes, and behaviours that are related to the nature
of human being. However, differences between my findings and theories in
Western literature are mostly related to context-related attitudes and
behaviours of stakeholders. In fact, context and the dominant culture of every
society shape life style, way of thinking, reasoning, interpretation,
understanding, sympathy and communication of people within that society.
Without proper attention to those contextual factors, it would be hardly
possible to have a comprehensive understanding of underlying dynamics and
perspectives of involved stakeholders within the family business and their
interaction with each other.
This research shows that theorising about succession in family business
requires a research structure that firstly take a systematic perspective that not
only includes the role of all individual involved stakeholders and their
interactions within family, business, and ownership domains, but also the
additional dimension of “context”. And secondly, take the ever-changing
nature of family business and context into account.
Family business is a combination of the three dimensions of family,
business, and ownership. All individuals that are involved in these dimensions
are called stakeholders that have something to say, to think, to do, and have a
perspective that needs to be taken into consideration and well understood by
others, especially during the succession process in order to have an effective
succession with minimal tensions and resistance. However, from a research
standpoint, merely studying stakeholders and their perspectives is not enough,
because succession is a process, in which people affect and are affected by
each other’s decisions and behaviours. Moreover, In order to understand the
real dynamic of succession in a family business, researchers need to consider
the internal context of that family business and in a broader scope the context
that the family business is located in, ranging from neighbourhood,
community, region, and country. By taking context into consideration,
researchers can understand the reasons for what stakeholders do, think,
decide, behave, make sense of, understand, and interpret other stakeholders’
perspectives.
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Another dimension that should be taken into consideration by
researchers is time and the ever-changing nature of contexts inside and
outside the family business and also changes in stakeholders as human beings.
Therefore, stakeholders within a family business may deal with succession
differently in different times and different contexts. Therefore, the overall
conclusion of this research is that succession in every single-family business at
any given time is a different phenomenon that deserves an independent study.
Every single Iranian family business is a unique setting with its own dynamics
and interactions that are worthy of an independent study and precise analysis
to find how family business should deal with a succession process.
Therefore, in contrast to most literature that tries to present
generalizable theories and prescriptions for succession in family business, I
found it more beneficial to initially explore perspectives and concerns of
different involved stakeholders regarding the succession process and
underlying contextual factors that determine and impact the dynamics and
interactions of this process in Iran; and secondly, present findings to family
businesses to familiarize them with the complexity and multidimensionality of
this process, through which they can broaden their scope and increase their
knowledge about such a critical process of leadership transition before taking
decisions about their strategy in dealing with it.
If family business stakeholders understand the complexity and
multidimensionality of this process and learn about perspectives and concerns
of others and mutually understand and communicate with each other, they are
the best ones who can find the most effective and comprehensive prescription
for dealing with the succession process in their family business, because no
one better than members of a family business themselves understand about its
dynamics and context.
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Samenvatting

Een familiebedrijf is een uniek type organisatie, waarin zowel facetten vanuit
het gezin als visies in het familiebedrijf zelf worden geïntegreerd en elkaar
beïnvloeden. De aanwezigheid van het gezin is de belangrijkste factor die een
familiebedrijf onderscheidt van andere soorten organisaties. Zodoende wordt
Family Business als een onderscheidende discipline beschouwd in organisatieen managementstudies. Een familie biedt zoveel voordelen in het zaken doen
en creëert een basis, waarbij in de meeste gevallen verantwoordelijkheden
worden genomen in een respectvolle, toegewijde en gezonde omgeving met
een opmerkelijke uitkomst in de tijd. Echter, een familie kan ook worden
beschreven als een energievolle kern, wat handig is zo lang als deze goed
functioneert; maar wanneer een familie disfunctioneert of onrustig is, kan het
voor het gezin en het bedrijf destructief worden met schadelijke consequenties
voor gemeenschap, samenleving en uiteindelijk de economie van een land. Een
van de belangrijkste, of misschien wel de belangrijkste, problemen die
onderbrekingen in het functioneren en de continuïteit van een familiebedrijf
kunnen veroorzaken, is een opvolgingskwestie die in de meeste
familiebedrijven samengaat met de overgang van leiderschap van de ene
generatie naar de andere.
Familiebedrijven spelen een opmerkelijke rol in veel economieën. In
deze dissertatie staan Iraanse familiebedrijven centraal. Positie en belang van
deze familiebedrijven in de Iraanse economie kunnen beter worden begrepen
als we verwijzen naar de belangrijke bijdrage ervan aan belangrijke
economische indicatoren, zoals werkgelegenheid, bbp, en het aantal bedrijven
dat in Hoofdstuk Een in detail is uitgelegd. Kort gezegd kan worden gesteld dat
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het voortbestaan van familiebedrijven op de een of andere manier betekent
dat de Iraanse economie wordt bestendigd. Daarom is het zonneklaar dat de
continuïteit van het familiebedrijf erg belangrijk is voor de Iraanse samenleving
en economie. Het opvolgingsproces vormt echter de grootste uitdaging voor
het overleven van elk familiebedrijf van generatie op generatie, vooral in Iran.
De werkloosheidscrisis en het grote aantal leiders in Iraanse bedrijven die de
pensioengerechtigde leeftijd naderen, tonen duidelijk het belang aan van
opvolging voor het Iraanse familiebedrijf. Ondanks het belang van
familiebedrijven in de Iraanse economie en samenleving, krijgen zij bij Iraanse
wetenschappers niet de aandacht die zij verdienen. Er is met name geen
uitgebreid onderzoek gedaan naar opvolging in het Iraanse familiebedrijf op
basis van bevindingen in de context van Iran.
In deze dissertatie doe ik een poging kennis en ervaringen bij
leiderschapsopvolging in Iraanse familiebedrijven nader te onderzoeken.
Echter, hoe meer ik las over opvolgingstheorieën, hoe meer ik me realiseerde
hoe groot de kloof is tussen literatuur en de realiteit van de opvolging in het
Iraanse familiebedrijf. Daarom besloot ik mijn onderzoek te richten op het
vinden van waarom dat zo is. De bestaande literatuur, meestal afkomstig uit
Westerse samenlevingen, staat centraal in het literatuuroverzicht in Hoofdstuk
Drie van deze studie. De meeste theorieën vinden hun oorsprong in de
Angelsaksische literatuur die de westerse cultuur en context als
vanzelfsprekend beschouwen in hun theorieën. Maar Iran heeft enkele
fundamentele contextuele verschillen waarmee rekening moet worden
gehouden. In feite leidt een gebrek aan behoorlijke aandacht van Westerse
geleerden voor contextuele factoren tot het niet-toepasbaar zijn van sommige
van hun theorieën in een zo verschillende context als Iraanse familiebedrijven.
Een ander probleem dat ik in de literatuur tegenkwam, is dat de
meesten van de Westerse collegae proberen de variabelen en het aantal
belanghebbenden te verminderen om generaliseerbare en prescriptieve
theorieën te genereren die werken als (gegeneraliseerde) standaard voor
opvolging in alle familiebedrijven over de hele wereld. Op basis van het werk
van Jaskiewicz, Comb, Shanine en Kacmar (2017), kan worden geconcludeerd
dat er een bilateraal effect van familie en bedrijf op elkaar is; dit betekent dat
alle betrokken belanghebbenden binnen de familie en het familiebedrijf van
invloed zijn op en vooral worden beïnvloed door het opvolgingsproces, zodat
de rol van het gezin nog beter zichtbaar wordt. Daarom is het, in tegenstelling
tot de meeste Westerse literatuur, noodzakelijk om perspectieven van alle
betrokken belanghebbenden in overweging te nemen en hun stem te laten
horen om de werkelijke dynamiek van opvolging in het familiebedrijf beter te
doorgronden.
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Daarom wil dit onderzoek de volgende vragen beantwoorden:

• Hoe ziet de puzzel uit van het opvolgingsproces in het Iraanse familiebedrijf
en hoe verschilt dat van andere samenlevingen?
o In welke mate en met welke contextuele verschillen kan de opvolging in het
Iraanse familiebedrijf verschillen van de opvolging in familiebedrijven van
andere samenlevingen?
o Welke stakeholders beïnvloeden het opvolgingsproces in het Iraanse
familiebedrijf en wat is hun perspectief op leiderschapsopvolging?
Om deze vragen te beantwoorden, is dit onderzoek in twee parallelle
richtingen uitgevoerd: ik verricht enerzijds enige contextstudies in het Iraanse,
anderzijds bestudeer ik perspectieven van individuele belanghebbenden in de
praktijk van diverse Iraanse familiebedrijven.
De eerste richting verwijst naar contextuele studies die zich richten op
het vinden van onderscheidende factoren in Iraanse context die ofwel uniek
zijn in Iran en die verwaarloosd worden of geen gepaste aandacht krijgen of
hebben gekregen in de bestaande literatuur over familiebedrijven. In het begin
van dit dissertatieproces concentreerde ik me op het erfrecht van Iran als de
belangrijkste onderscheidende factor en regelde een interview met een
advocaat daarover. Dit interview werd echter veel langer en diepgaander dan
verwacht. Het onthulde zo veel meer differentiërende factoren, waaronder de
rol van de islam en de grote invloed van moderniteit in de differentiatie van de
Iraanse cultuur en wet. Aldus werden deze contextuele studies breder en
dieper dan mijn persoonlijke kennis over de Iraanse context (als een Iraanse
burger). Het omvatte uiteindelijk ook meerdere perspectieven, zoals van een
rechter en een socioloog.26 Bovendien nam ik deel aan een religieuze school en
interviewde tal van religieuze wetenschappers. Tot slot hielp het lezen van
relevante literatuur mij de Iraanse context en de rol die het kan spelen in het
opvolgingsproces beter te begrijpen en uit te zoeken hoe het verschilt van
andere samenlevingen.
De tweede richting van dit onderzoek verwijst naar het bestuderen van
de opvolging vanuit het perspectief van verschillende belanghebbenden die
26

Rechters in Iran zijn deskundig in de wet en kennen de onderliggende logica en
principes achter wetcodes.
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betrokken zijn bij diverse Iraanse familiebedrijven. Om stakeholders te vinden
en hun perspectieven te begrijpen, heb ik, naast mijn eigen ervaringen als
kandidaat-opvolger in ons eigen familiebedrijf, geprofiteerd van een inductief
en empirisch onderzoek dat is gebaseerd op diepte-interviews met
vierentwintig verschillende belanghebbenden van tien Iraanse familiebedrijven
(die beide perspectieven van familie én familiebedrijf omvatten).
Deze familiebedrijven zijn geselecteerd uit verschillende sectoren en
industrieën, in verschillende stadia van het opvolgingsproces en in
verschillende subculturen en gemeenschappen van Iran om diversiteit te
hebben in de context van familiebedrijven. Al deze informatie die is verzameld
in face-to-face interviews is getranscribeerd en bevestigd door iedere
geïnterviewde. Vervolgens is het verzamelde empirische materiaal gecodeerd
en geclusterd in thema's die relevant kunnen zijn voor de onderzoeksvragen.
Het verzamelen van informatie in deze twee richtingen van onderzoek
was niet lineair en van elkaar gescheiden, maar verliep in dit onderzoek als een
grondig proces waarin informatie in onderlinge samenhang werd beschouwd.
Het naar voren komen of vinden van een nieuw concept in één richting, dwong
me om andere richtingen uit te stippelen en verder te bestuderen om beide
richtingen van studie coherent te houden. Toen ik bijvoorbeeld een andere
contextuele oriëntatie bij mijn Iraanse respondenten op vrouwen tegenkwam,
probeerde ik familiebedrijven te vinden die zich bezighouden met het
genderprobleem in successieprocessen, zodat ik ook vrouwelijke opvolgers zou
kunnen interviewen.

Resultaten: belangrijke differentiërende contextuele
factoren
Door dit onderzoek vond ik een groot aantal contextuele factoren die
onderscheid maken bij de opvolging in Iraanse familiebedrijven, en die
perspectieven alsmede de relaties tussen de betrokken belanghebbenden
binnen de context van een Iraans familiebedrijf vormgeven en definiëren. In
feite kunnen er talloze factoren zijn die de opvolging in het Iraanse
familiebedrijf kunnen onderscheiden van andere samenlevingen en met name
Westerse, maar ik heb me alleen geconcentreerd op de belangrijkste die ik heb
gevonden in dit empirisch onderzoek:





Islamitische principes en spiritualiteit belichaamd in de Iraanse cultuur;
Iraans rechtssysteem;
Dynamiek van de Iraanse cultuur en samenleving, en
Markt en zakelijke omgeving.
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Islamitische principes
Mijn bevindingen illustreren dat de rol van islamitische principes een erg
belangrijke is in de differentiatie van opvolging in een Iraans familiebedrijf ten
opzichte van een Westers familiebedrijf. De meest invloedrijke islamitische
principes in opeenvolgingsprocessen van Iraanse familiebedrijven zijn
islamitische criteria voor het kiezen van de opvolger, zoals:
bloedverwantschap, senioriteit en mannelijkheid; Islamitische definitie van
familie, relaties en interacties zijn patriarchaal en hiërarchisch gebaseerd op
geslacht en leeftijd; overheersing van mannen, sociale beperkingen en een
inferieure positie van vrouwen in vergelijking met mannen; veel nadruk leggen
op het gezin en zijn waarden, met name respect, gehoorzaamheid en voldoen
aan de verwachtingen van ouders en hun tevredenheid, steun, solidariteit en
integriteit; grote nadruk op lotsbestemming en prioriteit geven aan
spiritualiteit boven materialiteit; het definiëren van criteria en voorschriften
voor zaken die Halal (schoon en legaal) worden genoemd; het definiëren van
prioriteiten in eigendomsverdeling; aandacht schenken aan welwillendheid en
heilzaam zijn voor de gemeenschap; kortom, leven en werken in het belang
van God om zegen te krijgen voor zowel de familie als het familiebedrijf.

Spiritualiteit
Het geloof in islamitische principes en spirituele consequenties van een
dergelijk geloof, komt veel voor bij Iraanse familiebedrijven. De meest
opmerkelijke uitkomsten van dit geloof in spiritualiteit bij geïnterviewden uit
Iraanse familiebedrijven waren: de zegen van God voor de bestendiging van
de zaken en welvaart van het familiebedrijf, rechtschapen kinderen, gezonde
zaken en familierelaties als consequenties van Halal (eerlijke en legale)
verdiensten; de zegen, het fortuin en de rijkdom als beloningen van God aan
kinderen voor de tevredenheid van hun ouders en hun gebeden; problemen
oplossen en zelfs problemen omzetten in kansen als gevolgen van
welwillendheid en de hulp aan anderen; welvaart en meer inkomsten als
gevolg van vrijgevigheid in de betaling van werknemers en het creëren van
banen; en de levensvatbaarheid van familiebedrijven over generaties mogelijk
gemaakt door God, zolang een familiebedrijf de gemeenschap begunstigt.

Iraans rechtssysteem
Een andere onderscheidende factor die ik vond is gerelateerd aan het Iraanse
rechtssysteem dat een uitdrukking is van de dominante Iraans-islamitische
cultuur. De burgerlijke wetcodes van Iran - erfenis, huwelijk (echtscheiding), en
arbeidswetten - zijn niet alleen invloedrijk bij een opvolging, maar zijn ook zeer
verschillend van Westerse codes. Enige gevolgen van deze verschillen in
wetten zijn: geen vrijheid hebben over eigendommen na de dood en daarom
niet in staat om de stamboom te snoeien of een erfgenaam uit te sluiten van
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een erfenis; tal van erfgenamen rechten geven, hetgeen leidt tot versnippering
van het familiebedrijf en minder samenhang in de besluitvorming; prioriteit
geven aan eigendomsverdeling op basis van geslacht en bloedverwantschap;
overheersing van mannen over vrouwen; sociale beperkingen voor vrouwen,
met name in zakelijke aangelegenheden; beperking van vrijheid en vrije wil van
nageslacht van de eigenaar van het familiebedrijf om hun eigen beroepsleven
na te streven; het berooft familiebedrijven van een gegeven comfort voor
jeugdige werkers vanwege hun uitsluiting van de Iraanse arbeidswetgeving.

Dynamiek van de Iraanse cultuur en samenleving
Ondanks de belangrijke rol van de islam zijn de Iraanse cultuur en samenleving
niet homogeen en beleven ze een overgangsperiode, waardoor een Westerse
voetafdruk zichtbaarder wordt in de dynamiek en interacties van hedendaagse
Iraniërs, met name onder jongere generaties. Zo’n overgangsperiode kan de
opvolging in het Iraanse familiebedrijf en de theorievorming erover
beïnvloeden; het is een grotere uitdaging. Grote gevolgen van deze dynamiek
voor de opvolging in het Iraanse familiebedrijf zijn: toenemende
intergenerationele botsingen; toenemende individualisering en bevrijding
onder jongere generaties, waardoor een islamitisch collectivistisch perspectief
met betrekking tot gezinsstructuur, grenzen en waarden, zoals respect,
gehoorzaamheid, solidariteit en opoffering afneemt; een geleidelijke
veranderende dynamiek van de hiërarchische en patriarchale familie- en
bedrijfsstructuur ten gunste van kinderen en vrouwelijke leden van het gezin;
toenemende sociabiliteit van vrouwen en hun toenemende betrokkenheid bij
familiebedrijven en zelfs opvolging.

Markt en zakelijke omgeving
Aanpassing aan veranderingen in markttendensen en aan de dynamiek van de
bedrijfsomgeving is een andere factor die het Iraanse familiebedrijf
onderscheidt van de Westerse. In de Westerse literatuur wordt veel nadruk
gelegd op de planning van het opvolgingsproces. Instabiliteit in de Iraanse
economie en politiek zijn echter grote problemen waar Iraanse
familiebedrijven het meest onder lijden; langetermijnplanning, met name over
het opvolgingsproces, krijgt minder aandacht. Constante veranderingen in
regelgeving voor bedrijven, politieke spanningen, het opleggen van sancties en
externe dreigingen van oorlog of terreur zijn slechts enkele van de vele
factoren die de Iraanse zakelijke omgeving destabiliseren. Ik bemerkte dat de
meeste Iraniërs problemen liever ‘aanpakken’ wanneer ze zich onder bepaalde
omstandigheden voordoen dan dat ze ‘van tevoren plannen maken’ om ermee
om te gaan (wat nu vaak gebeurt).
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Resultaten: perspectieven van invloedrijke belanghebbenden
Door dit onderzoek vond ik ook een verscheidenheid aan invloedrijke
individuele belanghebbenden in opvolgingsprocessen van het Iraanse
familiebedrijf, waaronder de belangrijkste:
 Voorganger;
 Opvolger;
 Familie en familieleden, zoals partner, kinderen, schoonfamilie, ouders
en andere familieleden;
 Professionele belanghebbenden, inclusief werknemers en managers,
klanten en leveranciers, en
 Aandeelhouders rond financiële problemen.
Perspectieven en zorgen van deze belanghebbenden moeten gelijktijdig
door ieder worden begrepen om een vreedzaam en veelbelovend
opvolgingsproces te hebben. Zonder wederzijds begrip van deze
belanghebbenden in de context van elk familiebedrijf, bestaat het risico van
falen of het nemen van ongepaste beslissingen door elke belanghebbende
hetgeen problemen en/of conflicten kan veroorzaken tijdens het
opvolgingsproces.

Voorgangers perspectief
Iraanse voorgangers zijn degenen wier perspectieven zeer bepalend zijn in het
opvolgingsproces. Deze zijn vaak zeer ingewikkeld om te doorgronden
vanwege hun psychologisch dilemma. Bij voorgangers gaat opvolging gepaard
met tal van zorgen en angsten die hun terughoudendheid, aarzeling,
weerstand of zelfs ontkenning van het opvolgingsproces kunnen veroorzaken.
Het gezin, en met name de opvolgers, zijn degenen die bezorgdheden en
angsten van de voorgangers op verschillende manieren kunnen minimaliseren,
zoals hun prestaties waarderen, hen verzekeren over het gebied van
leiderschap en controle over de familie, alternatieve rollen binnen de
gemeenschap en samenleving, zorgzaamheid en ruime aandacht voor hen, en
hen financieel te steunen vanuit een veilige en afzonderlijke bron van
inkomsten. Het vertrouwen van de voorgangers in de opvolgers wordt meestal
gevormd door het vinden van vergelijkbare kenmerken in de volgende
generatie. Ik vond ook een positieve correlatie tussen de ouderdom van
voorgangers en hun zorgen over de sterfte en de spirituele dimensie van het
leven. Daarom is het in Iran van het allergrootste belang en geeft het glans dat
voorgangers worden opgevolgd door hun rechtschapen kinderen die zijn
opgegroeid met Halal-inkomsten en loyaal zijn aan familiewaarden en
authentiek en zinvol zakendoen.
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Opvolgersperspectief
In Iran worden opvolgers meer geselecteerd op basis van culturele en sociale
verplichtingen, zoals familiehiërarchie, dan op professionele criteria. De
opvolgers zijn echter geen passieve belanghebbenden en hun perspectief moet
goed worden begrepen door andere betrokken belanghebbenden. Familie
moet de belangen en dromen van opvolgers respecteren, zodat zij deelnemen
in het familiebedrijf en zich vervolgens vrijwillig en niet met geweld
committeren aan het opvolgingsproces. Zoals het in Iran cultureel wordt
benadrukt, zal de familierelatie een respectvolle zijn en moet de sfeer
ondersteunend, verwelkomend en warm genoeg zijn in het opvolgingsproces
om zorgen van opvolgers tot een minimum te beperken. Matige
verwachtingen en gematigde steun van de familie helpen de opvolgers om
dankbaar te zijn en aandacht te schenken aan andere dimensies van hun leven
om ongelukken in de toekomst te minimaliseren. Goede communicatie en
wederzijds respect bevorderen emotionele grenzen tussen de opvolger en
andere familieleden. Het belang van de tevredenheid van ouders en het
respecteren van de ouders vermindert intergenerationele botsingen tussen de
opvolgende generaties en andere belanghebbenden. Het gedrag van
voorgangers moet opvolgers ertoe brengen te geloven dat ‘wie mooi wil zijn,
pijn moet lijden’, en roept ook een gevoel van waardering, dankbaarheid en
respect op bij opvolgers in plaats van opvolging als een geboorterecht te
beschouwen. Voldoende financiële onafhankelijkheid van opvolgers en het zich
niet overgeven aan een luxueus leven bevordert leiderschapskenmerken en
minimaliseert de familiedruk op opvolgers. Opvolgers zullen profijt hebben van
formeel relevant onderwijs, evenals training en het ontwikkelen van de nodige
vaardigheden op het werk om de geloofwaardigheid en het vertrouwen van
andere belanghebbenden te winnen, met name van belanghebbenden uit het
bedrijfsleven. Nadruk in de Iraanse cultuur op levensonderhoud en gelijkheid
van alle menselijke wezens helpen de opvolgende generaties om anderen te
respecteren en betekenisvolle relaties tot stand te brengen met
ondergeschikten, zoals managers en werknemers. Voorgangers zouden
opvolgers geleidelijk en naar hun capaciteiten en talenten moeten belasten
met verantwoordelijkheden. In dat geval kunnen zakelijke belanghebbenden
geleidelijk de leidende rol van de opvolger accepteren en hun aarzeling,
weerstand en spanningen minimaliseren die verband houden met de
afhankelijkheid van het familiebedrijf van de voorganger.

Familieperspectief
Het gezin speelt een belangrijke rol in de dynamiek van het opvolgingsproces
in het Iraanse familiebedrijf. In de Iraans-islamitische cultuur wordt grote
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nadruk gelegd op het belang van familierelaties en waarden. Daarom vond ik
de rol van familiewaarden, relaties en ook waarschijnlijke conflicten en
spanningen in de gezinsdimensie buitengewoon invloedrijk en bepalend voor
de dynamiek van de opvolging in het Iraanse familiebedrijf. Deze invloeden
kunnen zeer constructief en nuttig zijn, maar ook problematisch. Van alle
gezinswaarden en -principes hebben vertrouwen, verantwoordelijkheid,
familiehiërarchie, respect, gehoorzaamheid, solidariteit en integriteit,
ondersteuning, opoffering en vergeving meer invloed in de dynamische en
interpersoonlijke relaties van familiebelangen. Familiewaarden kunnen het
opvolgingsproces beïnvloeden en ook worden beïnvloed door het
opvolgingsproces. Deze gezinswaarden kunnen zowel spanningen en conflicten
verminderen, als tijdens het successieproces spanningen en conflicten
veroorzaken. Al deze familiewaarden zijn onderling verbonden en onderling
verweven, waardoor het beïnvloeden van één gezinswaarde alle
gezinswaarden positief of negatief kan beïnvloeden.
In het opvolgingsproces van Iraanse familiebedrijven is ‘respect’ de
meest invloedrijke familiewaarde, omdat het wordt gezien als een
onschatbare, kwetsbare en zeer risicovolle waarde in de Iraanse cultuur die
betekenis geeft in familierelaties en mede de Iraanse familiestructuur
patriarchaal en hiërarchisch heeft gevormd, gebaseerd op geslacht en
anciënniteit. Een eerste gevolg van respect in het opvolgingsproces is
preferentie in het kiezen van de opvolger. Omdat gehoorzaamheid van
ondergeschikten een dwingende consequentie is van respect, kan het
spanningen en conflicten tussen gezinsleden verminderen en ook leiderschap
in zowel de familie als het familiebedrijf vergemakkelijken. Vertrouwen en
verantwoording zijn zeer nuttig bij successieprocessen, maar zijn uiterst
kwetsbaar voor financiële problemen en ongepaste communicatie.
Ondersteuning, solidariteit en integriteit van familieleden kunnen ook zeer
constructief zijn en de zorgen van veel belanghebbenden minimaliseren, maar
zijn kwetsbaar tijdens opvolgingsprocessen. Opoffering en vergeving zijn
andere gezinswaarden, waardoor veel uitdagingen en problemen kunnen
worden overwonnen en belanghebbenden kunnen worden gefilterd op basis
van hun prioriteiten. Er zijn echter enkele andere familieprincipes in de Iraanse
cultuur, zoals gelijkheid en inclusiviteit, die de leiding van het familiebedrijf
structureel veranderen tijdens de opvolging van de generatie van oprichter
naar broers en zussen en vervolgens naar een neef consortium.
Vrouwelijke leden van het gezin zijn degenen die meestal
gemarginaliseerd zijn en niet op de juiste waarde geschat worden in het
Iraanse familiebedrijf, maar ze kunnen een opmerkelijke rol spelen in een
opvolgingsproces. Culturele verplichtingen, sociale barrières, een inferieure
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positie in vergelijking met mannen in de Iraanse familiehiërarchie, financiële
afhankelijkheid en conflicten tussen vrouwen zijn de belangrijkste factoren die
vrouwen in het Iraanse familiebedrijf brengen tot huiselijkheid en het
grootbrengen van kinderen. Derhalve is hun kans op opvolging minimaal in
vergelijking met mannen, zelfs op hetzelfde niveau van familiehiërarchie.
Vrouwelijke leden van het gezin kunnen de opvolging positief beïnvloeden
door de gezinssfeer te verzachten en gezinswaarden te bevorderen; zij
beïnvloeden de sfeer negatief door gezinspolitiek en manipulatie van
familieleden (bijvoorbeeld hun kinderen of echtgenoot). De Iraanse
samenleving ervaart echter een overgangsperiode van tradities naar
moderniteit die heeft geleid tot meer vermogen om nieuwe contacten te
leggen, liberalisering en onderwijs onder Iraanse vrouwen. Dit vergroot hun
betrokkenheid bij de samenleving en zakelijke aangelegenheden. Maar zelfs de
vrouwelijke familieleden die betrokken zijn (geweest) bij het familiebedrijf en
die als kandidaat-opvolgers in hun familiebedrijven worden beschouwd,
ervaren meer barrières van familie- en bedrijfsbelangen dan mannen,
resulterend in voorkeuren, weerstand, intolerantie, ontkenning, sabotage,
boosheid, jaloezie en te schande maken, omdat zij vrouw zijn. Zij hebben meer
passie, hard werken, toewijding en ook ondersteuning en training door de
voorgangers nodig om successie en erkenning te bereiken.

Perspectief van professionele belanghebbenden
De effectiviteit van het opvolgingsproces hangt in hoge mate af van het
perspectief van de zakelijke belanghebbenden, ook al lijken ze passief en
minder assertief in vergelijking met familieleden en aandeelhouders. Wanneer
de opvolging gaat van een controlerende eigenaar naar een broer/zus
samenwerking blijkt een familiebedrijf vooral afhankelijk van het leiderschap
en de kenmerken van de voorganger, en structurele conflicten in het
familiebedrijf. Deze twee aspecten kunnen worden beschouwd als de twee
belangrijke problemen die het familiebedrijf zou moeten voorzien, adopteren
en behandelen lang voordat de ‘hete fase’ van de opvolging begint. De
opvolgers moeten enerzijds worden getraind, ontwikkeld en de nodige sterke
punten verwerven, en anderzijds moeten organisatiestructuren worden
aangepast aan dan wel worden vernieuwd voor voorziene veranderingen.
Adviseurs en consultants kunnen onder die omstandigheden voor
familiebedrijven van groot belang zijn om de noodzakelijke veranderingen aan
te pakken.
Opvolging is een grote verandering in het Iraanse familiebedrijf en net
als elke verandering veroorzaakt het een gevoel van stabiliteitsverlies bij
managers en werknemers, zodat ze zich verzetten tegen of zelfs een hekel
hebben aan de opvolging. Hoe ouder ze zijn en hoe langer hun werktijd in het
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familiebedrijf, hoe meer spanning en weerstand er is. Geleidelijke
betrokkenheid en promotie van de opvolgers vanaf ‘de werkvloer’ van het
familiebedrijf, het vestigen van zinvolle en respectvolle relaties met managers
en werknemers, en ook waardering voor hun bijdragen aan het familiebedrijf
kan zeer nuttig zijn bij het minimaliseren van botsingen en spanningen met
managers en werknemers.
Klanten en leveranciers zijn andere belanghebbenden die een
belangrijke rol spelen in het Iraanse familiebedrijf. Het opvolgingsproces heeft
als gevolg perioden waarin aandacht en concentratie van het familiebedrijf
verschuift naar de huiselijkheid en resulteert in het verliezen van de
klanttevredenheid en het marktaandeel. Bovendien hebben de meeste Iraanse
familiebedrijven de neiging langdurige en wederzijds voordelige banden aan te
gaan met aan hen betrouwbare leveranciers en met loyale klanten die een
persoonlijke relatie kunnen krijgen. Opvolging kan echter een negatieve
invloed hebben op deze persoonlijke relaties vanwege verschillen in de
generaties en/of een andere oriëntatie op het bedrijfsleven. Verschillende
houdingen van voorgangers en opvolgers met betrekking tot markt en
inkomsten kunnen ook een uitdaging vormen voor het familiebedrijf. De
nadruk van de vorige generatie op Halal verdiensten die geduld, hard werken
en hoge kwaliteit vragen, kan problemen veroorzaken als deze houding wordt
geconfronteerd met het ongeduld van de opvolger om meer geld te verdienen
en minder aandacht te besteden aan kwaliteit en reputatie in de markt.

Opvolging vanuit financieel perspectief
De financiële dimensie van de opvolging in het Iraanse familiebedrijf is een
uiterst kritisch en gevoelig onderwerp dat familierelaties en -waarden kan
ondermijnen of kan leiden tot de beëindiging van familiebedrijven. Afhankelijk
van de verschillende opvattingen over de materialistische dimensie en de
dynamiek van elk familiebedrijf, variëren de successen in eigendom en
terugtrekking en kunnen ze verschillende gevolgen hebben. Er moet echter
rekening worden gehouden met het feit dat familiebedrijven zeer kwetsbaar
zijn met betrekking tot financiële aangelegenheden, omdat geld mensen en
hun kenmerken kan veranderen. De meest epidemische invloed van geld op
het Iraanse familiebedrijf is dat hoe meer welvaart wordt opgebouwd en hoe
meer welvaartsstijgingen er zijn in familiebedrijven, hoe groter de kans dat het
in een luxueus leven verstrikt raakt en/of dat er meer aandacht wordt besteed
aan de materialistische dimensie van het leven die in contrast staat met de
uitgangspunten van de meeste Iraanse familiebedrijven. Dit kan ook een kloof
in familierelaties creëren en ernstige familieconflicten en spanningen
veroorzaken; vooral tijdens het opvolgingsproces blijven financiële problemen
een uitdagend onderwerp voor Iraanse familiebedrijven, zoals bijna overal.
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Anderen ...
Ik heb ook enkele belanghebbenden gevonden die niet zo invloedrijk zijn als
andere belanghebbenden, maar die eveneens van invloed kunnen zijn op het
opvolgingsproces. Vrienden van familiebedrijven kunnen niet alleen hun visie
op opvolging beïnvloeden, maar kunnen ook een rol spelen als toezichthouder,
consultant en bemiddelaar tijdens het opvolgingsproces en vele conflicten en
botsingen oplossen en/of voorkomen.
De lokale gemeenschap en timing zijn andere invloedrijke factoren in
opvolgingsprocessen. Het delen van opvolgingsprocessen als een veel
voorkomend probleem met andere familiebedrijven, evenals het naast elkaar
plaatsen van de pensioengerechtigde leeftijd en de volwassenheid van
opvolgers, zijn in een gemeenschap belangrijke factoren die veel problemen en
botsingen tijdens het opvolgingsproces kunnen voorkomen.

Algemene conclusie
Bevindingen van Iraanse familiebedrijf stakeholders voldoen meestal aan en
bevestigen theorieën van de Westerse literatuur op individueel niveau voor
zover het de psychologie, attitudes en gedragingen van de mens betreft.
Verschillen tussen mijn bevindingen en theorieën in de Westerse literatuur
hangen meestal samen met context gerelateerde attitudes en gedragingen van
belanghebbenden. In feite vormen de context en de dominante cultuur van
elke samenleving de levensstijl, denkwijze, redenering, interpretatie, begrip,
sympathie en communicatie van mensen binnen die samenleving. Zonder
nauwkeurige aandacht voor die contextuele factoren, zou het nauwelijks
mogelijk zijn om een uitgebreid begrip te hebben van de onderliggende
dynamiek en perspectieven van de betrokken stakeholders binnen het
familiebedrijf en hun interactie met elkaar.
Dit onderzoek toont aan dat theoretiseren over opvolging in
familiebedrijven een onderzoeksopzet vraagt die als eerste een systematisch
perspectief heeft dat niet alleen oog heeft voor alle individuele betrokken
belanghebbenden en hun interacties binnen familie-, bedrijfs- en
eigendomsdomeinen, maar ook kijkt naar de extra dimensie van ‘context’. Ten
tweede zal die onderzoeksopzet rekening houden met het steeds
veranderende karakter van familiebedrijf en haar context.
Een familiebedrijf is een combinatie van de drie dimensies van familie,
familiebedrijf en eigendom. Alle individuen die bij deze dimensies betrokken
zijn, worden stakeholders genoemd; zij hebben iets te zeggen, te denken, te
doen en hebben een perspectief dat in aanmerking moet worden genomen en
dat door anderen goed moet worden begrepen, vooral tijdens een
opvolgingsproces, teneinde een effectieve opvolging met minimale spanningen
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en weerstand te bewerkstelligen. Vanuit onderzoek oogpunt is alleen het
bestuderen van belanghebbenden en hun perspectieven niet voldoende,
omdat opvolging een proces is waarin mensen elkaars beslissingen en gedrag
beïnvloeden en daardoor worden beïnvloed. Bovendien zouden onderzoekers,
om de echte dynamiek van opvolging in een familiebedrijf te begrijpen,
rekening moeten houden met de interne context van dat familiebedrijf en, in
een breder kader, rekening houden met de context waarin het familiebedrijf
zich bevindt, zoals de buurt, gemeenschap, regio, en het land. Door rekening te
houden met de context, kunnen onderzoekers de redenen begrijpen wat
stakeholders doen, denken, beslissen, zich gedragen, begrijpen, interpreteren,
en de perspectieven van andere belanghebbenden interpreteren.
Een andere dimensie waarmee onderzoekers rekening zouden moeten
houden, is tijd en de steeds veranderende aard van contexten binnen en
buiten het familiebedrijf en ook veranderingen in belanghebbenden en
veranderingen in mensen zelf. Daarom kunnen belanghebbenden binnen een
familiebedrijf anders omgaan met opvolging in verschillende tijden en in
verschillende contexten. Derhalve is de algehele conclusie van dit onderzoek
dat de opvolging in elk familiebedrijf op een bepaald moment een ander
fenomeen is dat een onafhankelijke studie verdient. Elk Iraans familiebedrijf
bleek een unieke setting met een eigen dynamiek en interacties die een
onafhankelijke studie en een nauwkeurige analyse waard zijn om te ontdekken
hoe het familiebedrijf zou moeten omgaan met een opvolgingsproces.
Daarom vond ik het, in tegenstelling tot de meeste literatuur die
generaliseerbare theorieën en recepten voor opvolging in familiebedrijven
probeert te presenteren, meer voor de hand liggend om in eerste instantie de
perspectieven en zorgen van verschillende betrokken belanghebbenden te
onderzoeken met betrekking tot het opvolgingsproces en de onderliggende
contextuele factoren die de dynamiek bepalen en beïnvloeden en interacties
van dit proces in Iran; en ten tweede, vond ik het belangrijk mijn bevindingen
te presenteren aan familiebedrijven om hen vertrouwd te maken met de
complexiteit en multidimensionaliteit van en meerstemmigheid in dit proces,
waardoor ze hun bereik kunnen vergroten en hun kennis over zo'n kritisch
proces van leiderschapsovergang kunnen vergroten voordat ze beslissingen
over hun strategie nemen.
Als stakeholders uit
het familiebedrijf
de
complexiteit,
multidimensionaliteit en meerstemmigheid van dit proces begrijpen, en leren
over perspectieven en zorgen van anderen en elkaar wederzijds begrijpen en
met elkaar communiceren, zijn zij de besten die het meest effectieve en
uitgebreide recept kunnen vinden voor het omgaan met het opvolgingsproces
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in hun familiebedrijf, omdat niemand anders dan juist die leden van een
familiebedrijf zelf inzicht hebben in de dynamiek en context van hun
familiebedrijf.
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